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Dedicated to the bright memory of Academician
Andrei Nikolaevich Tikhonov

INTRODUCTION
It is impossible to imagine modern science without the wide application of
mathematical modeling. The essence of this methodology is the replacement
of an initial object by its “image” - the mathematical model - and the further
study of model with the help of computing-logical algorithms. This “third
method” of research, construction and design, combines many advantages
both theoretical, and experimental. Working not with the object itself, but
with its model enables one to investigate cheaply, easily and quickly its
properties and behavior in any conceivable situation (this is the advantage
of the theory). At the same time, and thanks to the power of modern
computing methods, the numerical experiments with models of objects using
computations, simulations and imitation allow detailed and deep study of
objects which was not possible using pure theoretical approaches (this is the
advantage of the experiment). It is not surprising that the methodology
of mathematical modeling has developed intensely, covering new* spheres from the development of technological systems and their control up to the
analysis of complex economic and social processes.
Elements of mathematical modeling were used from the very beginning
of the development of fundamental science, and it is not by chance that
certain methods of calculations are named after Newton and Euler, and the
word “algorithm” originates from the name of medieval Arabic scholar AlKhorezmi. The renaissance of this methodology occurred in the late 40s and
early 50s, at least for two reasons. The first of them was the appearance of
computers, which although modest from a modern point of view, neverthe
less enabled the scientists to avoid a huge amount of routine computing work.
The second was an unprecedented social problem - the Soviet and American
national nuclear arms programs, which could not be realized by traditional
methods. Mathematical modeling solved that problem: both nuclear explo
sions and flights of rockets and satellites were previously tested within the
computers using mathematical models, and only later were realized in prac
tice. This success in many respects determined the further development of
the methodology, without which no large-scale technological, ecological or
economic project is now considered seriously (this is also true in relation to
some social and political projects).
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Nowadays mathematical modeling is entering the third essentially im
portant phase of its development, being built within the structures of the
so-called information society. The impressive progress in means of process
ing, transferring and storing information corresponds to the global tenden
cies towards complication and overlap in various spheres of human activity.
W ithout possessing information resources it is impossible even to think about
a solution to the large and diverse problems posed to the world community.
However, the information itself is often not enough for the analysis and fore
cast, for choice of solutions and control by their performance. Reliable ways
of processing raw information into a ready “product” are necessary. The his
tory of mathematical modeling methodology convinces: it can and should
be the intellectual core of information technologies, of the whole process of
creating the information society.
Technical, ecological, economic and other systems investigated by mod
ern science cannot be studied adequately using regular theoretical methods.
Direct experimentation in nature is time-consuming, expensive, often even
dangerous, or simply impossible, since many systems are unique. The price
of mistakes and wrong decisions is unacceptably high. Therefore mathemat
ical modeling is an inevitable component of scientific and technical progress.
The very formulation of the problem of mathematical modeling an object
leads to a precise plan of actions. It can be conditionally split into three
stages: model - algorithm - code (see the diagram).

At the first stage, the “equivalent” of the object is chosen (or con
structed), reflecting its major properties in a mathematical form - the laws,
controlling it, connections peculiar to the components, and so on. The math
ematical model (or its fragments) is investigated using theoretical methods,
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enabling one to obtain important preliminary knowledge about the object.
The second stage is the choice or development of the algorithm for the
realization of a model on the computer. The model is represented in a
form convenient for the application of numerical methods. The sequence
of computing and logic operations are defined, enabling us to find out the
sought quantities with required accuracy. The computing algorithms should
not distort the basic properties of the model and, hence, of the initial object;
they should be economical and convenient for the considered problems and
the computers used.
At the third stage the codes are created, “translating” the model and
algorithm into a language accessible to the computer. They also have to fulfill
the economy and convenience criteria. One can call them the “electronic”
equivalents of the investigated object, already suitable for direct tests on
“the experimental facility” - the computer.
By creating a triad “model - algorithm - code”, the researcher gets
a universal, flexible and inexpensive tool, which first has to be debugged
and tested in computer experiments. When the adequacy of the triad with
respect to the initial object is confirmed, detailed and diverse tests are per
formed revealing the qualitative and quantitative properties and character
istics of the object. The process of modeling is accompanied by the improve
ment and specification, as far as is possible, of all parts of the triad.
Being a methodology, mathematical modeling is not the substitute for
mathematics, physics, biology and other scientific disciplines; it does not
compete with them. On the contrary, it is difficult to overestimate its syn
thesizing role. The creation and application of a triad is impossible without
relying on the different methods and approaches - from qualitative analysis
of nonlinear models to modern programming languages. It gives additional
stimulus to quite different areas of science.
Considering the broader question, recall, that modeling is present in all
kinds of human creative activity in the work of researchers and business
men, politicians and military commanders. Introducing exact knowledge
into these spheres helps to restrict intuitive, speculative modeling, and ex
pands the field of application of rational methods. Certainly, mathematical
modeling is good only at carrying out well-known professional requirements:
the precise formulation of basic concepts and assumptions, a posteriori anal
ysis of the adequacy of used models, guaranteeing the accuracy of computing
algorithms and so on. Regarding the modeling of systems involving human
factor, one has to add to these requirements the accurate differentiation of
mathematical and everyday terms (sounding identical, but having different
content), the cautious application of already available mathematical tools to
the study of phenomena and processes (the preferable way is “from problem
to method”, and not vice versa), etc.
While solving the problems of the information society, it might be naive
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to rely only on the power of computers and other means of computer sci
ence. Permanent development of the triad of mathematical modeling and its
introduction into the modern information-modeling systems is a methodolog
ical imperative. Only its performance enables us to obtain adequately high
technological, competitive and diverse material and intellectual production.
Many good books are devoted to the various aspects of mathematical
modeling. While working on the present book, the authors were aiming
to select and describe the approaches to the construction and analysis of
mathematical models common for various disciplines and not dependent on
particulars. The world surrounding us is uniform, and researchers effectively
use this gift of nature also via the universality of mathematical models. Cer
tainly, the content of the book is connected in certain way with the authors’
personal experience. Nevertheless, adhering the above formulated viewpoint,
it was easier to expand the framework of the account and to demonstrate
the broad possibilities of mathematical modeling - from mechanics to social
sciences. Because of this the authors believe the present volume differs from
the books of our colleagues.
As for the style of the book, we tried to avoid bulky and strict proce
dures (the interested reader can find them in more specialized editions), and
paid more attention to the description of corresponding ideas and examples.
Therefore the book contains plenty of illustrations and exercises; its sim
pler material can be used for educational programs on various directions of
mathematical modeling.
The constraints of the book have not only allowed us to expand on a
number of important topics; it might be necessary to consider in more detail
the approaches to the construction of discrete models and numerical meth
ods, questions of the equipment of models and their identification, of their
synthesis and decomposition, etc. For the same reason, the bibliography
includes only the required minimum - either the works directly reflected in
the text, or the key books, where further references can be found.
The selection of material and the manner of its representation corre
sponds to the concepts of our school of mathematical modeling, which
operates at a global level and widely treats the given methodology.
Therefore, we cannot mention all our colleagues, who have influenced
the content of the book. The authors consider it a pleasant duty to
thank N.V.Zmitrenko (doctor of physico-mathematical sciences), who un
dertook the task of reading the manuscript and helping with a num
ber of valuable remarks; B.N.Chetverushkin, V.F.Tishkin (the doctors
of physico-mathematical sciences) and Academician A.A.Petrov for their
help with material and productive discussions on the crucial problems of
mathematical modeling. The authors are grateful also to V.Ya.Karpov
(doctor of physico-mathematical sciences), A.E.Korolev (candidate of
physico-mathematical sciences), V.A.Ovsyannikov (candidate of engineer
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ing sciences), V.I.Zelepnev (engineer), O.L.Busygin (economist) and to
N.I.Colen’ka (financial director) for useful discussions of particular questions.
We are grateful also to the staff members of the Institute of Mathematical
Modeling of Russian Academy of Sciences N.G.Sirotenko and A.S.Boldarev,
who helped prepare the draft of the book.
We hope that our book will be interesting and useful both for beginners
and experienced researchers and teachers using the methods of mathematical
modeling and computer experiments in their scientific work.

Moscow, June, 1997.

A.A.Samarskii, A.P.Mikhailov
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1

Elementary Mathematical Models

Let us consider some approaches to the construction of elementary mathe
matical models, illustrating the application of the fundamental laws of na
ture, variational principles, analogies and hierarchical chains. Despite its
simplicity, the material involved will enable us to start the discussion of
such concepts as adequacy of models, their “equipment” , nonlinearity, nu
merical realization and a number of other basic questions of mathematical
modeling.
1.
Fundam ental laws of nature. The most widespread method of
constructing of models is by applying the fundamental laws of nature to
a particular situation. These laws are conventional, repeatedly confirmed
by experience, and are the basis of scientific and technical achievements.
Therefore their validity is doubtless, which besides everything, provides a
powerful psychological support to the researcher. The main questions are:

1.1.
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which laws should be applied in any given case and how should they be
applied.

F ig .l.
a)
Conservation of energy. This law has been known for almost two
hundred years and occupies perhaps the most honorable place among the
great laws of nature. Based on it, an expert in ballistics, aiming to determine
quickly the velocity of a revolving bullet without laboratory conditions, can
take advantage of a rather simple device such as a pendulum - a load hung
on a light, rigid and freely rotating rod (Fig. 1). The bullet embedded in
a load, will pass to the system “bullet-load” a kinetic energy, which at the
moment of the maximal shift of the rod from the vertical will completely
transform into the potential energy of system. These transformations are
described by a chain of equalities

Here m v 2/ 2 is the kinetic energy of a bullet of mass m and velocity v , M is
the mass of a load, V is the velocity of the system “bullet-load” immediately
after the collision, g is the free-fall acceleration, I is the length of the rod,
a is the angle of the maximal shift. The required velocity is determined by
the formula
____________________
(i)

which will be quite exact, if one neglects the losses of energy on the heating
up of the bullet and load, the resistance of the air, the speeding up of the
rod, etc. These at first sight reasonable assumptions are actually incorrect.
The processes occurring at the “merging” of the bullet and the pendulum,
are no longer purely mechanical. Therefore when calculating the value v ,
the law of conservation of mechanical energy is not valid: the total energy,
rather than the mechanical one is conserved. It provides only the lower limit
for the estimation of the velocity of the bullet (for the correct solution of this
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simple problem it is necessary to use also the law of momentum conservation
- see exercise 1).

Fig.2. The initial, intermediate and final stages of drilling metal
using a laser.
Similar considerations can be used by the engineer to estimate the time
tk taken to drill a layer of metal of thickness L using laser of a power W , with
radiation perpendicular to the surface of the material (Fig. 2). If the energy
of the laser completely spent on the evaporation of the metal of mass is LSp
(S is the irradiated area, L S is the volume of the metal, p is the density of
the matter), the law of conservation of energy is expressed by equality
(2 )

where h is the energy required for the evaporation of a unit of mass. The
size h has compound structure: h = (Tme1—T)h\ + h<i + /13, since the matter
has to be consistently heated to melting point Tme1, and then smelted and
transformed into vapor (T is the initial temperature, hi is the specific heat,
/12 and /13 are the specific heat of melting and evaporation, respectively).
The variation of the depth of the hole l(t) in course of time is determined
by the detailed balance of energy within the interval of time from t up to
t + dt. To evaporate during this time a mass:

the energy dl hSp equal to the energy W dt has to be passed to the matter

1.1.
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by the laser:
Whence the differential equation yields

Its integration (in view of the fact that the initial depth of the hole is equal
to zero) gives

(3)
where E(t) is the total energy released by the laser up to the moment of
time £. Hence, the depth of the hole is proportional to the spent energy (and
value
when Z(f*) = L, and coincides with the energy calculated by the
formula (2)).
Actually, the process of drilling is much more complicated than the con
sidered scheme: the energy is spent on heating the sample and removing
vapors from the hole, which can have a complicated form, etc. Therefore the
correctness of the considered mathematical description is much less certain
than in the case of the bullet. The question of the correspondence of the
object and its model is one of the central ones in mathematical modeling;
we shall be dealing with this later.
b)
Conservation of matter. This law is used, say, by a schoolboy while
solving the problem of filling of a pool with water, inflowing and outflowing
from two pipes. Certainly, the area of application of this law is incomparably
wider.
Consider, for example, a small amount of radioactive substance (ura
nium) surrounded by a thick layer of a regular material (lead), - a situation
typical either for the storage of decaying materials, or for their use as energy
sources (Fig. 3). The word “small” implies the simplifying circumstance,
namely that all products of decay not undergoing collisions with atoms of
the substance, escape from the area I. In other words, the length of free
path of the products of decay Ai in the first substance is significantly larger
than the characteristic sizes of the material Li, i.e. \ \ ^> L\. The words “a
thick layer” implies that in accordance with the purpose of the storage the
products of the decay are completely absorbed in area II. It is guaranteed
by the fulfilling of the opposite condition An <£ Ln, where An is the free
path of products of disintegration within the second substance, L\\ is its
characteristic size.
Thus, everything that escapes from area I is absorbed in the area II, and
the total mass of both substances in course of time does not vary. This is
the law of conservation of matter applied to the given situation. If at the
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Fig.3.
initial moment in time t = 0 masses of the substances were equal Mi (0) and
Mn(O), at any moment in time the following balance is valid
(4)
The only equation (4), obviously, is not enough to determinate the cur
rent values of both masses - M\(t) and Mn(t). For a complete mathematical
formulation it is necessary to involve an additional consideration on the char
acter of disintegration. Namely, that the rate of decay (the number of atoms
decaying in a unit of time) is proportional to the total number of atoms in
the radioactive substance. For a small time interval dt between the moments
t and t + dt

atoms will decay. Here, again the law of conservation of matter is used,
but applied not to the whole process, but to an interval of time dt. In the
last equation describing the balance of atoms, in the right hand side is with
the sign minus (substance decreases), and N\(t + £dt) describes the average
number of atoms during the considered time. Rewrite it in a differential
form:

Taking into account that M\(t)
substance I, we have

MiiVx(t), where fij is the nuclear weight of
(5 )

1.1.
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At spontaneous radioactivity any atom, independent of the condition
of the environmental substance, has a certain probability of disintegration.
Hence the greater (smaller) the products of disintegration in a unit of time,
the greater (smaller) is the amount of the radioactive substance. The co
efficient of proportionality a > 0 (constant decay) is determined by the
particular substance.
The equations (4), (5) together with conditions Ai 2 > Lj, An <SC L\i and
with the given values a, M\(0), M n( 0 ) represent the mathematical model of
the considered object.
Integrating (5), we obtain that the mass of the decayed material decreases
by exponential law
M\(t) = mi(0)e-Q t,
and at t —>oo the matter in the area I disappears completely.
In so far as the total mass according to (4) remains constant, the amount
of the m atter in area II increases
M u (4) = Mh(O) + Mi(0) - Mi( 0) e~at

=

M n (0) + M i(0) (1 - e~at) ,

and at t —►oo the products of disintegration completely move from area I
to II.
c)
Conservation of momentum. A motionless boat in a lake in windless
weather will begin to move forward if one steps from bow to the stern. This
displays the law of conservation of momentum: the total a momentum of
a system not undergoing actions of external forces is preserved. The boat
reacts to the movement by displacement in the opposite direction.
The principle of jet propulsion is the basis of many remarkable technical
devices, for example, a rocket lifting an artificial satellite (“sputnik”) to an
orbit around the Earth; this needs to develop a speed of approximately 8
km/s. The elementary mathematical model of the movement of a rocket fol
lows from the law of conservation of momentum if one neglects the resistance
of the air, the gravitation and other forces, excluding, certainly, the power
of the jet engines.
Let the products of combustion of rocket fuel outflow from the rocket
nozzle with a speed u (for modern fuels u is equal to 3-5 km/s). For a small
interval of time dt between the moments t and t 4 - dt, some part of fuel
will be burnt out, and the mass of the rocket will be changed on dm. The
momentum of the rocket will be changed also, however the total momentum
of the system “the rocket plus products of combustion” will remain the same
as in the moment £, i.e.
m(t) v(t) = m (t + dt) v(t + dt) —dm[v(t + £dt) —u]y
where v(t) is the speed of the rocket, v(t+£dt) - u, (0 < £ < 1) is the average
speed of gas escaping from the muzzle within interval dt (both speeds are
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relative to the Earth). The first member on the right hand side of this
equality is the momentum of the rocket in the moment t + dt, the second is
the momentum transferred to the escaping gas during dt.
Taking into account, that m(t + dt) = m(t) + (dm/dt)dt + 0 (d t2), the
law of conservation of momentum can be written as a differential equation

where —(d m /d t)u, obviously nothing other than the drag force of the rocket
engines, and which, rewritten in the form

easily integrated:

,

where v q mo are respectively the speed and the mass of the rocket at the
moment t = 0. If vq = 0, the maximal speed of a rocket achieved with
complete use of the fuel, is equal
(6 )

Here m p is the useful mass (mass of the satellite), m s is the structural mass
(the mass of actual rocket including the fuel tanks, engines, control systems,
etc.).
Tziolkovsky’s simple formula of (6 ) allows us to make a fundamental
conclusion about the design of a rocket for space flights. Consider the size
A = m s/(mo — mp), which characterizes at mp = 0 the ratio of structural
and initial masses of the rocket. Then for practical values of A = 0.1, u — 3
km /s at nip = 0 we have

Even in the ideal case where the useful mass is equal to zero, gravity and
resistance of air are absent, etc. it follows that a rocket of the considered
type is not capable of achieving the first space speed. Thus it is necessary to
use multistage rockets - a conclusion drawn by the founders of cosmonautics.
The given example also illustrates a kind of a principle of favored con
ditions, frequently used in the mathematical modeling of complex objects:
if an object in best conditions is not capable of achieving the required char
acteristics, it is necessary to change the approach to the object or to soften
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the requirements; if the requirements basically are achievable, the following
steps are connected to the study of the influence of additional complicating
factors.
2.
Variational principles. One more approach to the construction
of models, comparable by its breadth and universality with the opportuni
ties provided by the fundamental laws, concerns the application of so-called
variational principles. They represent rather general statements on the con
sidered object (system, phenomenon), namely, among all possible variants
of the behavior (movement, evolution), only those are chosen which satisfy
a certain condition. Usually, according to this condition, certain quantities
associated with the object achieve extreme values while in transition from
one state to another.

Fig.4. Various trajectories of movement from a point A to
a point B with a contact with the line C . The bold line
indicates the fastest way.
Assume that a car has to move with a constant speed v from point A to
point jB, touching the line C (Fig. 4). The driver of the car is in a hurry and
among various trajectories is choosing the one with the least spent time. Let
us represent the spent time as a function of a, of the angle between the line
and the trajectory starting from A:
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Here o and b are the lengths of the perpendiculars from the points A and
B on the line, 0(a) is the angle between the line and the trajectory ending
on B.
The condition of extremity t(a) with respect to the argument a implies

or

(7)
For any values of a the following equality is valid

where c is the distance between the projections of points A and B on the
line (the same for all trajectories). Differentiating, we obtain the ratio
(8)

which together with a condition of the minimum (7) means

i.e. the equality of angles a and fi (see exercise 5).
Now it is not difficult to find out the values of a min, tmin through the
given a, 6, c. However of more importance for us is the condition of minimal
spent time, which leads to the choice of the appropriate trajectory by the law
“the fall angle is equal to the reflection angle”. We see that this is just the
law of the reflection of a light beam from a reflecting surface! Is it possible
that in a common case the light beams move via trajectories ensuring the
fastest transition of a signal from one point to another? Yes, this is exactly
the case according to the renown variational principle of Fermat, leading to
the basic laws of geometrical optics.
Let us show this via consideration of the refraction of beams on the
boundary of two media (Fig. 5). The light moving from the point A via the
first medium with a speed va refracts and, passing through the boundary,
moves within the second medium with a speed Vb up to the point B. If a is
the fall angle of the beam, and /3(a) is the angle of its refraction, the time
of passage from A to B is
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Fig.5. Possible trajectories of the light beams from point A
to point B and refracting on the line C - to the boundary
of two media. The bold line indicates the trajectory corre
sponding to the refraction law cos a / cos/3 = va/vb.

The condition of the minimum of t(a) is written as follows (compare with
(7))

Differentiating via a, the condition of constancy of c is still expressed by
the formula (8). Here the quantities a, 6, c have the same meaning, as in
the previous case. Excluding from the last formula the derivative d/3/da, we
arrive at the equality
(9)
i.e. the known law of refraction of light.
Formulated for a certain class of phenomena, the variational principles
allow us to build the appropriate mathematical models uniformly. Their
universality is expressed also by the fact that their application enables in
certain degree to neglect the specific nature of the process. Thus, the driver
of a car following the principle of the minimal time and wishing to get from
point A, located on a sandy ground (one speed), to point £?, located on
a grassy area (another speed), is obliged to move not via the straight line
connecting A and £ , but via the certain “refracting” line.
3,
U se o f analogies in th e c o n stru c tio n o f m odels. In plenty of
cases where one is attempting to construct a model of a given object it is
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either impossible to specify directly the sought fundamental laws or varia
tional principles, or, from the point of view of our present knowledge, there
is no confidence in the existence of such laws admitting mathematical for
mulation. One of the fruitful approaches to such objects is to use analogies
with already investigated phenomena. Indeed, what can be common be
tween radioactive decay and the dynamics of populations, in particular, the
change in the population of our planet? Even at the elementary level such
an analogy is quite visible, as it is clear for one of the simplest models of
population - the Malthus model It is based on the simple assumption that
the speed of change of the population in time t is proportional to its current
number N(t), multiplied on the sum of factors of the birth a(t) > 0 and the
death rate /3(t) < 0 . As a result one comes to the equation
( 10 )

which is rather similar to the equation of radioactive decay and coinciding
with it at a < {3 (if a and /3 are constants). It is not surprising, since
identical assumptions were made for their derivation. The integration of the
equation ( 10) gives

where N ( 0 ) = N (t = to) is the initial population.

F ig . 6 . Change of the population in time in the Malthus model.
In Fig .6 the diagrams of function N(t) are given at constant values of a
and (3 (to different similar to each other curves correspond different values
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of time to of the beginning of the process). At a = {3 the population remains
constant, Le. in this case the equilibrium value N(t) = N ( 0 ) is the solution of
the equation. The balance between the rates of birth and death is unstable
in the sense that even the small violation of equality a = /3 results in a large
deviation of function N(t) from its equilibrium value N ( 0). At a < p the
population decreases and tends to zero at t —►oo, and at a > increases by
some exponential law, up to infinity at t —►oo. This last circumstance has
served as the basis for fears about the future overpopulation of the Earth
with all the consequences following from here.
Both in the given example, and in several other cases considered above,
it is possible to specify many obvious restrictions of the applicability of the
constructed model. Certainly, the complex process of variation of the pop
ulation depending also on the conscious intervention of humans themselves,
cannot be described by a simple law. Even in an ideal case of the isolated
biological population the considered model is not real enough because of the
limitation of resources necessary for its existence.
These remarks nevertheless do not refute however, the role of analogies in
the construction of mathematical models of very complex phenomena. The
application of analogies is based on one of the major properties of models
- their universality, i.e. their applicability for objects of essentially different
natures. Thus, the assumption that the rate of variation of a quantity is
proportional to its value or to its certain function are widely used in various
areas.
4.
Hierarchical approach to the construction o f models. Only in
rare cases it is convenient and justified to construct complete mathematical
models at once, even of quite simple objects, in view of all the factors essen
tial for their behavior. Therefore it is natural to proceed in accordance to
the principle “from the simple to the complex”, when the following step is
made after the detailed study of models which are not too complex. Then,
a chain (hierarchy) of more and more complete models is appearing, each
of which generalizes the previous ones, including the former as a particular
case.
Let us construct such a hierarchical chain on an example of a model of
a multistage rocket. As was established at the end of Section 1, a real onestage rocket is unable to develop the first space speed. The reason is due to
the amount of fuel to be used for the speeding up of the unnecessary parts
of the structural mass of the rocket. Hence, with a movement of a rocket it
is necessary to periodically get rid of a ballast. In terms of practical design
it means that the rocket consists of several stages, which are discarded in
the process of their use.
Let nrii be the total mass of i-th stage, Am* be the corresponding struc
tural mass (so that the fuel mass is (1 —A)ra*), mp be the mass of the useful
loading. The value of A and speed of the escape of gases u are the same for
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all stages. Consider for clarity the number of stages n = 3. The initial mass
of such a rocket is equal

Consider the moment when all the fuel of the first stage is spent and the
mass of the rocket is equal

Then by the formula (6 ) of the initial model, the speed of the rocket equals

After achieving of the speed v\ the structural mass Ami is removed and the
second stage is operated. The mass of the rocket in this moment is equal

Since this time and up to the moment in the second stage when the fuel
is completely spent, nothing prevents us from applying the model already
constructed for this case. All the reasoning on the conservation of total
momentum and the corresponding calculations remain valid (it is necessary
only to take into account that the rocket already has an initial speed t;i).
Then in accordance with the formula (6 ), after the fuel in the second stage
is spent, the rocket achieves the speed

The same considerations are applicable for the third stage of the rocket.
After the engines are switched off the speed of the rocket is equal

This chain can be easily continued for any number of stages, with the
derivation of corresponding formulae. In the case n = 3 for the final speed
we have
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mp

7 we obtain

The given expression is symmetrical with respect to the values c*i, c*2 , <*3,
and it is not difficult to show that its maximum is achieved in the symmet
rical case, i.e. at ct\ = cl<
i — <23 = a. Thus for i = 3

It is easy to check that the product <*10:20:3 = a is equal to the relation
mo/rrip or

Similarly, for a multistage rocket we have
(ii)

where n is the number of stages.
Consider the formula ( 11). Let us adopt vn = 10,5 km/s, A = 0,1. Then
for n = 2,3,4 we have mo = 149mp, tuq = 77mp, mo = 65mp, respectively.
It means that the two-stage rocket is suitable for taking to the orbit of some
useful mass (however for one ton of payload it is necessary to have a 149 ton
rocket). The transition to the third stage reduces the weight of the rocket by
almost half (but certainly complicates its design), while the four-stage rocket
does not give any remarkable advantage in comparison with the three-stage
one.
The construction of a hierarchical chain has allowed us to arrive at these
important conclusions in a simple way. The hierarchy of mathematical mod
els is frequently applied in the opposite direction “from the complex to the
simple”. In such cases the way down is used, i.e. from general and complex
models and simplifying assumptions to a sequence of more simple models
(which nevertheless have decreasing area of applicability).
5.
On th e nonlinearity o f m athem atical models. The simplicity of
the considered above models in many respects is connected with their linearity. From the mathematical point of view this important concept means that
the principle of superposition is valid, i.e. any linear combination of the so
lutions (for example, their sum) is also a solution of the problem. Using the
principle of superposition it is not difficult, finding out the solution in any
special case, to construct the solution for a more general situation. Therefore
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it is possible to judge the qualitative properties of the general case based on
the properties of the particular ones - the difference between two solutions
is of purely quantitative character. For example, the doubling of the speed
of the gases escaping from a rocket doubles the speed of the rocket, the re
duction of the angle of fall of a light beam to the reflecting surface leads
to the same change of the reflection angle and so on. In other words, in
case of linear models the response of object to change of any conditions is
proportional to the value of this change.
For nonlinear phenomena - with mathematical models not satisfying the
principle of superposition, the knowledge of behavior of a part of the object
does not guarantee the knowledge of behavior of the whole object, and its
response to change of conditions can depend qualitatively on the values of
those changes. Thus, the reduction of the fall angle of a light beam to the
boundary of two media results in the reduction of the angle of refraction,
but only up to a certain limit. If the fall angle becomes less than critical (see
formula (9)), a qualitative change occurs - the light fails to penetrate to the
second medium, if it is less dense than the first one. Thus, the refraction of
light is an example of a nonlinear process.
The majority of real processes and their corresponding mathematical
models are nonlinear. Linear models correspond to rather special cases and,
as a rule, serve only first as a approximation to reality. For example, the
population models at once becomes nonlinear if one takes into account the
limitation of resources accessible for population. In that case, it is assumed
that:
1 . An “equilibrium” population Np does exist, which is determined by
the environment;
2. The speed of population variation is proportional to the number mul
tiplied (as distinct to the Malthus model) on the amount of its deviation
from the equilibrium value, i.e.
( 12)

The member ( 1 —N /N p) in this equation describes the mechanism “of satura
tion” of number - at N < NP(N > Np) the growth rate is positive (negative)
and tends to zero, if N —►Np.
Representing equations (12) as

and integrating it, we obtain
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Fig. 7. Logistic curves, corresponding to various values of the initial
number N (0).

The constant of integration is determined from the condition N (t = 0)
JV(0), i.e. C = ln((JVp - N {Q))~l N {0)). As a result, we find

or, in a final form

The behavior of the function N(t) is described by a so-called logistic curve
(Fig. 7). At any N (0) the number tends to equilibrium value Np more slowly,
the closer is N(t) to N ( 0). Thus the equilibrium, as distinct from the model
(10), is stable.
The logistic model reflects more realistically the dynamics of population
as compared with the Malthus model, but it becomes nonlinear and con
sequently more co m p lex . Note that th e a ssu m p tio n s on the m ech an ism s of
saturation are used in the construction of many models in various fields.
6. P re lim in a ry conclusions. The process of constructing models can
be conditionally split into the following stages.
1.
The construction of the model starts from the semantic description of
an object or phenomenon. Besides general data on the nature of the object
and the purposes of its study, this stage can also contain some assumptions
(weightless axis, thick layer of matter, propagation of light beams via straight
lines, etc.). We can call this step the formulation of the premodel.
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2. The following stage is the end of the idealization of the object. All the
factors and effects which are not too crucial for its behavior are abandoned.
For example, while considering the balance of the matter (Sect.lb), the
defect of mass at the radioactive decay was not taken into account, in view
of it smallness. Whenever possible, idealizing assumptions are represented
in mathematical form (similar to the condition A/ 2 > L/ in Sect.lb), so that
their validity can be checked quantitatively.
3. After the performance of the first two stages one can move to the choice
or formulation of a law (variational principle, analogy and so forth) governing
the object, and its record in the mathematical form. The additional data on
the object are used if necessary and are again given in mathematical form
(for example, constance of size c for all trajectories of light beams, following
from the geometry of the problem; Sect.2 ). One should take into account
that even for simple objects the choice of the appropriate law is by no means
trivial (see exercise 1).
4. The formulation of the model is completed by looking at its “equip
ment” . For example, it is necessary to give the data on the initial conditions
of the object (speed of a rocket and its weight at the moment t — 0 ) or its
other characteristics (quantities Z, g in Sect.la); a, A/, A// in Sect.lb); a(t)
and /9(t) in Sect.3), without knowledge of which it is impossible to deter
mine the behavior of the object. And finally, the aim of studying model is
formulated (to find out the law of refraction of light, to understand the laws
of variation of population, to determine the requirements for the design of a
rocket launching a sputnik, etc.).
5. The constructed model is studied by all methods accessible to the
researcher, including the mutually checking the various approaches (see, for
example, exercises 4, 7). As distinct from elementary cases, considered in
Section 1, the majority of models cannot be treated purely theoretically,
and consequently one has to widely use computational methods. This cir
cumstance is especially important because the study of nonlinear objects, as
with their qualitative behavior, is generally unknown.
6 . As a result of studying a model not only is the aim achieved, but also
its adequacy - correspondence with the object and formulated assumptions
- has to be established. A non-adequate model can give results too far from
the true ones (compare the formula ( 1) and the result of exercise 1), and
should be either rejected, or modified correspondingly.
EXERCISES
1.
In the first problem of Subsection la to obtain the value of V (speed of the
system “a bullet-load” immediately after the collision) apply the law of conservation
of momentum instead of the law of conservation of energy. Be sure, that for the
speed of the bullet v one gets a value smaller by a factor ((M 4*raj/ra)1/2, than
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predicted by formula ( 1).
2 . Let the power of the laser drilling a material (Subsection la), depends on
time: W = W(t). How will the formula (3) be changed? Will the conclusion that
the depth of the hole is proportional to the spent energy remain valid?
3. Find the moment in time when the last atom of a radioactive substance (Sub
section lb) will decay. In the model (5), why the matter is disintegrated completely
only at t
oo?
4. Assume that in Subsection lc an “ideal” one-stage rocket is considered,
which is dropping the unnecessary fraction of its structural mass, (at the moment
of complete combustion of the fuel m 8 — 0). Using the law of conservation of
momentum, show that the maximal speed of such a rocket is determined by the
formula v = (1 —X)uln(mo/mp). Compare it with the formula (6). Why can the
ideal rocket reach any speed?
5. Check, with the use of (8), that the condition (7) is a condition for minimal
value of t(a). From Fig. 5 determine which speed is more - va or Vb? Using the
formula (9), find out at what angles the light beam does not penetrate from medium
a into medium 6, i.e. when the effect “of complete internal reflection of light” used
in a number of technical devices is realized.
6. Determine the behavior of r(t) = a(t) —0(t) > 0 at large t in Malthus model
(10), in order the keep the population finite at t -»> oo.
7. In Eq. (11) for the multistage rocket take the limit n —> oo, be convinced that
its limiting speed is determined via the formula for an ideal rocket from exercise 4.
Why do their results coincide?
8 . In logistic model (12) consider small deviations from the equilibrium,
i.e. when the solution is N(t) = Np + SN(t), where |<5iV(£)| C Np. Show that
for SN(t) in the first approximation the linear Malthus model (10) is valid.

2

Examples of Models Following
Fundamental Laws of Nature

from

the

We shall now consider in more details than in Section 1.1, models following
from the laws of Archimedes, Newton, Coulomb and other well known laws.
Let us discuss some properties of considered objects.
1.
T he trajectory of a floating submarine. Let a submarine at the
moment of time t = 0 situated at depth H from the sea surface and moving
with constant horizontal speed v (Fig. 8 ), receive an order to come up to the
surface. If only a short time interval is needed for the tanks of the submarine
to be released from the water and be filled by air, so that its average density
pi has become less than density of water po> it is possible to assume that
at the moment t = 0 a pushing force is acting on the submarine, greater
than the weight of the boat. In accord to the law of Archimedes the pushing
force is equal F = gVp$, where g is the acceleration of free fall, V is the
volume of the boat. The total force acting on the submarine in a vertical
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direction, i.e. the difference between F and weight of the body P = gVpi,
and its acceleration in accordance with Newton’s second law is equal

Coordinate Z, describing the horizontal position of the submarine, varies due
to the movement of the body with a constant speed:

Fig.8.
Solving these equations, we find
( 1)

and that the boat will arrive on the surface at the moment t =

when

Thus in horizontal direction a submarine will cover the distance

Excluding the time from ( 1) we shall find the trajectory of motion of the
submarine in coordinates (I, h)

which appears to be a parabola with its top at I = 0 , h = 0 (at derivation
of ( 1) the vertical speed of the boat, and the values of Z and h were taken
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to be equal to zero in the moment t = 0). We have also assumed that no
other vertical forces except F and P, are acting on the submarine. This
assumption is correct only at small speeds, when one can neglect the effect
of water resistance on the movement of the boat (see exercise 1).
Thus, the direct application of Archimedes’ law determining the pushing
out force, and Newton’s law connecting the force acting on the body and
its acceleration, has permitted us easily to find out the trajectory of the
submarine. Obviously, any body moving in a plane has a parabolic trajectory
when its velocity is constant in one direction and a constant force is acting on
the other direction (equations (1) actually give the parametric representation
of a parabola). This type of motion includes, for example, the motion of a
stone thrown from a height H with horizontal velocity v or electron’s motion
in an electrical field of a flat capacitor. However in the latter case it is
impossible to obtain the trajectory of the body directly from the fundamental
laws and a more detailed procedure is required. Let us consider this problem
in more detail.

Fig.9.
2. D eviation o f a charged particle in sin electron-beam tube.
We shall assume that the plates of the capacitor of an electron-beam tube
(Fig. 9) are infinite surfaces (this assumption is justified when the distance
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between the plates is much less than their sizes, and the electron is moving
far from their edges; see exercise 2). Obviously, the electron will be attracted
to the lower plate and repelled from the upper. The force of attraction F of
two opposite charges is determined easily from the Coulomb law

where q\ and q2 are the magnitudes of the charges, r is the distance between
them. The difficulty of this example is that the infinite number of charges
are located on the plate, each of them at a certain distance from the moving
electron. Therefore, it is first necessary to find out the force induced by each
charge, and then to combine all elementary forces to determine the resulting
action of plates on the electron.
Divide the whole surface of the lower plate into elementary “belts” , given
by coordinates n , 7*2,
—00 < ri, r% < 00 ; 7*2 = 0 (see Fig. 9).
Let us estimate the attraction force of an electron by a charge located
on an elementary area ds = dr\ dr% and equal dq = qo ds, where <70 is the
surface density of charge on the plate. If the particle is at a distance r<i from
the charged plane, then

(the smallness of da is taken into account here.) To estimate drs, we have

From the last two formulae we obtain

where, as in the previous case, the smallness of d/3 is taken into account.
Multiplying dr\ on drs and neglecting the term of higher order of smallness,
we obtain ds = r 2 ri da d/3/ (cos2 a cos2 (3 sin a). The attraction force of the
electron with the charge qe of an elementary area ds is

where f is the “average” distance from the electron to the area element,
which in view of the small size of da , d/3 is estimated from the formula
f = 7*2/ (cosa cos/3). In sum, for the elementary force we have
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and for its vertical component

Integrating the expression for F± by (3 from j3 = 0 up to /? = 7r/2,
we obtain the force of attraction of the electron by the elementary “belt”,
located in the quadrant r\ > 0, rz > 0:

Summing d F ^ over a from a = 0 up to a = 7r / 2 , i.e. over all belts of the
quadrant r\ > 0, r% > 0, we determine the attraction force induced by
charges located in this quadrant:

Taking into account the action of all four quadrants of the surface of the
lower plate and conducting similar considerations for the upper plate, we
shall obtain the resulting attraction (repulsion) force of the electron to all
charges of the capacitor
(2)
The force F is directed along the axis
to the lower plate (components
of F on axes 7*1, rs, are obviously equal to zero by virtue of symmetry; to
be convinced of this, it is enough to consider the action of a charge of the
surface element located in quadrant r\ < 0, 7-3 < 0 and symmetrical to the
surface element ds).
Since the force F does not depend on 7*2, and on horizontal axes the
particle is moving with a constant velocity v, we come to the situation of the
previous section; applying Newton’s second law, it is easy to derive formulae
similar to (1), describing the motion of the electron via a parabolic trajectory
and enabling one to calculate all its parameters. However as distinct from
the case with the submarine, the direct application of the fundamental law of
Coulomb for constructing a model of a moving electron, appears impossible.
Based on the fundamental law, one has first to describe the elementary act
of interaction of charges, and then, combining all those actions, to find out
the resulting force.
The analogous situation and the sequence of operations axe rather typical
in the construction of models, so far as many fundamental laws install mutual
relations just between elementary parts of the initial object. This is certainly
valid not only for electrical forces, but, for example, for gravity.
3.
O scillations o f th e rings o f S a tu rn . We shall construct a model
of motion of a point mass Mo in a field of gravity created by a matter ring
of radius i?o and linear density po. The ring is considered to be indefinitely
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Fig.10.
thin, the motion is along the axes of the ring (Fig. 10). This scheme can be
considered as an idealization of the process of the oscillations of the rings of
Saturn. Nevertheless, despite essential simplification, the direct use of the
law of world gravitation
where F is the force of attraction of two bodies of masses mo and m i, and
r is the distance between them, 7 is the the constant of gravitation, cannot
give a final model of the motion of the rings of Saturn, as the masses mo,
mi should be point-like.
Therefore, we first calculate the attraction force between a point mass
Mo and a mass dm, contained in the small element of the ring d/, which can
be considered as a point

Here i£, r are, correspondingly, the distance from a mass Mo up to the
ring and up to the center of the ring. Obviously, a t 0 < a < 7 r / 2 (for
7r/2 < a < 2 n the calculations are similar)

So far as dm = po dl = po Ro d/3 = —por ta n a d/3, then

Let us estimate the projection of the force dF on the axis r (just this pro
jection determines the sought motion):
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Summing the forces of gravity induced by all elements of the ring, i.e. by
taking the integral of dF± on (3 from (3 = 0 up to (3 = 27r, we shall estimate
the resulting force:

(3)
where Mi = 2 ir R$po is the total mass of the ring. As in the previous
problem, the horizontal projection of the resulting force is equal to zero
because of the symmetry of the ring with respect to the mass Mq.
The gravitational force (3) essentially differs from the expression given
by the law for point masses, coinciding with it only at r » R q, when the
ring can be identified with a point mass due to the distance between the
gravitating bodies which in great as compared with the size of the ring. If
r < J?o, then

and the force of attraction, contrary to the case of point masses, decreases
by distance between the objects (one more limiting case is considered in
exercise 3).
Applying Newton’s second law to the mass M q, we shall obtain the equa
tion of its motion along the axis r:

which, as distinct from subsections 1 and 2, is essentially nonlinear, and
becomes linear only at r ■< R q:

(4)

F ig .l l.
4.
M o tio n o f a ball a tta c h e d to a spring. In deriving models of
subsections 1-3 the fundamental laws had the principal role, defining the
origin and the magnitude of forces acting on the object, while Newton’s
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second law was an auxiliary and was applied at the last stage of constructing
the model. Certainly, such division is entirely conditional. Concerning the
problems of dynamics, one can use another scheme, namely, first to connect
the projection of acceleration of the body with the projections of acting forces
(using Newton’s law), and then, proceeding from certain considerations to
estimate those forces as functions of coordinates, getting a closed model. We
will demonstrate this approach to an example of a model of the motion of a
ball connected to a spring, with a rigidly fixed edge (Fig. 11).
Let r be the coordinate of the ball along the axis of the spring lying on a
horizontal plane, and the direction of the motion of the ball coincides with
its axis. Then by the second law of dynamics

where m is the mass of the ball, a is its acceleration. We consider the plane
ideally smooth (so that motion is without friction), and will also discount air
resistance, and take into account that the weight of the ball is balanced by
the reaction of the plane. The only force acting on the ball in the direction of
the axis r, is obviously is the elasticity force of the spring. We will determine
it, using Hook’s law, stating that for the expansion (compression) of a spring
it is necessary to have a force

where the coefficient k > 0 characterizes the elastic properties of the spring,
and r is the magnitude of expansion or compression with respect to an
unloaded position r = 0. The equation of motion of the ball has the form
(equation of an elementary oscillator)

(5)
It describes the simple harmonic oscillations and has a general solution
(6 )

where u> = y /k /m is the eigen-frequency of oscillations of the system “springball”. The values of A and B are easily determined from the initial condition
of the object, i.e. through the magnitudes r(t = 0) = ro and v(t = 0) = vo
(v (t) is the velocity of the ball), and r(t) = 0 at ro = vo = 0. Note that
the equation (4) in fact coincides with (5), therefore the subsection 3 also
concerns oscillations, but with respect to the system “Saturn-ring” .
The approaches used to construct the models in the present section,
should certainly not contradict other fundamental laws of nature. The ap
propriate check for consistency (if it is possible) is rather useful for the
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reliability of models. Let us clarify this, using the energy conservation law
to derive of equation (5) rather than Newton’s law. In so far as the attaching
point of the spring is motionless, the wall does not perform any work on the
system “spring-ball” (and the contrary), and its total mechanical energy E
remains constant. Let us calculate it. The kinetic energy is determined by
the motion of the ball (spring is considered weightless):

The potential energy of the system “is contained” in the spring, it is easy
to estimate it by defining the work necessary for the expansion (compression)
of the spring on magnitude r:

For the quantity E = Ek + En (integral of energy) which is constant in
time, we obtain

In so far as d E /d t = 0, differentiating the integral of energy by i, we arrive
at the expression

i.e. equation (5), thus checking the validity of its derivation. A similar pro
cedure is easy to perform for the examples in subsection 1-3.
5. Conclusion.
1. Even in the elementary situations for constructing a model the use of
not one, but several fundamental laws can be required.
2. The direct formal application of fundamental laws to an object con
sidered as a whole, is not always possible (subsections 2, 3). In these cases
one has to add the elementary acts of interaction between its parts, taking
into consideration the properties of the object (for example, its geometry).
3. The same models can describe objects of completely different natures,
described by different fundamental laws, and, on the contrary, a given law
can correspond to different models (for example, to linear and nonlinear
ones, see subsection 3).
4. It is necessary to use all means to check the validity of construction of
the model (see the limiting cases in subsections 2, 3, the other fundamental
laws in subsection 4, etc).
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EXERCISES
1. In the problem of floating a submarine, the resistance of water is taken
into account. Adopting the force of resistance F\ =
where fco > 0 is the
coefficient depending on the properties of water and the form of the submarine, u
is the vertical velocity of the boat, estimate the maximum depth if, when the force
Fi can be neglected at any moment of time t < tk (the condition F\
F —P)
should be fulfilled).
2. Repeating the considerations of subsection 2, obtain the force of attraction
of an electron to the plate of a capacitor of dimensions i?i, R 3. Be convinced, that
at Ri —►00, R 3 —>00 the obtained expression turns to the formula (2).
3. In the problem in subsection 3 introduce the thickness of the ring d, and
obtain the force F and show that the obtained expression at d —►0 coincides with
the formula (3).
4. Let the distance between the neutral position of the spring r = 0 and the wall
to which it is connected equal L (see Fig. 11). Obtain, using the formula (6), the
condition on the magnitudes ro, v q where the ball cannot hit the wall (otherwise
the model (5) is incorrect, in so far as at the impact with the wall the ball undergoes
the action of the force which is not taken into account in equation (5)).

,

3

Variational
Models

Principles

and

Mathematical

Let us give a simplified formulation of Hamilton’s variational principle for a
mechanical system. Based on it we shall derive the equations of motion of a
ball with a spring and of a pendulum in the gravity field. We will compare
the results of deriving the models from the fundamental laws and from the
variational principle.
1.
T he general schem e of the Ham iltonian principle. Consider a
mechanical system, without giving its formal and rigorous definition, taking
into account that the interaction between all its elements is determined by
the laws of mechanics (one of the simplest examples is the “ball-spring”
system considered in section 2.4). Introduce the concept of a generalized
coordinate Q(t), completely defining the position of the mechanical system
in space. The quantity Q(t) can coincide with the Cartesian coordinate (for
example, the coordinate r of the system “ball-spring”), the radius-vector,
the angular coordinate, the set of coordinates of mass points, etc. It is
natural to label the quantity dQ/dt as generalized velocity of the mechanical
system in the moment of time t. The set of magnitudes Q(t) and dQ/dt
determines the state of a mechanical system at all moments in time.
To describe the mechanical system the Lagrange function is introduced;
its derivation is a separate problem, considered in more detail in chapter
III. In the simplest cases the Lagrange function has a clear content and is
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denoted as
( 1)

where Ek, Ep are the kinetic and potential energies of the system respectively.
For the purposes of the present section there is no need to give the general
definition of quantities Ek, Ep, in so far as they are calculated in obvious
manner in the considered examples.
Let us introduce the quantity S[Q], named an action:

(2)

The integral (2), is obviously a functional from the generalized coordi
nates Q(t), i.e. it puts a correspondence between the function Q(t) defined
within the interval [ti, t^\ and some number S (action).
The Hamilton principle for the mechanical system states: if the system is
moving in accordance with the laws of mechanics, then Q(t) is a stationary
function for S[Q], or

(3)
The function <p(t) in the principle of least action (3) is a test function
turning to zero at the moments ti, t <2 and satisfying the condition that
Q(t) + £<p(t) is the possible coordinate of the given system (in t'he rest (p(t)
is arbitrary).
The content of principle (3) is that from all a priori possible trajecto
ries (motions) of the system between the moments t\ and t 2, the one with
the minimum of the functional of action is chosen (hence the name of the
principle). The function £<p(t) is called variation of the quantity Q{t).
Thus, the scheme of applying the Hamiltonian principle (3) for the con
structing models of mechanical systems is as follows: the generalized co
ordinates Q(t) and generalized velocities dQ/dt of the system are defined;
the Lagrange function L(Q, dQ /dt) and the functional of action S[Q] are
constructed; the minimization of the latter over variations eip(t) of the co
ordinates Q(t) gives the sought model.
2.
T h e th ir d w ay o f d eriv in g th e m odel o f th e sy stem “b a lls p rin g ” . We use the Hamiltonian principle to construct the model of the
motion of the ball connected with a spring (section 2.4). As generalized
coordinates of the system it is natural to chose the usual Eulerian coordinate
of the ball r(t). Then the generalized velocity dr/dt = v(t) is the usual
velocity of the ball. The Lagrangian function (1), L = Ek —Ep, is rewritten
using values of kinetic and potential energies of the system (already found
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in section 2.4):

For the action we obtain

Now, in view of the correspondence with the scheme seen in subsection 1,
we calculate the action over the variations S(p(t) of the coordinates r(t):

The last formula has to be differentiated by e (taking into account that the
functions r, (p, dr /d t, d(p/dt do not depend on e):

and inserting € = 0:

The right hand side of this expression (equal to zero in accordance with
the Hamiltonian principle - see (3)) after, integrating of its first member by
parts and in view of (p = 0 in the moments £i, £2? will take the form
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So far as the test function (p(t) in the formulation of the principle of
least action is arbitrary, then the part of the expression under the integral
in square brackets should be equal to zero in all instances t\ < t < t?-

i.e. the motion of the system should be described the equation (5), derived
in section 2 from Newton’s law (first way) and the law of conservation of
energy (second way). All three approaches appear to be equivalent (since
there is a deep relation between them studied in more detail in Chapter III).
3.
O scillations o f a pendulum in a gravity field. Consider a slightly
more complicated example of applying the Hamiltonian principle, along with
the detailed consideration of the initial stage of constructing a model - the
description of a mechanical system.
Let a pendulum be hung on a fixed (motionless) hinge. The pendulum
is a mass rrt attached on the edge of a rod of length I (Fig. 12). The hinge
is considered to be ideally smooth, in the sense that there are no losses by
friction. The motionless hinge means that no energy is passed from it to the
system “rod-weight”, i.e. no work is performed by the rod. The hinge is con
sidered weightless and absolutely rigid, i.e. its kinetic and potential energies
are equal to zero, and the weight cannot move along it. The weight is small
in comparison with the length of the rod (material point), the acceleration
of gravity g is constant, the air resistance is neglected, the oscillations occur
in the fixed vertical plane (obviously, the vector of the initial velocity of the
weight lies in this plane).

Fig.12.
It is clear that after these simplifying assumptions, the position of a
pendulum is determined only by one of the generalized coordinates; we select
the angle a(t) of the deviation of the rod from the vertical. A generalized
velocity in this case is the angular velocity d a /d t.
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The kinetic energy of the system is given by the formula

and the potential energy is given by the expression

where h is the deviation of the pendulum from the lowest position by the
vertical. In further calculations we omit the quantity mgl in Ep, in so far as
the potential energy is determined to be within a constant.
Now it is not difficult to estimate the Lagrange function (1) and the
action (2):

Deriving the action over variations a + e(p(t):

and differentiating it by e and assuming e = 0, we obtain

As in subsection 1, the first term of expression in the brackets is inte
grated by parts, taking into account, that (p(t) = 0 in moments t\, £2- Then
we come to the following equation:
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which by virtue of an arbitrary (p(t) can be satisfied only if for all t\ < t < t<i
true

(4)
Note that the equation of oscillations of the pendulum (4) is nonlinear as
distinct from equation (5) in subsection 2. This circumstance is connected
with the more complicated geometry of the system “rod-weight” , namely:
the acceleration of the weight is not proportional to the coordinate, as in
Hook’s law, but is a complex function of the deviation from the position of
equilibrium (angle a). If these deviations are small, then sin a « a, and the
model of small oscillations is linear:

They are described by a formula similar (6) from subsection 2, where
u = y/gft is the eigen-frequency of small oscillations, and the magnitudes
^4, B are determined through a(t = 0),
4.
Conclusion. The examples of this use of the Hamiltonian princi
ple for constructing models of mechanical systems enable one to draw up a
rather precise program of actions, in a general form described in subsection
1. The universality of the the successive procedures not depending on the
details of the concrete system, certainly, are the attractive features of vari
ational principles. In the simple cases above mentioned models can easily
be constructed in other ways. However for many other, more complicated
objects, the variational principles appear to be actually the only method of
constructing models. So, for example, the mechanical parts of the majority
of robotic devices consist of a great number of various elements mutually
connected in various ways. Their mathematical models include a large num
ber of equations, obtained with the help of the variational principles. This
approach is also successfully applied to other kinds of systems (physical,
chemical, biological), for which the appropriate general statements about a
character of their evolution (behavior) are formulated.
The circumstance that the Hamiltonian principle and other approaches
give identical models is natural, in so far as they describe the same initial
objects. Certainly, such a coincidence is guaranteed only when initial as
sumptions about the object are the same. If its idealization (as one of the
initial phases of constructing a model) will be carried uniformly, the different
modes of constructing models should give identical results. For example, in
the system “ball-spring” , let an additional constant external force acts on
the ball Fo. Then from Newton’s second law it is easy to derive the equation
of motion of the ball
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(compare with (5) of section 2). Applying the Hamiltonian principle to such
a system, it is necessary to take into account the presence of this force. Obvi
ously, the definitions of generalized coordinates, velocity and kinetic energy
Ek remain the same. At the same time, the expression for the potential
energy is modified essentially (compare with subsection 2) - on the quantity
equal to work performed by this force:

Using steps similar to those in subsection 2 involving the quantities L
and Q, it is easy to be convinced that the Hamiltonian principle gives the
above-derived equation with an external force Fo.
EXERCISES
1. Check the validity of the construction of the model (4), deriving it using
Newton’s second law.
2. Using the results of section 2.2 and the Hamiltonian principle, construct a
model of the oscillations of a pendulum in an electrical field of a charged horizontal
plane, above which the pendulum is hung. The charge of the weight is q, the
surface charge density is —qo (the gravity is neglected). Why is the model obtained
analogous to (4), despite the varied nature of the acting forces?

4

Example of the Hierarchy of Models

We are constructing a hierarchical chain of models based on the principle
“from bottom to top” to describe the motion of a ball connected to a spring.
We will now introduce step by step new complicating factors and will give
their mathematical descriptions.
1. V arious m odes o f a ctio n of th e given e x te rn a l force. Let a
known external force F (r, t ) acts on a ball, depending on time and the
position of the ball. It can be generated by gravitational field (see exercise
1), or have electrical or magnetic origin, etc. From Newton’s second law we
readily obtain that in comparison with the basic model of oscillations
(i)

in the right hand side of equation (1) there is an additional term
(2)
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The simplest version of equation (2) corresponds to a case of a constant
force F(r, t) = Fq. Substituting f = r — Fo/k, we obtain for f

i.e. the constant force does not lead to any modifications in the process of
oscillations with the exception that the coordinate of the neutral point, where
the force acting on the ball is equal to zero, is shifted on the magnitude Fq/ k.
Much more complex motion can be originated by a time-dependent force
F(t). Consider, for example, a periodic external force F(t) = Fq sinui\t:

(3)
The solution of the linear equation (3) is obtained as the sum of a general
solution of the homogeneous equation (formula (6) in section 2) and of a
partial solution of the inhomogeneous equation (3), which we search in the
form
(4)
By substitution of this expression into (3), we obtain

where u = y /k /m is the frequency of oscillations of the spring in the absence
of external forces, or the eigen-frequency of the system. To sum up, for the
general solution of (3) we have

Thus, the external force F (t) leads not only to the emergence in the
system of additional oscillations with frequency u;i, but also to a resonance
- the unlimited growth of oscillation amplitude at
—>w.
2.
M o tio n o f a n a tta c h in g p o in t, th e sp rin g on a ro ta tin g axis.
The resonance in a system can be determined also by the action of forces
of inertial origin. Let the attaching point of a spring move by a given law
ro(t) = /(£). Then in coordinates connected to this point, apart from the
tension of a spring, a force rna(t) is acting on the ball, where a(t) is the
acceleration stipulated by the motion of the coordinates, a(t) = d? f /d t2. In
this coordinates the motion of the ball is described by the equation
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where F(t) = —ma(t) = —m d 2 f / d t 2 is a given function of time. As in
the previous case, in the presence of the appropriate periodic motion of the
attaching point a resonance is appearing in the system.
In more complicated geometry the inertial forces of the system can de
pend not only on time t , but also on the coordinate r. If the spring is
mounted over an axis moving with an angular velocity a;(£), the centrifugal
force of inertia is F = m v 2 (t)/R, = muj2 (t)R, where v(t) = u(t) i?,, R = i?+ r,
i?o is the length of the spring in unloaded state, r is the shift of the ball from
the neutral position, r > —Rq. The equation of motion of the ball has the
form

(5)
where F (r, t ) = mu{t) (R q + r), or

and, obviously, at r <C Ro the linear equation (5) (its general solution is not
represented here by virtue of its complicated form), turns to the equation
(3) with F(t) — —mu)2 (t)Ro.
However, a resonance in this case is impossible, in so far as the external
force is always aimed in one direction and cannot shake the system.

Fig.13.
Note that more complicated geometry (compared with the initial one),
by no means implies more complicated behavior of the object. Consider, for
example, a ball attached to two springs with rigidity k\ and &2 (Fig. 13). The
beginning of coordinates we shall locate at a point where the forces acting
on the ball by both springs, counterbalance each other (then, some condition
on the parameters of the system should be fulfilled, so that the ball could
not touch one of the attaching points - see exercise 2). By the Hook’s law
at deviation r the left spring is acting on the ball with the force —fcir, and
the right spring is acting with the force —A^r (both forces axe acting in the
same direction, in so far as at the expansion of the first spring the second
one is contracting). To sum up, we come to the same equation, as in the
case of one spring,
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but with a greater rigidity k — k\ + k 2 , combined from the rigidity of both
springs.
3.
A ccounting for th e forces o f friction. In the considered system
the forces of friction can occur for at least two reasons. The first is the
non-ideality of the surfaces of the ball and the plane. In this case the force
of friction is equal F = k\P , where k\ is the coefficient of friction, P = mg
is the weight of the ball. It is always directed against motion of the ball,
and its sign is opposite to the sign of the velocity of the ball v = dr/dt,
F = —ki mg s\gn(dr/dt). The motion of the ball is governed by the equation
(6)

which seems similar to equation (2) with constant force F (r, t ) = Fo. How
ever, because of the variation of the sign of the force it is not reduced to
the standard equation of oscillations. This circumstance indicates that the
equations (1) and (6) describe essentially different processes. Particularly,
the amplitude of the ball oscillations in the latter case decreases with time.
It is easy to show this, rewriting (6) in the form

multiplying both parts of this expression by v / 2 :

and in view of v = d r /d t, obtaining

The latter equation is equivalent to the equation

(7)
Taking into consideration that the left hand side of (7) under the operation
of a derivative includes the sum of kinetic and potential energies E ( t) =
E r(t) + Ep(t), while the right hand side of (7) at v / 0 is negative, we have
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i.e. the total energy E(t) is decreasing with time. In so far as at the moments
the maximum amplitude |rTO(t)| is reached the ball’s velocity (and the kinetic
energy Ek) is equal to zero, then at this moments Ep = krfn(t)/2 = E(t),
and due to the decrease of E(t) the amplitude |rm(t)| is also decreasing a
function of time.
Consider in more detail the consequences of the action of the force of
friction of another origin, originating due to the resistance of the medium in
which the ball is moving (air, water etc.). In this case the force of friction
is not constant, but essentially depends on the velocity of motion. This
dependence is described by the well-known Stokes’ formula

where the coefficient fj, > 0 is determined by the size of the ball, the density
of the medium, its viscosity and so on. The equation of motion in a viscous
medium has the form
(8)

Let us obtain the general solution of the linear equation (8), first getting
rid of the term with the first derivative. The substitution in (8) of r(t) =
f(t) eat gives the equation for a new function f(t)

Reducing the multiplier eat and denoting a
equation

/x/(2m), we arrive at the

(9)
As distinct from equation (1), the first multiplier on the right hand side of
(9) can change its sign depending on the values of parameters k, fi, m; in
view of the relation r(t) = eat, this leads to an essentially different behavior
as compared with the standard case.
At low viscosity, i.e. when k —fj?/(4m) = fci > 0 the solution f(t) is given
by the formula (6) of section 2, and for r(t) we have
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where u> = (k\ / m )1/2, and the constants A, B are obtained via ro, vo.
Damping oscillations of frequency u; (see also exercise 3) occur in the system.
If &1 = 0, then the magnitude dr/dt is constant, or, alternatively, f(t) =
ct + ci. For r(t) in view of initial conditions, we obtain

In this case oscillations are absent due to the overwhelming action of the
forces of viscous friction. The system can pass only once the point r = 0,
when the necessary and sufficient conditions vo < —nro/( 2 m), ro > 0 or
vq > —/iro/(2m ), ro < 0 axe fulfilled, i.e. the initial velocity of the ball
should be rather high and directed to r = 0. Thus, the velocity of the ball
v(t) = dr/dt can obviously change its sign only once.
Finally, at high viscosity the action of a friction force is so significant,
that for any ro, vq the ball “sticks” in the medium, never passing the point
r — 0, only approaching it at t —>oo. Indeed, at &i < 0 the solution of equa
tion (9) (see also exercise 4) is of a constant sign (the opposite assumption
immediately leads to a contradiction with the equation), therefore, r(i) does
not change its sign either. The behavior of the function f(t) at t —> oo can
be understood from the properties of the first integral of equation (9)

which can be obtained easily by multiplying both sides of (9) on dr/dt and
integrating once by t. The assumption that f(t) —> oo or f(t) —> C\ / 0
at t —►oo contradicts the latter equality. Only one possibility remains,
f (t) —►0, t —►oo, and, thus, r(t) —>0, t —>oo.
Thus, the motion of a system in a viscous medium is distinguished by
essential diversity as compared with the ideal situation, and in all cases
occurs with damping.
4.
T w o ty p e s o f n o n lin e a r m odels o f th e sy ste m “b a ll-s p rin g ” .
Strictly speaking Stokes’ formula is valid only for steady motions, when the
action of constant external force is balanced by the force of viscous friction
in such a way that the body is moving with a constant velocity. While it
is possible to conceive of situations in which the resistance of the viscous
medium at low velocities is smaller, and at higher velocities is greater than
that given by the Stokes formula; for example, F (v) = —\xv | v |", where
y, > 0, a > —1. Then, the sought quantity r(t) is determined from the
equation
(10)
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The equation (10), as distinct from all the models considered above, is
nonlinear, and its solution, generally speaking, cannot be rewritten (though
it is also possible to study in detail the system in a nonlinear case, in par
ticular, to establish the damping character of the motion as in the case
of equation (6)). Therefore we shall confine ourselves by the approximate
analysis of the behavior of the system to two limiting positions - in the
neighborhood of points v = 0 and r = 0. Obviously, both positions cannot
be achieved simultaneously, otherwise it should mean that the system is at
rest.
If v(to) = 0 (here the moment to is one of the moments at which max
imum amplitude ro is reached), the second term in the right hand side of
equation (10) can be neglected as compared with the first one, and it takes
the form

In so far as the small neighborhood At of moment to is considered, one can
also neglect the deviation Ar as compared with ro. Taking into account that
v(t0) = 0, we obtain

i.e. the ball is moving with a constant (in the first approximation) accelera
tion, since only the force of tension of the spring is acting constantly in the
vicinity of the point r = ro, and the force of friction is zero.
At r(to) = 0 (to is one of the moments of passage by the system of the
beginning of coordinates, if, certainly, the point r = 0 is reached at least
once) the first term in the right hand side is small compared with the second
one, and

Here also we neglect the deviation A v from the value v q — v ( t o ) in view
of its small size. So far as r ( t o ) = 0, from the last equation we have

This means that in this position the system undergoes a constant (in the
first approximation) acceleration, determined only by the force of friction,
as the tension of the spring is equal to zero. This conclusion is quite obvious
and is valid for all positions of the system, though the acceleration of the
ball at v ^ 0, r ^ 0 is determined already by the joint action of both forces.
The only exception is the point where ko = —j^vo \ vo |a , when the right hand
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side of the equation (10) turns to zero and the first term in the acceleration
in the moment t = to equals zero. Expanding r(t) via Taylor series in the
neighborhood of the point t = to

where the points denote terms of higher order of smallness, and taking into
consideration, that ^ (t —to) = 0, we obtain

i.e. in the principal term the acceleration of the system in the neighborhood
of the point t = to is not constant, and is a linear function of time (see also
exercise 5).
One more type of nonlinearity can be determined by the variation of the
mechanical properties of a spring. Hook’s law is valid, generally speaking,
only for small deviations of the spring from the unloaded neutral position.
For noticeable deformations the spring, depending on its matter and the
magnitudes of deformation can behave as “soft”, and then the tension will
be less than that given by Hook’s law (in the case of “rigid” springs - the
opposite is true). The rigidity of the spring in such situations becomes a
function of a coordinate, i.e. k = /c(r), and the equation of motion becomes

(id
where obviously k(r) > 0. For example, if k(r) = ko/{l + |r |)), then the
spring is soft. Equation (11) is as nonlinear as equation (10), though at least
two differences between (10) and (11) axe obvious. As distinct from (10),
it is possible to write down the implicit solution of (11) with repeated use
quadratics. Besides, rewriting (11) in the form

and taking into account that the left hand side of this expression is
m v d v /d t — ^m d v^/d t, and integrating it by £, we obtain
(12)
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This denotes the conservatism of the motion described by the model (11),
or constancy of the total energy of the system. The existence of the first
integral ( 12 ) allows us to reveal something in the common with the case of
a linear system - the oscillatory character of the motion. Indeed, from (12)
the boundedness of functions v(t) = dr/dt and r(t) follows at any t > 0 .
The solution has no limit at t —►oo, and in so far as at v(t
oo) —>
Voc 7^ it would contradict the boundedness of function r(t) at t —►oo. For
v(t —> oo) —►Vqo = 0 it is impossible that r(t —►oo) —> r 0c ^ 0 because
from ( 11) the absence of limitation of v(t) would follow at t —>oo (the case
Voo = Too = 0 contradicts (12)). Thus, the ball oscillates. It passes the point
r = 0 an infinite number of times (otherwise r(t) would be sign-definite,
along with the acceleration d?r/dt 2 (see ( 11)) and v —>oo, t —>oo).
5.
Conclusion. The constructions considered in this section demon
strate the hierarchical chain of models of the system “ball-spring”, obtained
one from another via successive refusals from the assumptions idealizing the
investigated object. In some cases the complications do not introduce any
thing new into the behavior of the system (constant external force, ball on
two springs), in others - its properties change essentially. The path “from
the simple to the complex” enables one to study more and more realistic
models and to compare their properties.

Fig.14.
There is another way to construct and study models - “from the general
to the specific”. From the results of the present section it is obvious: the
sufficiently general equation of motion of the system “ball-spring” is given
as follows

where k and F can be various functions of the arguments. Based on this
general model, it is possible, using appropriate concrete assumptions, to
obtain and study more simple models. For example, the dependence of k on
r and t is given via the equation following equation (5) and equation (11).
The dependence of F on r, t implies the presence of an external force or force
of inertia (equations (2), (3) and (5)), while dependence on dr/dt implies the
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resistance of a medium (equations (6), (8) and (10)). The given approach is
also widely applied, because it enables one to promptly establish the general
features of the object, defining them concretely in more particular situations.
EXERCISES
1. Derive the equation of motion of a ball on a spring, moving on an ideal
surface with non-uniform declination under the action of the force of tension of the
spring and gravity. The equation of the surface is: y = /(x), y' < 0 (Fig. 14).
2. Select the values of fci, &2 , ?n, ro, vq in the system in Fig. 13 to exclude the
ball touching the attaching points.
3. Using the technique used at the analysis of the equation (6), show that in
the case of equation (8) the motion occurs with damping.
4. Write down the solution of equation (9) at k\ < 0 through hyperbolic func
tions, and be convinced that the solution of equation (8) tends to zero at £ —►oo.
5. Using expansion via Taylor series of the function r(t) in the neighborhood of
a point t = to, where the right hand side of equation (10) is equal to zero, obtain
the quantity dPr/dt 3 (to).
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The Universality of Mathematical Models

Consider the processes of oscillations for different bodies. We will show that
despite different essence of bodies, the same mathematical models correspond
to them.
1.
F lu id in a U -sh ap e d flask. The fluid fills part of a U-shaped flask;
it represents a bent pipe of a radius ro (Fig. 15). The mass of the fluid is
Mo, its density is pq. The walls of the flask are ideally smooth, the surface
tension is neglected, atmospheric pressure Po and acceleration of gravity g
are constant.
At the equilibrium the fluid, is obviously motionless, its height at either
side of the U-bend is identical. If it is removed from the equilibrium, the
motion will start with a character we will below establish with the help of
energy conservation law, as long as our assumption that no energy loss exists
in the system is correct.
We will calculate the potential energy of a system through work, which is
necessary to shift it from the equilibrium state (where h\ = I12 ) to a position
represented in Fig. 15. It is
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Fig.15.

where P is the weight of the part of the fluid to the left side of the bend;
its level exceeds the magnitude /12. The work of the forces of atmospheric
pressure is equal to zero, in so far as for different bends the corresponding
displacements have different directions.
The unknown quantities h\(t) and ti2 (t) are connected by an obvious
relation h\(t) + h^it) = const > 0, expressing a constance of total length
of the pillar of the fluid with constant cross-section. Substituting the last
equality into the expression for E p, we obtain after integration

At the estimation of kinetic energy we shall take into account the con
stance of the cross-section of the tube and the incompressibility of the fluid.
It means that the pillar of fluid is moving as a whole, and its velocity v(t) is
identical in all cross-sections. Adopting for v(t) the quantity dh 2 (t)/dt, then

and from the energy conservation law it follows
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In so fax as d E /d t = 0, differentiating this expression, we obtain

which in view of the same relation for the h\ (t) gives the equation

where h = (/12 — h \ ) / 2 is the deviation of the level of the fluid from the
equilibrium position. It completely coincides within equation (1) section 4
for the system “ball-spring” (in this case the pillar of fluid is analogous to a
ball, while the gravity takes the role of the spring).
The successive refusal from the idealization of the object gives more
models (as in subsection 4). For example, accounting for the force of surface
tension o 2n ro (go is the coefficient of the surface tension) always directed
against the motion of the fluid, leads to the equation of the type (7) (section
4) for the quantity h (see also exercise 1).

Fig.16.
2.
A n o scillato ry e lectrical circu it. This device represents a capac
itor, connected with wires to an inductive coil. At the moment t = 0 the
circuit is closed and the charge of the plates of the capacitor begins to prop
agate over the circuit (Fig. 16).
The resistance of wires is considered equal to zero, the capacity of the
capacitor is C, induction of the coil is L. For changing in time quantity q(t),
where q(t) is the charge on the plates of the capacitor, is necessary to obtain
the appropriate equation. Obviously, the current i(t) and the voltage v(t)
are also functions of time.
By the physical content of the quantity C at any moment of time we
have the equality v(t) = q(t)C (the capacity is equal to the magnitude
of the charge on the plate of the capacitor required for the increase of a
potential difference by unity).
In so far as the electrical resistance in the circuit is absent, no loss of
voltage in the wires exists, and the difference of potentials v(t) of the ca
pacitor, is immediately passed to the coil. At variable current in a coil an
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electromotive force of self-induction appears, equal to e = —L d i/ d t . The
Ohm law for the circuit in the absence of a resistance is as follows:

or
So far as by definition i = —dq/dt (at a change of the charge on the
capacitor the current appears in a circuit), from the last relation we obtain

describing the oscillations of q(t) (and consequently of z(t), v(£)) in the sim
plest electrical circuit identical to (1) of section 4. In the system “capacityinduction” the oscillations occur in the same manner and in the system
“ball-spring” (and analogously the models become more complicated when
additional processes are taken into account - see exercise 2).
3.
Sm all oscillations at the interaction o f two biological popu
lations. Let two biological populations of numbers N (t) and M (t) coexist
in the same territory, with the first ones being vegetarians, and the second
ones being fed by representatives of the first population.
The rate of variation of N ( t ) is determined by the first term on the right
hand side of formula (10), section 1, describing the growth due to birth
(effect of saturation is not taken into account; compare with (12), section 1)
and from the rate of decrease due to the presence of the second population:
(i)

where o l\ > 0, (3\ > 0, and the term /3\ M N describes the enforced decrease
(the natural mortality of population is neglected).
The greater the number of the first population, the faster the second
population expands, while at its absence decreases with a rate proportional
to the number M (t) (thus its birth rate is not taken into account, as well as
the effect of saturation):
(2)

where 012 > 0, fc > 0.
Obviously, the system is in an equilibrium at Mo = Qi//?i and N q =
012/P 2 , when d N /dt = d M /dt = 0. Consider small deviations of the system
from the equilibrium values, i.e. represent the solution as N = N q + n, M =
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Mo + m, n *C No, m >C Mo. Substituting N and M into the equations ( 1),
(2 ), we obtain (neglecting the terms of higher order of smallness)

(3)
(4)
Differentiating (3) by t and substituting into the obtained equation the
function d m /dt defined from (4), we shall come to the equation

analogous to equation (1), section 4. Therefore, small oscillations of num
ber with frequency u = ^/ai, c*2 occur in the system, depending only on
coefficients of birth and death a \ and c*2.
Note that the value of m{t) satisfies a similar equation, so that if the
deviation n(t) is zero in an initial moment t = 0 , then m (t = 0 ) has maximum
amplitude, and vice versa (see the solution of the equation of oscillations
(6 ), section 2). This situation, when the numbers n (t) and m(t) are in
antiphase, is reproduced at all moments U = iT/A, i = 1,2..., (T is the
period of oscillations) and reflects the delay in the number of one population
responding to a variation in the number of another (see also exercise 3).
4.
Elem entary m odel o f variation o f salary and em ploym ent.
The trade market, where the employers and employees are interacting, is
characterized by the salary p(t) and occupation number N(t). Let an equi
librium exist, i.e. a situation, when No > 0 persons agree to work for salary
PO > 0. If for any reasons this equilibrium is violated (for example, if some of
the workers retire or the employers have financial difficulties), the functions
p(t) and N (t) deviate from values po, iVo.
Consider that the employers change the salary proportionally to the de
viation of number of employees from their equilibrium value. Then

Assume that the number of the workers also increases or decreases pro
portionally to the increase or decrease of the salary with respect the value

po, i.e.
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Differentiating the first equation by t and excluding N from it with the
help of the second equation, we come to a standard model of oscillation

of the salary relative the equilibrium (analogously for N(t)). From the first
integral of this equation

it is clear that in some moments t = U, i = 1, 2 , ..., when p = po (i.e. the
salary becomes equal to the equilibrium value), we have N > no, i.e. the
number of employees is more than the equilibrium value, while at N = No
we obtain p > po, i.e. the salary exceeds the equilibrium value. At these
moments the salary fund, being equal to pN, exceeds the equilibrium value
poiVo (or is less than it), if the conditions p > po or N > No are fulfilled
while approaching the moment £*(and vice versa). Though on average over
a period of oscillations the value of pN equals poNo (exercise 4).
5.
C onclusion. The models constructed in the present section, in one
case are based on exactly known laws (subsections 1 and 2 ), in others are
based on the observable facts and on analogies (subsection 3), or on reason
able assumptions about the character of the object (subsection 4). Though
the essence of the considered phenomena, and the approaches to deriving the
adequate models are totally different, the constructed models appeared to
be identical to each other. This reveals the crucial property of mathematical
models - their universality, which is widely used at the study of systems of
very different natures.
EXERCISES
1 . In the problem about a U-shaped flask, let the left side have a variable crosssection, i.e. r = ro(h). Applying Newton’s second law and assuming the absence
of a horizontal velocity component of the fluid, show that for the quantity h an
equation of type (11), section 4, is obtained.
2. Introducing a resistance B in the LC-circuit and using the Ohm law, prove
that the model of oscillations in LCR-circuit is similar to the equation (8 ), section
4.
3. Reduce the nonlinear system (1 ) and (2) to a second order equation and
show that it (as well as its linear analog (3) and (4)) has the first integral.
4. Using the formula (6 ) of section 2 for the general solution of the equation
of oscillations, show that average value of the salary fund pN (subsection 4) during
the period of oscillations is equal to its equilibrium value.
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Let us discuss the origin of nonlinearity and consider several consequences
of it in the behavior of investigated objects. We will also illustrate the
inevitability of application of numerical methods for their analysis.
1. On th e origin o f nonlinearity. As was mentioned in section 1.5,
linear models obey the principle of superimposition. In this case, obtaining
partial solutions and summarizing them, it is generally possible to construct
a general solution (typical examples - formula (6 ), section 2 and the formula
for the general solution of equation (3), section 4 in models of oscillations).
For nonlinear models the principle of superimposition is inapplicable,
and the general solution can be found only in rare cases. Individual partial
solutions of nonlinear equations may not reflect the character of the behavior
of objects in a more general situation.
Nonlinearity can have many reasons. The fundamental laws of nature
- the law of gravitation and the law of Coulomb - are nonlinear by origin
(square-law relation of the force of interaction between masses or charges),
and consequently the models based on them, generally speaking, are also
nonlinear. Also contributing to the nonlinearity of models are the more
complicated geometry of the phenomenon (see exercise 1, section 4 and ex
ercise 1, section 5), various external actions (see equation (10) section 4)
and, certainly, the change of the character of interaction in the object while
changing its state (effect of saturation in models of populations, varying
rigidity of the spring).
In essence only nonlinear models correspond to real phenomena, and
linear models are valid only for descriptions of minor changes of parameters
characterizing the object.
2. T hree regim es in a nonlinear m odel of population. As distinct
from the Malthus model ( 10), section 1, and model ( 12 ), section 1, the
coefficient of birth we shall consider dependent on the population N ( t ), i.e.
a = a (N ). The coefficient of mortality (3 also depends on N . The equation
of population dynamics
(1)

is nonlinear due to the variation of interaction characteristics within the
population during the change of its state.
Assume for the sake of definiteness /3(N) — /3q — const, a (N ) — ao(iV),
i.e. the birth rate is proportional to the population number (for example,
because the population is interested in its own growth). Then the equation
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( 1) will be transformed to
(2)

with quadratic nonlinearity (peculiar also for some chemical reactions). Con
sider the behavior of function N(t) at various initial populations N ( 0 ) = No
(Fig. 17).
a) At iVo < N cr = /?o/ao the population monotonously decreases in time,
tending to zero at t —>oo. The solution is given by a formula similar to the
solution of the equation ( 12), section 1 , where t is replaced by —t (inverse
logistic curve; compare with Fig. 7, section 1).
b) At critical value No = NCI the number of population does not depend
on time.
c) At iVo > N ct the nature of the solution drastically changes as compared
with cases a) and b): the number increases so quickly that it tends to infinity
at finite time t — tf. The value of tf is smaller, as N q increases (see exercise
1).

Fig.17.
The nonlinearity of equation (2) leads to a large variety of effects con
tained even in the elementary model: three possible regimes of variation of
the population number in time; the instability of regime b) when at small de
viations to the areas a) or c); the solution deviates from the line N cr = /?o/a o;
strong sensitivity of function N (t) relative the initial conditions No; finally,
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the catastrophic growth of the number of population in finite time scale at
N q > Ncr.
Note that the last property is not a particular result, but occurs for any
models of the form

if at a large value of N the function F (N ) grows faster than the first order
of N , or more precisely, if for F (N ) the following criterion is fulfilled

obtained by the direct integration of the equation.
3. Influence o f strong nonlinearity on the process o f oscillations.
The equation of oscillations

(3)
where the function k(r) > 0 describes the rigidity of a spring, is one of the
few nonlinear equations for which one can write down the general solution.
Introducing the velocity v = dr/dt, we rewrite (3) in the form

dividing the first of these equations by the second one, we shall obtain the
nonlinear equation of the first order
(4 )

Separating the variables in (4)

and integrating the latter equation twice, we obtain
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(5)
where in the implicitly written general solution (5) one can determine the
constants C, Ci, knowing the initial conditions.
Note that this procedure is inapplicable in relation to the equations of
type (10), section 4, (variables are not separated), and therefore it is impos
sible to find their general solution in this way.
In the linear case (k(r) = ko) the integrated curve of the equation (4)
represents concentric circles centered on the beginning of coordinates; the
radius is determined by the initial energy of the system and “the motion”
along circles describes a periodic process of oscillations (Fig. 18).
Consider now a strongly nonlinear system, when the spring behaves as
“supersoft”, for example, k(r) = l / ( r 2 + a), a > 0. In a limiting case a —0
the equation (4) takes the form

and the solution drastically differs from solution (4) (see Fig. 19), since the
energy is not conserved and, moreover, infinitely increases at r —►±oo.
When nonlinearity is weakened the process of oscillations takes the usual
character (exercise 2).
4. On numerical m ethods. The examples considered here convinc
ingly indicate the necessity of applying numerical methods to the modeling
of nonlinear objects, because of clearly insufficient purely theoretical ap
proaches and complicated and diverse behavior of the quantities describing
those objects. However, this conclusion is fair also for linear models con
taining a large number of unknown parameters, independent variables and
possessing complicated spatial structure. To construct appropriate numeri
cal models, the methods and approaches developed at the creation of initial
models are widely used, and there are specific problems requiring a deep
investigation.
Let us explain this last statement by a simple example. For the equation
(10), section 1
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Fig.19.

where (a —(3) > 0, it is quite logical to suggest the following numerical pro
cedure (by dividing the axis t into equal intervals r = ti+i, i = 0, 1, 2, ...
to = 0 and by replacing the derivative with a finite difference):
(6 )

Prom (6) we obtain
this gives the solution

i.e. at t —►oo the solution (6) may differ from the one sought as much as is
possible. Therefore, to reach the required accuracy it is necessary to properly
select the interval r depending on the scale of integration T (exercise 3).
EXERCISES
1. Using the transformation applied at the analysis of the equation (8), section
4, obtain the solution of equation (2) at No > NCT and estimate tj through No, ao,
A).
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2. Find the restriction on the growth of function k(r) —» oc, r —►0 in equation
(3), when the system “ball-spring” would become conservative, i.e. the total energy
would conserve.
3. Using the representation of number e as a corresponding limit, show that for
fixed values of 7 , iVo, T the solution of equation (6 ) tends at r —►0 to the solution
of the initial problem.
In conclusion, based on the material of this chapter, we have selected the
topics, which are crucial for the development and application of the method
ology of mathematical modeling. They include: the problems of idealizing
the initial object and formulating appropriate assumptions; applying both
strict procedures (fundamental laws, variational principles) and the method
of analogies and other approaches to the construction of mathematical mod
els (including hardly formalizing ones); methods of qualitative research of
nonlinear models; and constructing effective computing algorithms realizing
the model by computers. These problems, along with the description of some
important applications, form the basic content of subsequent chapters.

Bibliography for Chapter 1: [7, 16, 25, 40, 47, 57, 60, 66 , 73, 76-79, 81, 83,
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Chapter II

DERIVATION OF
MODELS FROM THE
FUNDAMENTAL LAWS
OF NATURE

1

Conservation of the Mass of Substance

Based on the considerations of balance of the mass of a substance and
some additional assumptions, we shall construct models of a flow of non
interacting particles and motion of underground waters in a porous medium.
We will describe the properties of the models obtained and discuss their pos
sible generalizations.
1.
A flow o f p a rtic le s in a pipe. In a cylindrical pipe with a crosssection S (Fig. 20) certain particles (dust, electrons) are moving. The veloc
ity of their motion u(t) > 0 along the axis x , generally speaking, varies in
time. For example, the charged particles can be accelerated or decelerated
under the influence of an electrical field. To construct an elementary model
of the considered motion we shall use the following assumptions:

Fig.20.
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a) the particles themselves do not interact (do not collide, attract each
other and so on). For this to hold true the density of particles should clearly
be rather small (then the charged particles not only fail to collide, but also
they have no influence on each other due to the large distance between them);
b) the initial velocity of all particles in the same cross-section with a
coordinate x is the same, and is directed along the axis x\
c) the initial density of particles depends only on the coordinate x\
d) the external forces acting on the particles are directed along the axis x .
Assumption (a) means that the velocity of the particles can vary only
under the action of external forces; the assumptions (b-c) ensure the one
dimensional character of the transfer process, i.e. the dependence of the
sought particle density only on the coordinate x and time t > 0 .

Fig.21.
Thus, given the initial density p(x, t = 0) = po(x) one has to find the
density of particles p(x, t) at any moment of time for an arbitrary value of
x (the velocity of motion u(t) is given). Using the law of conservation of
mass, by counting the balance of substance in a small element of the pipe
from x up to x + dx during dt (Fig. 21). From the left, the mass entering the
elementary volume is

where Su(t) dt is the volume of matter introduced during time interval dt.
At the same time from the right cross-section the outflown mass equals

i.e. the resulting change in mass is

By virtue of the small size of dt, the velocity u(t) is considered as constant.
Quantities p(x, t -I- £ dt) and p(x + dx, t + £ dt) are the time averages of the
density at cross-sections x and x + dx.
Another way of evaluating the balance in the fixed volume S dx is obvious
from the content of p(x, t):
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where p(x + 77dx, t + dt) and p(x + fjdx, t) are the spatial averages of the
density at moments t and t + dt.
Equating both expressions obtained for dm and tending dx and dt to
zero, we come to the equation for p(x, t) implying the law of conservation
of mass,
(i)

with initial conditions
(2)

The quantity pu (the matter flux or the mass flux) is the amount of
matter passing in a unit of time through a unit cross-section of the pipe. As
can be seen from ( 1), the rate of density change of the matter in time in any
cross-section is determined by the “rate” of the variation of the flux by the
coordinate x. Similar properties are possessed by many models satisfying
the conservation laws and describing absolutely different processes.
In the case of constant velocity u(t) =
we come to a simplest linear
equation in partial derivatives

(3)
It is not difficult to obtain its general solution by taking into consideration
the fact that the equation (3 ) has characteristics - lines x = u$t + C, on
which the sought function is constant in time, p(x = uQt + C, t) = pc, or
equivalently

Selecting to = 0, we obtain

(4)
The integral (4) is the general solution of equation (3). Prom the formula
(4) and initial conditions (2) it is easy to find the sought function, so that
it does not depend on separate variables x, t , but on their combination
£ = x + Uot (traveling wave). The spatial profile of the density without
distortions is transferred along the flow (Fig. 22) with constant velocity (the
equation (3) is also known as equation of transfer). This basic property
of the solution to equation (3 ) is slightly modified in the case where the
velocity of particles depends on time (see exercise 1) - the density profile
is transferred by different distances in equal time intervals. If, for some
reason, the flow velocity depends on the density (u = w(p)), the equation ( 1)
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F ig.22.
becomes nonlinear, and the behavior of its solution can have a qualitatively
different character (see subsection 7, section 4).
2. Basic assum ptions on the gravitational nature o f flows of
underground waters. The porous medium represents a layer permeable
by water (sand, clay), bounded below by an impermeable medium (granite),
and from above by the surface of Earth (Fig. 23). If, due to intense action
of artesian wells or heavy rains, the level of water somewhere varies, then
gravity leads the water to fill the empty spaces.
To describe this process we have to make the following assumptions:
1) the water is considered to be an incompressible fluid with constant
density p;
2) the thickness of the layer is much less than its width and length;
3) the underlying surface has no slits or gaps, so that the assigned func
tion i/(x , y) is a sufficiently smooth function of the arguments;
4) the free surface of the water h = h(x, y, t) varies smoothly by coordi
nates x, y\
5) the ground waters do not come to the surface at any point, so that on
the free surface of the fluid the pressure is constant;
6) the soil is homogeneous, i.e. its physical and mechanical properties do
not depend on arguments x , y, z.
The first assumption is quite natural, so far as in the considered processes
it is not possible to reach pressures capable of noticeably changing the density
of the water. The rest of the assumptions are of a simplifying nature. For
example, the second assumption (the thin layer) means that flow is twodimensional and all its characteristics do not depend on the coordinate 2 ;
the last two assumptions enable one to construct a model uniform in all
points and so on. At the same time the assumptions 1-6 by no means
distort the essence of the process, as they are fulfilled in plenty of realistic
situations.
3. B alance of mass in the elem ent o f soil. Consider an elementary
volume in the layer formed by the intersection of a vertical prism A B C D of
the underlying and free surfaces of the soil. In so far as the dimensions of
the prism dx and dy are small, and the functions H and h are smooth (as-
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Fig.23.

sumptions 3 and 4), the resulting figure can be considered as parallelepiped.
Let us introduce the unknown functions v = v(x, y, t) and u = u(x, y, t ) the components of velocity of the fluid along the axes x , y (Fig. 24).
We have to estimate the amount of fluid inflowing and outflowing from
the parallelepiped within the time interval dt.
The mass of the water inflown through the facet DC is equal to the
volume of the fluid multiplied by the density p:

and through the facet A B the outflown mass is

In this expression as compared with the previous one, a term describing the
increment of the function pu(H + h) from the plane x to x + dx, is added.
The quantity pu(H + h) itself, as in subsection 1, has the content of the flux
of mass (matter).
Thus, as the fluid moves along the axis x the mass accumulated within
the element is
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Fig.24.

Performing a similar procedure for the facets AD and B C , we obtain the
variation of the mass of water due to its motion along the axis y

So far as along the axis z no water is inflown or outflown (below is the
underlying boundary layer, while no matter flow exists through the free
surface), the total change of the mass of water in the element of the soil is
equal
(5)
The total amount of fluid in the parallelepiped is equal to its volume
multiplied on the density p and the coefficient of porosity m < 1 (since part
of volume is occupied by soil):

The variation of the mass of water within the element during dt, obviously,
equals

Taking into account the fact that d H /d t = 0, dp/dt = 0, from the latter
expression we obtain
(6)
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and equating (5) and (6 ), we come to the equation of continuity, expressing
the law of conservation of mass in the considered process:

(7)
In equation (7) the rate of variation of the given quantity (in this case
- the mass) in time is determined by a divergence of the flux of that quan
tity - a property peculiar to many models obtained from conservation laws
(compare with equation ( 1)).
In view of dp/dx = 0, dp/dy = 0, equation (7) can be rewritten in more
simple form:
(8)

4.
C lo sure o f th e law of conserv atio n of m ass. Equation (8 ) con
tains three unknown variables - h, u ,v. Therefore, for the closure of a model
it is necessary to use some additional considerations on the character of the
process. They are given by the semi-empirical Darsi law

(9)
where p (x , y, z, t) is the pressure in the fluid, /i > 0 is a coefficient factor
determined by the properties of the soil. According to Darsi’s law, the
components of velocity of the flow of fluid are proportional to corresponding
components of the pressure gradient. Note, that by its physical content the
gradient of pressure is a force (referred to the unit volume). At the same
time, in accord with Netwon’s second law; the force acting on a body is
proportional to the acceleration, instead of the velocity, as in Darsi law.
However this contradiction is apparent, since the motion of fluid through
the soil (filtration) implies the overcoming of the resistance of particles, as
distinct of free flows (compare with the equation of fluid in section 4).
In the formulae (9) a new unknown quantity - pressure of fluid, is used. It
is easy to find out its connection with quantities already introduced assuming
the slow and almost horizontal character of motion. Then the dynamic
component of the pressure can be to neglected and it can calculated via
purely hydrostatic law as a pressure created by a column of a fluid:

where const is the pressure on the surface of fluid (for example, atmospheric),
g is the acceleration of gravity.
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Substituting the latter formula into (9), we obtain
( 10)

and, using (10) in the equation of continuity (8), we finally come to the
equation of motion of underground waters

(ii)

or to the Bussinesque equation, containing only one unknown function
h(x, y, t).
5.
On som e properties of the Bussinesque equation. The equation
(11) is non-stationary (the sought function h depends on i), two-dimensional
(h depends on x and y) and is of a parabolic type. It is inhomogeneous, as the
function H depends on x, y, and is nonlinear, as its right hand side contains
terms of the form (hhx)x and {hhy)y. In comparison with the equation (1),
the Bussinesque equation is mathematically much more complicated. In view
of its nonlinearity the general solution cannot be found analytically, however
it is relatively easy to obtain some reasonable partial solutions (see exercise
2), which also serve as tests of the development of numerical methods for
equation (11).
To construct a complete model of motion of underground waters it is
necessary to know input data for the equation (11): the form of a underlying
surface H ( x , y), the coefficient k and boundary conditions assigning the
function h in an initial moment of time and on the boundaries of the layer
(and maybe in some chosen areas of the layer, for example, on an artesian
well). A more detailed formulation of boundary conditions for the equations
of a parabolic type is considered in section 2. Here we shall only mention
that the simplest variant of formulating boundary conditions for the equation
(11) is the formulating only of the initial condition of the function h(x, y, t)
at t = 0:

This formulation is known as the Cauchy problem for equation (11),
solved evidently, also in area —oo < re < oo, —o o < y < o o . In the Cauchy
problem, the function h for all t > 0 is obtained via the known distribution
of the level of underground waters Hq.
The consideration of a layer of infinite dimensions is certainly is an ide
alization. However if the flow studied is in a small central area of a layer and
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during relatively short time interval, the influence of the boundaries of the
layer can be neglected, and the solution of the Cauchy problem describes a
quite realistic process.
Note that certain boundary conditions were actually already implicitly
introduced into the model at the derivation of the Bussinesque equation. The
assumption that the layer was inpermeable was used to derive the equation
of balance, and without the assumption (5) on the “slit” between the surface
of the soil and the surface of underground waters (i.e. when all the fluid is
in a porous medium) it would be impossible to use the Darsi law for the
considered area. Certainly, the fulfilling of these and other assumptions
should be checked when studying the given object using the constructed
model.
By introducing additional assumptions, the general model becomes sim
pler. Thus, if for any reason the solution does not depend on time t (sta
tionary process), we come to an elliptical equation
( 12)

Its solution, obviously, does not require knowledge of the function h at the
initial moment. In the simplest case ( 12) turns to the Laplace equation (see
exercise 3). If the underlying surface is horizontal (H (x , y) = H q = const),
the Bussinesque equation becomes homogeneous

For additional assumptions on the one-dimensionality of the flow, when
the sought solution depends only on one spatial variable, for example, on
the coordinate x, we come to the equation
(13)
also called a one-dimensional equation of the type of nonlinear thermal con
ductivity (see section 2 ) or one-dimensional equation of an isothermal filtra
tion. For example, the flows in layers highly prolate in one direction are
one-dimensional, so that one can neglect by the variation of quantities along
the transversal section (if there is no flow through lateral areas). Finally,
the most simple model of flow of underground waters is given by the heat
transfer equation (or by equation of diffusion of matter)
(14)
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obtained at h
Ho, i.e. at small variations of the level of the fluid as
compared with the thickness of a layer.
The last three equations concern a parabolic type, so that the equation
(14) is linear and the methods to find its general solution are well known.
Certainly, besides those mentioned, other simplifications of the initial model
are possible as well, for example, the two-dimensional equation (13).
From the Bussinesque equation it is also relatively easy to obtain more
complicated models, when some of the assumptions formulated in section
2 are not valid. In particular, in many cases the soil is inhomogeneous,
m = m (x , y), fi = /x(x, y), and it is necessary to take into account the
inflow of fluid into the layer due to rains. Then the generalization of the
Bussinesque equation has the form

(15)
where q(x, y, t ) characterizes the power of the rains at x, y in time t (see
exercise 4).
So, the application of the fundamental law of conservation of mass has
enabled us to derive various models of the considered processes. The differ
ence between the models is determined by the type of the obtained equations
(hyperbolic, parabolic, elliptic), by their spatial-temporal properties (sta
tionary, non-stationary, one-dimensional, many-dimensional), the presence
or absence of nonlinearities, as well as by the boundary conditions. Thus,
depending on the concrete properties of the object and additional assump
tions based on the same fundamental law, it is possible to derive completely
different mathematical models. On the other hand, as we will see numerous
times below, the same mathematical models can, thanks to their universality,
describe objects of completely different natures.
EXERCISES
1. Find out the transformation of variables reducing equation (1) to equation
(3), and show that the solution when u — u(t) has the form (4), where £ = x +
fo u(t) dt.
2. The solution of equation (13) of the form h(x , t) = u(t)0(x) (i.e. in separat
ing variables) is called regular regime of Bussinesque in the case u(t) —>0, t —>oo.
Show that u(t) is a power function of time at large t .
3. Establish at what assumptions the equation (12) is reduced to the equation
of Laplace.
4. Using the law of conservation of mass and the Darsi law, derive equation
(15).
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Conservation of Energy

We will apply the law of energy conservation together with some addi
tional assumptions to construct models of heat propagation in a continuous
medium. Also we will formulate the typical boundary problems for the equa
tions of heat transfer and discuss some physical and mathematical properties
of the models obtained.
1.
Prelim inary inform ation on the processes of heat transfer.
Thermal energy or heat is the energy of random motion of atoms or molecules
of matter. The heat exchange between various parts of the object is called
heat transfer, and materials possessing a well expressed property of heat
transfer are said to be thermal conductors. They include the metals, where
the thermal energy is transferred mainly by free electrons, some gases and
so on. The processes of heat transfer are considered in conditions of socalled local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). The concept of LTE for gases
is introduced at A L, i.e. when the length of the free path of particles of
matter is much less than the characteristic sizes of the considered medium
(continuous medium). LTE also implies, that the processes are studied at
time scales larger than r (the time scale between the collisions of particles)
and on scales larger than A. Then in volumes with dimensions exceeding
A (but much less than L), the equilibrium does exist in these cases one
can introduce the concepts of mean density, velocity of thermal motion of
particles, etc. These local magnitudes (different in various points of medium)
at the formulated assumptions are obtained from the Maxwellian distribution
of particles (see section 3 of chapter III). This includes the temperature T
determining the mean kinetic energy of particles:

where m is the mass of a particle, v is the mean velocity of random motion,
k is the Boltzmann constant (in case of so-called Boltzmann gas).
The energy connected with the random motion of particles (internal en
ergy) is determined through the temperature with the help of the specific
heat c(p, T), namely

where p = m n is the density of matter (n is the number of particles per unit
volume), e(p, T) is the internal energy of mass unit. In other words, the
thermal capacity is the energy which should be given to a unit mass in order
to increase its temperature by one degree.
The most simple expression for thermal capacity is obtained in the case of
an ideal gas (when the particles interact only via direct collisions like billiard
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balls without loss of total kinetic energy). If some volume of an ideal gas
contains N particles, their total internal energy is

where M = N m is the summarized mass of particles, and the specific internal
energy or the energy per unit mass is given by the formula

i.e. the thermal capacity of ideal gas is 3k/(2m) and does not depend on p,
T.
In the general case the relation between the internal energy and temper
ature is more complicated. For example, apart from the kinetic energy of
moving particles, the internal energy contains a component connected with
the potential energy of their interaction, depending on their mean distance
r. In turn r « (n)-1/ 3 = (p/m)**1/3, where n is the number of particles in a
unit of volume, i.e. e depends on the density p. Therefore, in the theory of
heat transfer the quantities e (or equivalently - c) are, generally speaking,
functions of p and T. Their concrete form is determined by the properties
of the considered medium.
2.
D erivation o f Fourier law from molecular-kinetic concepts.
To derive a mathematical model of heat transfer, apart from of the concepts
described in subsection 1, one has to introduce the important concept of
heat flux. The heat flux (or flux of thermal energy) in the given point is
the amount of heat transferred in a unit of time through a unit area at the
given point of the matter (compare with the concept of a flux of mass in
section 1). Obviously the heat flux is a vector (as in general it depends on
the spatial orientation of the unit area).

Fig.25.
Select a point with coordinates x, y, 2 within the medium and calculate
the components of heat flux W on corresponding axes (the values of Wx,
Wy, Wz). Let the unit area be located transversal to axis x (the dashed line
in Fig. 25). The particles moving along the axis x intersect it from the right
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to the left and vice versa with equal probability. However if the temperature
of particles (and hence their kinetic energy) is different on one of the sides,
different energy should be transferred in a unit of time through that surface.
The difference of these energies forms the heat flux along the axis x. On
Fig. 25 select areas located at a distance A = vr to the right and to the left
from the surface. Among the particles in the right hand side approximately
1/6 are moving to the left, as all six directions (up - down, forward - back,
to the right - to the left) are equally probable. During the time scale r these
particles will necessarily cross the surface and will transfer energy

where vT is the velocity of particles in right hand side (the quantities n, A
are considered in the first approximation equal on both sides). Similarly, the
particles from the left hand side transfer energy

where v\ is velocity of particles on the left side. The difference of these
energies per time unit is

where £j, er are the internal energy of matter in the left and right hand
sides respectively, while v is the average between v\ and vT. In the first
approximation of quantities e\, sr one can express through e (energy in the
point x , i.e. on the surface) as follows

Substituting these formulae into the expression for Wx, we obtain
(i)
where k = pcXv/3. Analogously, we obtain for the components Wy, Wz
(2)
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The unification of (1) and (2) gives the Fourier law

(3)
The quantity k is called thermal conductivity.
Note that the thermal conductivity depends in general on the density
and temperature of matter:

(4)
in so far as not only the thermal capacity c, but also the length of the
free path A can be functions of p, T. Thus, for example, in a gas under
usual conditions the heat is transferred by molecules (molecular thermal
conductivity). For A in this case is fair A ~ 1/ p, and as v ~ v/T, from (4)
we have Km ~ yfT (thermal capacity is considered constant). In plasma
(where the basic role in heat transfer is played by electrons) the free path of
electrons depends on p, T, so that A ~ T 2p_1, and for Ke is fair Ke ~ T5/2
(c is a constant).
Thus, the Fourier law states that the heat flux is proportional to the
gradient of temperature. As the thermal energy is directly connected with
the temperature, it is in some sense possible to consider that “flux” of tem
perature is proportional to a gradient of temperature itself. Absolutely the
same property is peculiar to the process with close essence - to the diffusion
of matter (Fick’s law). A similar interpretation can be attributed also to the
Darsi law (10) of section 1, though the motion of underground waters by its
character differs drastically from heat diffusion (and the Darsi law has no
such simple theoretical foundation, as Fourier’s and Fick’s laws).
3.
The equation of heat balance. Apply the heat conservation law
for mathematical description of the process of heat transfer. Consider that
the internal energy of matter changes only due to the mechanism of thermal
conductivity, i.e. other forms of energy are considered unimportant (for
example, neglect the role of chemical reactions, the work of forces of pressure,
contracting some volume of gas, and so on).
In a thermal conductive medium allocate an elementary cube with sides
dx, dy, dz (Fig. 26), estimate the variation of the thermal energy contained
in it during a small time interval dt. According to the assumptions made
this change can be caused only by a difference in heat fluxes entering and
outflowing through different facets of the cube. Thus, the fluxes along the
axis x lead either to decrease or increase of the internal energy on the amount

where dy dz is the area of the facet perpendicular to axis x. In this formula
it is considered that Wx as a function of time does not vary strongly during
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Fig.26.
dt, and it is possible to take its value at t. The variation of the internal
energy along axes y, z is calculated in a similar way

The summarized variation of energy AE = E (t + dt) —E(t) is

On the other hand, the quantity AE can be expressed through the change
in temperature of volume and through its thermal capacity via the formula

where in view of the small volume some average values of temperature and
density are used.
Equating the two latter expressions and tending dt to zero, we obtain
the general equation describing the propagation of heat

(5)
and in explicit form
(6)

where C = pc.
The equation (6) is a non-stationary, three-dimensional (function T de
pends on time t and three spatial variables x, y , z) equation of a parabolic
type. It is inhomogeneous, in so far as the thermal capacity, thermal con
ductivity coefficient and density can generally be different in different points
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of the matter, and is nonlinear, in so far as the functions c and k can depend
on the temperature T (i.e. on the sought solution).
For additional assumptions on the character of the process of heat trans
fer the equation (6 ) can become simplified. Indeed, if the process is station
ary, i.e. the temperature does not depend on time, (6 ) turns to the equation
of an elliptic type

(7)
and if the functions c, k do not depend on temperature, (6 ) becomes a linear
parabolic equation, which in the case of homogeneous medium (/-c, c, p do not
depend on x , y, z) has the form
(8)

where ko = n /C is the coefficient of thermal conductivity. For equation (8 )
it is relatively easy to write down the general solution.
In a one-dimensional case (where temperature depends only on t and x)
we obtain from (6 )

(9)
Equation (9) is reduced to an equation of the nonlinear thermal conduc
tivity type
( 10)

assuming that d C jd x = 0 (compare with equation (13) from section 1).
Finally, if k = ko, C = Co, where «o, Co are constants, from (10) we have
the heat transfer equation - an elementary parabolic equation
(ii)

As in the case of Bussinesque equation from the basic equation (6 ) it
is possible to obtain various generalizations corresponding to heat-transfer
mechanisms which are more complicated than those considered above. So,
for a anisotropic medium (when thermal conductivity is different in different
directions) with energy release instead of (6 ) we have
(12)
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where kx, ny, kz are the coefficients in the Fourier law (3) along axes x, y, z,
and the function / is the power of energy release. Anisotropic conditions, for
example, in the case of an electronic thermal conductivity, can be caused by
adequately strong magnetic field opposing the motion of heat carriers across
the force lines of the field, and the energy release can be related to chemical
reactions or the existence of an electric current.
All the equations in this subsection were derived with the help of the
fundamental law of energy conservation and Fourier’s law (compare with
the derivation of the Bussinesque equation in section 1). Together with
given functions c, k, p and boundary conditions, they represent the closed
mathematical models of the process of heat transfer.

Fig.27.
4.
T h e s ta te m e n t of ty p ic a l b o u n d a ry conditions for th e eq u a
tio n o f h e a t tra n sfe r. For simplicity we shall consider one-dimensional
processes of thermal conductivity. They occur, for example, in a long and
thin metal bar (Fig. 27), heated from one of its edges. Provided that the bar
is isotropic, its initial temperature in arbitrary cross-section does not depend
on y, £ (the same property should be fulfilled also for the other edge), and
the heat losses from the side surface can be neglected. Consider also that
the thermal capacity of the bar is constant. Then the temperature depends
only on x and £, and its distribution along the bar at various moments in
time is described by the equation
(13)
valid at 0 < x < /, t > 0. For the definition of the function T(x, £)), i.e. of
the solution it is sufficient to know the initial temperature of the bar
(14)
and the temperature on its edges at any moment of time:
(15)
The problem (13)—(15) is called the first boundary problem for the
parabolic equation (13) in interval x E [0, /]. Physically the condition (15)
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means that the edges of the bar are kept at a definite temperature with the
help of some external heat sources, generally depending on time.
However, when on the edges of the bar instead of (15) heat fluxes are
gicen as functions of time:
(16)
then it is called the second boundary problem on an interval [0, 1]. The
given situation is realized, for example, when the edges of the bar are heated
by laser beams of a known intensity.
A more complicated (nonlinear) version of conditions at the edges corre
sponds to a highly heated and hence radiating bar, not contacting with any
other bodies. Then in a unit of time the bar will lose energy on its bound
aries equal to ctT4 (0, t) and crT4(/, t ), respectively, and instead of (15) or
(16) the conditions will be
(17)

where a > 0 .
Other boundary conditions corresponding to other physical situations
are possible as well. Certainly, various combinations of conditions (15)—(17)
are admissible, for example, the temperature is given on the left edge, while
the heat flux is given on the right one.
The diversity of boundary conditions for the equations of heat transfer is
connected with various idealizations of the initial problem (13)—(15). In an
analysis of the heat distribution near one of the edges of a long bar during
a relatively short time scale one can neglect the influence of the other edge.
Instead of (15) it is enough to set only one of the conditions (for definiteness
on the left edge)
(18)
and to solve the equation at x > 0 ((13), (14), (18) - the first boundary
problem in semispace).
The Cauchy problem discussed above in the example of the Bussinesque
equation (section 1) is considered in the whole space —oo < x < oo. For the
equation (13) only the initial distribution of temperature (14) is set. Such
a statement is quite reasonable, when the processes in the central part of
the bar are considered and the influence of both edges can be considered as
insignificant.
For many-dimensional thermal conductivity equations the formulation of
boundary conditions is not changed essentially as compared with the one
dimensional case: either the temperature, or the heat flux, or their more
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complicated combinations are given on the boundaries, and also (at t = 0 )
the initial distribution of temperature. Note that in the case of stationary
equation (7) only the boundary conditions are set. The boundary conditions
for the equation of motion of underground waters from section 1 are quite
similar to described in these subsection (then the analogs of temperature and
heat flux in the Bussinesque equation are the level of underground waters
and the mass flow).
5.
On th e peculiarities o f heat transfer models. The simplest of all
the discussed problems of thermal conductivity is the problem of stationary
process for the equation ( 11) within the interval [0 , /]:

Its solution is a linear function of coordinate x :
(19)
The solution (19) has a quite obvious physical sense. Indeed, at the
stationary process the heat fluxes entering and leaving any cross-section of
the bar are equal (otherwise the temperature of the section would vary).
Therefore the flux should be constant at any point x, which in accordance
with the law of Fourier (3) at k = no = const is possible only at a linear
“profile” of the temperatures.
At the same time the application of the Fourier’s law leads to an effect
having no physical sense, but being peculiar to equations of parabolic type.
We explain this via a consideration of equation ( 11) to be solved in the
whole space —oo < x < oo, the problem of so-called instantaneous point
source of heat It is required to find out the distribution of temperature
at all t > 0 , —oo < x < oo, caused by the release of a heat Qo at time
t = 0 in a plane x = 0. The initial temperature is considered equal to zero:
T(x, 0) = To(x) = 0, —oo < x < oo. Such a formulation is an idealization
of the actual process valid at fulfilling the corresponding conditions (for
example, an intense transversal pulse of an electric current is moving over
the center of a cold bar, acting for a very short time and affecting a small
area of metal). The solution of this problem is given by the formula
(20)

which can be checked by direct substitution into the equation ( 11). The
symmetrical function (20 ) by virtue of a known equality
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has the property

so that the energy conservation law is fulfilled. At the same time in ac
cordance with (20) the temperature in any point of space at any moment
t > 0 is different from zero. Thus the model (11) and many other models
of heat transfer describe processes with infinite velocity of propagation of
perturbations (the temperature at t = 0 was equal to zero for all x).

Fig.28.
This shortage is absent (but only under certain conditions) for nonlinear
thermal conductivity type equations (10) (in particular, equation (13), sec
tion 1). For the model (10) with k(T) = k$Ta , a > 0 consider the process of
heat propagation in a semispace x > 0 at given temperature on the bound
ary: T(0, t) = Ti(t). The initial temperature of the medium is considered
zero: T(x, 0) = To(x) = 0. A partial solution to this problem, adequate for
the boundary law

has the form of a traveling wave (compare with the solution (4) section
1), propagating from the boundary downwards into the matter not with an
infinite, but with a finite velocity D > 0 (Fig. 28):

( 21 )

However, this property is realized only during the propagation of heat
in a cold medium and is lost in the case of a non-zero initial temperature of
m atter (such problems are considered in more detail in Chapter V).
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The shortage described generated by the inapplicability of Fourier’s law
(and the Darsi law in the case of Bussinesque equation) in the neighborhood
of the front of propagation of thermal energy, do not prevent the broad
application of parabolic equations (from (20 ) it is seen that the fraction
of energy contained in matter at sufficiently high values of x is negligible
in comparison with the total energy Qo*)* They are good examples of the
universality of mathematical models, describing plenty of diverse processes
of drastically different natures (see also section 1, Chapter IV).
EXERCISES
1. Find an integral replacement for the function T, when equation (9) will take
the form of (10).
2. Using the same considerations as at the derivation of the law (3) and of
equation (6), find equation (12).
3. Find out the solution (20) for the problem on the instantaneous point source
of heat, representing it as T(x, t) = f(t)ip(f), where £ = x/y/4kot.
4. Construct the solution (21) for equation (10) with k(T) = k^T*, a > 0 by
presenting the temperature as T(x, t) = Af(£), A > 0, £ = Dt —x. Prove that the
heat flux is zero at the wavefront x = Dt.

3

Conservation of the Number of Particles

Let us introduce some concepts of the theory of thermal radiation, trans
ferred by means of light quanta in a medium. The conservation law of the
number of quanta will be used to derive the kinetic equation, which the dis
tribution function of photons obeys. We will discuss some properties of the
constructed model of radiation heat exchange within matter.
1.
B asic co n cep ts o f th e th e o ry o f th e rm a l ra d ia tio n . In matter
which has been heated to a sufficiently high temperature, an essential role
is played by the processes of energy transfer by light quanta. Propagating
within the medium, being reflected and absorbed by atoms and molecules of
m atter, as well as being emitted by them, the photons perform the radiative
heat exchange between various parts of the medium. A heated fireplace
heats the air in its vicinity using exactly this mechanism .
The radiation field can be considered as an electromagnetic radiation of
frequency of oscillations v and wavelength A, connected through the speed
of light (A = cjv). While speaking about the radiation field as a system
of a large number of particles - light quanta it is necessary to introduce
the concept of energy of a quantum hv (h is the Planck constant) moving
with velocity c. As distinct from the temperature field characterized by
coordinates x, y, z and time £, to describe radiation it is important to know
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also its frequency v (which are generally different for different quanta) and
the direction of motion of quanta in any point at any moment t.
To trace the trajectory of any of the huge number of photons is impossi
ble. Therefore a statistical probability approach based on the concept of the
distribution function of particles is used in the theory of radiation. This im
portant concept is successfully used in the study of systems of large numbers
of particles or other objects in various areas of research (see, for example,
section 3, Chapter III).
The distribution function of photons / = f(v , r, f2, £), depends on the
frequency of quanta, the radius-vector f (i.e. on coordinates x , y, z), the
direction of motion of particles Q and the time t. Its content is as follows.
Consider in a moment t a volume element dr near a point f (Fig. 29). Then
the quantity
(i)

by definition is the number of quanta in the spectral interval (v, v + dv) (i.e.
their frequency lies between the values v and v + dv), occupying the volume
dr and having direction of motion between Q, and fi + dti (f2 - unit vector).
The volume dr is supposed to be much greater than the wavelength A, so
that the wave effects are insignificant.
The distribution function (1) is one of the basic concepts of the theory
of radiative heat exchange. It enables us to introduce and estimate all the
other characteristics of this process. The quantity I v defined as
(2)

is called the spectral intensity of radiation. It represents the amount of
radiated energy in a spectral interval from v up to v + dv transferred by
photons per unit time through a unit area located at r and perpendicular
to the directions of their motion (which lie within the angles from fi up to
ti + dtt; Fig. 30).

F ig .29.

F ig .30.

Indeed, in so far as the energy of quantum is hv, and the total number of
quanta with frequency from v up to v + dv and with motions directed from
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-♦
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—
♦
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*
up to ft + dSl in unit volume equals f dvdQ., then the energy transferred
per second through the area element perpendicular to the motion in 1 cm2,
is equal to h vcf dv dQ, in accordance with the definition (2 ).
Spectral density of radiation

(3)
represents the amount of energy of quanta contained in 1 cm3 at a point r
in a moment t in unit interval of frequencies and with frequency v.
One more important descriptor is the spectral flux of radiation Sv. The
photons intersecting the unit area with direction of normal n, transfer
through it an energy (in 1 second in an interval v and v + dv equal to
hue f cos0 ft (Fig. 31)). The energy propagated through the area element
27r

from the right to the left is estimated in a similar way, but the integration
is carried over the left hemisphere. Their difference just gives Sv

(4)
where 0 is the angle between the direction of quanta and the normal. The
quantity 5 „ is the projection of vector Su on the normal n, while the vector
itself is
(5)

F ig.31.
Note that for isotropic radiation (not depending on direction fi) the
spectral density, as follows from (3 ), is

and from (5) it is seen that the flux
is equal to zero at any point in space.
The total intensity, density and radiation flux can be estimated using the
spectral characteristics via integration over the whole spectrum of frequen
cies v.
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2. E quation o f balance o f th e number o f photons in a medium.
We will derive an equation describing the transfer of radiation using the
conservation law of the number of particles and following assumptions:
1)
the process of propagating quanta is one-dimensional, i.e. / =
f(u , x, Q, t);

F ig.32.
2 ) the scattering of quanta on atoms or molecules (i.e. the change of
their direction) can be neglected;
3) the character of absorption and emission of light by atoms and
molecules is known;
4) the photons do not appear and disappear spontaneously.
Consider the balance of particles within an elementary cylinder with an
axis directed fi, length ds = d x/ cos 6 and bases da (Fig. 32), where 0 is the
angle between the axis x and vector fi. We shall be interested in radiation
of frequency v in unit interval of frequencies propagated within unit solid
angle in direction fi.
In accordance with ( 1) (see also definition (2)), during dt a number of
particles

enter the left base of the cylinder. During the same time scale, the following
number of photons escape from it right base

where df describes the increment of function / at passage from one base to
other. So far as / = /(i^, fl, x, t ), this quantity can be represented as

where the first member described the increment in time during dt, and the
second one described the increment of coordinate s.
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Taking into account that the velocity of photons equals c and dt = ds/c,
we obtain

So the number of photons in the cylinder during dt has varied on
(6)

Note that there is no scattering, and photons with direction fi do not escape
through the side surface of the cylinder.
Thus, the variation of the number of quanta in the cylinder can be caused
only by their absorption or emission by atoms and molecules of the matter
of the cylinder. For the evaluation of its value the concept of equilibrium
radiation is introduced, when the number of quanta absorbed by the matter
is equal to the number of emitted particles (radiation and matter are in
equilibrium) at any moment of time. The equilibrium distribution function
/ p is (Planck law)

(7)
where T is the temperature of matter (the medium is considered to be in
local thermodynamic equilibrium, and in any point temperature, internal
energy and other descriptors can be introduced).
In the absence of an equilibrium between radiation and matter the in
tensity of absorption (emission) of photons is proportional to the difference
between / p and / :
where kv —
— exp(hv/kT)), and
is the absorption coefficient deter
mined by the state of the medium and its properties. The variation in the
number of quanta in the volume of the cylinder during dt equals
(8)

Equating (6 ) and (8 ), we obtain the kinetic equation for the distribution
function, describing the transfer of radiation in a medium:

(9)
where / p is given by formula (7). The equation (9), together with functions
/ p, kv and boundary conditions, represents the closed model of distribution
of radiation energy for the above made assumptions.
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3. Som e p ro p e rtie s of th e e q u atio n of ra d ia tiv e tra n sfe r. The
non-stationary one-dimensional inhomogeneous hyperbolic equation (9) ob
tained based on the conservation law of the number of particles can also be
derived with the help of the energy conservation law. Indeed in the cylinder,
the balance of particles of identical frequency v and, therefore, of identical
energy hv was considered. Taking this into account, it is easy to rewrite (9)
as a equation of relative spectral intensity I u = hvcf\
( 10)

which is equivalent to (9), but has a more clear physical content.
Integrating (10) over a solid angle 0 (i.e. in all directions of quanta) we
obtain the equation connecting the density of radiation (3) and its flux (4):
( 11)

This equation can be treated as an equation of the continuity of radi
ation of a given frequency, reflecting the conservation law of radiation and
being quite similar to equation (7), section 1, in the theory of the motion of
underground waters and to equation (5), section 2, in the theory of thermal
conductivity. This analogy is most obvious in three-dimensional cases, when
equations ( 10) and ( 11) take the form
( 12 )

(13)
Though equations (9)-(13) are linear, generally speaking, one cannot
claim that the models of radiation exchange are simpler than the nonlinear
models considered in sections 1 and 2. Indeed, solving (9)—(13), it is possible
to obtain the spectral (i.e. for the given frequency v) characteristics of the
radiation propagated in a given direction fi. For a complete picture it is
necessary to find the required quantities for all values of z/, Q, (or their
certain integrals), which is a much more complicated task. Besides, in more
complicated situations (during the scattering of photons, etc.) the models
(9)—(13) can become considerably more complicated.
The most simple model of radiation transfer is obtained from (10), if
one can neglect the absorption and emission of quanta and consider the case
when all particles move in one direction. Then for any values of v it is
possible to adopt cos 0 = 1 and to have the equation
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which is absolutely identical to equation (3), section 1, for the flux of non
interacting particles.
If the radiation intensity does not depend on time, (10) turns to an
inhomogeneous linear differential equation
(14)
which has a general solution
(15)
Here k (x ') = /*, n^dx", k (xo) =
nu dxn (for simplicity in (15) we
adopt cos# = 1) and I„0 is the constant of integration.
As we are not aiming to discuss in detail the physical content of solution
(15), we mention that the first term is due to the radiation emitted in the
medium in an interval x$ and x (and weakened by absorption). The second
term represents the radiation from any external sources entering the medium
through its boundary xo (also weakened via absorption during propagation
through the medium).
If I up and
are known functions of coordinate x (the temperature and
density of m atter have to be known along the trajectory of particles), the
solution of equation (14) is reduced to a quadrature.
In the opposite case of a spatially homogeneous field of radiation from
( 10 ) we obtain
(16)
The process described by equation (16), corresponds to a situation, when
in an infinite and initially cold medium (i.e. at t = 0 no radiation exists)
of constant density, quick heating of medium up to temperature T occurs,
which later is kept constant in time. So far as no radiation losses occur
from the boundaries, the spatial gradients of T are zero and kv, I vp do not
depend on x, y, z. The radiation caused due to heating also has a zero
gradient (i.e. I v = I v{t)) and exchanging energy with matter tends by time
to its equilibrium value by exponential law.
EXERCISES
1. Check the validity of expression (5).
2 . Repeating the considerations of subsection 2 , derive the three-dimensional

equation (9) or (10) in the case where the distribution function depends on x, y, z.
3. Using the definitions (3), (4) derive equation (12) from equation (13).
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4. Obtain solution (15) of equation (14) and specify it in the case of constant
Kvi Ivp-

5. Be convinced that the solution of equation of “saturation” (16) (compare
with equation (12), section 1, Chapter I) has an exponential form, and obtain the
index of the exponent.

4

Joint Application of Several Fundamental Laws

We will use laws of conservation of mass, momentum and energy to con
struct a mathematical model describing the motion of compressible gas. We
will discuss the differences of the model obtained from models considered
in sections 1-3, as well as some consequent properties for gas dynamical
motions.
1. Prelim inary concepts o f gas dynamics. The noticeable variation
in density of fluids and rigid bodies can be achieved only at huge pressure
of tens and hundred thousands of atmospheres and higher. The gaseous
media can be compressed much more easily: at a pressure variation of one
atmosphere the density of a gas initially at atmospheric pressure decreases
or increases by a magnitude comparable with its initial density.
In gas dynamics investigating the motion of compressible media under
the action of any external forces or forces of pressure of the matter itself,
the inequality A « L, where A is the length of free path, L is the charac
teristic scale of the considered motion is by assumption fulfilled (continuous
medium). The LTE conditions (see subsection 1, section 2 ) are considered
to be fulfilled as well. In LTE conditions the compressible medium can be
considered as a configuration of a large number of liquid particles which are
much bigger than A, but much smaller than L. For each such particle con
nected with a small fixed mass of medium, its average descriptors - density
p, pressure p, temperature T, internal energy e, etc, as well as the velocity
v of its macroscopic motion are introduced. All these quantities, in general,
depend on three spatial variables x , y, 2 and time t.
Below we shall also assume the absence in the medium of the processes of
heat transfer, viscous friction, sources and consumers of energy (for example,
radiation), and external spatial forces and sources (consumers) of mass.
2. Equation o f continuity for com pressible gas. We use considera
tions similar to those used to derive continuity equation (7), section 1, (5),
section 2 , for the flow of underground waters and the process of heat trans
fer. Consider an elementary cube with sides dx, dy, dz in a spatial region
filled by moving gas and estimate the mass balance during dt (Fig. 33). Here
vy, vz are the velocity components by corresponding axes.
On axis x along the facet of coordinate x a mass of gas is flowing into
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F ig.33.
the cube during dt equal to

where pvx is nothing other than the mass flow in the direction of axis x.
During the same time a mass outflows from the facet with coordinate x + dx

where d(pvx) is the increment of mass flow due to transition from the coor
dinate x to x + dx. Summarizing the latter two expressions and taking into
account that

we obtain the amount of variation of mass in the cube during dt due to gas
motion along the x axis
(i)

In precisely the same way we derive the variation of mass due to motion
along on axes y, z

(2)

In the fixed volume of the cube, the variation of its mass is also expressed
through the variation of its density in time
(3)
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Summing dmx, dmy, dmz and equating the result dm , we obtain from
(l)-(3) the sought equation of continuity

(4)
expressing the law of conservation of mass of substance for compressible gas.
In its form and content (the variation rate of a quantity is determined by
divergence of its flux) it is quite similar to the equation of continuity (7),
section 1 and equations (5), section 2 and (11), section 3.
However, the similarity to the flow of underground waters ends here.
When a gas is moving freely its dynamics is determined only by forces of gas
pressure, as distinct from the motion of a fluid undergoing the resistance of
particles of soil.

Fig.34.
3.
Equations o f gas motion. To derive these we use Newton’s second
law for an elementary liquid particle having in some moment t the form of a
cube with edges d x, dy, dz (Fig. 34). The liquid particle is a volume moving
in space and modifying its shape, and containing at different moments t the
same atoms and molecules of gas. Thus its mass dm is constant. To simplify
the derivation we consider that during the short time dt, the cube does not
change its shape and is shifted in all directions at a distance which in much
smaller than its dimensions.
First we define the force acting on the cube, for example, in the direction
of axis y. Obviously, it is equal to the difference of pressure on the left and
right edges multiplied on their square (no other forces are considered to be
present)
The force Fy is equal to the acceleration of a liquid particle in direction y ,
multiplied by its mass dm = p d x d y d z
(5)
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Substituting in the first expression for Fy the difference of pressures through
the derivative of pressure on y and equating it to (5), we come to the equation
describing the gas motion along the axis y
(6)

In precisely this way obtain the equations of motion in directions x, z

(7)
(8)

having, as (6 ), an obvious physical content. In vectorial form equations
(6 )-( 8 ) are as follows

(9)
We have to explain that in (6)-(9) df /dt denotes the ordinary derivative
(connected with fixed particles of gas) by time of some quantity describing
the given constant mass of gas.
Opening d f/d t through partial derivatives of x, y, z and t in correspon
dence with a rule df/d t = d f / d t + (vgrad) / , we come to the Euler’s equa
tions of motion
( 10)

In coordinate form, they are
( 11)

( 12 )

(13)
As distinct from the flow of underground waters, the pressure gradients
in equations of gas motion (6)—(13) define the components of acceleration of
substance, instead of the components of its velocity (compare with the Darsi
law (9), section 1).
The equations (4), (11)—(13) contain five unknown quantities - p, p, vx,
vy, vz. To make the set of equations complete it is most natural to use the
energy conservation law.
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4.
The equation of energy. To derive this we use the same simplified
scheme as in subsection 3: we shall consider the change of interior energy of a
fixed mass of gas dm in a short time interval dt. In so far as the assumptions
we have made no thermal conductivity, viscosity and sources (consumers) of
energy exist in the substance, this variation is caused only by the work of
forces of pressure on facets of cube at its compression or expansion.
The work of pressure connected with the motion of the facets of cube
along the axis x, is obviously

where the members in brackets, with cancelled terms of the second order,
can be rewritten through the derivative dvx/d x

Here p is the mean pressure in elementary volume. Similarly,

The total work accomplished upon the gas during dt, is

This is equal to the variation of internal energy of the volume, i.e.

where € is the specific internal energy. Equating both expressions for dA
and tending dt to zero, we obtain
(14)
where de/dt is the total derivative of internal energy by time.
Note that with the help of equations of continuity and motion, equation
(14) is reduced, like (4), to a divergent form
(15)
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On the left hand side in (15) there is a derivative from total (internal and
kinetic) energy of gas in the given spatial point.
In so far as the thermodynamic properties of substance are assumed to
be known, e is a known function of already defined quantities p and p, and
the equation (14) or (15) give the missing link for the definition of unknown
gas dynamics quantities.
5.
T h e e q u atio n s of gas dynam ics in L ag ran g ian co o rd in ates.
In the models obtained the gas motion is characterized by the dependence
of quantities on Cartesian coordinates x, y, £ and time t . This manner of
description (Euler’s approach) treats the motion of a medium from the point
of view of the motionless side observer and is convenient, for example, when
studying gas flows in models of flight vehicles in aerodynamic tubes. In the
Lagrangian approach the coordinate is linked not with a defined point in
space, but with a definite fixed particle of substance - a liquid particle. The
Lagrangian coordinates are convenient, for example, when analyzing certain
internal processes within the particle, say, of chemical reactions with a rate
determined not by spatial position of the particle, but by its temperature
and density. The Lagrangian approach can also be useful for another reason:
it was implicitly used in subsections 3 and 4 to simplify the derivation of
equations of motion and energy (the liquid particle was considered as a cube).
Gas dynamical equations in Lagrangian coordinates are especially clear
and simple in the one-dimensional case. Indeed, by taking a column of unit
base in the direction of axis x, with moving left boundary and connected to
fixed particles of substance, one can introduce the Lagrangian coordinates
as follows
(16)
where xq is the coordinate of particles of the column on its left edge, x(t)
is the variable coordinate (as a particle with coordinate xo(t) it is possible
to choose a particle either near the wall bounding the gas, or near a void, if
one is available). The quantity m(x) is the mass of column between xq and
x.
The relation (16) is the most natural and simple way to introduce the
Lagrangian variable (called in this case a mass coordinate). Then, all gas
dynamic quantities are treated as depending not on x, t, but on m, t. We
derive for them the equations of motion from the one-dimensional equations
in Euler form

(17)
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The expressions on the left hand side of (17) are already defined sub
stantive derivatives describing the variation in time of quantities concerning
the fixed mass coordinate m. Then, using (16), we obtain from (17)
(18)
(19)
(20)

Here d /d t is the substantive derivative by time. The physical treatment
of the equations of motion (19) and energy (20) is the same as in Euler
coordinates (as distinct from the equation of continuity (18)). The latter
represents an obvious property: the volume (and hence, the density) of fixed
liquid particles varies in time due to the difference of velocities on its bound
aries.
W ith the help of (19) the equation of energy can be rewritten in divergent
form
( 21 )

where the time derivative of total energy of a particle is on the left hand
side.
If the solution of Lagrangian equations is found, in particular, specific
volume V ( m , t) = l/p (m , t) is estimated, then the dependence of gas dy
namical functions of Euler coordinates is given via a quadrature (see (16))

Using the same considerations it is easy to derive Lagrangian equations in
cases of cylindrical and spherical symmetries, when gas dynamical quantities
depend only on one spatial coordinate r (r is the distance from the axis or
from the center of symmetry) and from time t . They also have rather a
simple and clear fprm, which is not the case for two-dimensional and threedimensional problems.
Despite the different forms of representation the Euler and Lagrangian
equations of gas dynamics clearly have similar properties, both being non
linear hyperbolic partial differential equations (non-stationary and usually
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many-dimensional). On the basis of these, more complicated models of mo
tion of compressible media, including additional physical processes, are de
rived. Thus, for a gas possessing a thermal conductivity and performing
transfer of energy, the equations of continuity (18) and motion (19) remain
valid, while the energy equation has the form
(22)

where W = —n p d T /d m is the heat flux, k = /s(p, T) is the thermal conduc
tivity. The internal energy of a liquid particle of such a gas varies not only
due to the action of pressure forces, but also because of the presence of heat
transfer. More simple models of gas dynamics than (18)-(20) are obtained
at corresponding additional assumptions (see subsection 7).
6.
Boundary conditions for the equations of gas dynamics. Their
formulation is most obvious in the case of one-dimensional gas flow described
by equations (18)-(20). Consider such motion in a pipe, in which the gas is
limited from the right and the left by impenetrable rigid pistons (Fig. 35).
For particles located near the left wall, we assign a coordinate m = 0; then,
the coordinate of particles near the right wall is m = M, where M is the total
mass of gas between pistons within the column of a unit cross-section. The
internal particles have coordinates 0 < m < M. The equations (18)-(20)
are considered within the area 0 < m < M and at t > 0.

Fig.35.
To determine the motion at all 0 < m < M and t > 0 it is necessary to
set
1) initial conditions, i.e. the condition of gas at moment t = 0 ,

(23)

in (23) instead of p or p it is possible, using the equations of the state of the
medium, to set the initial temperature T(m, 0) = To(ra);
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2)
Boundary conditions, i.e. the dependence on time of gas dynamical
quantities on the boundaries m = 0 , m = M, for example, the law of pressure
variation
(24)
or law of a change of the velocity of pistons (i.e. their trajectory in Eulerian
coordinates, in so far as d x /d t — v)
(25)
The knowledge of boundary conditions (23) and (24) (or (25)) completely
determines the unique solution of the considered problem of a piston.
As boundary conditions various combinations of (24) and (25) are pos
sible as well, when the pressure p\ (t ) is fixed on the left boundary, while on
the right boundary the velocity V2 {t) is given (or vice versa, as in Fig. 35).
If one is interested in the flow only in a neighborhood of one of pistons,
neglecting the influence of the second piston, it is enough to set only one
of conditions (24) (or (25)), for example, at m = 0, and condition (23) at
m > 0 (the gas fills the semi-space limited to the left by a piston).
Finally, the boundary conditions (24) or (25) are not set at all, when
the influence of boundaries on the motion of gas in a central area can be
neglected (considering the process during relatively short time scales). Then
from the initial problem for equations (18)-(20) one comes to the Cauchy
problem - on evolution in time of some initial distribution of gas dynamical
quantities given in infinite volume. Then the initial data (23) are defined for
all —oo < m < oo, and the equations are solved at —oo < m < oo, t > 0 .
An important class of boundary conditions are the conditions on the
boundary with a vacuum (void). Let a highly compressed gas at high pres
sure start to expand in a relatively rarefied medium at low pressure. Ideal
izing this process, it is possible to consider the pressure and density equal to
zero in the space where the gas is expanding, i.e. to set a conditionpi(t) = 0 ,
t > 0 , or p 2 (t) = 0 ), t > 0 (or pi(t) = p 2 (t) = 0 , t > 0 ), depending on the
concrete problem.
7.
Som e p e c u lia ritie s o f m odels o f gas dynam ics. To explain these
peculiarities we will first simplify equations (18)-(20) using two circum
stances. First, we assume the absence in the medium of energy change due
to thermal conduction, viscosity, radiation, external sources and consumers
of energy and so on. From thermodynamic point of view this means that
the process is adiabatic and the entropy S of each fixed liquid particle is not
changed in time. Then the equation of energy (20) can be rewritten in an
equivalent form
(26)
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It is easy to prove this, also formally applying the second law of thermo
dynamics
(27)
to a liquid particle.
The second circumstance is the special simplicity of expression of entropy
through the pressure and density in the case of an ideal gas:
(28)
where 7 > 1 is the adiabatic exponent equal to the ratio of specific heat
at constant pressure (Cp) and constant volume (Cv), So is an insignificant
constant.
From (26) in view of (28), we have

which is equivalent to the expression
(29)
meaning the independence on time of entropy of gas particles. The function
(p{m) describes the distribution of entropy by mass of gas, being determined
by given at the moment t = 0 functions po{m), po(m).
Using the integral (29) instead of the differential equation (20 ), we shall
reduce (18) and (19) to a differential second order equation with respect to
the density:
(30)
where ao = 7 <po? and constant <po is entropy assumed to be independent also
on the mass coordinate (the case of adiabatic flow).
The hyperbolicity of equation (30), and hence of equations of gas dy
namics can easily be established without calculating its characteristics, but
by deriving its linear analog. Then we consider small perturbations of gas
dynamical quantities in the neighborhood of constant solution p(m, t) = po.
Representing the perturbed solution as p(m, t) = po + p and assuming both
the perturbations and their derivatives to be small, from (30) we obtain the
equation for p (we omit the hyphen)
(31)
The linear equation (31) is absolutely similar to the equation of oscilla
tions of a string from section 2 , Chapter III, being, of a hyperbolic type. It
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describes the propagation of small (sound) perturbations in gas (equation of
acoustics) with velocity of sound Co = VtPo/Po and, by virtue of linearity,
its general solution can be easily found.
One more simplification of equations (18), (19), (29) is obtained on the
assumption that the flow has a simple wave character, i.e. arbitrary gas
dynamical quantities are functions of a certain chosen quantity, for example,
of density. From (18), (19), (29) and in view of v = v(p), we obtain

where vp is the derivative of velocity by density. Excluding vp from the latter
equations, we come to the Hopf equation
(32)
The equation (32) is of a first order, but it contains typical gas dynamical
nonlinearity, and consequently is a good model for the study of nonlinear
effects characteristic of flows of compressible gas. Known among them is
the “gradient catastrophe” concerning the appearance of infinite gradients
of gas dynamical quantities in compression waves, in spite of the fact that
initially all functions are smooth.
We explain this concept by the following simple considerations. The Hopf
equation can be rewritten in a characteristic form
(33)
Here script s means that the total derivative by time is taken along
characteristics - the line in coordinates m, £, on which the value of solution
(density) remains constant in all moments. Opening (33) we have
(34)
where m s(t) is the value of m for the given characteristics at different in
stants, and comparing (32) and (34), we obtain the equation of characteris
tics
From this expression it is seen that the condition of high density is prop
agated over the mass of gas with a higher velocity, than the condition of
lower density, and in certain moment of time “reach” the latter. An am
biguity appears in the solution, as its gradients increase infinitely to the
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point of merging. Schematically this process is represented in Fig. 36, where
the evolution in time of the initial profile of density of a triangular form is
shown: the top of the triangle in a certain time scale arrives in a point with
the same coordinate m*, as its front.

Fig.36.
“Gradient catastrophe” is a nonlinear effect (for more details see Chapter
V). It does not arise in linear equations (31) and linear transfer equations
(3), section 1 , obtained from (32) at consideration of small perturbations in
the vicinity of constant solution. The existence of this effect leads to the
need to consider discontinuous solutions of equations of gas dynamics (note
that at passage of the discontinuity through a liquid particle its entropy
is changing). This represents an important difference between nonlinear
hyperbolic equations and parabolic ones (models in subsections 1 and 2 ).
EXERCISES
1. Derive equation (21) from equation (20), using equation (19).

2. Using the energy conservation law with respect to the internal energy of a
liquid particle, derive equation (22).
3. Prove the equivalence of equations (26) and (20), using (27) and (28).
4. Obtain equation (31) not from (30), but from (18), (19), (29), applying the
same considerations.
5. Using the characteristic form of the Hopf equation estimate the moment tk
and point m* of the “gradient catastrophe” for the situation in Fig. 36.
Bibliography for Chapter II: [30, 43, 44, 55, 69, 74].
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MODELS DEDUCED
FROM VARIATIONAL
PRINCIPLES,
HIERARCHIES OF
MODELS

1

Equations of Motion, Variational Principles
and Conservation Laws in Mechanics

We will now give elementary information from classical mechanics illustrat
ing the connection between the equations of dynamics of Newton and La
grange, variational Hamiltonian principle, conservation laws for mechanical
systems and properties of space-time.
1.
E q u a tio n o f m o tio n of a m echanical sy stem in N ew to n ian
form . The dynamics of a system consisting of N point masses influenced
by some forces, are described by the equations
(i)

where m* is the mass of material points, £ > 0 is the time, Fj is its position
vector, Fi = Fj (t, ru df/dt) is the resultant action of all forces. Through r
we denote the set of coordinates of all points of the system. The quantities
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Fi are considered known and can depend both on time and on spatial co
ordinates and velocities (and not only of chosen i-th point, but also of all
considered points). The system ( 1) is the mathematical expression of New
ton’s second law applied to a totality of mass points. Written in coordinate
form, it obviously consists of 3N second order equations with respect to 3AT
unknown coordinates Xi(t), yi(t), Zi(t), i = 1, ... , N . If the initial coor
dinates Xi(0), yi(0), Zz(0), i = 1, ... , N of the points and their velocities
d xi/d t, dyi/dt, dzi/dt at a moment t = 0 are known, the system ( 1) enables
to find the coordinates and velocities of all points at any t > 0 , i.e. to solve
the basic problem of classical mechanics.
The equations of dynamics in the form (1) are valid for an inertial, or
Galilean system of coordinates. In this frame the free mass point, i.e. a point
which is not experiencing any interaction, is moving uniformly and in a
straight line. In other words, in this system Newton’s first law is fulfilled.
An example can be the coordinates rigidly connected to a train, moving with
a constant velocity along a straight and horizontally smooth railway track.
If a ball is moving on the smooth floor of a coach of such a train, it will
perform a uniform and straight trajectory (this property is lost immediately
if the train brakes or accelerates on turns and slopes when the system of co
ordinates becomes non inertial). Certainly, an inertial system of coordinates
is an idealized concept justified, however, when considering many important
mechanical phenomena. The obvious absence of an inertial system rigidly
connected to the Earth (at least due to its rotation) does not prevent us from
accurately describing several “terrestrial” motions, such as the motion of a
train on its surface (for the flight of a ballistic missile a similar description
can be not exact).
Any system of coordinates either at rest or moving in a straight line with
constant velocity relative to some inertial system, is also an inertial one. The
set of such systems “generated” by an initial system x , y, z , t is determined
by the following transformation of coordinates and time

( 2)

and also by any combinations of these transformations. Here a, 6, c, vXj vy,
vz are arbitrary constants, as well as a the angle of rotation of a coordinate
system relative to one of the axes of coordinates (in this case axis z).
The classical mechanics proceeds from the Galilean principle of relativ
ity of the equality of all inertial systems (2 ), i.e. the laws of mechanics are
identical in any of them. This principle reflects, in particular, the properties
of homogeneity of space and time (first and second transformations (2 )) and
isotropy of space, i.e. the absence of chosen directions (third transformation).
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The latter transformation (2) - the passage to coordinates moving with con
stant velocity relative the initial one - is called a Galilean transformation.
Note that if for any reasons it is necessary to consider motion in an es
sentially non inertial system of coordinates, Newton’s second law in the form
(1) is not fulfilled. Thus, a ball moving on a smooth horizontal surface of a
rotating disk from its center to the edge, in a system rigidly connected to
the disk, is moving not in a straight line, but via a curved trajectory, as if
under the influence of an external force. For non inertial systems the equa
tions ( 1) and other laws of mechanics become valid after relatively simple
modification. The essence of this consists in adding “false” external forces
of inertia to the acting, forces their magnitude is determined by the char
acter of motion of a non inertial system relative the chosen inertial system.
Usually the initial system of coordinates in mechanics is considered to be
inertial, and its non-inertiality is specially mentioned.
The invariance of the laws of mechanics with respect to the transforma
tions (2) can be expressed in various ways. If, for the equations correspond
ing to these laws, at passage to a new system
1) their structure does not vary,
2 ) the form of functions of coordinates, velocities and accelerations , ap
pearing in the equations (these are the forces, the energy, the momentum and
other mechanical quantities), does not vary then the equations are invariant
with respect to given transformations. An example are the equations

(3)

invariant at any transformation (2 ) (see also exercise 1).
The equation describing the oscillations of the rings of Saturn, from
subsection 3, section 2, Chapter 1

is invariant at the shift of time t* = t+ a , but varies at the shift of coordinates
r* = r + a:

in the sense that the expression on the right hand side (i.e. the force), is
rewritten differently as a function of a coordinate, than in the initial equa
tion. The form of equations of mechanics violating the property 1), but
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fulfilling the property 2) at transformations (2), is called covariant Prom
the coordinate form of equations ( 1) their covariance with respect to trans
formation (2 ) follows immediately (however in the case of more complicated
transformations of an initial system, for example, when passing to cylindrical
or spherical coordinates, the covariance of equations of motion in Newton’s
form is lost).
2.
E q u a tio n s o f m o tio n in L ag ran g ian form . Lagrange equations
are a convenient representation of Newton’s second law, and are covariant
relative to a much broader class of transformations of coordinates system,
as compared with (2 ) (the covariance is understood in the sense, as with
transformations of inertial systems). We explain how these equations are
deduced using an example of a most simple mechanical system consisting
of one point mass performing one-dimensional motion. In an initial inertial
system of coordinates it is described by the equation

(4)
Consider the transformation of coordinates r(t) = r(q(t), t ), where q(t)
is the new coordinate of point mass. For its velocity we obtain the following
expression through functions r(q) and q(t):

(5)
Here q = dq/dt is the “velocity” of a point in new coordinates (in general,
it is no more an actual kinematic velocity, and only a characteristic of rate
of change of coordinate q of the point in time). The “real” velocity v in the
new system, as distinct from the old one, in accordance with (5) becomes a
function of coordinate q and velocity q, i.e. v = v(q, q, t). We now calculate
the acceleration of a point uj in new coordinates, first representing it in an
equivalent form

Differentiating (5) by q, we obtain

i.e. the expression for transformation of the first term in square brackets. For
the second term, taking into account (5 ), we have a chain of equalities
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Using the two last equalities, we come to a final expression

Substituting it into (4), we obtain the equation
(6 )

In (6) the quantity F(q, q, t) on the right hand side of equation (4) is the
force, but rewritten in new coordinates, its dependence on arguments q, q, t
in general is not the same as on r, r, t . Equation (6) is the simplest equation
of motion in the Lagrangian form. On its left hand side under the operation
of derivation is obviously kinetic energy of a point, and on the right is the
acting force multiplied by dr/dq , describing the relation between old and
new coordinates.
For three-dimensional motion of a point instead of coordinates x , y, z
it is necessary to introduce three new coordinates q\, q<i, q%. We repeat
the considerations leading to conclusion (6), but instead of v, a;, F we shall
take the variables vx, vy, vz\ u x, u)y, u)z; Fx, Fy, FZ1 i.e. the projection of
velocity, acceleration and force, respectively. Consider them as functions of
arguments qi,q\, t\ <72><72? <73, ^3, t and substitute the expressions obtained
into Newton’s equations in coordinate form m d v x/dt = Fx, m d vy/dt = Fy,
m d v zjdt = Fz.
As a result we come to three equations which are similar to (6 ). For
example, the first of them has a form

(7)
where T = m (v2 + Vy + v2
z )/2 is the kinetic energy of a point.
From these examples the procedure for the general case of motion of
N points determined by three coordinates Xi(t), yi(t), Zi(t), i = 1, . . . , N
becomes clear (the calculations are quite similar to those used at derivation
(6 ), (7), though they are too cumbersome to be represented here). The
transition to new coordinates is set by arbitrary transformation

(8 )

where i = 1, . . . , iV, n = 3N . In (8 ) qj, 1 < j < 3N are so-called general
ized coordinates. Their total number, as in an old system of coordinates, is
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naturally 3N . At the transition to coordinates qj each old coordinate can
generally depend, on all the new ones (as, for example, in the case of tran
sition from Cartesian coordinates x, y, z to spherical coordinates p, ip, ip).
Therefore on the right hand side of (8 ), dependence on all magnitudes qj is
implied.
After the consideration of “projections” (more precisely, of components)
of all vectors Vi,
F{, i =
. . . , N, upon all new “coordinate axes” qj,
substitution of obtained expressions into the coordinate equations ( 1) and
their summing by index i at fixed value of j, we come to general Lagrange
equations

w,,

1,

(9)
In (9), as at N — 1, the quantity T is the kinetic energy of the system

written in coordinates qj. The quantities
( 10)

can be understood as expressed in coordinates qj the “projections” of forces
F{ on axes qj - generalized forces (functions \dfi/dqj\ are Lame coefficients;
A • B denote the scalar product of vectors A and B ). In this treatment
equations (9) represent Newton’s second law ( 1) in “projections” onto axes
Qj.
They become noticeably simpler in the case where all forces are potential,
i.e. there is a function II(xi, . . . , x ^ ; y\, . . . , y#,
. . . , z n ', t ), such that

Substituting these expressions into ( 10), we obtain

Replacing the old arguments in the last equality in function II with new
ones, we come to the conclusion that its right hand side represents a partial
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derivative of some function V(q, t), called potential over argument qj, that
is

In other words, if the initial forces are potential, then the generalized
forces are potential as well, and the equations (9) have the form
( 11)
( 12)

At derivation of ( 11), ( 12) is taken into account, that the function V(q, t)
does not depend on <7, and consequently dL/dqj = dT/dqj. In Lagrange
equations (11) the quantity L is the difference between kinetic and potential
energies of a system expressed in new coordinates. It is known as Lagrange
function or Lagrangian or kinetic potential of a system.
The equations (9),(11) obtained from Newton’s equations ( 1), are covari
ant, as follows from their form with respect to the arbitrary transformation
(8 ) while its functions have clear mechanical content. To write them down
for a concrete system it is necessary to perform the following operations: to
select independent coordinates <71, . . . , qn\ to find generalized forces ( 10) as
functions of new coordinates (if forces are potential, then it is not neces
sary); to express in new coordinates the kinetic T and potential II energies
and to find the Lagrangian (12) (in case of potential forces); to substitute
the obtained expressions into (9) or (11).
This standard procedure is called Lagrangian formalism. After its re
alization a system of 3N differential second order equations for coordinates
Qii • • • 5 Qn is obtained, which always solvable relative to its second derivatives
(13)
At known initial values <fy(0), qj(0), j = 1, . . . , n, the equations (13)
enable one to describe the motion of a system at any moment t > 0 , i.e. to
solve the basic problem of mechanics.
The advantages of the Lagrangian approach are in its uniformity (covari
ance) in deriving a relatively simple mathematical description of the motion
of very complicated mechanical devices (for example, robotic) in any co
ordinate system (including, as seen from (8 ) non inertial systems without
introduction of additional forces of inertia). Note that the equations ( 1) also
can be rewritten in covariant form relative to transformations (8 ). However
they are not solvable with respect to higher derivatives and contain many
more functions from new coordinates (as compared with equation (9)), with
out a simple mechanical content.
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One more advantage of the described formalism is revealed when studying
systems with mechanical connections (in all previous considerations only
free systems have been taken into account for the sake of simplicity). The
connections pose certain restrictions on the motion of points of the system,
caused by the presence of material objects, not directly included in it. As
examples we can use the connections caused by the presence of a rigid surface
bounding the motion of the a ball, or a weightless rigid rod connecting two
point masses, etc.
The connections are posed by a set K of expressions
r, t) = 0,
0 < k < K < 3iV, which the solution of Newton’s equations ( 1) have to
satisfy. The equations ( 1) themselves have to be modified, on their right
hand sides one has to substitute the quantity Ft + Ri instead of F;. A force
Ri is the reaction of connections, estimated from certain considerations.
Therefore, using Newton’s approach, the description of unfree systems as
compared with the free ones can become noticeably complicated.
Using the Lagrangian approach the reaction of connections are automat
ically taken into account for a broad class of functions /*(fi, r, £), therefore
the generalized forces ( 10 ) do not contain the quantities R i, (the procedure
of derivation of Lagrangian equations is absolutely similar to those of the
free systems). Moreover, the number of Lagrangian equations is equal to the
so-called degrees of freedom I = 3N —K and can be significantly less than for
a system without connections. The number of new independent coordinates
qj, naturally also equals 3 N — K .
Thus, Lagrangian equations are deduced from Newton’s equations, and
vice versa (exercise 2). Thus, the Lagrangian approach, as well as Newton’s
approach, may serve as a basis of mechanics.
3.
Variational H am iltonian principle. As the basis of mechanics one
can consider not only the differential equations ( 1), (9) or ( 11) connecting
the mechanical parameters in the given instant £, but also some general
properties describing the motion of a mechanical system in the whole, within
an arbitrary time interval from to up to t\. We shall prove it analyzing the
quantity
(14)
called a Hamiltonian action in interval [;to, t\\. Obviously, (14) is a functional
depending on the motion of the system within time interval to
t <£. t\.
In (n + l)-dimensional space <7, t we select two points Mo(q(to), to) and
Mi(q(ti), t\) by fixing thus, the moments to, t\ and the position of the
system at these moments (“velocities” q in moments to, t\ are not fixed).
The system can reach from a point Mq to a point M\ while moving in
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space q, t , generally speaking, via arbitrary kinematically possible trajecto
ries (“paths”), i.e. via paths allowed by existing connections (see Fig. 37 for
the case of space q\, q2 1 t). Let there exist a so-called straight path (solid
line). On this path the functions qj{t), j = 1, . . . , n at any moment of time
satisfy Lagrangian equations ( 11). The rest paths are called indirect (dashed
lines).

Fig.37.
The Hamiltonian principle is formulated as follows: the action Q has an
extreme value on the straight path as compared with the indirect paths.
We characterize all possible paths by a one-parameter family of functions

where the value a = 0 corresponds to the straight path, and values a ^ 0 to
indirect paths. Then the action (14), is obviously a function of parameter
a:

The variation of Q at variation of the parameter a is
(15)
i.e. is equal to the sum of increments caused by the variation of coordinates
Sqj(t, a) and velocities Sqj(t, a).
Integrating by parts the second term on the right hand side of (15), we
obtain
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or, using the commutativity of operations of variation on a and differentia
tion by t:

we come to equality
(16)
In accordance with the definition the variations Sqj (a) are equal to zero
at moments to, ti, i.e. the first term on the right hand side of (16) is equal
to zero. For the straight path by definition the Lagrangian equations (11)
are valid, therefore the second member is also equal to zero.
Thus, on a straight path SQ = 0. This is the mathematical representation
of the Hamiltonian principle. It is still called the principle of least action, in
so far as the action along the straight path, as it is possible to show at some
additional assumptions, has a least value as compared with the indirect
paths. For more general mechanical systems (not governed by equations
(11)) the analogous statement is called the Hamilton-Ostrogradsky principle.
Recall that in terms of variational calculus equations (11) are called
Euler7s differential equations for the variational problem

The straight path is called extremal, and the corresponding number Q(a = 0)
- a stationary value of functional Q.
It is easy to prove the validity of the statement, inverse to the Hamilto
nian principle: if for some path the condition SQ = 0 is fulfilled, this path
is a straight one (exercise 3). Therefore all three approaches considered
above are equivalent and can be the basis of a mathematical description of
mechanical systems.
4.
Conservation laws and space-tim e properties. The analysis of
integral mechanical characteristics is not reduced to a formulation of the
Hamiltonian principle and its various generalizations. It enables one to for
mulate other fundamental properties of mechanical systems. We will demon
strate some of those properties in the case of motions in potential fields, when
both external and internal forces acting on points of a system are potential
ones. Then it is required to calculate a variation of action Q on a set which
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Fig.38.
is more general than the set of straight and indirect paths from subsection
3, among curves in (n + l)-dimensional qi, . . . , qn, t space.
Consider this one parametric family
(17)
where a is the parameter uniquely defining the curve, in particular its
“lower” and “upper” edges in space q, t (Fig.38). No restrictions are posed
for the bundle (17), therefore curves can “start” and “terminate” in different
instants to (a) and t\( a ), they can intersect, the different curves can coincide
in initial and final moments, etc. The variation of action

on bundle (17) is obtained by the help of considerations similar to those used
in the derivation of (16), however corresponding calculations are much more
complicated, in so far as the initial and final positions of the family of curves
in space q, t depend on the parameter a. Therefore, we represent only the
final result: the general formula for SQ in the case of one parameter family
(17) has the form
(18)
The content of functions pj and H will be explained below.
Obviously, if the beginnings and the ends of all curves of a bundle coin
cide, then 5qj = St = 0, and from (18) the equation (16) or the Hamiltonian
principle follows.
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The functions pj and H are called, respectively, generalized momentums
and the Hamiltonian of a system. The quantities pj are partial derivatives
of the Lagrangian by velocities qj
(19)
and in the simplest case of motion of a point in Cartesian coordinates in
a fixed potential field (the function II from subsection 2 does not depend
explicitly on time) coincide with projections of momentum on axes x, y, z.
By virtue of general properties of a Lagrangian (not considered here), the
relations (19) can be solved with respect to the generalized velocities

i.e. there is a one-to-one transition from Lagrangian variables q, q, t to socalled Hamiltonian variables q, p, t. The function H is defined by the equality
( 20)

where the Lagrangian L and the generalized velocities are written in variables
<7, p, t. The Hamiltonian plays particularly important role in the study of
potential motions, since from Lagrangian equations (11) the equations of
motion in Hamiltonian form (canonical equations) are obtained
(21)

and vice versa (exercise 4). The function H has a clear mechanical content:
if the transformations of an initial system (8 ) are stationary (do not depend
explicitly on £), at any moment the Hamiltonian is numerically equal to the
total energy of the system, that is

After these explanations we will establish connection of conservation laws
in mechanics with properties of space and time. Consider one parametric
transformation of a coordinates system q, t
( 22 )

such that it is an identity at a = 0 and its inverse transformation does exist.
Let the Lagrangian of a given mechanical system moving in a potential
field be invariant relative transformations (22). This implies that the new
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Lagrangian L*(q*, q*, t*) does not depend on a and as a function q*, q*, t*
has the same form as the initial Lagrangian in variables q, q, t. Then there
exists a function of p , q, t
(23)
not changing its value by time on straight paths (first integral of motion).
In (23) p j H are the generalized momentums (19) and the Hamiltonian (20)
respectively, written in variables p, q, t.
The scheme of the formulated statement (Nether’s theorem) is as follows.
In space q, t a curve q(t) is chosen, on which SQ = 0, i.e. corresponding to
a part of some straight path in an interval [;to, t\]. In accordance with (22)
this curve “generates” in space q*, t* a family of curves q*(t*,a). For them,
by virtue of invariance of the Lagrangian, the variation of an action is equal
to zero at all values of a or in view of (18), applied for the space g*, £*,

,

(24)

If in (24) we put a = 0, i.e. consider an identical transformation, the inte
grand expression will turn to zero, in so far as in coordinates q, t the curve
q(t) is a straight path, where the Lagrangian equations (11) for L = L* are
satisfied. Thus, the following condition has to be fulfilled

From here in view of properties of transformation (22), it is easy to calculate
Sqj and St* and, tending a to zero we deduce the formula (23). In so far
as the straight path and the points to, t\ have been selected arbitrarily, the
statement of the theorem is valid for any straight path (for all real motions)
of the system.
From Noether’s theorem the conservation law of total mechanical energy
follows for systems, the Lagrangian (as well as the Hamiltonian) of which
does not depend explicitly on time; these systems are called conservative
systems. Really, taking the transformation (22) as the shift in time
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it is easy to prove the invariance of Lagrangian and to (23) we obtain

The conservation law of momentum for closed (i.e. not experiencing actions
of external forces) system (exercise 5) and series of other laws of mechanics,
are formulated in the same way. When considering motions not on one
straight path, but on some selected sets of straight paths, the more general
first integrals of mechanical systems - integrated invariants are obtained.
Some of them can be considered along with the Hamiltonian principle to be
at the basis of mechanics.
The deep connection of equations of motion, conservation laws, vari
ational principles and properties of symmetry enables one to use various
approaches to construct mathematical models of mechanical systems. Note
that the invariant properties of objects are effectively applied not only to
the construction, but also to the analysis (see, for example, section V) of the
models of various phenomena.
EXERCISES
1. Show that equations (3) describe the motion of balls of masses mi, m 2,
connected with a weightless spring of rigidity k (I is the length of a unloaded spring,
r i W < r 2(£))• Check an invariance of equations at the passage from one inertial
system to another.
2 . Using in (8 ) the identical transformation of an initial system of coordinates,
be convinced that from equations (9) the coordinate form of equations (1) is ob
tained.
3. Using the equality (16), check that for a path along which SQ = 0, the
Lagrangian equations (11) are satisfied.
4. Establish the equivalence of the Hamiltonian equations (21) and Lagrangian
ones (11) in an example of the motion of a single point mass in a stationary potential
field, considering it in Cartesian coordinates x, y, 2 .
5. In the absence of external forces, the potential energy of a system and hence
its Lagrangian function do not vary at the shift of beginning of coordinates. Taking
in (22) the transformations of Cartesian coordinates x* = x* + a, y* = Vi, z* = Zi,
(i = 1, ..., N), t* = t, prove that (23) has a form </>=
miXi = const, i.e. for
such a system the momentum conservation law in projection on axis x is valid.

2

M odels of Some Mechanical Systems

The Lagrangian equations and the Hamiltonian principle can be used to
describe various types of motion of a pendulum and small oscillations of
a string, and also oscillations of an electric current in a circuit, for which
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we used electromechanical analogy. We will discuss some properties of the
investigated processes.
1. Pendulum on the free suspension. A system consists of two
point masses, m \ and m 2, connected with a weightless rigid rod of length I
(Fig. 39). The motion occurs in a gravity field and is considered to be in a
plane, i.e. is considered in the coordinates x\ y, t. The location of point of a
mass m \ (suspension) is not fixed, and can move along the axis x (compare
with subsection 3, section 3, Chapter 1).

Fig.39.
To describe the plane motion of two points in an initial system of coor
dinates it is usually necessary to find out from equations ( 1), section 1, four
functions of time, x \ (t), yi(£), £ 2 (t), y2W, i.e. the Cartesian coordinates of
the first and second points. However the investigated system is not free, in
so far as it contains two mechanical connections (subsection 2 , section 1).
One of them is described by the equation y 1 = 0 (suspension cannot move
vertically), while the second is described by equation (x\ — X2 ) 2 + y 2 = I2
(distance between points at any t is equal to the length of the rod). Therefore
at transition to Lagrange equations it is enough to select (in accordance with
the number of degrees of freedom) only two new independent coordinates.
We choose the generalized coordinates as q\(t) = X i(t) and <72W = a (t),
where a is the angle between the vertical and the axis of rod. This choice
corresponds to transformation (8 ), section 1, having a form
First, we express the kinetic energy of system T = T\ + T2 in coordinates
<71, q2 . For the suspension we have

For the pendulum we obtain
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W ith the help of equalities V2 X = i \ + lot cos a, V2 y = I a sin a , the first of
which takes into account the composite motion of a mass m 2 along an axis x
as a sum of motions together with the suspension and relative it, we rewrite
T2 as function of x \ and a

Consider now the forces acting on the points m i and m 2 . Gravitational
force and the vertical projection R\y of the reaction of a rod R\ acted on
the suspension, are balanced by the force of the base, and hence, the vertical
balancing force is equal to zero. The force $six obviously represents the hor
izontal projection of reaction of a rod (connection) R\x. In the Lagrangian
approach it is not necessary to take into account the force of reaction of a
rod on the motion both of the suspension and the pendulum, i.e. the forces
Ri and R 2 (a concrete example is given in subsection 2). Therefore from all
acting forces it is enough to take into consideration only gravity ^2 acting
on the pendulum. For its projection we have
—♦

where II (2/2) = fn29V2 is the potential energy of the pendulum. In coordi
nates gi, g2 11(2/2) is expressed by the formula

In so far as the considered motion is potential, it is necessary to use the
Lagrangian equations (11), section 1, where j = 1, 2, i = 1, 2, and

or in explicit form
( 1)

Differentiating (1) by g\, q\ , 92,

(recall, that g\ = x\, 52 = ct) we obtain
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Substituting the obtained expressions into Lagrangian equations and differ
entiating them by t, we come to two equations with respect to xi, a
(2)

representing a model of the investigated system. In accordance with general
properties of Lagrangian formalism, the equations (2) are solved relative to
x \ , a and at known initial values of generalized coordinates and velocities we
are enabled to find the coordinates and velocities of points at any moment
of time.
The nonlinear system of fourth order (2) is easily reduced to a second
order equation, for example, by elimination of x\

(3)
This outcome is the consequence of the invariance of the Lagrangian
(1) relative to two one-parameter families of transformations. The first of
them is given by the formula x\ = x\ + f3 (L does not vary at a shift
of coordinate xi), and the second by formula a* = a -I- msign/327r, where
m = 1, 2, ...; /3 is the the parameter of transformation (L does not vary when
the system of coordinates is rotated at an angle multiple to 2 tt). According
to Noether’s theorem (subsection 4, section 1) a system possesses two first
integrals defined via formula (23), section 1, and consequently its order can
be reduced by two units. One more integral of the system is obvious: the
Lagrangian (1) does not depend explicitly on time (conservatism), and the
total energy H = T + V is conserved. This property ensures the possibility
of lowering of the order of (2) by one more unit and reducing (3) to a first
order equation (exercise 1).
The given example well illustrates the difference between the Lagrangian
and Newtonian approaches describing the motion of mechanical systems.
Newton’s equations for the suspension and pendulum in coordinate form are
as follows

(4)

where R\ = i ?2 = R is the module of a vector of reaction of the rod acting
on the masses mi and m 2 (see Fig. 39), so that it is obvious that R\ = —i?2The reaction is formed by the tension of the rod, which in the ideal case is
considered to be absolutely rigid, and its deformation is neglected.
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Three equations (4) contain four unknown variables: xi, X2 , V2 >R- The
system (4) can be closed using the connections (x 2 —x \ ) 2 +
=
and one
will have a second order nonlinear equation (see also exercise 2). However,
in the case of more complex systems this cumbersome procedure becomes
actually impracticable. While deducing the Lagrangian equations this pro
cedure is not required (this fact was the initial reason for the development of
Lagrangian formalism). Besides, the invariant properties of the Lagrangian
clearly indicate the existence of first integrals of motion, which essentially
simplifies the research.
The equation following from (3) is of the first order and can be studied
relatively easily in a plane of functions a, da/dt (phase plane) and all char
acteristics of movement depending on the initial data can be determined.
We shall confine ourselves to a consideration of small oscillations of the sys
tem, when a « l . Omitting in (3) the higher order terms, we come to the
equation

which obviously has a general solution

where the constants A and B are determined from the initial data, and the
frequency of oscillations is given by the formula

In comparison with the rigidly fixed pendulum, for which u;o = \fgji-, the
frequency is increased, depending on m i, m 2 and increases more, the bigger
is the ratio m 2/m \, which is connected with the free motion of the attaching
point. This explains one more difference, which is the following. Let in an
initial moment t = 0 the shift of the pendulum be a ( 0 ) > 0 , and its velocity,
as well as the velocity of the suspension, equal zero, i.e. the energy of the
system is concentrated on the potential energy of the pendulum. It will be
completely transformed to kinetic energy while passing the lowest point. In
that moment the velocity of pendulum is V2 X = £i + lot. In estimating it
we have to take into account that in this case a(t) = a ( 0 ) cos art and that
x\ = —la —ga (the latter equality follows from the linearized system (2 )).
Thus,
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or

In the moment t = 7r/( 2a;)

This value is uj/ ujo times less than the maximal velocity of the pendulum on
a rigid suspension - the initially reserved energy partially transforms into
kinetic energy of suspension.
If 777-1 —> oo (massive suspension), then naturally, both small and finite
oscillations of the system coincide with the motion of the rigidly fixed pen
dulum.
2.
N on-potential oscillations. We now take into account the action
of forces of friction on a pendulum and suspension, considering them pro
portional to velocities:

In so far as the forces of friction depend on velocities, the movement is not
potential, and it is necessary to use Lagrangian equations (9), section 1,
with generalized forces on the right hand side. Choosing, as before, q\ = x\,
q2 = ex., we obtain from the general formula ( 10), section 1,

where 9 i x, Ss\y, $S2 x , ^ 2y are component resultant forces acting on the masses
m i, m 2 (see Fig. 39). By taking into account that $s\y = 0, and equalities
d xi/dqi = dx2/dqi = 1, dyi/dqi = d x\/d q 2 = 0 , 8 x 2 / dq2 = I c o s g 2 ?
dy 2 /dq 2 = I sin 925 we simplify the expressions for $ 1, $ 2:
( 5)
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We now express the components of acting forces in coordinates q\ — x\,
q2 = a:

where R is the force of reaction of the rod. Substituting them into (5), we
obtain
(6 )

According to the general property of Lagrangian formalism, the reactions
of connection, as it is seen from (6 ), have not entered into the final expression
for
$ 2* The kinetic energy of system T is found in subsection 1:

Calculating analogously to subsection 1 the derivatives dT/dqi$ and
dT/dqi^ and differentiating by £, we arrive at Lagrangian equations with
respect to the considered system

(7)
As for the potential motion, the nonlinear system of fourth order (7)
is solved relative to higher derivatives, and at given initial values # i( 0 ),
i i ( 0 ), a ( 0 ), a ( 0 ) from it the positions and velocities of masses m i, m 2 are
determined at any moment of time.
However, as distinct from the system (2 ), the considered motion has no
three first integrals (Nether’s theorem is valid for potential motions), and its
order can be lowered only by one (exercise 3). One more difference is in the
form of the energy balance relation
(8)

where i?(0) is the total initial energy of system, E(t) = T(t) + V(t) is the
current total energy, A(t) is the work of forces of friction up to the moment t.
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The mechanical content of (8 ) is such that the amount of dissipated energy of
system is equal to the work performed by the non-potential forces of friction.
We obtain the equality (8 ) for simplicity in a case /i2 = 0 (friction is
acting on the suspension only). From (6 ) we have

Substituting these expressions into (7), multiplying the first equation on i \ ,
the second - on a, and summing both equations, we come to an equality

(9)
The relation (9) coincides with equality (8 ) differentiated by time, where the
total energy at the moment t is

and the work of the force of friction is given by the formula

Thus, (9) is equivalent to equality

and hence, to equality (8 ). In so far as

then in comparison with a conservative system of subsection 1, the total
energy in this case is not constant, but is decreased in time.
For small oscillations of the rigidly fixed pendulum from (7) we obtain
the equation

which is equivalent to the equation of motion in viscous medium of a ball
with a spring (subsection 3, section 4, Chapter 1) and with a simple general
solution.
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3.
Sm all oscillations of a strin g . The applicability of the Hamiltonian
principle is not limited to systems of material points. It can also be used
for systems which are not, strictly speaking, systems of point masses. An
example can be the elastic thread or string - a continuous medium, which
nevertheless can be considered as a system of closely associated material
points. Assume a string with thickness much less than its length /, and
constant linear density pq. The string of tension Fq at balance is motionless
and represents a straight line. While shifted from equilibrium, for example,
as a result of an impact, the string is bent and its parts begin to move
(Fig. 40). The oscillations are considered flat and small - their amplitude is
considerably less than the length of a string. This assumption enables one
to neglect the longitudinal displacement and velocities of parts of the string,
considering only their transversal movement.
Consider a string as a system of N material points of equal masses ra* =
Pol/N = pqA x , i = 1, . . . , AT. The length of piece of a string of mass m* is
A x and is considered small at equilibrium, and it does not vary strongly in
view of the size of oscillations. Therefore the position of z-th “material point”
at any moment in time can be characterized by quantities X{(t) (longitudinal
coordinate of center of i-th piece) and yi(t) (transversal shift of the center
of a piece from the state of equilibrium).

Fig.40.
The introduced generalized coordinates (in this case - Cartesian) com
pletely describe a flat motion of the considered system. In view of the small
size of the shifts, as already mentioned, dxi(t)/dt = ViX = 0 , i.e. the coordi
nates Xi, do not depend on time.
The “material points” forming the string are connected among them
selves and at N
oo, Ax —> 0 represent at any moment of time in a plane
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( 10 )

As distinct from the mechanical connections considered above which are
always considered as given, “the connection” ( 10) is unknown, and the func
tion y (x , t) is a subject of finding. If it is found, then the coordinates
Vi — y(xu t) are known, and since the coordinates xi do not vary by time,
the motion of the system is known completely.
The kinetic energy of i-th mass is determined via the formula

When deducing this formula the equality dyi/dt = dyi/dt has been used,
valid in view of equality dxi/dt = 0. The total kinetic energy of system is
equal
(ii)

Now we calculate the forces acting onto z-th mass. In accordance with
the assumption about small oscillations
= 0. The vertical component
>Siy is determined as the sum of the tension of a string on the right and left
edges of i-th piece. Its lengthening at departure from the state of equilibrium
is small, therefore the tension of the string can be considered constant and
equal to Fo. Then the vertical components of forces acting to the* right and
left edges respectively are equal to

(see Fig. 40; recall, that the force of tension is directed tangentially to the
string). As a result we obtain

or taking into account the small size of a piece Ax,

Taking into account that dy = yx *dx follows from (10), we rewrite the
latter expression as
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Prom here it is clear that all forces 3 ^ , i = 1, . . . , N are potential, and
the potential energy of i-th mass is given by the formula

and the total potential energy of the string is
( 12 )

In so far as the motion of the system is potential, then one can apply
the Hamilton principle from section 1. Prom ( 11) and (12) we obtain the
Lagrangian

The action is obtained via the Hamiltonian by the formula
(13)
where fo> h are two arbitrary moments in time, when the system has coor
dinates yi(to) Ui{t\). There are several ways of moving from the state with
yi(to) to the state with yi(ti). The Hamiltonian principle from this set se
lects the “true” direct path, for which the variation of action 5Q is equal to
zero. Calculate with the help of (13) the variation SQ, at the variation Syi
of coordinates and Syi of velocities of i-th point

(14)

The first member on the right hand side of (14) results from variation
of speed y*, the second results from variation of coordinate yi- For transfor
mation of the first member we integrate it in parts, using the commutativ
ity of operations of variation and differentiation by t , and considering that
Sy(t0) = Sy(t\) = 0 , we obtain
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The second member in view of equality dy = yxdx corresponds to

After the substitution of these expressions into (14) we obtain

We now move from a discrete system of “material points” assumed to
describe the string, to a continuous medium. Then, in the last equality we
tend N —y 0 replacing A x by dx, and lower the script i :

On a straight path SQ = 0, which is possible only if in the latter equality
the integrand is equal to zero at all x and £, that is
(15)
Hence, for small fluctuations of a string, its deviation satisfies equation (15),
from which under the appropriate boundary conditions, the function y =
y(x, £) is determined.
W ith respect to the considered situation, it is possible to treat the Hamil
tonian principle as a way of deriving the equation of “connection” (10). In
view of the properties of the Lagrangian the total energy H = T + V of
string is preserved by time (the conservatism of motion can also be easily
established directly from equation (15); see exercise 4).
The equation of small oscillations of a string (15) (uj = 27rao/A is the
frequency of oscillations with wavelength A) is a second order linear equation
in partial derivatives of hyperbolic type. The principle of superposition
allows us to obtain its general solution as a sum of partial solutions, using
the appropriate methods of the theory of equations of mathematical physics.
The basic boundary problem for (15) is the first boundary problem on
interval [0 , /], when to determine uniquely the solution the initial deviations
y (x , 0) = yo(x), 0 < x < Z, and velocities y (x , 0) = y$(x), 0 < x < Z, and
boundary conditions for function y(0 , t) = y\(t), t > 0 and y( 0 , I) = y%(t),
t > 0 have to be given. The basic problem admits various modifications; the
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simplest among them - the Cauchy problem - is solved for —oo < x < oo.
Such idealization is justified when the motion of the central part of a string
during a short time is considered, and the influence of boundaries can be
neglected. For the solution of the Cauchy problem it is enough to know the
initial velocities and coordinates of the string, i.e. the functions yo(x), yo{x))
at oo < x < oo.
For a special type of motions possessing the property d y/d t = c d y /d x ,
c = const (simple waves), the equation (15) turns to the hyperbolic equations
of the first order, which were investigated in section 1, Chapter II, or transfer
equation (see also exercise 5 ).
Note that equation (15) is usually obtained with the help of direct ap
plication of Newton’s second law and Hook’s law for an element of a string.
Then, the assumptions about the small size of fluctuations and the unifor
mity of the string, etc. are the same in both approaches. Therefore the
mathematical models of motion of a string in both cases are identical.
4.
E lec tro m e c h an ic a l analogy. The application of the Hamiltonian
principle is possible not only for motion of continuous media, but also for cer
tain non-mechanical objects. Consider the oscillatory circuit already studied
in section 5, Chapter I, consisting of a capacitor of capacity Co and induc
tion coils L q. At the initial moment of time the circuit is open, the charge
is concentrated on plates of the capacitor. When the circuit is closed the
capacitor begins to discharge, and a current appears in the circuit.
The electromechanical analogy is as follows. The generalized coordi
nate corresponds to the charge on plates of the capacitor, i.e. is an un
known function of time q = q(t). The magnitude of the electrical current
q(t) = dq(t)/dt = i(t) plays the role of a generalized velocity. To obtain
a correct definition of analogies of kinetic (energy of motion) and poten
tial (energy of the capacitor) energies, we shall be guided by the following
considerations. The energy of charges moving in the conductor (energy of
current) is proportional to the square of the velocity v of their directed mo
tion. On the other hand, the charge passing through the cross section S of
a conductor in a unit of time (current) is equal i = qonSv, where qo, n are
the elementary charge and concentration of carriers of current, respectively.
Hence, the energy of motion of particles, T ~ v 2 ~ i2, i.e. is proportional
to a square of current q(t) = i(t). The coefficient of proportionality (analog
of mass) is taken to be Lq, that is

The potential energy of a circuit is contained in the capacitor. To charge
it one has to separate opposite charges. According to Coulomb’s law the
opposing force as a function of charges q\, q<i is proportional to their product
9 i ?2 (if Qi = Q2 =
then the force is proportional to q2). Thus, the work on
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separating the charges, i.e. the potential energy of system V, is proportional
to the square of “generalized coordinate”

where 1/Co is the analog of elastic force coefficient in Hook’s law (system
ball-spring), or of quantity y/gJI in the case of oscillations of a pendulum.
Now we take into account that the forces acting in a circuit have purely
electrostatic origin (resistance of conductors is neglected, i.e. “the friction”
is absent, as there axe no also losses of energy on emission of electromagnetic
waves). In accordance with Coulomb’s law these forces are determined by
“generalized coordinate” q and do not depend on q. In this sense the forces
are “potential” , and hence, is also “potential” the considered system. There
fore it has a “Lagrangian” L = T — V and an analog of the Hamiltonian
principle is valid: for a “true” path of the system the variation of “action”

is equal to zero (here as usual to, t\ are arbitrary moments in time). Let
the function q(t, 0 ) = q°(t) correspond to a direct path of the system in an
interval to < t < t\. The variation of coordinate q(t, a), a ^ 0 is equal
to 6 q = q(t, a) — q°{t), where q(t, a) are all possible “trajectories”, with
identical coordinates q{to, o:), q(t\, a). For variation of “action” we have

In so far as q — q° + Sq, the integrand can be represented as

Neglecting the second order members we obtain
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Integrating by parts the term Loq° 5q, where Sq = d(Sq)/dt and taking into
account that Sq(to) = Sq(t\) = 0 , we come to the final expression for SQ

From this for the charge q(t) (the upper script at q° is omitted) the equation
yields

describing the oscillations in an electrical circuit (derived in another way
in section 5, Chapter I.) Note that the total energy of oscillations H =
T + V is conserved in time, which is in agreement with the invariance of the
“Lagrangian” relative to a shift of time.
The considered analogy is also applicable to electrical circuits whit much
more complex configurations, and on the basis of this mathematical mod
els of corresponding processes are constructed. The given example is by no
means the only one illustrating the wide applicability of Hamiltonian and
other variational principles. They are often used to construct to mathemati
cal models, not only of mechanical or physical phenomena, but also of many
chemical, biological and other phenomena.
EXERCISES
1. Using replacement da/dt = v, reduce equation (3) to a form dv/da = f( v , a).
2 . By transition in equations (4) to coordinates x<i = x\ +Zsina, j/2 = - I cos a

deduce equation (3).
3. The quantity x\ does not enter system (7) explicitly. Using this property,
show that (7) can be reduced to a system of equations of third order relative to
functions X(t) = dxi/dt, Y(t) = da/dt, Z(t) = a(t).
4. Multiply both sides of equation (15) by dy/dt and, integrating the obtained
equality from t = 0 up to t > 0 and from x = 0 up to x = 1, prove that H(t) = H(0)
for any t > 0 .
5. Derive the solution of equation (15), describing the motion of a string for
which dy/dt = cdy/dx.

3

The Boltzmann Equation and its Derivative
Equations

We now construct a hierarchical chain of models describing the dynamics of
a large number of material particles. The kinetic Boltzmann equation for
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distribution function will serve as a basis of the initial model. Then, by the
principle “from above downwards” by means of successive use of simplifying
assumptions we shall obtain models for viscous thermal conductive gas, Euler
equations and equations of acoustics.
1.
T he description o f a set o f particles w ith the help of the dis
tribution function. In space #, j/, z one has a “liquid” or “gas” - a large
number of material particles (molecules, atoms, electrons, ions), freely mov
ing within intervals between “collisions”. If the coordinates and velocities of
any particle as functions of time are known, the basic characteristics of the
considered ensemble are thus known completely. They are determined by
the initial conditions of each particle, the character of interaction between
them (for example, electrons and ions are interacting by Coulomb’s law),
and also by acting external forces.
Setting the positions and velocities of particles at the moment t = 0
and knowing all acting forces, in principle it is possible to solve the basic
problem of mechanics (section 1) for the considered system (this means that
they satisfy the laws of classical mechanics). Such an approach (with respect
to usual gas it is called molecular dynamics) gives exhaustive information
and has a supreme place in the hierarchy of mathematical descriptions of
gas. However, for a sufficiently large number of particles, it is practically
impossible to realize, at sufficiently least due to the fact that the initial
positions and velocities are never known with accuracy. Besides, as a rule
there is no need to trace the behavior of every particle, in so far as only the
average characteristics of system are of interest; they include the density,
velocity, temperature, etc.
Therefore, the description with the help of first principles, i.e. by applying
of Newton’s second law to each of the particles, is used only in special cases.
The transition to the following stage in the hierarchy of models is based on
a refusal to study the fate of individual particles. A statistical probability
description of their ensemble is given with the help of distribution function
/ ( r , v , £), where r, v are the radius-vector and velocity, respectively. The
function / depends on “coordinates” of six-dimensional phase space x , y,
vx, vy, vz, (space of states) and time (compare with distribution function of
photons in section 3, Chapter II). The quantity

by definition is equal to the number of particles in the moment t (more
precisely, to their average value in a short time interval dt) in element dr dv
of phase space, with coordinates in an interval from f to r 4- dr and velocity
from v to v + dv. The element dfdv is considered small in comparison
with the characteristic sizes of the system, but contains a sufficiently large
number of particles. For simplicity, a gas consisting of particles of one type
is considered.
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Through the distribution function the average quantities describing the
condition of gas in space and in time are calculated. For example the ex
pression

where the integration is conducted over all velocities, is clearly nothing other
than the number of particles in a unit of physical volume with coordinate f
at the moment in time t .
In the general case, the average values are obtained as follows. Let <&(v)
be an arbitrary function of velocity of a particle (kinetic energy, velocity
and so on). Denote through
the average during time scale dt the sum
of values of function <£> over all particles in elementary physical volume dr.
Then the average (i.e. per particle) value of $ is obtained by dividing J2 &
by the number of particles in volume dr, which is equal to n dr

On the other hand, the number of particles in elementary phase volume
drdv is equal to / dfdv, and each of them contributes in
$ by amount
$(#), and their total elementary contribution is equal to $ f drdv. Now we
take into account the fact, that the particles in physical volume dir can have
any velocities v. Therefore to obtain their total contribution it is necessary
to sum the elementary contributions over all velocities

Comparing the two latter formulae, we obtain for the average of $

(i)

This is the relation between an arbitrary averaged function describing gas,
with distribution function. For example, if &(v) = v, for the velocity of gas
we obtain
Analogously, using the known distribution function it is possible to calculate
as functions of r and t all other macroscopic quantities describing the state
of the gas.
2.
B o ltz m a n n e q u a tio n for d istrib u tio n function. We will give a
non-strict deduction of this equation based on the following assumptions:
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1) the time scale of collision (direct effective interaction) of particles is

much less than the time between their collisions;
2 ) it is possible to neglect the influence of external forces acting on the
particles (gravitational, electrical, etc);
3) the particles do not decay and merge.
Consider particles located with moment t in phase volume dr dv (with
coordinates and velocities within r up to r + dr and v up to v + dv, re
spectively). Let collisions between them be absent. Then, at the moment
t* = t + dt the velocities of particles do not change, while their coordinates
will be changed in accordance with initial velocities

where the quantities v and r lie within the ranges mentioned above. We
calculate the phase volume of particles dr* dv* at the moment t*. From two
latter equalities we have

i.e. d fd v = dr* dv*, and the phase volume of particles is conserved with accu
racy of members of order (dt)2. Thus the number of particles f ( f , v, t) dfdv
located within the volume d fd v is equal to f(r*, v*, t*)df* dv* in volume
dr* dv*. In other words, in the absence of collisions / = /*, the distribution
function does not vary in time, the particles only change their phase volume
(in this case they change only their coordinates).
Take into account the role of collisions via the introduction of the concept
of integral of collisions S (f). By its content the quantity S ( f) d fd v dt is
the difference between the number of particles having left the volume drdv
due to collisions during dt (and not entered into the volume dr* dv*), and
the number of particles having entered volume dr* dv* because of collisions
during dt (and not being in the initial volume drdv). Then the equation of
conservation of the number of particles during dt at transition from volume
drdv to volume dr* dv* is rewritten as follows

Obviously, when the collisions are taken into account (as distinct from pro
cesses without collisions) generally speaking, / ^ f*.
Expand the left hand side of the equation of balance via the Taylor series,
omitting the members of the order (dt ) 2 and higher
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In the equality obtained d f/d t = v and m d v /d t = F, where F is the
external force equal by assumption to zero, m is the mass of a particle. We
choose the interval dt to be small, so that during t and t* = t + dt particles
do not collide. Then the phase volume is conserved, and d fd v — dr*dv*.
Dividing both parts of the equality on drdv dt and tending dt to zero, we
come to the Boltzmann equation
(2)

which is the next order of complexity (after models derived from first prin
ciples), in the hierarchy of mathematical descriptions of gas. It represents
a nonlinear integro-differential equation. Its particular form depends on the
character of collisions of particles, i.e. from the form of function S (f). Note
that (2 ) is easily generalized for a gas consisting of particles of different types,
and for a case in which the external force F is different from zero (this can
be caused, for example, by the presence of electromagnetic fields). In the
absence of collisions, i.e. at S ( f) = 0 , (2 ) turns to the transfer equation of
section 1, Chapter II.
3.
M axw ell d is trib u tio n a n d th e ii-th e o re m . One of the widely
used integrals of collisions is given as follows:

(3)
W ithout representing the tedious derivation of (3), we shall explain the
content of variables in it. Through / = /( r , v , t), f \ = /i( r , v\, t) we
denote the distribution functions before collision, through / ' = /'( r , v'),
fi =
we demrie the distribution functions after collision, where
v and
is the velocity of two colliding particles. The quantity g is the mod
ule of their relative velocity, b is the so-called target parameter (distance of
the least rapprochement between particles), is the angular characteristic
of their interaction. The integration is performed over all possible values of
6,

The integral of collisions in Boltzmann form (3) is deduced via summa
tion of the elementary acts of mechanical interaction between particles. Thus
the following are assumed: the collisions are elastic (total mass, momentum,
rotational moment and energy of particles are conserved, which implies, in
particular, the fulfilling of equalities g = </, 6 = 6'); the force of interaction
of particles depends only on the distance between them and more strongly
than external forces; the number of collisions involving more than two par
ticles is negligible (gas is not too dense). For the known particular laws
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of interaction of particles from (3) the concrete expressions for integral of
collisions can be obtained, for example, by studying phenomena in plasma,
where electrons and ions are interacting by Coulomb’s law.
Using properties of integral (3), we shall obtain a simple, but rather
important solution of the Boltzmann equation. Consider a gas in state of
a thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e. in a situation where all its macroscopic
characteristics are constant in space and do not depend on time. Then,
obviously, the function / ( r , v , t) also does not depend on f and t , i.e. / =
f(v). Prom (2 ) we readily have the equation

which is satisfied only at condition

or
In other words, the sum of logarithms of distribution functions is conserved,
being an invariant of collision. But for elastic collisions invariant are also
the total energy of particles

and their total momentum

are also invariant. These properties provide a way of obtaining of functional
dependence of / on v. For the sake of simplicity we shall establish this
dependence for the “one-dimensional” case, where the vectors of all velocities
are parallel to each other. Then, multiplying the latter two equalities by
constants ai, a 2 and subtracting them from the previous one, we obtain

where the notation Q(x) = In f( x ) —a\m /2-x 2 —a^mx is used. In this equality
the arguments are arbitrary, so that it can be fulfilled only at ^s(x) =
(a$
is constant). Thus, for the distribution function the following is valid
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Allocating on the right hand side of this expression a complete square,

and getting rid of the logarithm, we come to the formula

(4)
expressing the dependence of / on v. In view of properties of function f(v )
the following equalities are valid (see ( 1))

where n is the concentration of particles; V is their average (macroscopic)
velocity; T is the average temperature of particles (by definition), expressed
through average kinetic energy of their chaotic motion with thermal velocity
c = v — V and measured in Kelvin degrees (see also subsection 1, section
2 , Chapter II); k is the Boltzmann constant. Using these equalities and
notations, we shall exclude from (4) the quantities ax, e&2, a 3

(5)
A similar expression is also valid (with replacement of v on v and V
on V) in the “many-dimensional” case. Formula (5) represents one of the
solutions of the Boltzmann equation, describing the distribution of particles
by velocities in a gas in thermodynamic equilibrium (Maxwell distribution).
The same distribution is fair not only at complete, but also at local thermo
dynamic equilibrium (LTE), when macroscopic characteristics n, T, V are
slowly varying functions of r and t. More precisely, at LTE the functions
n(r, t), T ( r , t ), V(r, t) vary weakly on distances of the order of the length
of free path I and during the free run r. Therefore in LTE conditions the
considerations preceding the deduction of the formula (5), are applicable to
any point r at any moment in time t (therefore the quantities appearing in
(5 ) (n, T, V) are different at different points in space and moments of time).
W ith the help of the Maxwell distribution we can establish the Boltz
mann’s H-theorem which is of fundamental importance;, according to this
theorem, the entropy of gas (described by equation (2 )) increases in time.
Assume that the distribution of particles in space is homogeneous (but timedependent). Then the Boltzmann equation (2) has a form
( 6)
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Boltzmann’s H -function is introduced via the formula

and by definition represents the entropy of a unit volume of gas taken with
opposite sign, S(t) = —H(t). Its derivative by time is

or, in view of equation (6 ),

Similarly, in view of the symmetry of equation (6 ) relative functions /
and /i, we have

that is

Using the symmetry (reflecting the reversibility of the process of elastic colli
sions) of equation (6 ) one more time, it is easy to prove that for “backward”
collisions the same formula is fair

but the variables / ', f[ and / , f \ have exchanged places. As mentioned
above, at elastic collisions g = <7', b = b' (the same is true for differentials:
dbd'ip = db1 d ^ \ dvdv 1 = dv* dv{). Therefore from two latter equations we
finally obtain

(7)
The sign of derivative dH /dt is determined by the sign of function
Q(x, y) = (x —y) In{x/y) under the integral. It is easily established that
$(^> y) > 0 (the equality Q(a;, y) = 0 corresponds to an equilibrium condi
tion, when the distribution function is not changed after collision). There
fore, —dH /dt = dS/dt > 0, i.e. the entropy of gas in nonequilibrium state is
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increased, up to its maximal value. It is reached in a state thermodynamic
equilibrium, when the particles are distributed by Maxwell’s law. Thus,
Boltzmann’s kinetic equation, as distinct to the equations of classical me
chanics, describes irreversible processes. It is a consequence of the transition
from models based on first principles, to models using an averaged statistical
description of system of particles with the help of distribution function.
4.
Equations for the m om ents o f distribution function. The next
level of equation in the hierarchy of mathematical description of particle
systems are the hydrodynamical models of gas. For their construction we
shall first establish some properties of integral of collisions, valid not only
for Boltzmann gas, but also in the general case. The only requirement is
that the collisions are elastic. Then from the invariance of the number of
particles before collision, one has
(8)

while (exercise 3) from the laws of conservation of momentum and energy
follows the relation

(9)
Below the following formulae will be necessary as well

( 10)

These are easily deduced from the formula (1) for average functions describ
ing the state of gas.
Now from Boltzmann’s equation we deduce the equations for the mo
ments of distribution function, i.e. for quantities of the form / 4>(v) f dv.
For the sake of simplicity, we shall consider the one-dimensional case, when
r = x, v = v. Multiplying (2) by $(#) = I and integrating the obtained
expression by velocities, we have

Taking into account that due to (8 ) the third member on the left hand side
of the latter equation is equal to zero, and using formulae ( 10), we rewrite
the latter equation as follows
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So far as (v) = V , we have

or, multiplying the given equation by m, we come to the continuity equation
(ii)

where p = nm is the gas density, V is its macroscopic velocity. In the
many-dimensional case the analog of ( 11) is

or equivalently
( 12)

Let the function $(v) equals the momentum, i.e. $(v) = mv. Repeating
the previous procedure, we shall obtain from (2 )

In view of the first formula in (9), the third member on the left hand side of
this equation is equal to zero. Using (1) and (10), we come to the equation
(13)
where (v2) is the average square of the velocity of particles. To calculate
this we shall introduce the chaotic velocity of particles c (thermal veloc
ity), representing the difference between own velocity v and the velocity of
macroscopic motion of gas V as a whole, c = v —V. For an average of v 2
we have

In the latter equality we have taken into account that (cV ) = V(c) = 0 in
view of the chaotic nature of thermal motion. Using the derived expression
for (^2), from (13) consequently we have
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The first and third terms on the left hand side in the latter equation in view
of (11) are mutually cancelled. Therefore it can be rewritten as
(14)
In the many-dimensional case the analog of the one-dimensional equation
( 11 ) has a form

or equivalently,
(15)
In equations of gas motion (14), (15) the following notations axe used:
Pij =
h 3 = 15 2, 3; Xi = x , y , z for i = 1, 2, 3.
Finally, we shall deduce the equation for change of energy, by taking
instead of $(#) the quantity m v 2 / 2, multiplying it by the equation (2 ) and
integrating over the velocities

The third term on the left hand side of this expression is equal to zero (see
the second formula in (9)), and the first two in view of formula (1) can be
rewritten through the averages:

Again we shall introduce a thermal velocity c = v — V and calculate the
quantity (v3) = ((V + c)3) = (V3 + W 2c + ZVc2 + c3) = V 3 + 3V(c2) + (c3)
(exercise 4; it is taken into account that (3V 2 c) = 3V 2 (c) = 0 due to the
chaotic nature of thermal motion). Using the expressions for (u2) and (u3)
and equality p = nm, we have

or differentiating the first and third terms on the left hand side of this equa
tion
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and considering the equations (11), (14) multiplied by V 2 and p V , respec
tively, we come to the equation

Representing its third term on the left hand side as

we obtain
(16)
The quantity p(c2 ) / 2 = nm(c2) / 2 in (16) represents the energy of chaotic
motion of particles in a unit volume of gas, or its internal energy (for simplic
ity, we consider that it is determined only by the forward motion of particles).
Obviously, the internal energy e referred to unit mass, is e = (c2 ) / 2 . Then,
the first and second terms on the left hand side of (16) can be represented
as

where the continuity equation ( 11) is used to derive the second expression.
By substituting these expressions into (16), we obtain

or finally,
(17)
In the many-dimensional case the equation of energy has a form
(18)
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In (17) and (18) the quantity W is defined as
(19)
and is called a vector of heat flux (the reason for this name will become clear
later).
The stress tensor P, introduced in equation (15), has a more complex
structure:
where 6 tj is the Kronecker symbol, and p, Ily are given by the formulae
( 20 )

Here, as it is easy to see, p is the pressure of gas particles connected
with the average energy of their chaotic motion, i.e. with temperature T =
[m/(3/c)](c2), by relation p = n k T = p k T /m (strictly speaking, this is the
definition temperature for states close to equilibrium). The second term
in the formula for P is the viscous stress tensor n ^ . The viscous forces
are caused by “friction” between parts of gas with different macroscopic
velocities. Its origin is easy to understand assuming, for example, two plane
gas layers moving with respect to each other. The particles passing through
the boundary between the “fast” and “slow” layers, will increase the average
velocity of the latter, and vice versa. Thus, the velocities of layers tend to
become equal, implying the presence of a “ friction force” between them.
The equations (11), (12), (14), (15), (17), (18) for the moments are
rewritten relative to the average (hydrodynamical) quantities describing the
gas: density, velocity, pressure, internal energy. When deriving them, no
essential additional assumptions have been involved, and in this sense they
belong the same hierarchical level as the Boltzmann equation. However, as
distinct from equation (2 ), they still cannot be considered as a model of gas,
as they are not close: except p, the components of velocity V, p, e they
include also Ily, W, i.e. th e num ber of eq u ation s is less than the num ber of
unknown variables.
The attem pt to deduce the analogous equations for the moments of higher
order with the aim of finding n y , W, leads to appearance of new unknown
variables in these equations. Therefore in order to construct a hydrodynami
cal model of gas one has to express n ^ , W through the sought hydrodynam
ical parameters p, V , p, e. Then, five unknown variables will appear in five
equations (recall that the internal energy is considered as known function of
density and pressure: e — e(p,p), or density and temperature: e = e(p, T)).
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To obtain these expressions for IIij, W one can proceed in various ways,
for example, setting some semi-empirical dependence. More strict is the
way of finding an approximate “solution” of the kinetic equation (2). Then,
an essential assumption is made that the length of the free path I (time
of free motion is r) of particles is much less than the characteristic size L
(of characteristic time t) of the system. In other words, the system is close
to LTE state, and the distribution function / is not so different from the
local Maxwellian one. Thus, expanding the solution as a form of infinite
series / = /(°) + f W + ... (where /(°) is Maxwellian (5), and
is a small
deviation from it), considering other terms of series to be small relative
and substituting the expression / =
into (2 ), one can find an
explicit form of the perturbation
Then, via the already known function
/ =
+ / t 1) using the formula ( 1), the thermal velocity c = v -I- V is
obtained, and by means of formulae (19) and (20) the quantities Ily , W are
determined. For example, W is calculated as follows

Note that at / = /(°) the calculations give II^ = 0, W = 0: in gas with
Maxwellian distribution of particles viscous tensions and heat fluxes are ab
sent.
We shall not describe the complex and tedious process of finding function
by means of solving (2) (the assumption I <§C L (r
t) is used in that
procedure). We present the final result

where A(£) and £?(£) are scalar functions of the argument £ = m\ c\ 2 /(2kT);
their form depends, in particular, on the form of the integral of collisions
between particles.
The expression for
contains the unknown macroscopic quantity
T(r, t), V(r, t). Therefore one cannot call the procedure of obtaining
as a solution of the Boltzmann equation in a complete sense, i.e. finding an
unknown function / ( r , v, t) in the whole area of its definition. This solution
should be understood as establishing certain connections between hydrodynamical parameters of medium using (2 ).
The use of two latter formulae gives for the heat flux
(21)
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For the components of the viscous stress tensor the following expressions are
valid
( 22 )

The quantity n > 0 is called the coefficient of thermal conductivity, A > 0,
/x > 0 - viscosity coefficient The transfer coefficients k, A, /i can, generally
speaking, depend on p and T, i.e. on the state of gas. Their functional
dependence on p, T and numerical value are determined, as follows from
the form of f ( ° \ f ( l\ by the properties of particles (mass, character of their
interaction, etc.).
The formula (21) represents Fourier’s law for thermal conducting media
(see also section 2, Chapter II), the formula (22) represents the Navier-Stokes
law for viscous liquids and gases, connecting the components of viscous stress
tensor with deformation rates (a generalization of Newton’s law of viscosity).
5.
C h ain o f h y d ro d y n a m ic al gas m odels. The laws (21) and (22 )
enable one at given transfer coefficients to close the equations deduced in
subsection 4, for the moments, and to obtain models of gas in hydrodynam
ical approximation. The substitution of (21) and (22) in (15) and (18) (with
the account of ( 12)) leads to a system of five equations, consisting of the
continuity equation
(23)
three equations of motion (rewritten in vector form; the coefficients A, y, are
considered constant)
(24)
and the equations of energy

(25)
where v = p/p, d f/d t = d f / d t -I- (V grad/ ) - is the total (substantive)
derivative by time.
At known boundary conditions from these equations the five sought func
tions can be obtained: p, p and three components of velocity V. The system
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(23)-(25) represents the following after the Boltzmann equation level in the
hierarchy of mathematical descriptions of large numbers of interacting par
ticles - the model of compressible viscous thermal conducting gas. Instead
of finding the function / depending on six “coordinates” r, v (and also on
time £), and the finding through it the average quantities the problem is
reduced to a direct search of hydrodynamical parameters, being functions
only of three Cartesian coordinates and time. Note that with the help of
similar constructions from equation (2 ) there follow hydrodynamical models
which are more complex than (23)—(25), and which are taking into account,
for example, the anisotropy, presence of external forces, chemical reactions
in medium, charged particles and electromagnetic fields and so on.
Obtained from the initial kinetic equation (2 ), the models (23)-(25) have
a clear interpretation in hydrodynamical terms. Equation (23) represents
the law of conservation of mass of a liquid particle, absolutely coinciding
with the continuity equation introduced in section 4, Chapter II, in another
way. Equation (24) expresses Newton’s second law applied to a fixed liquid
particle: its acceleration is determined by the sum of forces of pressure and
viscous pressure. Finally, (25) describes the variation in time of internal
energy of a liquid particle as a result of forces of pressure (first term on
the right hand side), of viscous friction (the following three terms) and heat
transfer (the last term). As distinct from thermal conductivity, the viscosity,
as it is readily seen from (25), always leads to the increase of internal energy
of the gas (the same is also true for entropy of the medium).
Models of lower hierarchical levels follow from (23)-(25) with the ap
propriate simplifications and concrete definitions of the considered object
determined by the physical process taking place in it, its geometry, etc. The
number of such hierarchical chains can be rather big. We shall demonstrate
some of them.
In the absence of thermal conductivity, i.e. at k = 0, the model (23)(25) corresponds to a viscous, compressible non-thermal conductive gas (to
Navier-Stokes equations, widely used to describe of various processes in nat
ural science and technology). For an important particular case of incom
pressible liquid, when p(r, t ) = const, it follows from (23) that div V = 0 ,
and the Navier-Stokes model consists of four equations
(26)
and the equation of energy (25) is replaced by the given dependence e =
e(p> P) = e(p)When the forces of pressure greatly exceed the forces of viscous stress,
it is possible to put /jl = 0, and from (26) follow Euler's equations of motion
for an incompressible liquid, and together with the remaining unchanged
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equation of continuity, we obtain
(27)
If the motion is also potential, i.e. a scalar function </>(x, y, z, t) exists such
that V = grad <j>(in this case, as follows from the well-known formula of vec
tor calculus, r o tF = 0), the system (27) is reduced to the Laplace equation
for a potential <fi
and the first of equations (27) is satisfied automatically (see exercise 5).
In the absence of viscosity, the system (23)-(25) describes the flow of
compressible thermal conductive gas, often studied in various phenomena.
In this case the equation of energy (one-dimensional geometry)

coincides with the need to account for the transition from Eulerian coor
dinates to Lagrangian ones, with equation (22 ) of section 4, Chapter II,
obtained by the direct application of by the energy conservation law to a
liquid particle. For a motionless medium (V = 0) the model represents the
heat transfer equation (5) of section 2, Chapter II

which at constant C, k for stationary process turns to the Laplace equation
for temperature T
Now consider a medium without dissipative processes of viscosity and
thermal conductivity (A = 0, /i = 0, k = 0). Then from (23)-(25) the
Eulerian equations of motion for a compressible liquid readily follow

complemented by the equations of continuity and energy
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i.e. we come to a model coinciding with systems (4), (10), (14) of section 4,
Chapter II, and at p = const coinciding with system (27). One of the hier
archical sequences produced by the given model can be formed, for example,
in the following way.
First, assume that the process is one-dimensional, and we turn to mass
coordinate m. Then we obtain the system (18)-(20) of section 4, Chapter II

where d /d t denotes the total time derivative. This system consisting of three
equations, in a case of iso-entropic motion of ideal gas is reduced to a second
order quasi-linear equation (equation (30) of section 4 , Chapter II):

Then, for the motion representing small variation from constant flow, follows
the equation of acoustics

(similar to the equation of string oscillations from section 2, Chapter III;
Co = x/TPoTpo is the speed of sound), or if the current is a simple wave, the
Hopf equation

considered in subsection 7, section 4, Chapter II. Finally, from the equation
of acoustics either for a flow of a simple wave type or from the Hopf equa
tion for small perturbations follows the linear transfer equation derived in
subsection 1 , section 1 , Chapter II,

which can be considered as the simplest model of gas in the class of equations
in partial derivatives.
In summary we recall the logic of constructing a hierarchy of mathemat
ical descriptions of large numbers of interacting particles:
1) the most complex models are based on first principles, i.e. on applying
the laws of classical mechanics to each particle of a medium;
2) at transition to the following level of hierarchy - the Boltzmann kinetic
equation (2 ) - the probabilistic description of gas with the help of distribu
tion functions wets used, and for concrete definition of integral of collisions,
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Fig.41. Hierarchical chains of models of gas. Arrows denote transi
tion to a model of a lower hierarchical level, numbers denote corre
sponding assumptions about the object: 1 - possibilities of the statis
tical description of gas with the help of distribution function, elastic
collisions; 2 - closeness of processes to local thermodynamic equilib
rium; 3 , 19 - absence of thermal conductivity; 4 >H ~ incompressibility
of a liquid; 5,7,18 - absence of viscosity; 6 - ideal liquid, potential
currents; 8 - absence of gas motions; 9 - stationary process, constance of coefficient of thermal conductivity; 1 0 - absence of viscosity
and thermal conductivity; 12 - one-dimensional flows; 13 - ideal gas,
entropy is constant; H , 17 - small perturbations of gas; 15, 16 simple wave type flows
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assumptions on their elastic character, on absence of triple collisions, etc.,
have been made;
3) an assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium is the basic one for
transition to the description of gas in hydrodynamical approximation, i.e. to
equations (23)~(25);
4) the basic hydrodynamical model (23)-(25) creates, depending on the
character of the considered processes, various hierarchical chains, partly rep
resented above (Fig. 41).
The hierarchy of gas models contains a wide spectrum of equations which
are essentially different from each other also from a purely mathematical
point of view. This includes the systems of equations of classical mechan
ics of higher dimensions, the kinetic equations, equations of the mechanics
of continuous media. The latter can in their turn be divided into linear
and nonlinear equations of hyperbolic (Euler and Hopf equations), parabolic
(equation of thermal conductivity) and elliptic (Laplace equation) types, as
well as of mixed types, stationary and non-stationary, many-dimensional and
one-dimensional equations, etc. The additional variations of the constructed
models are connected with various versions of boundary conditions and other
input data.
The method of constructing models by the principle “from above down
wards” , which has been demonstrated in the present section, is more uni
versal than the one based on the principle “from below upwards”. Thus, for
example, the Boltzmann equation cannot be derived from any models of a
lower hierarchical level.
In the construction and analysis of any model, it is always useful to
know its place in the general hierarchy of models of the investigated object.
It enables us to correctly evaluate the area of its applicability and to clearly
realize its connections with models of other levels, thus supporting the deeper
understanding of the studied phenomena.
EXERCISES
1. Using the properties of distribution function f(v ), given by the formula (1),
deduce (5) from (4).
2. Check whether the function $(;c, y) appearing in (7) is non-negative.
3. Deduce the formulae (8), (9), proceeding from the definition of integral of
collisions S(f(v)).
4. Using simple particular examples, prove that the quantity (c3) is not equal
identically to zero (as distinct of average thermal velocity (c)).
5. Using the formula of the vector calculus

and applying operation rot to both hand sides of the first equation (27), obtain
the equation d (rotV)/dt = rot [V rot V], identically fulfilled in the case of potential
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MODELS OF SOME
HARDLY
FORMALIZABLE
OBJECTS

1

Universality of Mathematical Models

We will now construct mathematical models of the dynamics of clusters of
amoebas and of random Markov process. We shall describe the behavior of
living m atter (amoeba) and “non-material” quantities (probability density)
by the same parabolic equations, as for the phenomena of “dead” nature
investigated in section II. We shall also consider the analogies between some
mechanical or physical objects and economic processes.
1.
D y n am ics o f a c lu ste r of am oebas. Amoeba is a one-cell object
of about ten micron ( 10~3 cm) dimensions, inhabiting in a soil and moving
with the help of false-feet, i.e. parts of the body. Amoebas feed mainly
on bacteria, absorbing them together with the soil (if the food is enough,
amoebas multiply via division into two parts).
Prom observations and experiment it is known that the dynamics of de
velopment of their community - that is, of a sufficiently large population
of amoebas in small distance from each other - can occasionally be quite
complex. For example, depending on external conditions amoebas gather in
huge (up to hundreds of thousands) clusters, which start to move as a single
unit, though the individuality of each amoeba is conserved. It is noticed that
this macroscopic “organized” motion occurs towards a higher concentration
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of some chemical substance, developed by the amoebas. The mathematical
model of dynamics of a cluster is based on the following assumptions:
1) the distance between amoebas is small as compared with the sizes
of the clusters (hundreds of microns), the latter can be considered as a
“continuous medium” and one can introduce a concentration N (x, y , 2 , t) the number of amoebas in unit volume;
2) the process is one-dimensional, i.e. the concentration of amoebas and
other quantities are functions only of coordinate x and time t ;
3) amoebas are not born and do not die in a process of macroscopic
motion, i.e. the characteristic time of motion (several hours) is small relative
to the characteristic times of multiplication and life duration of amoebas;
4) the individual motion of amoebas in the absence of stimulating exter
nal influences (food, heat, etc.) is random, chaotic; there are no preferred
directions and each amoeba with equal probability can move both to the
right and to the left;
5) if there is an “attracting” chemical substance in the medium, then
to the own disordered motion of amoebas a directed movement towards the
area of higher density of this substance is added.
We deduce the equation of balance of amoebas in volume element dx
during dt, using “the conservation law” of their total number (assumption
3). In this case the total number of amoebas in volume dx (the area of crosssection is unit) varies only due to the difference of flows of amoebas W (x , t)
on the left and right boundaries of the element. The quantity W ( x , t) is
understood in the usual sense: the number of amoebas crossing the unit
area per unit of time. The sought equation looks as follows (compare with
the equation of heat balance in section 2 Chapter II)
[N{x, t + dt) — N ( x , £)] dx = [W(x , t) —W (x + dx, t )] d t ,
where N , W is some average of quantities in small intervals dx, dt. When
dx and dt tend to zero, we come to a differential equation of balance of the
number of amoebas

The quantity W = Wc + Wd is composed of two components, Wc and WdThe part Wc of general flow is formed due to chaotic motion of amoebas,
and consequently by analogy to Fourier’s law for heat diffusion (section 2,
Chapter II), it can be rewritten through the gradient of their concentration

where /x > 0 is a coefficient describing the “medium”. This formula for Wc
and the quantity n can be easily obtained from a more detailed analysis of
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the process at microlevel, using the same considerations as those applied to
the phenomena of heat transfer.
When deriving the expression for the component W&, describing the di
rected flow of amoebas, we consider that the greater is Wd, the larger is the
gradient of density of the “attracting” substance:

Here 77 > 0 is a constant, p(x, t) is the density of substance, and the mul
tiplier N before the gradient means that with the given gradient of p the
component of flow Wd is proportional to concentration of amoebas in the
given point. Unifying the expressions for Wc, Wd and substituting them
into the equation of balance, we obtain
(i)

There are two unknown functions - N and p in equation (1). Therefore
it is necessary to obtain the equation of balance for p using the conservation
law of substance. Thus, one has to take into account that the rate of creation
of the chemical substance is proportional to the concentration of amoebas.
Take into account also the disintegration of substance, with a rate naturally
proportional to its concentration (similar to the process of radioactive decay;
see section 1, Chapter I). Thus, in a unit of time in a unit of volume there
appears and disappears an amount of substance, equal to

where a > 0, f3 > 0 are constants describing the rates of its creation by
amoebas and of its decay, respectively (this is the difference of model for the
substance from the model for amoebas, when they do not die and are not
born). The change of density of substance in the elementary volume of the
medium also occurs due to the difference of its flows on the left and right
boundaries of the element. It diffuses through the medium from areas with a
higher concentration to those with a smaller concentration, just as the heat
propagates from hotter areas of thermal conductive medium to cooler areas.
According to Fick’s law, this motion creates a flow Wp

where D > 0 is the coefficient of diffusion (the derivation of Fick’s law is
similar to that of Fourier’s law).
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Thus, the equation of balance of substance has a form

or taking into account expressions for Wp and / ,
(2)

The equations (1) and (2) together with the input data /i, 77, a, /?, D
are the model of the dynamics of a cluster of amoebas under the above
made assumptions. For an unique determination of the solution, i.e. the
functions N (x, t ), p(x, £), it is necessary, as usual, to know the corresponding
initial and boundary conditions. They look most simple in the case of the
Cauchy problem, when the process is considered within an infinite space
—00 < x < 00 ; then it is enough to set in the moment t = 0 the initial
concentration of amoebas N (x, 0) = N q(x ) and the density of substance
p{x, 0 ) = po(x).
Equations ( 1) and (2) are interconnected: p enters into the first of them,
and N appears in the second. The system ( 1), (2 ) is non-linear because of
the presence of the member r)N dp/dx in brackets in the right hand side of
( 1). Considered with respect to the concentration of amoebas N and the
density p, the equations ( 1) and (2 ) clearly belong to parabolic type.
If amoebas do not create the “attracting” substance and p(x, t) = 0 , (1)
turns to the equation of thermal conductivity (or diffusion)

which can be explained easily, since in a flow W only the component Wc re
mains corresponding to the chaotic, not directed, motion of amoebas. When
amoebas for any reasons cease to create the substance, the coefficient a in (2)
turns to zero, and the equation (2) turns to (diffusion with disintegration)

(3)
and by simple replacement (exercise 1) is again reduced to the equation of
thermal conductivity

Because of the nonlinearity of system (1), (2) one cannot deduce its gen
eral solution, and therefore the determination of spatial-temporal dynamics
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of clusters of amoebas is a rather complicated problem. However it is consid
erably simplified, if the small variations from the solution N = N q, p = po,
which is constant in time and space, are being studied, i.e. when the nonlin
ear problem becomes linear. Such a solution exists only at a ratio

implying that the creation and the disintegration of the substance counter
balance each other.
Linearized in a vicinity of the constant solution the system ( 1), (2 ) (com
pare with the equation of acoustic oscillations in section 4, Chapter II) has
a form

(4)

where N and p are small perturbations (N <C N q, p <?C po). Its general
solution for the infinite space —oo < x < oo (in this case there is no necessity
to satisfy the boundary conditions) is possible to construct as the sum of
partial solutions (harmonics)

where k > 0 is the wave number, Ci, C2 are constants. For partial solutions
the following expressions have to be fulfilled

(5)
connecting wavelength of a harmonic A = 2 n /k with 7 - its increment (or
decrement), describing the increase or damping of perturbation in time. Ex
cluding Ci and C 2 from (5), we obtain the following square equation for
7
(6)
where b = j3 + k 2(p -I- D), c = n k 2{(3 + D k2) —rjaNok2. Both roots of
equation (6 ) are negative only in the case when c > 0 , i.e. at the fulfillment
of the inequality
( 7)
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If (7) is fulfilled, than for any k the amplitude of perturbations of any
wavelength decreases in time, and the constant solution is stable. The in
equality (7) is obviously fulfilled at

i.e. for the fixed parameters of the problem with a sufficiently small con
centration of amoebas (and sufficient density of “attracting” substance).
Otherwise the instability of the constant solution is possible (if the initial
perturbation spectrum will contain long wavelength harmonic of small fc,
growing in time), inducing a more complex picture of evolution of clusters
of amoebas. Certainly, the linearized model does not describe exhaustively
the process, but it enables us to reveal a number of the features useful for
more complete study.
2.
R a n d o m M arkov process. A typical example of such a process
can be the motion of a small rigid particle in a liquid, performing a chaotic
motion under the action of random collisions with molecules of the liquid
(Brownian motion). Its position at any moment in time t > to is given via
coordinates x, y, z of three-dimensional space 5R3. To simplify the calcu
lations we shall consider below a one-dimensional motion, i.e. the random
Brownian wandering of a particle along the axis x, x G 3?1.
The random process is called Markovian, if by the position of a point
x at an moment of time t the probability of its presence at an arbitrary
moment t' > t in a certain region of space 3?1 (in any measurable subset
E) is determined uniquely. In other words, it is a process without memory,
when the events happened within a time interval t and t' do not influence
the position of a point in the moment tf.
The Markovian process is completely characterized by the function

called probability density in a point x f; knowing it, it is easy to calculate the
probability of the presence of a particle in certain vicinity E(x') of a point
x ' at the moment of time tf

Obviously, for function p the normalization condition is fulfilled
(8)
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i.e. at any moment the particle has to be located at certain point in space

5ft1 .
To construct a model of Markovian process the assumption of a strong
continuity is essential. It is considered that there is a small probability that
the particle in small time intervals A t can undergo a remarkable increase of
coordinate A x > 5. It means that for any S > 0

or equivalently,

(9)
It is also assumed that for any S > 0 there are limits which are uniform
by x
( 10)

( 11 )

These assumptions have the following interpretation: the probability of
a particle being at moment t within an interval \xf — x\ < 0 is proportional
to A t (decreases with reduction of time interval, after the initial moment
t — A t , which is natural) and in inverse proportion to certain “average”
interval \x' — x\ (and to its square, which is also natural). The quantities
a and b depend, generally speaking, on the point x and the moment
a = a(x, i), b = 6(x, t). However, for the sake of simplicity we shall consider
the particular case, when a and b are constants.
Finally, the last assumption is that for any t , x , t \ x ' there are continuous
partial derivative functions of p on x
( 12)

The basic property of the considered process is expressed by Markov
identity
(13)
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where t < t < t' is some moment in time within interval t and t', and x is
the coordinate of a particle in the moment t, t < t < t' is an intermediate
point in motion from x to x'. The content of identity (13) is revealed by
considering the passage from point x to x' via a sequence of two transitions
- first from x to x, and then from x to x' (in Fig. 42 possible combinations
of these transitions are shown, and the intermediate motions are represented
by dashed lines, while the main transition is represented via a continuous
line). The probability of an event consisting of two successive independent
events is equal to the product of probabilities of each event, therefore under
the integral in (13) one will have a product of the corresponding quantities.
The integral is taken over all possible intermediate points i 6 S 1.

F ig .42.
For the considered process the Markov identity plays the role of a socalled “fundamental law” , connecting in certain way the values of function p
in points t, x and t', x'. With its help we shall first calculate the difference
of values of p in the moments t — A t and t

The first term on the left hand side of this equality corresponds to the first
integral in its right hand side (see (13)) while the second corresponds to
the term identical to it, multiplied by an integral, which is equal to one in
accordance with the normalization (8). The multiplier p(t, x, t', x') does not
depend on x , and consequently, inserting it under the sign of integral, we
rewrite the equality as
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Now we divide both parts of this equality by A t and split the integral
into two parts - over areas \x —x\ > 6 and \x —x\ < 5:
(14)

The integral I\ by virtue of the property of strong continuity (9) tends
to zero at A t —>0 (the first multiplier in the integrand does not depend on
A t and does not influence the behavior of I\ at A t —» 0).
The integral I 2 can be transformed, expanding in view of (12) the first
multiplier over the degrees of (x — x)

When A t tends to zero in this equality, we note that the partial derivative
functions p under the sign of the integral do not depend on x. Removing
them from the integral, for the first two terms we obtain by virtue of the
assumptions (10), (11), that their limits are equal, respectively

and the third term we represent in a form

where e(x —x) is the average value of function e(x —x), so that by definition
of o[(x —x )2] we have e(x —x) —¥ 0 at S
0. In the latter expression we
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consider first the limit when 6 —>■0. This limit, obviously, is equal to zero at
any A t > 0. Therefore its limit at A t —> 0 is also equal to zero. Finally, the
limit of the left hand side (14) at A t -> 0 is equal to the derivative of function
p by time. Summarizing these results, we obtain from (14) the Kolmogorov
equation for probability density, valid for all t > to, —o o < x < o o
(15)
Equation (15) is a linear parabolic equation. Its generalizations also
have the same properties. For example, in a case, when b and a in (10), (11)
depend on t , x, the analog of equation (15) has a form
(16)
If the point x belongs to n-dimensional space, i.e. x = (a;i, x<i, •••» ^n)5
then for function p the following generalization of (15) and (16) is valid
(17)
where bi(t, x) and a*j(£, x) are calculated via the formulae (10), (11), but in
(10) the multiplier (x' — x) is replaced by (x f — x)i, and in (11) instead of
(xf —x ) 2 there appears the expression (x ' —x)i (x f —x ) j, i, j = 1, 2, ..., n.
Note that (17) is by no means a formal generalization of (15), (16). Ran
dom Markov processes can proceed not only in real physical space (Brownian
motion), but also in so-called phase space. They are peculiar to a number of
technical and other systems, when a state is described by set phase variables
a?i, X2 ,
x n, with number greatly exceeding three.
The simplest version of Kolmogorov equation follows from (15) at b = 0
(18)
and represents the equation of thermal conductivity (or diffusion).
However there is an essential difference between mathematical models
of heat transfer and a random Markov process. When deriving of equation
(15), for the function p(t, x) (as distinct from the derivation of the equation
of thermal conductivity) the condition of strong continuity (9)—(11) was
used. Hence, the function p(t, x) cannot be an arbitrary solution of the
Kolmogorov equation. It appears to be the so-called fundamental solution
of equations (15)—(18).
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It is easiest to explain this property of function p(t, x) in the case of
elementary equation (18). Let function u(t, x) be a solution of equation
(18) determined at t > to, —oo < x < oo and satisfying the given initial
condition
(19)
Then, if p(x, t, t', x') is a fundamental solution of (18), the function
u(t, x) is obtained via the formula
( 20)

Whether or not u(t, x) given by (20) is a solution of (18), can be easily
established by differentiation (exercise 4). The property (19) is proved by
splitting the integral in (20)

At t = to the point has a coordinate x, and therefore due to the property of
strong continuity, the probability of its presence at t' —> t —>■to within the
area \x' — x\ > & is zero, i.e. p(t, x, t', x') —>0 at t' —>to. Hence, from the
latter formula we have

Using the condition of normalization (8) at t' —>• to, x' ►x and taking into
account the independence of the left limit in the latter formula on <5, we
obtain

i.e. the formula (19).
The fact that the function p(t, x) is not arbitrary but is a fundamental
solution of Kolmogorov equation (for equations (15)—(17) the proof is similar
is not a defect of the considered model, and reflects the natural property
of random Markov processes. Indeed, at the initial moment t — to the
wandering point has some coordinate xo, and hence, p(x, to) = 0 with x ^
xq- At the same time, from the condition (8) at t' = t = to follows
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i.e. the initial data for equation (18) (and equations (15)—(17)) are given by
5-function. The solutions of Cauchy problem for linear parabolic equations
with such initial condition are their fundamental solutions. The simplest
example is the function of an instant point heat source for the equation of
thermal conductivity (11) from section 2, Chapter II, given by the simple
formula (20) from section 2, Chapter II, and possessing the same property
as function p(t, x). For more general equations (15)—(17) there are no such
simple representations of their fundamental solutions. However the circum
stance, that p(t, x) satisfies the Kolmogorov equation and is its fundamental
solution, is essentially used in the research of objects with random Markov
processes, in particular in control problems of those objects.
Table 1
U niversality o f m athem atical m odels. The parabolic equations.
Object (process)

Basic assumptions and laws

Motion of underground
waters.

Conservation of mass, Darsi law.

Heat transfer; diffusion of
substance.

Conservation of energy, Fourier law; conservation
of mass, Fick’s law.

Motion of a cluster of
amoebas.

Conservation of number of amoebas, randomness
of a movement of amoebas in absence of “attract
ing” substances.

Random Markov process.

Markov identity, strong continuity of the process.

Dynamics of distribution
of power in a hierarchy.

Following the rules, postulate on the mechanisms
of redistribution of power in a hierarchy.

Thus, the parabolic equations are an example of the universality of math
ematical models (Table 1). They describe a wide range of processes of quite
different natures (the latter example in Table 1 is considered in section 4).
Note that the parabolic equations are frequently associated with chaotic
disordered phenomena (heat transfer, diffusion, etc.). However they are
applicable also to many processes considered as determined (motion of un
derground waters, filtration of gas in porous medium, etc.).
The universality of mathematical models is a reflection of the unity of the
world surrounding us and ways of its description. Therefore the methods and
results developed by relatively simple analogy in the mathematical modeling
of one phenomenon can be transferred to a wide class of completely different
processes.
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3.
Examples* o f analogies betw een m echanical, th e rm o d y n a m ic
a n d econom ic o bjects. “The method of analogies” has a special meaning
in the mathematical modeling of hardly formalizable objects, for which the
fundamental laws, variational principles and other general and mathemati
cally strict statements are either unknown, or do not exist at all. Systems
involving remarkable intervention of people and, in particular, economic sys
tems concern such objects.

Fig.43.
One of the most important mechanical-economic analogies is the analogy
between the equilibrium of a material particle in a potential field of external
forces and the choice of an optimal plan of manufacturing. Consider for the
sake of simplicity a particular case. Let a unit mass (the point in Fig. 43) be
in a gravity field with any position in a space limited from below by a rigid
ideal surface. The equation of the surface is given by dependence y 1 (x) > 0,
where x, y are, respectively, the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the
particle, y l (x) is a smooth function. Obviously, y - the distance of the
particle from an abscissa axis, satisfies the inequality
(21)

The gravity field is potential, i.e. there is a function (potential) P(x, y)
such, that the components of its gradient determine the external force acting
on a material particle in a given point of the field. In the considered case

where g is the free-fall acceleration (the horizontal component, naturally, is
equal to zero). Hence, the potential is given by the formula
( 22 )

where an insignificant additive constant is omitted.
The variation of potential in the motion of the particle within the gravity
field is equal to the work A , performed by this force, and is determined only
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by the initial and final positions of a particle (in this case only via coordinate
V):
(23)
The point x*, y* is called the equilibrium position, if the particle placed in
it and having zero velocity, remains in it any time (at the posed connections
(21) and external force gradF(x*, y*)). The potential in the equilibrium
point reaches its extreme value. This property is well illustrated in Fig. 43,
where the equilibrium points are points of minimum of function y1(x) (where
the gravity force is balanced by the opposite force of reaction of support).
Any virtual (not contradicting connections (21)) small displacement of a par
ticle from these points will result in a negative work, as seen from (23), and
the potential will decrease (if the motion is completely or partially performed
over the surfaces y 1 (x), x = 0, x = x l , then since they are considered ideal
and the forces of friction are absent and their reaction is perpendicular to
the motion, it has no influence on the work). At all other points in area
y > y l {%)> 0 < x < x 1 the potential (22) does not reach its maximal value.
Thus, the search for a stable equilibrium is reduced to the solution of the
problem
(24)
Maupertuis law of rest (24) is similarly formulated for general mechanical
systems, when the equilibrium points are obtained not so simply as in the
given case. For example, if other potential forces as well as gravity are acting
on the particle, then the equilibrium points are not necessary to coincide with
points of minimum of function y l (x).
In an economic interpretation the problem (24) is called the problem of
nonlinear programming and often arises in industrial planning.
Let a certain enterprise produces some goods (bricks) of an amount x,
0 < x < x l . To produce this it is necessary to expend certain resources
(clay); we denote by y the resources remaining after the necessary production
(the initial resource is y° and is considered independent from the amount of
plan x, y° < y < 0). It is known that production occurs with some resource
restrictions from above, that is
(25)
where y l {x) is the minimum amount of unused resources, which the enter
prise (for technological, financial or other reasons) is obliged to have after
performance of the plan x (yl (x) is considered as given smooth function x).
In the simplified formulation the profit P(x, y) is equal to the difference
between the cost of the final production f x and the cost of the resources
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used g(y - y°)
(26)
where / , g are the prices of unit production and resource, respectively (other
expenses are considered insignificant).
The problem in planning the production is to choose the plan x* with
the maximal profit (26) under the resource restrictions (25)
(27)
Formulations similar to (27) are valid for rather general problems of planning.
To reach an absolute analogy we compound the problem about the equi
librium of a material particle. In addition to gravity force we introduce a
potential external force (see Fig. 43), acting on the particle in the direction of
axis x and equal to / . For example, for a charged particle this force appears
in the presence of an appropriate electrical field. Then the potential is

i.e. within an insignificant additive constant, coincides with (26). The anal
ogy is completed via the introduction of an ideal rigid surface y = y°, re
stricting the movement of the particle from above; then (21) takes the form
of (25) (taking into account that the quantities are always considered nega
tive).
Thus, the problems (24) and (27) are absolutely similar and have coin
ciding solutions #*, y*. Note, that the mechanical-economic apply not only
for general formulations of problems, but also for many relevant concepts
(force - limiting profit, reaction of connections - limiting costs, etc.).
In the plan #*, y* (the optimal plan) the maximal value of the economic
analog of potential (profit) is reached, but there is also a maximum of one
more quantity, corresponding not to a mechanical but a thermodynamic
concept - the entropy. It is known that an isolated thermodynamic system,
for example, gas in an isolated vessel (see subsection 3, section 3, Chapter
III), with highest probability will evolve to a state with least ordering of
parameters describing the particle of the system (atoms, molecules). In this
state the system is in equilibrium, its parameters are the same in all its
points. Therefore there is no way to distinguish its parts from each other:
the highest disorder (in comparison with other possible states) - “chaos” is
reached. The measure of this disorder is the entropy, being a function of
the state of a system and reaching its maximal value when the system is in
equilibrium.
For an arbitrary non-optimal plan (x, y) ^ (x *, y*) of the problem (27),
consider s-vicinity of all close plans (x, y) (that is the conditions \x —x\ < e,
\y —y\ < £ are fulfilled). In so far as the plan (x , y) is non-optimal, then in
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Fig.44.

its e-vicinity there is always a non-empty set of plans, which either do not
satisfy resource restrictions (areas A and B in Fig. 44) or have no advantages
of profit in comparison with the plan (x , y) (area C in Fig. 44),*or both. It
means that in the vicinity of (x, y) it is possible to carry out a partial
ordering of plans relative to each other, so far as the procedure of preference
of one plan with respect to others is known. The volume of the set of these
“bad” plans V depends on x, y, e and, obviously, is always smaller the
volume of e-vicinity
Consider now a e-vicinity of the optimal plan (x*, y*). As distinct from
the case of the plan (x, y) all plans from this area are less preferable relative
to (x*, y*) (either due to resource restrictions, or the size of profit having a
maximum in (x*, y*)). In this case, the volume of “bad” plans is equal to
the volume of all e-vicinity

Introduce a function
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which is the measure of the ordering of various states of the given system.
The “closer” the point (x , y) to “the equilibrium” optimal state (x *, y*), the
greater is the value of function E. Obviously, E < 1 at all (x, y) ^ (x *, y*),
and reaches its maximum E = 1 at (rr*, y*). It is just an economic analog
of entropy in the considered problem.
As with the mechanical analogies, the thermodynamic ones are valid
for many rather general economic systems and are widely applied in their
studies.
EXERCISES
1. Using a replacement p(x, t) = ip(t) • u(x, t) reduce (3) to the equation of
thermal conductivity.
2. Prove that the square equation (6) always has real roots, and that a necessary
and sufficient condition of negativity of both roots is the condition c > 0.
3. Deduce equations (16) and (17) using the same assumptions as in the deduc
tion of (15).
4. Differentiating the integral on the right hand side of (20) by t, x, and using
equation (18), prove that the function u(t, x) is a solution of equation (18).

2

Some Models of Financial and Economic Pro
cesses

We shall consider the models of advertising campaigns, procedures of repay
ing mutual duties of enterprises, simple macromodels of equilibrium and the
growth of an economic system. We shall discuss the role of analogies used in
the construction of models and some conclusions following from their anal
ysis.
1, Organization of an advertising campaign. A firm starts to ad
vertise a new product or service. Certainly, the profit from the future sales
should cover the costs of the expensive campaign. Clearly, in the beginning
the outlay can exceed profit, as only a small fraction of the potential cus
tomers will be informed of the novelty. Then, with the increase in number
of sales, it is already possible to expect a wealthy profit and finally, a time
should be reached when the market will be saturated, and it will become
senseless to advertise the goods further.
The model of an advertising campaign is based on the following basic
assumptions. It is considered that dN/dt is the rate of change in time of
numbers of consumers informed about the goods and ready to buy them (t
is the time since the beginning of advertising campaign, N(t) is the number
of already informed consumers) and is the proportional to the number of
customers not yet aware of it, i.e.to ai(t)(No —N ( t)), where N q is the
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total number of potential customers, ot\(t) > 0 characterizes the intensity
of the advertising campaign (actually determined by the publicity expenses
at the given moment in time). It is also assumed that the consumers who
are aware of the goods somehow distribute that information among those
who are unaware, acting as a kind of additional advertising agents. Their
contribution is equal to a 2 (t)N(t)(No —N(t)) and is larger, the more agents
there are. The quantity a 2(£) > 0 characterizes a degree of interaction of
the consumers among themselves (this can be established, for example, with
the help of questionnaires).
As a result we have the equation
(i)

At a\(t)
a 2iV(£) from (1), the model similar to the Malthus model
(10) of section 1, Chapter 1 is obtained, with an opposite inequality - the
equation of logistic curve (see (12) in section 1, Chapter 1)

Its solution is investigated in section 1, Chapter I (see also Fig. 7).
The analogy obtained is quite understandable, in so far as in the con
struction of the present model and the model of population growth the same
idea of “saturation” was used: the growth rate in time of a quantity is propor
tional to the product of its current value N(t) and the difference No —N(t)
between its equilibrium (population) or limiting (consumers) and current
values.
The analogy between both processes fails, if at any moment in time the
quantity ot\ + a 2iV turns to zero or even becomes negative (for this it is nec
essary that one or both coefficients a\(t), a 2(£) become negative). A similar
negative effect rather frequently occurs in advertising campaigns of various
kinds and should prompt the organizers of campaigns either to change the
character of the advertising or cancel further advertising. The actions aimed
at increasing the popularity of goods, depending on the values of quantities
a \ ( t ), a 2(£), N(t) can be directed towards the improvement of results both
of direct (parameter a\) and indirect (parameter a 2) advertising.
The model (1) avoids the obvious shortage peculiar to the logistics equa
tion. Indeed, it has no solutions turning to zero in a finite time scale (from
the corresponding formula for N(t) in subsection 5, section 1, Chapter I,
it follows that N(t) —> 0 with t
—oo). Concerning the advertising, this
would mean that part of customers were already aware about the new prod
uct even prior to the beginning of campaign. Consider the model (1) in a
vicinity of the point N (t = 0) = iV(0) = 0 (t = 0 is the moment at which
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the campaign is begun), assuming that N <C No, ot2 (t)N <C a i(t), then the
equation (1) takes the form

and has a solution
(2)

satisfying the natural initial condition at t = 0.
From (2) it is relatively easy to estimate the ratio between the advertising
costs and the profit at the beginning of campaign. Denote through p the
amount of profit from a single sale, if expenses are absent. For simplicity,
it is considered that each customer gets only a single production unit. The
coefficient a i(t) by its content is the number of equivalent advertising actions
in a unit of time (for example, sticking up identical posters). Through s we
denote the cost of an elementary piece of advertising. Then the total profit
is

(3)
and the expenses are

The profit overwhelms the costs at pNo > s, and if the advertising is
effective and inexpensive, and the market is capacious enough the profit
is achieved from the very beginning of campaign (in reality between the
payment of advertising, the advertising action and subsequent purchase a
so-called lag or temporary delay does exist, which can be taken into account
in more complete models). W ith not particularly effective or expensive ad
vertising the firm has losses from the outset. However this circumstance,
generally speaking, cannot become a reason to stop advertising. Indeed, the
expression (3) and the condition obtained with its help, pNo > s are valid
only for small values of N(t), when the functions P and S grow in time by
identical laws. At the increase of N(t) the terms omitted from (1) become
essential, in particular, the role of indirect advertising increases. Therefore
N (t) can become a more “rapid” function of time than in formula (3). This
nonlinear effect in the variation of N(t) at a constant rate of growth of costs
enables us to compensate for the financial failure of an initial stage of a
campaign.
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We shall explain the given statement in a particular case of equation (1)
with constant coefficients a i, 012 • By replacement

it is reduced to a logistic equation

(4)
with a solution,

(5)
Thus iV(0) = a i / a 2 , so that N (0) = 0, and the initial condition is
fulfilled. Prom (4) it is seen that the derivative of function N(t) and, hence,
the function N (t) at t > 0 can be more than its initial value (at condition
Nq > 2 a\/oc 2 or iVo > a i / a 2). The maximum of the derivative is reached at
N = JVb/2, N = ( a i / a 2 + N 0 )/2:

In this current period, i.e. for the profit received in a unit of time, we
have

Subtracting from Pm the initial current profit Po = p (dN/dt)t =0 = ct\No
(see (2)), we obtain

i.e. the difference between the initial and maximal current profit can be
rather significant (see also exercise 1). The total economic benefit of the
campaign (its necessary condition is, obviously, the fulfilling of an inequality
Pm = p(ot\ ! + <v/c*2 iVo)2/4 > a is) is determined by all its processes,
the characteristics of which are calculated from (4), (5) with the help of
quadrature (see also exercise 2).
As follows from (4), at some point the continuation of advertising be
comes unprofitable. Indeed, at N(t), close to N q, the equation (4) has a
form
(6)
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Its solution tends at t —>oo to limiting value No (and the function N(t) to No) via slow exponential law (exercise 2). A negligible number of new
consumers appear in a unit of time, and the profit obtained in any case
cannot cover the continuing expenses.
Similar characteristics are calculated for equation (1) and its various
generalizations are also widely used to describe applications of technological
and other innovations.
2.
M utual offset of debts of enterprises. Any economic system
significant by its scales includes tens of thousands of enterprises (firms, com
panies and so on), exchanging goods and services among themselves. Even
a small firm with a relatively small number of direct partners is indirectly
connected (through direct and secondary partners) with a huge number of
enterprises included in the system, and its success directly depends on their
situation. This statement is moreover true for large companies with part
nerships with hundreds and thousands of economic agents.
The interconnection of all parts of an economic system is well displayed
when estimating expenses between the enterprises for the product exchanged.
Indeed, upon receiving the money from the customers for the product, the
enterprise spends on a raw materials and machines from other companies, on
salaries, on advertising and other actions necessary for normal functioning.
Thus a large number of partners in the given enterprise are involved in the
economic process. In turn the customers, having received goods from the
enterprise, are forwarding them for a further resale, using their for own
products and so on, again increasing the number of agents participating in
the economic activity.
If the deliveries and payments are carried out in time (in an ideal world
this would take place instantly), from the financial point of view nothing
threatens the economic system. To continue their activity the enterprises
are not obliged to use the significant fraction of their financial resources
in their bank accounts, moreover to sell the basic capital (lands, buildings,
equipment, technologies). In reality, between the delivery of goods and pay
ment (or prepayment for the goods and the ensuing delivery) there is always
a time delay. The minimal delay is determined by purely technical reasons,
so far as a time always is required for transportation and packaging of goods,
to realization bank transfers, etc. With small lags of small amounts of goods
(or small money sums) the enterprises involve for short periods a minor frac
tion of their free finances and then quickly compensate them from payments
received from the partners.
However, certain situations are possible, when for economic, financial,
internal or external political, social, psychological and other reasons the
time by which payment is delayed becomes comparable to the time taken to
circulate finances, and the absolute value (volume) of delayed payments or
deliveries is comparable with the volume of free resources of the enterprises.
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In this case there occurs a so-called crisis of nonpayment, capable of leading
to a serious crisis in all economic systems.
Indeed, the enterprise which has not received money for the delivered
product (or which has paid for the goods, but has not received them), can
not pay the suppliers (in so far as the volume of debts to the enterprise is
comparable with the amount of its free resources, using these cannot essen
tially improve the situation). In turn, the suppliers do not pay the clients,
who in turn do not pay their clients, etc. Long chains of nonpayment ap
pear, penetrating the whole system. They can obviously consist of N parts,
and their total number can reach up to N\ (N is the total number of enter
prises). The sum of absolute amounts of debts on all chains can not only
exceed the free resources of the enterprises, but can also become comparable
with the cost of their basic capital (we mean the sum of absolute debts, in
so far as any enterprise can simultaneously be both debtor and creditor of
its partners). The system is in crisis - the enterprises either should stop
production or ask again for credits from the partners, increasing their total
mutual debt.
In principle, the situation can be saved if an authorized establishment (for
example, the main national bank) provides all enterprises when a lump sum
credit equal to the sum of all the debts. Then they pay among themselves
and return the credit. However such credit can provoke high inflation (the
production of the goods has not increased, while the amount of circulating
money has increased significantly), with all its negative consequences.
In any non-payment crisis a certain role is always played by a purely
“technical” component connected with the shortages in the procedure of
accounts. Below we shall consider the crises induced just by these factors,
distracting from economic, political and other reasons for their occurrence.
First we shall explain the essence of the problem on by a simple numeri
cal example for a system of three enterprises, each with free resources equal
conditionally to one financial unit, and basic capital equal to 10 units. Let
the first enterprise owes 100 units to the second, the second owes 100 units
to third, and, finally, the third also owes 100 units to the first enterprise.
The total absolute debt of the enterprises is equal to 600 units and is huge
in comparison with their funds (30 units), not to mention the free resources
(3 units). At the same time the financial situation of the system is actually
safe, in so far as the total “debt” of each enterprise separately (i.e. the sum
of money which the enterprise owes to others, and others owe to it) is equal
to zero. The obvious procedure of mutual offset consists in the simultaneous
cancelling (repayment) of all debts: it is announced that nobody owes any
thing to anybody, and the partners continue the work, being free from the
burden of debt. A centralized credit naturally, is thus not required at all.
It is certainly impossible to realize a similar operation “manually” for
a large number of enterprises with numerous financial obligations. Deeper
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approaches are required, first of all, with necessary formalization of the prob
lem.
Let an economic system consist of N enterprises able to have mutual
debts. Denote the debts of the n-th enterprise to the ra-th one through x nm,
where 1 < n, m < N (x nm < 0, if the first enterprise owes to the second,
and x nm > 0 in opposite case). It is clear that

i.e. the set of debts is described by a skew-symmetrical matrix N x N with
zero diagonal (x nn = 0, as the enterprise cannot owe to itself).
The sum of all mutual debts is calculated through the individual debts
via the simple formula

(7)
The quantity (7) serves one of the integral quantitative characteristics of a
financial situation of a system: if it is comparable to the sum of all free
resources of the enterprises X q, i.e.
(8)

then the situations described by inequality (8) just imply a norl-payment
crisis (here x n > 0 are the individual free money of enterprises).
One more important characteristic is the balance of the credits and debts
of each enterprise

(9)
and, as is obvious from (9), versions Sn > 0, Sn < 0, Sn = 0 are possible. At
Sn > 0 the enterprise in some sense is the creditor of the debtors, i.e. those
whose Sn < 0 (at Sn = 0 the enterprise is “neutral” with respect to debts).
At \Sn\ < x n the individual financial situation of the enterprise is in fact
normal, as its real total debts (or the credits “given” to others) are less than
its free resources.
Similarly, the total absolute balance of system
(10)

serves as a macroindex of its possible financial “health”. If S < Xo, then the
free resources in the system are greater than the actual debts, and potentially
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it can operate successfully (similarly to the system of three enterprises from
the above mentioned example).
Between X and S there always exists certain correspondence. For an
arbitrary matrix of debts the following inequality is fulfilled
(11)

i.e. the total debt in any case cannot be less than the total balance.
The problem of repayment of mutual debts is as follows: knowing the
matrix x nm to find the matrix
“new” debts, so that the inequality
X* < X is fulfilled. It is obvious that ideal solution would be X 9 = 5, when
the inequality (11) turns to an equality. Note that then for a secure system
with S < X o the relation X 1 = S < Xq would be reached, and after mutual
offset it could operate normally (though the reduction of quantity X in any
case is useful).

Fig.45.
In the construction of a mathematical model of the procedure of mutual
offset of debts, a number of actions are used which are similar to those ap
plied in the study of natural sciences objects. The first is in the refusal at
certain stage of the detailed consideration of the set of individual debts and
corresponding connections between the enterprises. The transition from mi
crolevel to macrolevel is similar to the refusal to trace the trajectory of each
particle and to introduce certain average characteristics in the description
of a large number of particles of gas; the knowledge of the new quantities,
however, is quite enough to map the detailed behavior of the object (see, for
example, the deduction of Boltzmann equation in section 3, Chapter III).
The procedure of tracing chains of nonpayment, applied above for the three
enterprises, is not only hardly realizable for N enterprises, but has also a
basic inadequacy. Indeed, consider first, a chain, where each enterprise from
the first to the M -th (M < N ) owes an identical sum to the other, and the
same sum owes the M -th enterprise to the first one (Fig.45). The chain is
closed, and the solution is obvious - all debts in the chain are repaid. Let
now the M -th enterprise owes nothing to the first (Fig. 46). Then the chain
is open, and this method is inapplicable. At the same time the simple solu
tion is that the debts of the enterprises from the second to the (M —l)-th
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are cancelled, and the debt of the first is readdressed to the M -th (Fig. 47).
The economic content of readdressing corresponds to a bill manipulation,
when the liability changes the owners, and as a result the debtor (the first
enterprise) gets a new creditor (the M -th enterprise).

Fig.46.

Fig.47.

As distinct from the situation with debts in chains the complete system of
debts in all chains is closed, in so far as only the mutual debts are considered.
Indeed, from the property x nm = —x mn it follows that

for any set nonpayment. Taking into account that Sn = £m = i Xnm, from
the last equality we obtain
( 12 )

or
(13)
i.e. the sum of positive balances of enterprises is equal in absolute amount
to the sum of negative balances. Considered at the macrolevel the system
of mutual debts has a property of “symmetrical conservatism” (13), while
“the conservation law” (12) is an analog of usual conservation laws (mass,
energy, etc.) concerning the investigated situation.
The equality (13) reveals the construction of a mathematical model of
ideal mutual offset for the following natural conditions:
1) all debts x nm are known and are admitted by the enterprises;
2) at realization of mutual offset the balances of enterprises Sn remains
constant: S'n = Sn, i.e. the individual financial position of each enterprise
does not change in this sense;
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3)
a part of debts x nm is withdrawn, another part is readdressed, enter
prises can obtain new debtors and creditors while part of the old ones can
disappear.
The essence of macroprocedure of mutual offset is that instead of x nm the
quantities Sn are considered. The enterprises with Sn < 0 are announced as
debtors (within their balances), the enterprises with Sn > 0 are announced
as creditors (within the same amounts). Then the debts of enterprises with
Sn < 0 are somehow distributed between the creditors, i.e. a new system of
debts x fnm is found. In the meantime the conservation law (12) and condition
2 ) hold, and the equality X* = S is fulfilled, hence the solution of the problem
is optimal.
Generally speaking a lot of such optimal solutions may exist in so far as
the distribution of debts between the creditors can be performed in different
ways. We represent the two most simple and evident ones. The first of them
is given by a simple formula, in which the new debts are calculated through
the old ones
(14)
According to algorithm (14), debts of any enterprise (equal to Sn, if
Sn < 0 ) are assigned to the enterprises-creditors in fractions proportional
to the amount of their balances (equal to Sm, if Sm > 0). The large part
of the debts is assigned to the enterprises with a larger positive balance,
and in total they equal Sm (exercise 5). For enterprises with zero balances
the mutual offset is reduced to repayment of all their debts and all debts to
them.
Note that in solution (14) for new debts we have x'nm = 0 at Sn < 0,
Sm < 0 or at Sn > 0 , Sm > 0 (after mutual offset the debtors do not
owe to the debtors, and creditors do not owe to the creditors). This means
that the number of financial connections formed between the enterprises
is significantly less than the largest one possible, when each enterprise is a
debtor or creditor of any other, and the matrix of debts has no zero elements
(except, certainly, diagonal ones).

Fig.48.
The number of connections can be considerably reduced if a prelimi
nary ordering of enterprises in accordance with the absolute values of their
balances can be performed and direct connections between the debtors and
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creditors of same scale can be established (big debtors with big creditors,
small debtors with small creditors, etc.). This procedure allows a simple ge
ometrical interpretation. In Fig. 48 on the upper straight line, distribution
of balances of the creditors (in decreasing order) is described. The length
of intervals is equal to the amount of balance of each enterprise, Sp > 0 ,
1 < p < N , and its total length, is obviously S/2. On the lower straight line
the distribution of balances of the debtors Sq < 0, I < q < N is described,
<
N (the balances are taken with opposite sign) again in decreasing
order. Its length in accordance with (13) is also equal to S/2. The shaped
lines passing through the nodes of the bottom line, divide “the line of cred
itors” into q pieces equal to the amount of the debt of each enterprise. This
debt is either assigned to one creditor, or is divided between several of them
according to the arrangement of the nodes of the upper line relative to the
given interval.
Table 2
An example of m utual offset in a system with N = 10 and initial m atrix
of debts w ith 90 non-zero non-diagonal elements
1

2

2

-25

3
4
5

-1

-20

4
25
-15
3

25
-450
150
-40

1
10
1

-22

6

7
8

9
10
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10

2
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

322
-25

0
0
0
0
0

-7
-18
0

4
3
5
6
Initial matrix (X = 3729)

7

8

9

-2

25
-30
3

30

-2

-2

20

-928
5
4
498

25
-15
-15
-25
-800
-2
1
-20
15
Final matrix (X ' = 5 = 62)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3

0
0
0
0
0
0

5
-10
-1

20

-3

30

0
0

0

-28
0
0
-2
0

0
0
0

4

0
0
0

The algorithm described is optimal by criterion X 1 = S and might be
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the best according to the number of connections remaining after the mutual
offset.
An example of similar mutual offset in a system with N = 10 and an
initial matrix of debts with 90 non-zero non-diagonal elements is given in
Table 2 . The final matrix contains only 14 non-zero elements. In special
cases one debtor still has one creditor, and vice versa (exercise 6 ).
Note that these and other procedures of mutual offset only make sense
if conditions l)-3) are fulfilled, i.e. in the presence of certain agreement
between the enterprises. The reasons which are not allowing them to adhere
the given agreement, can be quite different - from unwillingness to pay the
debts since it is favorable to the debtor, up to consequences of sanctions
by international or other organizations, when the financial resources of the
enterprises are frozen. These circumstances determine the frameworks of
applicability of the model of mutual offset, when analogies with models of
some natural sciences objects were essentially used.
3.
M acrom odel o f equilibrium o f a market economy. Any par
ticipant in a market economic process acts according to its own individual
interests (extraction of profit, improvement of working conditions, minimiza
tion of risk, economy of resources, etc.). The elementary version of such a
system is the economy with perfect competition, when each subject is eco
nomically insignificant and has no direct influence on the level of production,
prices, salary and other macroindices. At the same time, separate actions of
economic agents can develop due to the relations existing in the system on
the sale and purchase in the cumulative coordinated actions of the employers
and hired workers, financiers and investors and so on.
If as a result of such collective interaction the common production of the
goods and services in a system is coordinated with the common demand for
them, this state of economy is called equilibrium, and the installed prices are
called equilibrium market prices. The balance between supply and demand
occurs, as it is intended, not at arbitrary but just at these market prices
which implies in particular the payability of the demand.
One important problem of economic science is the definition of conditions
of balance in economy, including the equilibrium market prices. The most
simple mathematical models of economic balance are constructed under the
following assumptions:
1) perfect market competition implying the absence of both large indus
trial corporations (and, especially, monopolies), and workers’ associations,
able to dictate the conditions for the whole system;
2 ) stationary industrial possibilities of the system: equipment, industrial
areas and technologies do not change in time;
3) economic interests of the partners constant in time, which are the
employers do not try to increase the profit, workers do not push for more
the salary, the investors are satisfied with the percentages received for stocks,
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etc.
Models satisfying this assumptions describe the rather special case of an
ideal market economy “frozen” in time. However, they answer to a question
about the possibility that there can exist an economic balance formed from
market “chaos” , and, besides, mutually connects the basic macroindices of
the economic system.
One such macromodel - Keynes ’ model - considers agents of the employ
ers and employees, consumers and savers, producers and investors working in
the labor markets, products and money markets, distributing and exchang
ing these goods (labor, products, money) among themselves.
The first macroindex of a system is the national income F , being for the
sake of simplicity the only product made in a unit of time. This product
is developed by the industrial sector of economy, and its amount is given
by the function F , depending on the quantity and quality of resources, the
structure of basic capital and the number of engaged workers R (second
macroindex). According to the assumption 2 ) in equilibrium conditions the
production function R, and also the product Y, are determined only by the
employment, that is
(15)

Fig.49.
With respect to F(R) it is usually considered that F (0) = 0, F'(R) > 0,
R > 0 and F n(R) < 0 with R > 0 (Fig. 49). The function F(R) has a
property of “saturation” : as R grows the outcome grows slower. Such an
approach is quite justified, since if many people are engaged in the produc
tion, there simply can be not enough work. One or several workers, having
discovered a gold mine, will reach maximal productivity quickly and without
problems; with a greater number of workers they will begin to disturb each
other, and their individual productivity will decrease; finally, with a very
large number of workers the production of gold will stop growing, since the
newly arriving ones cannot reach the site.
Eq. (15) gives the connection between the labor markets (R) and product
(Y) ones. The additional relation is determined with the help of one of basic
postulates of classical political economy:
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4)
the salary s of a worker is equal to the cost of a product, which would
be lost if employment was reduced by one unit (the salary is equal to a
limiting labor product).
Note that in a postulate 4) other expenses are not taken into account,
which would disappear as a result of reducing the work force by one (expenses
for resources, equipment, etc.). Thus, from this postulate we obtain

where A F ^ is the amount of product lost with the reduction of employment
per unit, p is the price of a product (thus, on the left hand side of this equality
the amount of lost expenses is given). If the employment has changed on
A R, from the latter equality we have

where A Y = A Y ^ A R are the expenses lost or gained with change in num
ber of workers on A R. Considering AI? and A Y to be small in comparison
with R and Y , we rewrite the latter equality in a differential form

or, considering (15),
(16)
As F(R) is given (and with it the function F f(R)), then at known
macroindices s and p from (16) it is possible to find the employment level
R , and from (15) an amount of a product Y. Recall: this level corresponds
to the number of workers, who have agreed to work for the given salary and
given prices and other characteristics of system, and not to the generally
possible number of hired workers. It is assumed that to maintain an equi
librium occupation level there will be always enough people wishing to work
in existing conditions, that is
5) the offer of labor does not constrain the production process, the num
ber of people engaged is determined by demand for labor by employers.
Two equations - (15) and (16)- contain four variables. Concerning one
of them, we assume that:
6 ) the salary s in the model is assumed given.
It is determined as a result of compromise between the employers and
employees (the real salary depends also on the price level).
Obviously, to construct a closed model, the further study of the mar
ket for a product and of the financial market is necessary. The product is
partially spent on consumption and is partially saved up:
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where u is the consumed part (does not return into the economy), and S is
the saved part which returns into the economic system (or a fund-forming
product).
The ratio between quantities S and u is determined from the following
considerations. Concerning u it is assumed that
7) the consumed part depends on the amount of production, i.e. a; =

»(Y).
Thus the function uj(Y) has a property of “saturation”, the same as
function F(R): the greater the production, the smaller fraction of addi
tional production A Y is spent for consumption (Fig. 49), and the greater is
the fraction saved. The quantity dw /dY = c(Y) is called inclination to con
sumption and is within limits 0 < c < 1, otherwise at small production more
product would be consumed than would be made (d = 1 —c - inclination to
accumulation).
Forming fund product
(17)
is put by the investors into the economy with the purpose of gaining an in
come in future from these investments. It is considered that the investments
are equivalent to the postponed consumption and consequently are deter
mined by one more financial macroindex of system ~ by norm of the bank
percentage rate r. Indeed, by making investments in an amount of A and
by receiving in one year an income D = Ar, the investor loses nothing (in
the given example he does not win either) in comparison with keeping these
means in a bank with percentage rate r. In both cases the present consump
tion is postponed for the sake of an opportunity of greater consumption in
the next year. The demand on the investment is given by function A(r),
such that A'(r) < 0 at 0 < r < r\ and A(r) = 0 at r > r\: at large norm of
percentage the investments are absent (Fig. 50).
In conditions of equilibrium the offer of a forming fund product S(Y) is
balanced with the demand on the investments A(r)

or, taking into account (17),
(18)
To finally close the model we consider the financial market. The money
is necessary to economic agents for purchase of the fund forming product, for
consumption, and also as one of the means of accumulation. It is considered
that the money is provided by the state, and their quantity (offer) Z is the
given control parameter of the system. Concerning the demand for money
the following assumption is made:
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8)
the demand for money represents the sum of operational and specu
lative demands.
Operational demand is determined by the amount of money required for
the purchase of the goods Y (both for fund forming and for consumption). If
the price of a product is p, and the circulation time is r, then the operational
demand is obviously equal to rpY.

Fig.50.
The speculative demand is connected with the norm of percentage r.
If the norm of percentage is high, the owners prefer to keep a large part
of money in a bank, expecting a good income and refusing from higher
liquid banknotes (in comparison with the bank obligations). At low interest
rates, the speculative demand increases: the owners wish to keep ever more
banknotes, accumulating their savings. Therefore the speculative demand
is given by function I(r) (Fig.50), so that I'(r) < 0 at r > r<i and I{r)
grows sharply at r —» r% (lim /(r) = oo, r —» r 2 \ the investors do not buy
the obligations of bank). It is natural to consider r% < ri, otherwise either
the investments are equal to zero, and one cannot speak of an economic
balance, or the function I(r) is not determined, and the considerations are
not meaningful.
In so far as the financial market is in equilibrium, the balance (“the
conservation law”) of money in the system is given by the equation

(19)
Unifying the equations (15), (16), (18), (19), we come to the mathemat
ical model of market balance, obtained through assumptions 1) - 8 )

(20)
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In model (20) the parameters of system s (salary unit), Z (offer of money)
and a technical parameter r are given. Functions F , F \ w, A , I are known
functions of the arguments with the properties described above. By this
input data the four unknown variables are determined: Y (production of a
product), R (employment), p (price of a product) and r (income norm).
Excluding p, r, Y from (20), the equations (20) are easily reduced to a
single equation for R
( 21 )

where A ~ 1 is an inverse function to A. Obtaining the values of R from (21),
it is easy to determine all other required quantities from (20 ).
Now with the help of non-strict, but simple constructions we prove the
existence of a solution to (21 ), based on the analysis of diagrams of functions
which are included on its left and right hand sides.

F ig .5 1 .

F ig .52.

The function F(R) —uj(F(R)) is a monotonously growing function R ,
equal to zero at R = 0 (Fig.51). Its monotony follows from a condition
duj(F{R))/d(F(R)) = c < 1, and the growth via increase of R - from a
condition d F (R )/d R > 0. The given function is an argument for monotonous
function A ~l , and from the properties of function A (Fig. 50) it is easy to
establish a qualitative dependence of A ~ l on R (Fig. 52), and A ~ l = 0 at
R > R\ (Ri is certain value of R, 0 < R\ < oo). In turn A ~l serves as an
argument for monotonous function J, with properties (Fig. 50), such that as
function R has a form represented in Fig. 53 (for values R > R 2 the function
I is not determined).
Consider now the left hand side of equation (21). The function
—r s F ( R ) /F r(R) is equal to zero at R = 0 (it is considered that F'(0) ^ 0);
(see Fig. 49). Its first derivative by R, as follows from properties of func
tions F'(R) > 0, F n(R) < 0, is negative, i.e. it is monotonously decreasing
(Fig. 54).
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Fig.55.
Combining the diagrams of the left (curve 2 ) and right (curve 1) hand
sides of equation (21 ) in Fig.55, we are convinced that for an enough high
value of control parameter Z the curves are intersecting in some point Ro,
0 < Ro < oo. The point of crossing is singular by virtue of the monotony of
the diagrams. Hence, the model (20) really has the only solution describing
the equilibrium situation in economy.
However, the value of the model is not limited to this. It can be used for a
comparative analysis of different but close equilibrium states (not answering,
naturally, of the question how the system reaches that equilibrium or leaves
it). Assume that the equilibrium parameters so and Z q have changed by
small values 5so and SZo during the transition from one equilibrium state to
another (parameter r is considered constant). Then all other characteristics
of the system will change as well. They can be found from (20 ), in view of
the fact, that both compared states are equilibrium ones. For example, from
the second equation (20), using Taylor expansion, we obtain

Performing a similar procedure with other equations of system (20) and
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unifying the results, we have
( 22 )

In (22) all characteristics of the investigated system are present (coeffi
cients a ,i < 0, i = 1 , ..., 4, are determined by equilibrium values of s q , po?
io? r o> by functions R, a;, A , I and their derivative). Therefore, it is possi
ble to analyze the whole complex of changes occurring during the transition
from one equilibrium state to another (a so-called system approach). Let, for
example, for a constant number of engaged workers (i.e. SR = 0, 5Y = 0),
a constant salary (6 s = 0 ) and consumption level (6 u = 0 ) be required to
lower the price (Sp < 0), i.e. to increase the real salary of workers. Then it
is necessary to aspire to reduce the investments (6 A < 0 ), to lower the total
amount of money (SZ < 0) and to increase the speculative demand (51 > 0).
Note that the requirements following from the analysis of relation (22 ), can
generally be inconsistent.
Certainly, this and other systems of measures following the from con
structed model, are not realized automatically by the corresponding varia
tion of Z or s (or both). The model (20) only indicates necessary changes
in behavior of the economic agents. The question of how to really ensure
these changes, by convincing the participants of the marketing process to
accept them, is beyond the scope of the considered model. Its decision is
connected with the study of even more hardly formalizable objects. In re
searching similar objects, we have used approaches developed for natural
scientific problems, such as the idea of saturation, transitions from micro to
macro level, use of “conservation laws” , concepts on stationary state and an
equilibrium, etc.
4.
M ac ro m o d e l o f econom ic grow th. In a growing economy the
number of workers R(t) is not constant, and increases in time. In the sim
plest model it is considered that the rate of gain of the employed workers is
proportional to the number of employees already working

Therefore R(t) = Roeat is a known function of time ( a is given, Ro = R (0) is
the number of workers in the initial moment t = 0). The workers produce the
national income Y ( t ), which is partially spent on consumption and partially
on savings
(23)
The saved part of a product A returns into the economy to compensate
the withdrawal of industrial facilities, as well as to create new capacities.
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Capacity M (t) means the largest possible production by an economy. The
actual production of goods naturally depends on the number of workers and
is given by production function
(24)
In (24) the quantity x(£) = R (t)/M (t) consisted of workers on unit power.
Concerning the function f( x ) the following assumptions are made: /(0 ) = 0,
/ ' > 0 (the production grows as the number of engaged workers increases)
and / " < 0 (saturation). The function f( x ) is determined for values of x on
an interval 0 < x < x m , where x m = R m / M , while
is the number
of workplaces in the economy with capacity M(t). If all places are filled,
the function Y(t) by definition is equal to M(t), i.e. for f(x ) the condition
f { x M) = 1 should be satisfied.
One of main problems of the theories of economic growth is finding the
optimal ways of separating the produced goods, the consumed and saved
parts. As a criterion of optimality one can choose, for example, the con
sumption per person (amount of product consumed by one worker), i.e.
c(t) = uj(t)/R(t).
The product A(t) saved in a unit of time is spent on the creation of a
new capacity
where a > 0 is considered a given and constant quantity of fund forming,
necessary for the creation of a unit of new capacity, I(t) is the number of
units of new capacity.
The rate of withdrawal of the existing capacity is assumed proportional
to the capacity, to /3M(t), coefficient of withdrawing of /? > 0 is set as a
constant.
As a result for the variation of function M(t) we obtain the following
balance relation
(25)
Equations (23)-(25) contain four unknown variables - Y ( t ), u;(<), M ( t),
I(t). To close the model we assume that the rate of inserting new capacity is
proportional to the already existing capacity: I(t) = 7 M (t), where 7 > 0 (a
quantity inverse to characteristic time of growth of capacity) is considered
given and constant (naturally, 7 > /?). Then the solution of equation (25) is
obtained easily
(26)
and hence, all other unknown variables are determined as well.
We now analyze a simple but indicative example of economic growth, in
which the capacity is increased in time at the same rate as the number of
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workers. Then, obviously, the following equality has to be fulfilled
(27)
It also means that the function Y (t ) grows with the same rate (in so far as
f(x (t)) = f ( x = Ro/Mo) = const), the same is valid for functions u>(t), I(t).
We shall obtain the number of workers and the ratio between consump
tion and accumulation, when the consumption per capita of workers is max
imal. By definition

Taking into account that Y(t) = M(t) f ( x ), A(t) = a jM (t), and considering
(26), (27), we obtain
(28)
i.e. per capita consumption is not changed in time. Its maximum, as is
obvious from (28), is achieved at condition

which gives the equation for the sought x m
(29)
This equation always has the unique solution 0 < x m < xm (exercise 9).
Note that besides all the assumption made, to realize a considered model
of economic growth, it is necessary to coordinate the number of workers R q
with capacity Mo in the initial moment of time, so that Ro/Mo = x m.
The norm of accumulation ensuring the maximal value of cm,

is obtained from equality Ym — M mf ( x m), A m —a jM m and from (27), (29)
(30)
and is called a norm of Solow’s golden rule of growth.
If the condition (27) is not fulfilled, the modes of economic growth be
come more complicated, and the optimization of their characteristics will
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be performed within all the considered time interval. Recall that the con
structed model and the models similar to it do not take into account changes
of economic relations (they are considered constant) and operate mainly with
basic technological connections, giving in particular the upper technological
restrictions on the rate of economic growth (exercise 11). Analogies with
natural scientific objects have also been widely used to derive these.
EXERCISES
1. Let the parameters a it Nq, p, s be fixed. Reveal the value of the parameter
c*2 , at which the function Pm(a 2 ) reaches its minimum, and prove that in this case
current profit P(t) is maximal at t = 0, i.e. at the start of the advertising campaign.
2. The inequality Pm > a\S (depending on a\ > 0 nonlinearly) is a necessary
condition for profitable advertising. Considering as fixed the parameters c*2 , No,
p, s find the areas of values of parameter a x, when at the growth of a \ the given
inequality is strengthened (is weakened).
3. Assuming that the effect of saturation from advertising occurs at N(t) « N q,
find from equation (6 ) the moments of time, when the continuation of campaign
will become obviously unprofitable.
4. Prove the validity of inequalities (11).
5. Using the formulae (7), (9), (10), and with the help of equality (13), check
that for the solution of (14) the property x'nm = —x '^ , condition 2) and the
criterion of an optimality X 1= S are fulfilled.
6 . Show that according to the described procedure the initial matrix of debts
had a form
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where N is even, and X = N (N —1 ), has a form

so that X' = N 2/ 2 = S < X .
7. The expression AY = AA/(1 —c), where AA is the variation in the level
of investments, and A Y is the corresponding gain (loss) of production, is called a
relation of Keynes multiplier. Derive it from model (20).
8 . Obtain the expressions for coefficients a*, i = 1 ,
4 in (2 2 ) and prove that
all of them are positive.
9. Using the properties of function /(#), prove the existence of a single solution
of equation (29).
10. By means of the considerations applied at the derivation of (30), show that
for the value of the maximal per capita consumption cm the equality cm = / ;(a:m) is
valid (the value f { x m)) called limiting labor productivity is the gain of production
at the increase of unit employment).
11. Show that if all production is left to accumulate and the capacities are loaded
completely, the economic growth is realized with rate Y(t) = Yoteim , 7 = 1/a —/?.

3

Some Rivalry Models

We will now construct models of various types of rivalry - two-kind struggle
in populations, arms race, military operations. We will show the generality
of methodological approaches used to derive and analyze these models.
1.
M utual relations in the system “predator - victim ” . Strictly
speaking, these relations (as well as the relations in a similar system “parasite
- host”) cannot be called rivalry. The “rivalry” of victims with a predator
is expressed in the change of number of victims, which in turn influences
the number of predators themselves. Indeed, any organism (especially pop
ulation) does not live in isolation, but interacts with its environment. The
widespread type of interaction is the use by one living organism (animals,
birds, fishes, insects) of the others organisms as a food.
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The mathematical model of the simplest, two-kind “predator-victim”
system is based on the following assumptions:
1) the number of populations of victims N and predators M depend
only on time (point model not taking into account the spatial distribution of
population in an occupied territory; compare with the model of a community
of amoebas in section 1);
2 ) in the absence of interaction the number of kinds is changed by the
Malthus model from subsection 3, section 1, Chapter I; thus the number
of victims is increased, while the number of predators falls, as they have
nothing for food:

3) the natural mortality of victims and the natural birth rate of predators
are considered insignificant;
4) the effect of saturation of both populations is not taken into account;
5) the growth rate of the number of victims decreases proportionally to
the number of predators, i.e. to quantity cM, c > 0 , while the rate of growth
of predators is increased proportionally to the number of victims, i.e. to dN,
d > 0.
Unifying the assumptions 1) -5), we come to a system of Lotki-Volterra
equations
( 1)

From here via the initial number N ( 0) = N (t = 0), M (0) = M (t = 0) we
determine the population at any moment t > 0 .
The nonlinear system ( 1) is convenient for investigations in a plane of
variables N , M; we divide the first equation by the second
(2)

Equations ( 1), (2) have the equilibrium state (or a stationary, non timedependent solution)

(3)
We are interested in the stability of equilibrium state (3). This means
the following. If the initial numbers are precisely equal to values (3), then
how do they vary in time? If for any reason the numbers depart a little from
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the values Mo, iVo, will the system return to the equilibrium state? Finally,
if the initial values N ( 0), M(0) essentially differ from the equilibrium ones,
how they vary in time with respect the values No, Mo?
To understand the temporal dynamics of functions N ( t), M ( t), we shall
transform equation (2 ) to a form

and divide both parts of the resulting equality by N M , transferring all mem
bers to the left hand side

(4)

Fig.56.
Equation (4) can be easily integrated and the following relation can be
obtained
where the constant on the right hand side is determined by initial values
N (0), M(0). In other words, equation (2), and hence, system (1) have an
integral
Prom the latter expression we obtain

(5)
The existence of integral (5) enables one to answer the posed questions
(in Fig. 56 the phase trajectories of system ( 1) are represented; the arrows
show the direction of motion by trajectories in time).
a) If iV(0 ) = No, M (0) = Mo, then at all moments in time the number
of population does not vary;
b) For a small variation from the equilibrium, both the numbers of preda
tors, and of victims do not return to their equilibrium values (thus from
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F ig .58.

model ( 1) the standard equation of oscillations is obtained; see subsection
3, section 5, Chapter I);
c)
If the variation from equilibrium is large, the behavior of functions
N ( t ), M (t) is the same as in the case b).
These conclusions mean that the numbers of victims and predators per
form periodic oscillations with respect to the equilibrium state. The ampli
tude of oscillations and their period axe determined by initial values; N ( 0 ),
M (0) (exercise 1, 2), they are not in phase: the minimal value of M(t) cor
responds to the average value of N ( t ), and vice versa (Fig. 57). Oscillations
with quite understandable content (and they are really observed in nature)
mean the appearance in two-kind population systems of much more com
plex processes than in single-kind systems (compare with the Malthus and
logistic model in Chapter I).
More precise mathematical descriptions of two-kind interactions take into
account the non-uniformity of distribution of populations in occupied terri
tories (systems of equations in partial derivatives correspond to them), the
temporary delay between the birth of individuals and their maturity and so
on. There are much more complex descriptions both in time, and in space.
For example, taking into account the saturation of the number of victims in
the first equation of ( 1), we have
(6)

In this case the phase trajectories look like spirals (Fig. 58), converging
in time to an equilibrium state, and the amplitude of oscillations decreases
in time (exercise 3).
2.
A rm s race b etw een tw o countries. Assume that the total amount
of arms of each country changes in time depending on three effects: amount
of the opponent’s arms, aging of already existing arms and the degree of
mistrust between the opponents. The rates of gain and reduction of arms
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are proportional to the factors mentioned, that is

(7)

In equations (7) M\(t) > 0, M^it) > 0 are the amounts of arms, the coef
ficients ai{t) > 0 , « 2 (t) > 0 , 0 \(t > 0 , 0 2 (t) > 0 characterize the rates of
growth and “aging” of arms (analog of process of amortization of industrial
capacities in economic models), functions 7 i(i) > 0 , 72 (t) > 0 describes the
level of mutual mistrust of the competitors, which is considered independent
of the amount of arms, but is determined by other reasons.
The Richardson’s model (7) does not take into account many important
effects influencing the dynamics of an arms race, but, nevertheless, enables
us to analyze a number of essential properties of this process. The analysis is
especially simple in a particular case, when the functions aj, /%, 7*, i = 1,2,
do not depend on time

(8)

We study the system (8 ) in a plane M i, M 2 with the purpose of de
termining the qualitative behavior of functions M\ (t), M 2 W in time. The
equations (8 ) have an equilibrium state at dM \/dt = 0 and dM^/dt = 0.
The equilibrium values M f, M° are obviously obtained from the conditions

and are equal to

(9)
Prom (9) follows the first important conclusion: to have an equilibrium for
positive values of M]°, M° (by their content the function Mi{t), M 2W are
non-negative), the following inequality should be fulfilled
( 10)

The meaning of condition (10) is revealed from the following consider
ations. Let, for example, the parameters cci,
and 02 be constant, and
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Fig.59.
parameter a 2 be increasing. This means that the first country does not
change its strategy concerning arms, while the second increases the arms
with constant rate of aging of weapons (parameter /?2) • Then for a rather
large value of <*2 the balance will obviously become impossible, and the in
equality (10) be violated. Note that if both parameters 71 , 72 , describing
the mutual mistrust are equal to zero, the balance implies the absence of
arms for both parties.
We now study the stability of balance (9) at condition (10). In this
case the integral curves of equations (8 ) in plane M i, M 2 look like those
represented in Fig. 59. The dashed lines indicate the isoclines of zero (M 2 =
OL2 I &2 M 1 +J 2 /P 2 ) and infinity (M 2 = Pi/oti M i - 71 /a i) . The isocline of zero
has an inclination which is smaller than the isocline of infinity (it follows from
inequality (10)). The continuous lines correspond to integral curves. The
arrows show the direction of motion on integral curves in time. The functions
M \(t) and M 2 (t) with increase of t tend to their equilibrium values. Thus,
the equilibrium is stable: any variation from it becomes negligibly small in
sufficiently large time scales (exercises 4, 5).
From the constructed model it is easy to determine some characteristics
of possible behavior of the competitors during the transition from one state
of balance to another. Let, for example, the escalating rate of arms in the
first and second countries change by small amount da (da = da\ = da 2).
Thus, the amount of arms changes as well, and both parties wish that the
increase d M ®and dM% were equal and the interests of both parties were not
suppressed. For dM f, dM% from (9) we obtain
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Assume for simplicity that the mistrust of the partners is equal (71 = 72 )Then from equality d M ®= dM® we obtain a condition of parity of the parties
at small change of balance

which can be put at the basis of corresponding negotiations between the
countries, if the quantities a i, a 2, /?1, fy are known. Thus, for example, let
a 2 = crai, a > 0. In this case, from the previous equality we have
(ii)

At 0 < 1 (the rate at which the second party gains arms is less, than that
of the first) for preservation of parity it is necessary that /32 < /?i, i.e. for the
second party (according to formula ( 11)) the rate of amortization of arms
should be less. At the opposite inequality a > 1 we have, naturally, an
inverse ratio between the rates of amortization.
3.
M ilita ry o p e ra tio n s o f tw o arm ies. Both regular armies and par
tisan groups can take part in a conflict. The main characteristics of the
rivals in the considered models are the numbers of the parties N\ (t ) > 0 and
N 2 (t) > 0. If in any moment of time one of the quantities is zero, the given
party is considered defeated (when in that moment the number of the other
party is positive).
In case of actions between regular armies the dynamics of their number
is determined by three factors:
1) rate at which people are lost due to reasons not directly associated
with military operations (illness, trauma, desertion);
2 ) rate of losses caused by military operations of the the rival party
(which in turn are determined by the quality of its strategy and tactics,
level of morale spirit and professionalism of fighters, weapons, etc.);
3) speed at which reinforcements arrive, considered as certain given the
function of time.
At these assumptions for N\(t), N 2 (t) we obtain the system of equations

( 12 )

From here, for the given functions a*, /%, 7 *, i = 1, 2 , and initial values
iVi(O), N 2 (0) the solution is determined uniquely at any moment of time
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t > 0. In (12) the coefficients a i ?2 > 0 characterize the rates of losses due
to usual (non-military) reasons, /?i,2 > 0 are the rates of losses due to rival
actions, 71,2 is the speed with which reinforcements arrive.
The war between regular and partisan formations is described by an
other model. The main difference is that the partisan formations are less
vulnerable than the army, since they are acting hidden, often invisible to the
rival, forced to act without much choice on the areas occupied by partisans.
Therefore it is considered that the rate of losses of partisans acting in dif
ferent sites on a known territory is proportional not only to the population
of the army N i( t), but also to that of the partisans N 2 (t), i.e. is determined
by a term like fix (t) N\ N 2 . Hence, the model becomes nonlinear

(13)

All variables in (13) have the same content as in ( 12). Consider the
models ( 12), (13) (Lanchester’s model) in a particular case: 71 = 72 = 0
(the parties do not gain reinforcements); a\ = const, ot2 = const; /?i =
const, P2 = const (the latter means, in particular, that the rivals always will
have enough weapons for fighters to fit the military needs).
The model ( 12) becomes autonomous and has a form

(14)

Prom equations (14) it is seen that in this case the number of fighters
of the parties can only decrease in time. Which is the temporal character
of this process and which party will be defeated? To solve this problem, we
introduce one more simplification (quite justified for short-term campaigns):
assume that <*i = 0-2 = 0. In other words, the losses of parties are determined
only by actions of the opponent. Then the system (14) becomes simpler
(15)
and its integral is obtained easily
(16)
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Fig.60.
From (16) the winner (Fig. 60) is uniquely determined. At C > 0 the first
army wins, at C < 0 the second wins in the case C = 0 where the parties
destroy each other simultaneously, and no winner exists. The sense of these
results is quite clear from the form of the constant in (16). To secure victory,
not only the number of the parties at the beginning of military actions is
important (Ni(0), ^ ( 0 ) ) , but also their training, the quality of their arms
and so on (i.e. the coefficients /?i, fo)- So, if C > 0 , from (16) follows

and for the second party to win it is necessary for them either to increase
their initial number, or to improve the quality of military actions, or both
them simultaneously. Note that the effect of increasing fa is less, than that
of equally increasing ^ ( 0 ) presenting in the latter inequality in the second
order (a so-called square-law law of battle actions).
Differentiating the first of the equations (15), taking into account the
second, we obtain the equation for N\(t)
(17)
From (17), in view of the initial conditions N \(t = 0) = N\(0) and
dN i/dt(t = 0) = —fa N 2 {0), we find the number of the first army as a
function of time
(18)
whence it is also easy to find the function
(exercise 7).
Consider now the actions of the regular army against the partisans for
the same simplifying assumptions as in the previous case: then, the model
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(13) has a form
(19)
The number of parties, as previously, decreases in time, but by another
law. Multiply the first equation in (19) by
and the second by /?2, and
subtract the second equation from the first. In a result we come to equation

with an integral,
(20)

Fig.61.
We now study the phase trajectories of system (19) with the help of
integral (20 ). Prom Fig.61. it is seen that at C\ > 0 the army wins, at
C\ < 0 the partisans win, and at C\ — 0 there is no winner. Similarly, as
with action of regular armies, the victory is reached not only due to the
initial number, but also due to military training and quality of weapons.
Let, for example, Ci > 0, that is
(21)

Then the partisans have to ensure the increase of coefficient fa and to raise
the initial number iV2 (0 ) correspondingly, otherwise they will be defeated.
This increase with the growth of N\ (0) should not be linear, but proportional
to the second order N \( 0 ) (parabolic law of battle actions). One can say that
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in some sense the regular army is in a more favorable situation, since the
inequality (21 ) for them is fulfilled for a smaller growth of initial number,
than the inequality opposite to (21 ) for the number of partisans.
The behavior of functions Ni(t), N^it) in time is obtained from (19)
using integral (20). So, for N\(t) we have

which is equivalent to
(22)

Integrating (22), it is easy to find N\(t) and then N2(t), as implicit functions
of time (exercise 7).
In summary we note that the simplest models of rivalry considered here
correspond to the systems of ordinary second order differential equations
(in general, non-autonomous and nonlinear equations), which are widely
used to describe numerous natural scientific objects. It is natural, as the
approaches used to construct the models (saturation, proportionality of rates
of growth of a quantity to its value, etc.) are similar to the approaches used
in mechanics, physics, chemistry.
EXERCISES
1. Show, by linearizing the system (1) in the vicinity of equilibrium (3), that
the singular point corresponding to it is a center.
2 . Calculate the period of oscillations in the system “predator - victim” de
pending on its characteristics (a, /3, c, d) and the initial condition.
3. Prove that a linearized system of equations consisting of equation (6) and
the second equation in (1), that the equilibrium point is a stable node.
4. Show that the equilibrium point (9) is a stable node.
5. Find an evaluation for the time scale of arrival of system (8) at equilib
rium within 1% to an accuracy of depending on its characteristics and the initial
deviation.
6 . Establish the character of curvature of the phase trajectories in Fig. 60.
7. Find the function N2(t), using either equation (15), or the integral (16), and
compare it with function N\(t) from (18). Prove that the conclusions drawn on the
basis of analyzing the integral (16), are correct (i.e. at C > 0 the first party wins,
at C > 0 the second party wins).
8 . Find the solution of equation (22) and determine the moment at which the
function N\(t) turns to zero (when, naturally, C\ < 0). Establish the character of
curvature of the phase trajectories in Fig. 61.
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Dynamics of Distribution of Power in Hierar
chy

We will now construct and study a macromodel describing some key inter
actions in the system “state power - civil society”. Consider the influence of
reaction of a civil society and other characteristics of system on the dynam
ics of distribution of power within the hierarchy, and also some properties of
these distributions.
1.
General statem ent of problem and term inology. The study
of power structures is one of the main problems of sciences of society, first
and foremost of political science. The concept of “power” is mysterious and
multi-faceted, and is hardly formalizable and quantitatively measurable. It
is natural therefore, that the mathematical models of political science are
mainly descriptive and phenomenological and are applied to monitor a rather
narrow circle of problems: statistical processing of expectations and results
in elections definition; of ratings of various political forces; forecasts for
future parliamentary voting on a current basis, etc.
When constructing of mathematical models of general political science,
it is reasonable to start by studying just state hierarchies having power on
official, easily formalizable bases. This is the important difference between
state authority and the authority of independent mass media information
(MMI), intellectual and moral authorities and other kinds of authority.
Hierarchy, or hierarchy structure, means the set of institutes ordered by
seniority (hierarchy levels, positions, posts, grades, etc.), possessing powers
on behalf of the state (i.e. by Constitution, laws, charters, decrees, rules,
instructions, etc.).
We mean not only federal ministries, but also interregional, regional and
local bodies officially having the appropriate power. The word “hierarchical”
emphasizes that an order of subordination is determined inside the structure.
Each of the parts (except the highest) has the seniors, giving orders and
(except the lowest link) subordinates which are realizing the orders, outgoing
both from the given level, and from other senior parts. Certainly, the orders
move only from the seniors to the subordinates.
The civil society is part of a society with no direct state power. This in
cludes the citizens (including the government officials beyond the framework
of their official duties) and their various associations (political, cultural, pro
fessional), family and private enterprises, etc. Obviously, the members of a
civil society cannot give orders on behalf of the state either to each other,
or to any part of the power structure. For example, a non-state corporation,
however large it may be, has no official right to force anybody to a certain
behavior. At the same time any level of hierarchy has such a possibility
with respect to certain part of a civil society, and some - with respect to
the whole society. Note, that the same “physical person” can simultaneously
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belong both to the power structure, and to a civil society.
The reaction of society is the response (positive, negative or neutral) of
the civil society to the actions of certain institutes of power (by means of
elections, referendums, plebiscites, through MMI, interrogations of public
opinion, meetings, strikes and so on).
The concept “reaction of hierarchy” is introduced into the model as well;
the content of this, as well as the term “distribution of power” and other
conceptual details, are explained below.

Fig.62.
The hierarchical structure consists of TV -I- 1 levels (Fig.62), each with
an attributed number i (0 < i < N). The highest level has a number
0, the lowest has the number N . The arrow 4 denotes the direction of
subordination within the structure “from above downwards” (or “from left
to right”), i.e. the direction of movement of instructions of power (orders)
transmitted via the hierarchical ladder.
Certainly, for any particular and extended hierarchical structure (espe
cially in scales of a country, even of a small one) the determination of the
arrangement of all components by subordination is a very difficult and labor
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consuming task. It is also due to the fact that power bodies have in reality “a
tree” structure, can belong to various administrative departments and can
be either personalities or commissions, etc. The concept of “subordination”
has therefore a conditional averaged sense.
However to construct a mathematical model and analyze the fundamental
properties of imperious structures it is enough, that this problem can be
solved basically, however, on the basis of some quantitative criteria. To
clarify this question it is necessary to specify the various understandings of
the word power.
It is frequently used in the sense bodies of power (Supreme Court, mu
nicipal assembly, local police branch, etc.). Equivalent replacements of the
given concept are the terms “level”, “hierarchical structure”, “hierarchy”.
Another important meaning of this word is described by the term impe
rious powers. It is considered, that the imperious powers of any level can be
generally determined with the help of some cumulative quantitative criterion
including a nominal (formal) situation of the level in structure; the volume
of human, financial, material, informative, intellectual, legislative, circum
spect and other kinds of resources at its disposal; the scale and location of
controlled territory; the prestige in the eyes of public opinion and experts,
etc. In this sense the word “power” means a possible level of influence of
the given institute on the behavior of other levels and the life of the civil
society. Institutes with great powers, naturally have a higher place (smaller
number) in the hierarchy in comparison with the those with smaller powers.
Thus when considering common questions there is no need to introduce any
absolute units of measurements of power; it is enough to consider the impe
rious power of the highest level as a unit (or for 100%), then the powers of
any other level will be expressed in fractions (or percentages) relative to the
highest institute.
The further specification of the term “imperious powers” is connected
with concepts of maximal powers and minimal powers. The former describes
actions, which the authority can execute in a maximal way in a certain sit
uation according to the legislation. For example, the governor has the right
under known circumstances to announce an extreme situation in a territory
controlled by him, but is not able to make decisions on any question of war
and peace. The minimal powers describe actions always to be undertaken
by an authority (the President is obliged to represent the annual budget
message to Congress). Both these concepts are well illustrated, for exam
ple, by the articles of the criminal Code determining maximal and minimal
terms of punishment for the same kind of crimes. In other words, the maxi
mal and minimal powers give upper and lower legal limits of power for each
hierarchical level.
Note that the limits of power, as is known from the practice of many
countries, can be determined not only by legislation, but also by traditions
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and systems of precedents. However, for brevity we shall mean below only
the legislatively established powers.
In mathematical model the maximal imperious powers are set by some
positive function p2(i, t), 0 < i < N (circles in Fig. 62)y monotonously de
creasing with the growth of number i, i.e. at any moment of time t is valid
p2(i + 1, t) < p2(i, t) < p2(i - 1, t), 1 < i < N - 1. The minimal pow
ers are set by positive function px(i, t), 0 < i < N (crosses in Fig.62),
also monotonously decreasing with the growth of i, p\(i + 1, t) < pi(i, t <
Pi(i —1, £), 1 < i < N —1 (obviously, always p \(i, t) < p2(i, £), 0 < i < N.
Both functions, generally speaking, depend on time t, since the legislation,
territorial division and so forth can vary in time.
Purely speculative situations, when in the legislation it is stated that
“the authority can do everything” or “the authority is not obliged to do
certain actions” are not considered, i.e. the limits of power (even formally)
are always defined, hence, the functions pi, p2 are determined as well.
Let us emphasize once again: for considered (in generalized manner) hi
erarchical structure the situation of any level is determined not only by its
nominal place, but also by all relevant (and frequently more powerful) fac
tors. Thus, the number of hierarchical levels corresponding to some “average
official” of the imperious tree, is not a formal coordinate, but a coordinate
“in essence”. It is easy to give more detailed and strict mathematical for
mulation (microdescription) for the mentioned imperious powers and for the
arrangement of levels by “subordination”; however it has no decisive role for
the study of basic properties of the “power - society” system.
Finally, one more understanding of the word “power” used in the model
is connected with the level of imperious influence (or the amount of power)
actually carried out in the given moment by the given level. Indeed, the
imperious powers determine only the upper and lower legal limits of a level
or the amount of power (in this sense one can to understand the known
expression “amount of imperious powers”). These limits, generally speaking,
are not always reached and are not in evidence everywhere. Assume, for
example, that in accordance with some article of the criminal Code providing
a jail sentence of three to five years, the courts during some time scale have
given verdicts with an average term of four years. Then, the power realized
by them under the given article is 80% from the maximal and 133% from
the minimal power.
In a mathematical model, the actually achievable power corresponds to
a non-negative function p(i, £), 0 < i < iV, dependent from “spatial” co
ordinates i and time t (asterisk in Fig. 62). If for any values i, t is fulfilled
p (i, t) > p2(i, t) (or p(i, t) < pi(i, t)), it is natural to speak about the “exit”
of authorities for frameworks of powers, or about excess (or diminution) of
authority.
The basic difference between functions p \(i, t ), p2(i, t) and function
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p(i, t) is, that, as distinct from known, given (in general form) imperious
powers pi(i, t ), p2(i, t), function p(i, t) is the unknown, sought quantity de
scribing the current distribution of power in hierarchical structure. The con
struction of the corresponding mathematical model and the study of spatialtemporal dynamics for function p(i, t) (distribution of power) depending on
all factors present in the investigated system, is represented below.
Note that the concept of a real distribution of power means we have to
introduce the following assumption 1:
all partners in the system “power - society77 are following the rules: the
laws are preserved, the taxes are paid, the orders are carried out (otherwise
function p(i, t) - the magnitude of power - becomes rather uncertain or loses
its sense at all).
Such an approach “from the simple to the complex”, i.e.constructing
a model for a strongly idealized situation and its further improvement, is
typical for the mathematical modeling of complex objects (and frequently
the only possible approach).
We will represent the general description of interactions in the system
“power - society”. It consists in the following
a) the civil society accepts the Constitution (the arrow 1 in Fig. 62) di
rectly or through the representatives. It thus acts as a source of power for the
hierarchical structure, interacting with it based on the existing legislation;
b) the hierarchical structure exists not by itself, but as an “opened”
system interacting with the Constitution and the civil society. The Consti
tution (in wide context including the laws, charters, etc.) serves as a kind of
reservoir for the hierarchy, from which its parts either can extract additional
“portions” of power (arrow 2), or return certain extra “fractions” (arrow 3).
Thus, between hierarchy and Constitution an “exchange of power” is
realized and, in an implicit form as though exchange of power (“of freedom”)
exists between hierarchy and civil society - creator of the Constitution;
c) inside the hierarchical structure itself there is a redistribution of cur
rent power between the components of its levels (arrow 4) according to the
mechanisms of transfer of the imperious orders accepted in the hierarchy;
d) in relation to a civil society the imperious structures act as forbid
ding (arrow 5) or permitting (arrow 6) institutes introducing and cancelling
certain regulations (typical example - an annual appeal to the army and
demobilization, when part of the population starts to perform an additional
duty, while the other part is released from it).
One of the key questions for the description of interaction in system
“hierarchy - society” is the definition of the “amount” of exchange of power
between the hierarchical structure and the Constitution (and in fact between
the hierarchy and society). The following assumption 2 is introduced:
the sign and amount of exchange of power between the hierarchical struc
ture and the Constitution is determined by the reaction of the system.
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Reaction of the system denotes the total reaction of both partners (hier
archy and society) to the current distribution of power p(i, t ). For example,
concerning the reactions of society, this implies that if at a given moment of
time it is denying certain actions of the given link of hierarchy (resistance),
it forces the hierarchical level to reduce its power, as if storing its some “frac
tion” in a constitutional reservoir (to reduce or even avoid certain negative,
from the point of view of society, consequences). A suitable example is the
requirement to reduce certain types of taxes. A positive reaction of society
(i.e. its support) induces the institution to increase the level of its power by
taking necessary “resources” from the legislation (for example, the require
ment to strengthen the actions against crime). The qualitative character of
the reaction of a society is related to the dominant type of consciousness
(legal, anarchic, authoritarian, mixed).
In the considered model the reaction of a society is described by a given
function F${i, t , p, pi, p2), generally depending on all the quantities intro
duced earlier: the number of level i, time t, magnitude of power performed
by the institute p(i, t), imperious powers p\(i, t), p2(i, t). It enables a rather
complete and precise reflection of the the structural and varying in time at
titude of society to hierarchy. For example, if for all conceivable meanings
of the arguments we have Fs < 0 (Fs > 0 ), then it is obvious that anarchic
(totalitarian) consciousness is dominant in society. The reaction of society
is represented as a quite observable and measurable quantity, and serves
as the basis of its behavioral characteristics in some average sense. Thus
it is meant, that a reaction expressed in time is correctly interpreted by
institution and is taken into account in its activity.
Similarly in the model of behavioral characteristics of an imperious struc
ture, the reaction of hierarchy is introduced. This concept characterizes the
aim of hierarchy levels to raise or lower the level of power they possess at
a given moment of time. It is described by a function Fh , depending on
the same arguments as Fs, and with the same sense, but concerning the
hierarchy (it is possible to call it degree of “powering” of institutions).
For simplicity, we shall further consider F h = 0, i.e. the hierarchy is
indifferent to the level of its power, and the reaction of system F = Fs + Fh
is determined only by the “civil” component. The given simplification does
not change the purely mathematical properties of model, as the functions Fs,
F h , F depend on the same arguments. However when interpreting results,
it is certainly necessary to take into account the role of each component Fs,
F h in the total reaction F.
In the given general description the system “power - society” appears as
a closed self-consistent and self-organizing object with various direct connec
tions and feedbacks. The level of power which is possessed by any level of
the hierarchy at any moment in time is by no means arbitrary, but is a result
of self-consistent interaction between all the components of the object: the
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imperious orders moving through the hierarchical ladder, the reaction of the
society, current legislation, initial conditions of the system and so on. To
derive a mathematical model on the basis of this general scheme, we shall
consider in more detail the imperious structure itself.
2.
M echanism s o f redistributing power inside the hierarchical
structure. Inside an hierarchy any level accepts the fact that certain im
perious orders are given by the senior powers, and in turn transfers certain
orders to the lower members. Thus there is some redistribution of power be
tween the levels of the hierarchy (recall that the point is not the imperious
powers, but the actual current magnitude of power - p(i, t)). Hence, the
following behavioral postulate:
in a hierarchy the power can be transferred only from levels with greater
current power to levels with smaller current power (the rate of transfer is
higher, the bigger the difference between the current power of those levels).
Two main mechanisms responsible for redistribution of power within the
hierarchy are considered.
a)
Short-ranging. Conditionally, this mechanism can be called a transfer
of power along a ladder, when a chief is passing the order to the nearest
subordinate who also interacts only with their direct subordinates. The given
mechanism corresponds to a well known bureaucratic procedure (the word
“bureaucratic” and all other concepts are used as working terms without
any emotional context).
Let the i-th level has transferred a certain order to the (i + l)th (for
example, has charged to prepare a project of an annual report about financial
activity of one of the subordinate establishments). What has taken place
in such an elementary act of interaction between the neighbors within the
hierarchy? Together with the order, the subordinated has received some
small and temporal portion of power, in addition to the power which he really
possessed (for example, having the order he studies financial documents in
more detail than previously). On the other hand, the z-th level has lost
some part of the current power, by shifting the control on the given task to
(i + l)th level.
The set of transmitted orders forms a kind of flux of power from the ith
to the (i + l)th level. We define the power flux W ( i, t ) as the amount of
power received in a unit of time by (i + l)th level from the i-th level.
According to the postulate W ( i, t) is positive at p(i, t) > p(i + 1, <), is
negative at p(i, t) < p(i + 1, t), and is equal to zero at p(i, t) = p(i + 1, t).
Consider a rather general expression for W ( i, t):
(1)
where the function k is positive at all values of arguments.
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Formula (1) is a concrete representation of the postulate concerning the
considered mechanism of short-ranging. The positiveness of function n pro
vides the necessary sign for W ( i, t). In particular, if in any moment of time
t it appears that p(i + 1, £) > p(i, t ), the lower level has greater power than
the higher one, a flux of power automatically “acts” in the direction to re
duce the difference p(i, t ) - p ( i - h i, t ), supporting to overcome the anomalous
situation (indicating troubles at the given levels of hierarchy). The flow of
power grows with the difference p(i, t) —p(i -hi, £), which corresponds to the
second part of the postulate (it is required to impose an appropriate restric
tion on/^as function on p(i, t) —p(i + 1, £)). This means, in particular, that
the chief (with rest equal conditions) gives more orders to subordinates, the
less is his currently work load.
The generality of expression ( 1) is in the fact that for a flux of power it is
determining, besides the dependence on p(i, t) —p(i + 1, £), also dependence
on all variables introduced above: values of sought function p(i + 1, t ), p(i, t );
coordinates z, i + 1; time t. The dependence on t and i, i -hi also means an
implicit dependence on the given imperious powers pi, p2 and the reaction
of society F (however, this dependence is easy to introduce in explicit form).
The generality also indicates the absence of essential restrictions posed by
these dependencies, except the requirement that at p(i + 1, t) = p(i, t) the
condition W ( i , t) = 0 should be fulfilled. Note, however, that in view of (1)
the flux of power is determined only by quantities directly concerning the
interaction with institutions (in this case with the neighbors).
The function n has a certain bureaucratic sense, describing properties of
the power “medium”, some aspects of mutual relation inside the hierarchy.
Let, for example, flux of power W(i, t ) and p(i, t) be fixed, and n = no =
const so that function n does not depend on time and other quantities. Then,
in view of ( 1) we see that with increase of kq the difference p(i + 1, t) —p(i, t)
both in absolute and relative values is decreasing. One can say that with
growth of no “the responsibility” of the senior level decreases, and the latter
becomes more positive concerning the equipartition of its power with those of
lower levels. At the reduction of no, the situation, naturally, in the opposite.
b)
Long-ranging. The figurative description of this mechanism can be
given by known expression it “an order over a head”. This means, that
the ith level passes the orders to levels with numbers exceeding the nearest
subordinates. To such actions one can attribute, for example, the order for
an army to transfer to the summer clothes; its realization does not actually
need a procedure of transferring an order along a ladder, it is enough to
publish the appropriate order for the attention (and execution) of the whole
army simultaneously.
The flux of power, appeared due to the mechanism of long-ranging (the
sense is the same, as in case (a)), received by i + 1th level from j th link, can
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be expressed by*a rather general formula
(2)

where function x ^ 0 is in accordance with the postulate. By its content
the behavioral characteristic \ ls close to function /«, but, first, it describes
the interaction not of neighboring but of distant institutions, i .e.j ^ i + 2 ,
i ; second, the quantity x can t urn to zero, i.e. the possibility of absence of
orders over a head between some levels of hierarchy is taken into account.
As with the function k , it depends only on quantities directly concerning
the interacting parts. These dependencies a priori are not exposed to any
restrictions (the only requirement is that V(i 4 - 1, j, t) = 0 with p(i + 1, t) =
p (j, t)) and can be complemented by explicit dependence on other quantities
introduced earlier.
We stress again that both considered mechanisms represent an averaging
of the detailed microdescription of interactions inside an hierarchical struc
ture with a complex configuration, namely, with topology of plenty of trees
with crossed crowns.
One more important explanation: in mechanisms a) and b) the orders
transm itted from ith (jth) to (i + l)th level in a normal situation (i.e. at
p(i, t) > p(i + 1 , t) or p (j, t) > p(i + 1, t), j < i) carry some positive
fraction of power for (i + l)th level, according to a postulate and its con
crete definitions (1), (2). In the already mentioned anomalous case, when
p(i, t) < p(i + 1 , t ) or p (j, t) < p(i + 1, t ), j < i, then in accordance with the
postulate some portion of power passes from the lower to the senior level.
This assumption naturally indicates the essence of hierarchical structure (if,
certainly, the particular chief is not mistaken in his real power in comparison
with that of his subordinates).
At the same time the postulate describing a situation whereby the lower
cannot receive a fraction of power from the senior level, if the latter in the
given moment has smaller or equal real power, does not describe a pos
sible situation in which the senior has more power than the subordinate,
but captures a portion the subordinate’s power (this would contradict the
postulate).
Consider this latter situation in more detail to prove that in precise
interpretation is not actually possible (at least, in some “average” sense).
Indeed, by capturing part of the power of some his subordinates (for
example, by withdrawing an order), the chief will sooner or later “transmit”
the same order but in a different way. Since in any hierarchy a certain
level is not capable directly of realizing an appreciable fraction of orders to
be necessarily carried out by his subordinates (we mean a rather extended
hierarchical structure). On the other hand, the task has to be performed
anyway, and the order, with a part of the power, will be transferred to the
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subordinates. Thus, the introduced postulate is natural and reasonable at
least “in average” .
Another point is the more particular mutual relation between parts of
hierarchies externally similar to a discussed above situation. They can be
described by certain earlier functions. Let, for example, in a conditional pair
“chief - deputies of the chief’, the former for any reason be dissatisfied with
the work of one of his deputies. The senior can, for example, undertake the
following actions
1) displacing “the physical person”, by replacing him with a more suitable
figure;
2 ) directing a flux of orders through other deputies.
In these two cases for the hierarchy as a whole and in its model, nothing
actually is changed, except the persons. In particular, the level of “deputies”
as a whole receive the same flux of power.
The following methods can also be used:
3) strengthening the role of orders over the head of the given deputy;
4) changing his imperious powers;
5) abolishing the given post.
The case (3) corresponds to a reduction of n and increase of x, in case (4)
the functions p\ and p2 are changed correspondingly, in case (5) the number
of levels N in the hierarchy is decreased. Certainly, the various combinations
of these actions (including with respect to the whole level of “deputies”) can
be realized as well. If the chief, on the contrary, is quite satisfied with a
deputy, his actions will be, naturally, the opposite. All these changes do
not mention an essence of the postulate and are described with the help of
changing the above introduced functions pi, p2, X? F- The corresponding
formalization should certainly be performed carefully and accurately.
3.
B alance o f power in a level, conditions on boundaries of hi
erarchy and transition to a continuous model. Now, when the basic
model concepts are introduced, and the interrelations and assumptions are
described, it is possible to make the final step in constructing the model and
answering a qu estion : how to find o u t th e d istrib u tio n o f pow er in hierarchy,
i.e. the function p(i, t)l For any ith link of an imperious structure at any
moment of time t it satisfies an equation, deduced using a kind of local power
conservation law:
the rate of change (reduction or increase) of power of level is determined
by flux of power and reaction of the system.
We now estimate the quantity of power received by zth level during a
time interval A t between the moments t and 14- At. This quantity is formed
as:
a) flux of power received from (i —l)th level via the mechanism ( 1), that
is
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b) flux passed to (i + l)th level via a similar mechanism,

c)
sum of the fluxes received and given via the mechanism (2 ) from farther
levels (j ^ i + 1, i —1),

d)
by the rate of an exchange of power between the institutions and
legislation, which is determined in accordance with assumption 2 , by the
reaction of the civil society,

Summing the quantities Ap_, Ap+, A ps, App, we obtain the total vari
ation

(3)

When deducing the equation of balance (3), the intervals of time A are
assumed, as usual, to be rather small, so that it was possible to consider W ,
V, F to be constant. We also used (and this is essential) the assumption 1
about following regulations, meaning in particular that in any part of the
hierarchy the order is always realized and the portion of power associated
with it is realized as well (and does not disappear without trace). Recall
that the above introduced hierarchical postulate has found its mathematical
formulation in ( 1), (2 ).
By dividing both parts of (3) by At, we obtain the equation for the rate
of change of power of ith level in time

(4)
The content of (4) is clear from considerations preceding the derivation of
balance (3).
The equations (3), (4) are written for an arbitrary number 0 < i < N,
To achieve a balance in a point i = 0 it is necessary to determine W ( —1, t)
of power flux received by the most senior level (with number 0 ) from a
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nonexistent higher level. Obviously, this flux is always equal to zero (nobody
can order to the highest level). Similarly, W ( N , t) - the flux of power
transmitted by the lowest level of hierarchy to a nonexistent lower one, is also
equal to zero (there is nobody to order). So, the flux of power on boundaries
of hierarchy is always equal to zero

(5)
Considering only a part of the hierarchy, not including the highest and
(or) the lowest levels, one has to set the power flux as functions of time on
the boundaries (from various reasoning).
To close the equation (4) it is necessary, besides conditions (5), also to
set the distribution of power in some initial moment of time t = to, i.e. the
function
(6)

Equation (4) with conditions (5), (6 ) and given functions «, x->
P2 represents a closed discrete model of the distribution of power in the
system ’’hierarchical structure - civil society”, mathematically realizing the
general scheme given in subsection 1. It enables us for any moments of time
t > to and any point 0 < i < N to find the solution (power distribution in
hierarchy), i.e. the function p(i, t).
We now carry out a transition to a continuous model, considering impe
rious hierarchy as a “continuous medium” , i.e. assuming the number of levels
to be rather large (N » 1), and all functions included in the model to be
rather smooth. A continuous coordinate x is put into correspondence with
the discrete coordinate i (numbers i correspond to points Xf, chosen, for ex
ample, by a rule X{ = i), and integer piece [0, N] - piece [0, I] (I is an analog
“of length” of the hierarchical structure, and the coordinate x characterizes
the place of the level in hierarchy: the more is x , the lower is the institution).
The differences of a kind p(i + 1, t) —p(i, t) in ( 1) and p(i, t + At) —p(i, £),
W(i, t) —W (i —1, t) in (4) are replaced by the appropriate first derivative,
the sum in the right hand side of (4) is replaced by an integral, while the
dependence of all functions in (4) - (6 ) on arguments i, t is replaced with
dependence on x, t.
In the result for function p (x, t) (the detailed calculations are not repre
sented, as they are rather obvious; compare with the derivation of the model
of heat transfer in section 2, Chapter II) the following equation is obtained
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(7)

with boundary conditions of the second kind
(8 )

and initial conditions
(9)
so that k > 0 , x > 0 , and the positive functions pi, P2 monotonously decrease
by x.
The equation (7) represents a “parabolic” integro-differential equation
(in a sense that in the absence of the integral member it is similar to equa
tion of heat transfer; see also exercise 1). Prom a mathematical point of
view the model (7)-(9), “approximating” the initial model (4)-(6), is closed
and is correct, i.e. uniquely determines the solution - a smooth non-negative
function p(x, t) - for all 0 < x < I and t > to (at some insignificant for
generality restrictions on input data). Note that in the numerical modeling
of problem (7)-(9), the inverse transition to (4)-(6) is made (see exercise 2).
Recall the content of quantities included in model (7)-(9). The function
p(x, t) (decision) describes the spatial-temporal dynamics of power distribu
tion in a hierarchical structure, i.e. the dependence of the magnitude (level)
of real power of a link from its location (coordinate x) and time t. The rate
of change of function p(x, t) (left hand side of equation (7)) is determined
by the following characteristics:
1) difference of flux of power either received via the mechanism (a) from
the nearest neighbors in hierarchy, or returned to them (the first, differential
term in the right hand side of (7));
2 ) sum of fluxes of power received by a level via the mechanism (b) from
remote levels of hierarchy or returned to them (the second, integral member
in the right hand side of (7));
3) reaction of a civil society, i.e. the function F ( x , t, p(x, t), pi(x, t),
P2 (x, t)) (the third member in the right hand side of (7));
4) minimal and maximal imperious powers of hierarchy - functions
p i( x , t) > 0 , P2 (x, t) > 0 , monotonously decreasing by x;
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5) internal behavioral properties of hierarchical structure - functions

6 ) initial power distribution in structure - function po(x)) > 0 .

Thus, the model (7)-(9) is the mathematical realization of a general
scheme of a system “power - society”, described in subsection 1 and cor
responding to a self-organizing object with various direct connections and
feedbacks. The power distribution described by it in hierarchy is established
not arbitrarily, but as a result of interactions of all elements of the system.
Let us outline the scope of applicability of the obtained model. In its
construction we have essentially used a postulate, assumption 1 on the fol
lowing of regulations, assumption 2 on the determination of the influence of
reaction of a civil society on the rate of exchange of power between hierarchy
and legislation, and also was considered, that the character of current inter
action between two institutions of hierarchy depends only on the current
condition of those institutions.
All these assumptions were formulated in possible general form, three
of them seem to be quite natural and reasonable (concerning the assump
tion about following the regulations, it was a necessary idealization at the
initial stage of research, and can be modified). We call (7)-(9) the general
mathematical model of dynamics of power distribution in state hierarchical
structures interacting with a civil society.
The above constructed model enables one to analyze a number of rather
general problems connected to the function and evolution of the system
“power - society” . Some of them are as follows:
1) derivation of necessary and sufficient conditions of existence (or non
existence) of stationary (i.e. constant in time) power distributions and con
ditions of the stability of this distributions;
2 ) analysis and forecast of various crises of power: excess of authority;
anomalous, non-monotonous power distributions in hierarchy, when certain
lower levels undertake higher real power than senior ones; anarchic or total
itarian evolution of power distribution, etc;
3 ) study of results of changes occurring in the reaction of a civil society,
in the legislation, in mutual relations within the hierarchy and so on, on
spatial-temporal dynamics of power distribution.
It is also possible also to study the various combinations of problems
(1-3). Obviously, the analysis of these and other problems should be accom
panied by their careful formulation and accurate interpretation of results in
the terms of the used model.
The model (7)-(9) enables one to give a rather general answer to a num
ber of global questions arising in the study of problems (1-3). For example,
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using the theorems of comparison of the solutions of parabolic equations (see
section 2, Chapter V), it is easy to establish that for an increase of positive
reaction of the civil society with the actions of all levels, the power in any
level of hierarchy is also increasing, while for an increase of negative reaction
the opposite is true and the large initial power distributions in hierarchy
result (at equal rest conditions) in greater level of power in all levels in all
subsequent moments of time, and vice versa.
However, of paramount interest are more specific questions, the answers
to which can be obtained at certain concrete definitions of system “powersociety” . Some of them are studied below.
4.
T h e legal sy ste m “p o w e r-so cie ty ” . S ta tio n a ry d is trib u tio n s
a n d e x it o f pow er from its legal scope. One of the most naturally for
malizable systems “power-society” is a legal system. Therefore the simplest
concrete case of general model (7)-(9) corresponds just to this case.
The system “power-society” is called legal, if the reaction of society to
actions of any level of hierarchy is always directed on deduction of power
distribution within the framework of the powers. It is considered that the
maximal and minimal powers are legal in a standard sense of this concept
(a similar type of reaction corresponds to a legal public consciousness).

Fig.63.
In a general model the above formulated definition is realized by the
given appropriate function F(p, pi, p 2, x, t). In Fig. 63 the qualitative form
of functions P 2 (#, t ), pi(x, t) - the maximal and minimal imperious powers
of levels of hierarchy in some moment of time t - is shown depending on
their place (coordinate x). By their sense p\{x, £), P2 (x, t) are monotonously
decreasing on x positive functions, and P2(#, t) > p \(x , t), 0 < x < Z, t > to
(subsection 1). The area between the curves pi, P2 is the legal field, area
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above values p2 is conditionally called dictatorship, the area lower than p\
is called anarchy. The sought solution - the power distribution p(x, t) - a
priori in the different moments of time can either be completely within the
legal area, or partially or completely outside it.
The qualitative form of dependence of function F(p, p\, p2, x , t) from
power p (x , t) (in moment t for some x) is shown in Fig. 64. If the power
exceeds the maximal powers (p > p2), the reaction of the society is negative
and increases with the growth of this excess. If p < p \ , i.e. the power is
less than the minimal powers, then, on contrary, the reaction is positive and
grows with the increase of the deviation. Within an interval p\ < p < p2 the
reaction of the society with growth of p monotonously changes from positive
to negative, turning to zero in p°(x, £), p\ < p° < p2, 0 < x < /, t > to.
One can call p (x, t) an ideal (average) power distribution in a sense
that with realization of such distribution the reaction of society to actions
of hierarchy would universally be zero (the function p°(x, t) is considered
monotonous by x, see Fig. 63)

Fig.64.
Thus, in a legitimate system the society negatively reacts to positive devi
ation of power from its average, strengthening the reaction with the increase
of this deviation (for negative deviations - vice versa) By its quantitative
amplitude the reaction depends not only on a difference p —p°, but, generally
speaking, also on time t\ it can be different for different parts of the hierar
chy (coordinate x) and can include more subtle dependence on p(x, t) (for
example, in Fig. 64 the intensities of reaction for areas of dictatorship p > p2
and anarchy p < p \ are essentially higher than for legal area p\ < p < p 2)Now we move on to study stationary (not time-dependent) power distri-
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Fig.65.
butions in a legal system. We start from the analysis of most simple model,
but at the same time containing all essential components of a legal system.
We shall consider, that in general model (7)-(9):
1) the function k corresponding to the mechanism of transfer of power
by an order along a ladder, is constant, k = no = const > 0 ;
2 ) in a hierarchy there is no mechanism of over the heads’ orders, x = 0 )
3 ) the reaction of society is a linear function of deviation from an ideal
level of power and also does not depend on t, that is
where k\ > 0 characterizes the amplitude of reaction (Fig.65);
4)
ideal power distributions p° and imperious powers pi, p 2 do not vary
in time and linearly decrease with growth of coordinate x (Fig. 66 ), that is

Here A: > 0 is the degree of decrease of function p° on x, 0 < a < 1
is the relative difference between p° and pi, p% (and p° = (pi + P2)/2 is
the average arithmetic from the minimal and maximal powers), p°(0) = H,
p°(l) = H — kl > 0. Quantity (H — k l)/H = p°(/)/p°(0) = Pi(0/Pi(0) =
P2 (Z)/P2 (0 ) < 1 denotes the relation of powers of the lowest and supreme
institutions of hierarchy, or overfall powers.
As a result of simplifying 1) - 4) we obtain a base model of a legal system

(10)

where k\ > 0, p°(x) = H —kx, H > 0, k > 0. Note that model (10) is linear,
and hence, its general solution can be obtained rather easily. The stationary
solutions (p(x, t ) = p(x)) of ( 10) are obtained from a problem
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Fig.66.

containing four parameters: kq, k\, k, I, and being reduced via scaling (see
section 1, Chapter V) p = p /H , x — x /l to a problem with two parameters
(11)

where a = Ko/(hi • Z2), b = k l/H < 1 (the bars above p and x in ( 11) are
omitted).
The problem (11) has a well known unique (non-negative) solution, given
via monotonously decreasing by x function,

( 12)

The qualitative behavior of solution (12) is determined by parameter a
(parameter 6 w 1, s o l —b
1 , as the rather extended hierarchical structures
with essential overfall of powers) axe considered. The form of solution for
b = 0.9 and three values a = 10“ 3, 10-2 , 10_1 is given in Fig. 67. W ith
growth of a the solution (curves 1-3) becomes more flat, and at some a > acr
the solution is partially located within areap > p2 (curve 3). Analyzing ( 12)
and Fig. 67, one can draw the following preliminary conclusions:
1) the stationary power distribution in a legal system does exist;
2 ) there is an area of parameters of a system, where the power distribu
tion escapes from the scope of power (in this case for part of the lower levels
the power is exceeded). It is easy to write down a necessary and sufficient
condition of the location of power within a legal area
(13)
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Fig.67.

W ith growth of a the criterion (13) is violated more strongly, so that if
a —» oo, then p(x) —►1 —6/2. The maximal excess (achieved in a point
x = 1) is equal to />(1) —f>2(l) = 1 —b/2 — (1 + o:)(l —b), which at b « 1
yields p(l) —P2 (1) ~ 0.5, i.e. the excess is 50% from the maximal powers;
3)
The ideal power distribution (dashed line in Fig. 67) is not realized,
the solution always has “an excess” to p°(x) = 1 —bx - to the second term
in the right hand side of ( 12).
In view of the importance of conclusions 1) - 3), it is necessary to find
the degree of their generality, i.e. to understand whether are they properties
only of the simplified model ( 10).
5.
R ole o f basic c h a ra c te ristic s o f sy stem in a p h en o m en o n o f
pow er excess (d im in u tio n ). Let us introduce some generalizations into
the base model ( 10).
1)
The mechanism of over the head orders. On the right hand side of
equation ( 10 ) there is an additional term of a form

(here is adopted X = Xo = const > 0). The problem for the stationary
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solution (analog of the problem ( 11)) after the corresponding scaling has the
form
(14)
where o = Xol/k\ > 0- By simple replacement (14) is reduced to (11) with
non-zero boundary conditions (exercise 3), with a solution of type (12). The
condition (13) turns to

which, as (13), is always violated for rather large values of a and (or) a (the
maximal excess is the same as in the case xo — 0 , since p(x) —> 1 —b/2 at
large a, a ).
2) The specified reaction of a civil society. In a society there is a part
which basically disagrees with any actions of hierarchy (in the base model
as though it was assumed that no such component is present). A similar
reaction can be described by adding a term k2p, k2 < 0 into the right hand
side of equation ( 10) (i.e. this part of reaction is always negative, and more,
the larger is the power). Then for function p(x) we have a problem similar to
( 11). However for rather large values of k2 and a the solution is leaving the
area p > p2, entering the area p < pi, i.e. the power distribution leaves the
scopes of the minimal powers (in this case it happens with highest levels).
3) Various mechanisms of transfer of power along a ladder.
a) In the first term on the right hand side of equation (10) we now con
sider not the function n = kq = const, but the function k = Ko|dp/dz|a ,
a > —1. This means that the degree of responsibility of hierarchy depends
on a gradient of p(x, t) (the inequality a > - 1 provides parabolicity of
the corresponding equation). For a stationary problem there is a unique
monotonous solution. For rather large values of a parameter similar to pa
rameters a and a from (11) and (14), the power distribution leaves the scope
of the powers (since at its growth the solution tends to a constant).
b) In the first term on the right hand side of equation (10) instead of
function k = ko = const, we take the function n = ftop^, p > —1, i.e. the
responsibility of parts of the hierarchy depends on the value of their power.
In comparison with the previous cases the results are not changed essentially.
In cases a), b) these conclusions follow from the analysis of fields of
integral curves corresponding to nonlinear equations of the first order (see
exercise 4).
6.
In te rp r e ta tio n o f re su lts an d conclusions. Thus, from 1) -3)
from subsection 5, it follows that conclusions 1), 2) from subsection 4 (about
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the existence of stationary power distributions in legal system and the pres
ence of phenomenon of excess of power even in such system) have much in
common. If the conclusion 1), subsection 4 is unconditionally positive, the
conclusion 2), subsection 4, has to be discussed in more detail, as it indicates
the presence of an obvious power crisis.
In all cases considered in subsections 4, 5, the exit of power from the
scope of power occurs for rather large values of parameters a and (or) o (or
their analogs). To understand the essence of the problem, we turn to the
base model in subsection 4. In ( 11) the parameter a is determined by the
formula
(15)
being the system parameter (containing some characteristics of the object),
and also the parameter of similarity (for systems with various values of ^o,
fci, Z, but with identical values of a, the structure of power has the same
qualitative form).
Prom (15) it is seen that a is increased with the growth of kq, character
izing the intensity of the mechanism of power transfer by the order along a
ladder, and with a reduction of parameters fci, Z, i.e. of the reaction of society
and of the length of hierarchical structure respectively.
Let fci, Z be fixed, and let ko grows (a also grows with it). When Ko
grows the responsibility of all parts of hierarchy decreases in the sense that
the senior levels more easily “transfer” the fluxes of power to lower neigh
bors (see subsection 2). The limiting irresponsibility (ko = °°) means that
any level becomes a kind of teletype, transmitting the orders and received
portions of power “downwards” without any change. As a result an excess
of power is being accumulated at the lower institutions of hierarchy (curve
3 in Fig. 67), which cannot be reduced by means of the reaction of society
(it is fixed). Therefore the lowest levels are forced to leave their scopes of
maximal imperious powers. A similar picture is observed at the change of
parameter a = Xo^Ai (order over a head).
The bureaucratic content of condition (13) and its analogs is that if the
characteristics of hierarchy and of civil society correlated in a certain way,
the power distribution remains within a legal area (and vice versa).
The reasoning accompanying the analysis of relation (15) expresses the
general contradiction inherent to hierarchical structure. It is as follows. On
one hand, in a hierarchy there should by necessity be a sufficient overfall of
imperious powers corresponding to its highest and lowest parts, otherwise
the hierarchy is meaningless. On the other hand, the mechanisms of power
transfer within a hierarchy always act to smooth the power difference be
tween levels. If the given mechanisms become even stronger, the reaction
(remaining without changes) of civil society even in a legal system will not
be capable of competing with these processes and compensating the smooth
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ing. The distribution of power becomes more and more flat and is forced to
partially leave the scope of powers. Note that the given property occurs not
only for the legal system “power-society”.
Thus, the following two conclusions are true:
1) there is always a unique stationary power distribution in a hierarchical
structure for a legal system, and the magnitude of power monotonously falls
with transition from the higher to lower levels;
2 ) even in a legal system there is always an area of parameters, in which
the realization the power distribution oversteps the boundaries of the legal
field.
Equally common is the conclusion 3) of subsection 4 about the impos
sibility of realizing ideal power distribution as well, i.e. such a distribution,
when the reaction of society would universally be zero. This conclusion is
established in a simple way, and its content is rather clear: if there was zero
reaction the hierarchy would cease to interact with the partner - civil soci
ety. At the same time, according to the model, the hierarchical chain is a
subject of opposing influences (support and resistance of society, “gain” and
“loss” of power in levels). In the conditions of a legal system their dynamic
competition forms in a result of stationary structure of power distribution
just as the static competition between forces of gravity and elasticity de
termines the form of a cable, hanging between pillars. In the absence of
a reaction the only possible solution in this case would be the power dis
tribution which was constant in space and in time (exercise 4). Prom this
conclusion, in particular, it follows that when the difference between the
maximal and minimal imperious powers is reduced (in a limiting case it
means the equality pi = p2 = p°) power distribution always leaves the legal
area. In other words, for the actions of a hierarchy it is not necessary to
allocate too narrow a legal field, otherwise it will be “forced” to leave the
legal areas of power.
When constructing the considered model of a system “power-society”
and its generalizations, analogies with natural scientific objects were widely
used: the transition from discrete to continuous model (a hierarchy is treated
as continuous environment); analog of Fourier’s law for description of mech
anisms of redistribution of power within hierarchy; “the law of conservation
of power” at the derivation of the basic equation; the concept of “power
flux”, etc. These analogies allow reasonable interpretation, their application
enables deeper understanding of the basic properties of hardly formalizable
object.
EXERCISES
1.
The equation of a type ut = L(uXXl uXj u, x, t) is called parabolic, if
dLlduxx > 0. Obtain the conditions for function «(p, px, x, t) in equation (7),
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written down without the integral term, when it is parabolic.
2. By putting x = 0, using the expansion of functions via Taylor series and keep
ing the main terms, perform the transition from model (4)-(6) to (7)-(9). Replacing
the derivative by differences, execute the inverse transition from model (7)-(9) to
(4)—(6).
3. Via replacement v(x) = p(x)( 1 H- cr) —(1 —bx) —aB , where B = f Qp(x') dx
obtain from (14) the boundary problem for function v(ar).
4. Representing the stationary equation (10) as a system of two equations, find
for cases n = /co, k = Ko\dp/dx\a, a > —1, and k = kqpP, /? > —1 the replacements
reducing it to an equation of first order.
5. Check that at F = 0, x = 0 the solution of equation (7) at conditions (8 ) in
a stationary case has a form p(x) = const.

Bibliography for Chapter IV: [1, 5, 9, 10, 37, 38, 40, 48-50, 56, 58, 85, 86 ].
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Chapter V

STUDY OF
MATHEMATICAL
MODELS

1

Application of Similarity M ethods

We will now give the characteristics of ways of simplifying of mathematical
models based on the properties of their symmetry. We will represent the de
scription of self-similar (automodel) phenomena and study some automodel
processes for nonlinear parabolic and hyperbolic equations.
1.
D im ensional analysis and group analysis o f models. One of
the fundamental properties of natural, technological, many economic and
social objects - symmetry (similarity, repeatability, reproducibility) - is re
flected in their mathematical models. The presence of any kind of symmetry
for the investigated phenomenon means essential simplicity of the object in
comparison with its less symmetrical analog. This is the basis of widely
used methods of simplifying mathematical models and, hence, of methods
of simplifying of their analysis. They include the reduction of the order of
the system of equations describing the model, of the number of variables on
which the sought quantities depend, or of the number of constant parameters
determining the process, etc. (thus the symmetry of the three-variable func
tion with respect to those variables enabled us to find the largest possible
speed of a three-stage rocket; see subsection 4, section 1, Chapter 1).
A typical approach to the use of properties of symmetry is a dimensional
analysis of the quantities included in the model. The part of characteristics
of objects is measured in certain units with direct (mechanical, physical,
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economic, etc.) *content. For example, the mass in grams, temperature in
Kelvin degrees, national gross product in roubles. Such quantities are called
dimensional, their numerical value depends on a choice of units of measure.
Among them are distinguished the quantities with independent (basic) di
mension, or dimension independent ones. For example, if for the description
of a mechanical phenomenon the CGS system of units (centimeter, gram,
second) is used, then the dimensions of length x, mass m and time t are
independent and are not expressed through each other. On the contrary, the
dimension of kinetic energy E = m v2/2 is determined through the dimen
sions of the basic quantities via the formula [E] = [ra][x]2 [t]~2 = g • c2 • s“ 2,
called the dimension formula (here v = d x /d t, the symbol [/] denotes the
dimension of quantity / ) . Such quantities are called dimension dependent
Recall that the phenomena and processes can be described also by dimensionless variables, say, by the ratio of the length of water carrier layer to its
width, power index in a formula defining the dependence of the coefficient
of thermal conductivity from temperature, annual bank percentage, etc.
The systems of units of measure can be chosen differently, so that the
connections between quantities describing the object (derived from the laws
of nature or from other considerations), should not change along with the
units of measure. For example, Newton’s second law F = ma (F is the force,
a is the acceleration) in the SI system is written precisely in the same way as
in the CGS system. The invariance of phenomena and processes with respect
to the change of units of measurements is reflected via so-called II-theorem.
Consider a functional connection
(i)

between n -h i dimensional quantities a, ai, . . . , an, where o i , . . . , a\t have
an independent dimension, and let this connection not depend on a choice
of system of units of measure (a is the sought quantity, the rest are given).
Then, the connection (1) can be rewritten as
(2)

i.e. as a relation between n + l —k quantities IT, Hi . . . , Iln_^, representing a
dimensionless combination from n -hi dimensional quantities a, ai, . . . , an.
Thus the quantities II, IIi, . . . , Un-k are connected with a, ai, . . . , an,
via a simple ratio

( 3)
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Here the power indices m i, . . . , m*; Zi, . . . , Z*; . . . , pi, . . . , p* are the
same as in the corresponding formulae of dimensions for dimension de
pendent quantities a, a*+i, . . . , an, for example in the formula [a] =

N mi [a2 ]ma ... [a*]"*.
The proof n-theorem is based on the invariance of connection (1) con
cerning the units of measure. First of all we rewrite ( 1) in dimensionless form, in view of the fact, that any dimension independent quantity
a*, i = 1, . . . , fc, can be represented as
= aia*. Here, the dimensionless
coefficient a* is the numerical value of a* in the used system of units, and the
multiplier a* has a dimension a*, and characterizes the scale of measurement
(tens or hundreds of pounds, hundreds or thousands of degrees, millions or
billions of roubles, etc.). The numerical values of dimensionless multipliers
for dimensional dependent quantities a, a*+i, . . . , an are calculated using
scale multipliers a*, i = 1, . . . , fc, by a rule

directly following from the formulae of dimensions for each of them. The
ratio ( 1) can be treated also as a connection between numerical val
ues of a, ax, . . . , a n, (i.e.a connection between dimensionless quantities
a, ai, . . . , an), not depending, by assumption, on units of measure. Thus,
for any sample of scale multipliers a*, one has

or

Let us put now a\ = a\, a 2 = a2, ..., a* = a*. In other words, we choose
the scale multipliers so that in the obtained system of units of measure
of quantities ai, . . . , ak are identically equal to unity. Then (2) and (3)
immediately follow from the latter ratio.
The application of the n-theorem reduces the number of quantities ap
pearing in the description of an object, and gives an obvious way of repre
senting the sought variable a (and of a*+i, . . . , an) through n , Hi, n n_fc and
ai, . . . , a&. It is “indifferent” to a particular kind of functional dependence
( 1), only the sufficient smoothness of function F is required.
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In particular, if n = k, then as it readily follows from (2), II = const,
and
i.e. the solution is a simple expression of given parameters (to obtain the
exact value of a, one has to determine the constant). Let, for example, it be
known, that the period of small oscillation of a pendulum T (see subsection 3,
section 3, Chapter 1) does not depend on its initial deviation and velocity,
and is determined only by the length I, mass m and gravity acceleration
g. The functional dependence T = T(l, m, g) contains four dimensional
variables, three of them have independent dimensionalities. We select those
as T, / and m, then for the dimensionality g we have [g] = [/][T]-2 , or
PI = [!]1/2b] x/2, whence

W ithin the accuracy of a dimensionless coefficient this formula coincides with
that obtained from the solution of the equation of oscillations of a pendulum
(incidentally, it is clear that their period does not depend on m).
Note that the dimensionless parameters describing the object at a vari
ation of units of measurement do not vary, and consequently they do not
appear in the II-theorem.
The procedure exclusion of dimensions (process of scaling) is always use
ful in the study of mathematical models, since it can provide important
preliminary information about the object. For example, by scaling the prob
lem in subsection 4, section 4, Chapter IV, it became clear that its solution
is determined actually not by four, but only by one parameter.
The dimensionless quantities II, . . . , n n_^ (obtained using the IItheorem) can be called similarity parameters (criteria) in the sense that phe
nomena and processes which are different in scale but identical in essence be
have qualitatively uniformly for a given sample of parameters III, . . . , IIn_fc
(and vary uniformly in their modification).
The invariance of models relative to a system of units of measurement is
a particular case of more common properties of their symmetry. The most
detailed and widely used approach using the similarity of models is based on
the so-called invariant-group method of analyzing of differential equations.
Indeed, the majority of differential equations representing the constituent of
mathematical models of various phenomena remain unchanged (invariant)
for some transformations of independent variables and sought functions.
For example, the equation of heat transfer (5) from section 2, Chapter II
(4 )
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is invariant relative to a “shift” of time tf = t + to and, if the functions
c and k do not depend on r, also to a “shift” of coordinates f f = f + ro.
In the particular case c = Co, k = koT a, i.e. power dependence of ther
mal conductivity on temperature, (4) is not changed at transformations of
“expansion-compression”: t' = a t , f ' = /3f, T' = 7 T (the numbers a, /3, 7
should satisfy some conditions; see exercise 1).
It is easy to see that one-dimensional equations of gas dynamics for an
ideal polytropic gas have similar properties

(5)
rewritten in mass coordinates (see subsections 5 and 7, section 4, Chapter
II). It is easy to prove that in a certain sense invariance is inherent to the
majority of models constructed in Chapters I-IV.
The above considered transformations of variables and their various com
binations and generalizations concern a class of so-called point transforma
tions, or Lie transformations (the derivatives of quantities are not trans
formed.) Let them also satisfy some additional conditions (represent them
selves a group). Then the differential equation adopting a Lie group can be
simplified: either its order is reduced, or the number of independent vari
ables determining the sought functions is reduced. One of the aims of the
group analysis is the definition of all groups of transformations allowed by
the given equation or system of equations, and also to define the correspond
ing invariant solutions of equations. Prom the point of view of the study
of mathematical models, the most important aspect is not the complicated
and tedious procedure of group analysis, but rather the final results concern
ing the concrete equation (for majority of basic mathematical models these
results are obtained).
We represent as an important particular example, the outcome of the
group analysis of equation (4) at c = 1, k = k (T) in the one-dimensional
case (Table 3). The numbers in the left column indicate various group trans
formations, and in the Table their corresponding invariant solutions for var
ious forms (specifications) of function k (T) are represented. The sign
indicates repetition of expression standing in a line to the left; the dash indi
cates the absence of invariant solutions. The invariant, i.e. the combination
not varying for a given transformation, is denoted by £.
At substitution of the invariant solution T(x, t) into the one-dimensional
equation (4), an ordinary differential equation for the function /(£) (also an
invariant of transformation) is obtained. Its study is much easier than that
of the initial equation in partial derivatives. Hence, it is not difficult to write
down the function T(x, t) through /(£) and to study its properties, if the
properties of /(£) are known.
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The group transformations 1-4 are the basic ones, since they are allowed
at arbitrary specifications of function k (T). The case 1 is the stationary
solution (invariance of (4) relative to a shift of t); 2 is the constant in space
solution (invariance to a shift of x); 3 is a solution of a travelling wave type
(invariance to a simultaneous shifts of t and x); 4 is a solution with constant
value of function T(x, t) in a point x = 0 (invariance relative transformations
of type t' = a 2i, x' = a i , T'(x', t') = T(x, t)).
Table

3

Group classifications o f the equation

N

k (T)

arbitrary

k ( T)

= eT )

k(T)

= T° (o ? -4/3)

1
2

3
4

4

5

6

The extensions of the basic group (called subgroups) occur at concrete
definitions k (T) — eT, k (T) = T ° of the function n(T). Thus, for solutions
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of the fifth subgroup the quantity £ is invariant with respect to a transfor
mation of expansion-compression, given in this case by an input equation
(we have to explain: the solution 4, in fact, corresponds to a particular case
of transformations of expansion-compression for any function «(T), while
for n(T) = T ° they correspond to solutions with separating variables). The
solutions for subgroups 6 and 7 are generated by a combination from trans
formations of shift and expansion-compression.
Note: the form of almost all invariant solutions from Table 3 was ob
tained even before the group analysis from other considerations (from the
theory of dimensionalities, passage to the limit, by guessing solutions and
direct substitution into the equation (4)). However it does not affect the ad
vantages of the given method, for at least for two reasons. It gives the strict
and exhaustive answer on the basic group of transformations and those spec
ifications of equations (models), when this group is extended (beforehand it
is known that other specifications of k (T) in equation (4), say, of the form
k {T) = ln(l + T), do not allow solutions additional to the basic ones). Be
sides, the symmetry properties of the equations can be rather diverse and
unexpected. For example, for case k = T u a = —4/3 not described in Ta
ble 3, the equation (4) has a large number of nontrivial transformations,
defined only with the help of group analysis, representing a regular way of
simplifying mathematical models.
We have to outline also that this method studies properties of the differ
ential equation as such, i.e. the properties of only of the part of a model of
an initial object (without other input data, for example without boundary
conditions). Therefore the applicability of an obtained invariant solution
to describe a concrete phenomenon should be investigated additionally. As
distinct from the group analysis, the theory of dimensionalities (it can be
considered as an application of particular case of a group symmetry im
plying the expansion-compression of units of measurement) and II-theorem
following from it, are dealing with it in all its completeness.
2.
A utom odel (self-similar) processes. Among invariant solutions
of differential equations an important class of self-similar , or automodel so
lutions is distinguished (the reason for this name will become clear below).
They include such widely used solutions as that of the travelling wave type
(case 4 in Table 3 for k = T a , see also exercise 4, section 2 , Chapter II),
power law automodel solutions (case 5; see also exercise 3, section 2, Chapter
II) and exponential automodel solutions (cases 6 , 7).
We shall prove the usefulness of construction and analysis of automodel
solutions for the study of mathematical models. As a first example we con
sider solutions of the travelling wave type for a set of equations (5). They
are searched as
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where D > 0 is a constant. Substituting these expressions into (5) and
replacing (for uniformity) the third equation by the divergence equation of
energy (21 ), section 4, Chapter II, instead of partial equations, we obtain a
system of three ordinary differential equations

where e(£) = e (m —Dt) is the gas internal energy (e = e(p, p)). Integrat
ing them within arbitrary limits £o> £i> we prove that the travelling wave
corresponds to flows, when three integrals are conserved
(6)

In case of continuous flows the integrals (6 ) give a unique solution - constants
values of p, v, p, eat all £.
A nontrivial result is obtained if one takes into account that the gas
dynamics equations due to existence of a “gradient catastrophe” can have
discontinuous solutions (see subsection 7, section 4, Chapter II). Let the
jump of functions p(£), v(£), p, (£) be located at £ = 0. In areas £ > 0, £ < 0,
i.e. to its right and left, the flow is obviously constant and is characterized
by a set of quantities po?
Po and pi, vi, Pi (see Fig. 68 , where the solution
is represented as function of a coordinate m at ti, t2, £3; t\ < t 2 < t$). The
jump of gas dynamical parameters is not arbitrary. We show it, analyzing
the content of the above written integrals (valid also for discontinuous flows).
The shock described by an automodel solution is moving through the
gas with constant velocity D. The invariance of mass velocity ensures the
equality of the m atter flux Ip = D, “inflowing” from the one side of the
shock and “outflowing” from its other side. The violation of this natural
physical requirement would mean the appearance or disappearance of the
m atter at transition through it. The mass “inflow” is equal by definition to
IPl = D = po (u — vo), while the “outflow” is IPl(u —^i), where u is the
Eulerian velocity of a moving shock, and u —vq > 0. The first integral (6 ),
as follows from equality Ip = IPo = Ipi, represents an identity u = u.
Turn to the second integral (6 ), rewriting it for quantities with subscripts
0 and 1
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F ig . 6 8 .

The quantities appearing in these equalities, Jpo, IPl are the fluxes of
momentum Ip from the right and left of a shock. Since Cp = CPo = CPl, they
also are equal Ip = IPo = Ip. Otherwise at transition through an infinitely
thin surface of the shock the particle of substance would gain an increment
of momentum, which is possible only under the influence of infinitely large
forces.
Finally, the third integral (6 ) after simple calculations can be rewritten
for both sides of the shock in the form

where Ie = p(u —v)e + p(u — v)(u —v2)/2 +p(u —v) is the energy flux. In
so far as in a travelling wave C£ is fixed and is constant, and as was already
established above, constants are also / p, Jp, the energy flux Ie is constant
as well, i.e. Ieo = I£l. The energy “inflowing” into the shock is equal to the
“outflowing” energy (otherwise this would mean the existence of sources of
infinite intensity within the medium).
In view of the results following from the analysis of integrals (6 ), we come
to a conclusion about the continuity of fluxes of mass, momentum and energy
at transition through the surface of shock of gas dynamical parameters

Note, that this conclusion is true also at D = 0 (tangent shock).
For the gas moving through a shock (shock wave) using the established
equalities it is easy to find using the known velocity D the Hugoniot con
ditions - connection between the quantities before and after the jump (see
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exercises 2, 3). These conditions can also be obtained with the help of direct
evaluation of fluxes on both sides of the shock wave. However the automodel
solutions of the travelling wave type by virtue of their properties allow us
to automatically obtain Hugoniot conditions for a large number of models
of continuous media, in particular for situations, when the jump happens
not in a infinitely thin layer, but is spatially extended due to the dissipative
processes always present in the medium. Thus the equations for a travelling
wave also describe the structure of a transition layer.
Note that the Hugoniot conditions permit jumps both of compression,
when the pressure, density and internal energy of gas behind the shock wave
are increasing, but also, formally, of rarefaction jumps. The latter, however,
can be realized only for appropriate physical processes, for example, for
special types of chemical reactions.
Self-similarity or automodelity, of the constructed solution is well seen in
Fig. 68 : it is reproduced without modifications in various instants at various
points of in a substance. The solution is understood in a general sense,
as it satisfies the differential equations (5) only in the areas of continuous
flow. Considered in area —oo < 0 < oo, it represents one of the generalized
solutions of Cauchy problems for the equations of gas dynamics. If in any
point with a fixed mass coordinate, say, in m = 0 , the appropriate boundary
conditions are given, it can be treated as a solution in area m > 0 of the
problem about the piston, moving with constant velocity in a medium with
constant parameters.
We will now study a power law automodel solution for a particular case
of the equation (4)

(7)
describing the heat propagation within a infinite medium (—oo < x < oo)
from an instantaneous point source. In a moment t = 0 in a point x = 0
an amount of heat Q q is released. The given statement completely coincides
with the statement of a similar problem from subsection 5, section 2, Chapter
II, with the difference, that the coefficient of thermal conductivity (more
precisely, the temperature conductivity) k(T) = koTa, a > 0 is not constant,
and is a growing power law function of temperature.
To determine an automodel solution we use the n-theorem. Obviously,
it depends on four parameters x, £, k o , Q0, i.e. T = T x ,(t, k o , Qo)- The
given equality links the five dimensional quantities, three of which have in
dependent dimensions. Therefore, in accordance with the n-theorem it is
reduced to a functional dependence n = F(Ui) between two dimensionless
quantities n , Hi.
Consider as dimensional independent quantities Qo, x , t. Then from
equation (7) for ko the formula of dimensionality [ko] = [Qo]~a[x]<T~2^ t^
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follows. The formula of dimensionality [T] = [Qo]/M for T is obtained from
a condition

implying the conservation of an originally released energy in an infinite
medium without sources and losses of heat. Prom Il-theorems and formulae
of dimensionality we have

and in view of the connection II = F(IIi),

We rewrite the latter equality in the form of Table 3, introducing the
notation £ = II

or denoting £ $ ( 0 through /(£)>
(8)

The dimensionless invariant £ is called the automodel variable; the func
tion /(£) is called dimensionless function (representative) of temperature;
the dimensional multiplier in front of /(£) in (8 ) is the scale multiplier. A
fixed automodel state denotes the state corresponding to a fixed automodel
coordinate £ = £oThe analysis of dimensionalities enables us to obtain valuable preliminary
information about the process, without deriving the complete solution of
the problem. So, the rate of change of solution in time in a point £ = £o> in
particular, in a point £ = 0, is determined only by the scale factor. Therefore,
in the beginning of coordinates x = 0 (£ = 0 ) the temperature decreases by
the known law
The growth rate in time of coordinate x for state £ = £o is also known

If T (0, t ) is the characteristic temperature of the heated area, and x(£o) ls
its characteristic scale, then their product T(0, t) *x(£o) does not depend on
time, in agreement with the condition of constance of thermal energy Qo•
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Substituting (8 ) into (7) and differentiating, we obtain a nonlinear ordi
nary differential second order equation with respect to /(£)

Transforming it to a form

and integrating once,

Here C\ = 0, since at £ = 0 the solution is considered infinite (/(0) < oo), it
is smooth and is symmetrical by construction, i.e. / '( 0 ) = 0 . At C\ = 0 the
variables in the latter equation are separated and it is easily integrated

In so far as the obtained formula at |£| > £$ gives negative values, in
this area /(£ ) has to be equal to zero (in points |£| =
the solution is
“matched” with a trivial solution). The quantity £<j> = £$(<r) > 0 is de
termined from equality
f( ( ) d £ = / £ ' / ( £ ) df = 1 - the dimensionless
analog of condition of constancy of energy within the medium

where T is a gamma-function.
Using (8 ), we come to a final form of the solution of the problem on an
instantaneous point heat source in a nonlinear medium

(9)

Here
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The solution (9) is a generalized one, in so far as for rather large val
ues of a its derivatives by x and t in points \x\ = x<p(t) do not exist and
therefore it does not satisfy equation (7) in classical sense (see exercise
4). However, a natural physical requirement of continuity of a heat flux
W ( x , t ) = —koTa d T /d x in points \x\ = x^(t), as well as for solution (21),
section 2 , Chapter II, is fulfilled (otherwise it would mean the presence in
these points of sources or losses of energy of infinite intensity).
The heat propagates by a wave, covering in time newer and newer sites
of substance (Fig. 69). It moves through the medium with a finite velocity
(compare with solution (20), section 2, Chapter II, for case a = 0). The
wavefront is the point separating the heated part of space from the cold one.
It is propagating by the law #$(£) ~ t*+° , corresponding simultaneously both
to a fixed automodel state £ = £$, and a fixed physical state T(x$(£), t) = 0.

Fig.69.
The self-similarity of solution (9) has a slightly different geometric expres
sion, than in the previous example. The curves in Fig. 69 can be combined
in one (in function /(£)) after their “automodel handling” - correspond
ing transformations of expansion-compression both of arguments x, £, and
function T ( x , t).
Automodel solutions play a special role in nonlinear models as impor
tant particular solutions revealing certain properties of objects. Their study
stimulates the development of a kind of elementary language of nonlinear
phenomena (shock waves, thermal waves, etc.). However their value is by
no means limited to this. In certain conditions they serve as intermediate
asymptotics for a large class of formally non-automodel processes. Obviously,
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the release of thermal energy in any part of a substance cannot be either in
stantaneous, or point like. Nevertheless its propagation in a sufficiently cold
medium (at k(T) = koTa, o > 0), in a moment t = 0, after some large time
scale and for large enough values of x$(t) with good accuracy is described by
solution (9). The details of the initial stage are “forgotten” and the process
obeys the self-similar behavior (intermediate asymptotics).
3.
V arious cases o f p ro p a g a tio n o f p e rtu rb a tio n s in n o n lin ear
m edia. If the nonlinear model possesses rich group properties, there is a
possibility of obtaining not separate solutions, but families of intermediate
asymptotics with various behavior.
Consider various cases of propagation of heat described by equation (7).
The process is considered in a semilimited medium 0 < x < oo, cold in a
moment t = to
(10)
and heated from the left boundary in such a manner that the temperature
in a point x = 0 grows in time by the law
(11)

The problem (7), (10), (11) is meaningful only at t < tf, as in a final
moment t = t f the boundary temperature turns to infinity. Similar types
of solutions are called blowing-up solutions and are mathematical idealiza
tions of many really observable phenomena determined by the geometry of
objects, their nonlinearity, etc. They include, for example, the convergence
of spherical shock waves to the center, closure of air bubbles in fluids and
other forms of cumulation (geometric factor). Another example: the growth
of population of the Earth N ( t ) has been well described ones during the last
few centuries by the law N(t) = No(tf —t), tf = 2026
following from
the population model dN /dt = a oN 2 (see subsection 2, section 6 , Chapter
I; strong nonlinearity).
The solution of problem (7), (10), (11) is obviously determined by quanti
ties x, t, ho, A q, to, tf. The functional dependence T = T(x, t, ko, Ao, to, tf)
includes seven parameters, three of which are dimension independent. We
exclude the parameters to, t f disturbing the “similarity”. Consider (with
out a loss of generality) the moment of blow-up t f — 0 and the process at
—oo < t < 0 , i.e. assume to = —oo (the time is again increasing, directed
from the past to future). The formulated problem in accordance with IItheorem, is self-similar. Conducting calculations similar to those used in the
derivation of (8 ), we obtain the sought solution

(years),

(12)
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The substitution of ( 12) in (7), for determination /(£) gives an ordinary
differential second order equation (with boundary conditions following from
( 10 ), ( 11 ))

(13)
The equation (13) in turn permits a similarity transformation £' = a£, / ' =
/3/, /3 = a 2/a (expansion-compression) and consequently is reduced to a
first order equation (exercise 5), studied by standard methods. The analysis
shows that the solution of problem (13) exists at all n < 0, a > 0, and is
unique and monotonous.
Its properties are determined by the relation between parameters n
(growth rate of boundary temperature) and a (nonlinearity of medium).
The value n = —1 /a is critical, when in equation (13) the second term is
cancelled and it is integrated explicitly (exercise 6 ). Rewriting it with the
help of ( 12) in initial variables, we have

(14)

where
(15)
The first of boundary conditions (13) is fulfilled uin advance” (i.e. at x =
x$(fco?
a) < oo), the heat flux on the front is equal to zero (the same as
at solution (9)). The solution (14) is a generalized one, as its derivatives in
a point x = x$ for a sufficiently high value of a do not exist.
At n < —1 /a the conditions on the boundary between the heated and
cold substance are also fulfilled in a finite point £<$>— £$(n, a) < oo (the value
of the coordinate of front for concrete n, a is estimated numerically). In its
neighborhood the behavior of the solution is described by an asymptotic
expression; its first term - the solution of a simplified equation following
from (13) in assumption /(£) —i►0, £ —►£$

(16)

Here and further dots denote terms of higher order of smallness. From (16)
it is seen that the solution at n < 1/cr is a generalized one with the same
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order of smoothness as (9) (the smoothness of (14) is higher than that of (9)
and (16)). However, heat flux in a point of front, as well as for (9) and (14),
is continuous.
As distinct from the case n < —1/a , at n > —1/a the conditions at the
front of waves are fulfilled only at £ —►oo. The solution is a smooth function
at all £ > 0 , its asymptotic expansion near the front is given by the formula
(17)
where C = C{n, a) > 0 (is obtained numerically) and C\ = —Ca+1 +[2 n( 2 n+
na —1)]/(1 + ncr) 2 < 0 .
For all n, a at £ —^ oo the solution has an asymptotics

meaning that the heat flux on the boundary of the medium is positive and
the energy enters into the substance.
We will now analyze the physical properties of the constructed solutions,
distinguishing cases n = —1/a , n < —I / o and n > —1/cr.
1) At n = —1/cr the front of a thermal wave is motionless. The effective
size of the heated area, for example, half-width, i.e. a point x e{(t) is such
that T ( x ef(t), t) / T ( 0, t) = 1/2 also does not vary in time. Self-similarity of
the given solution, as well as of all solutions in separated variables (of the
form u(x, t ) = U(t) F(x)), expressed in a uniformity of its spatial profiles
in various instants. The profiles differ in this case only by growing in time
amplitude U(t). The regular Bussinesque solution has the same property,
when the amplitude is a decreasing function of time (exercise 2 of section 1,
Chapter II).
It is possible to call solution (14) a standing thermal wave (see Fig. 70,
where the profiles of a solution for medium with a = 2 are shown, the crosses
denote the half-width). At this regime at t —►0, an infinite amount of energy
is supplied into the substance; the temperature and thermal conductivity at
all 0 < x < x s tend to infinity.
Nevertheless the heat does not penetrate further the point with coor
dinate x — x s, defined by the intensity of a boundary condition Ao and
properties of medium ko, a. The solution (14) shows that the heat propa
gation can be localized within the area of finite scales - localization area (xs
is the depth of localization). Therefore there is a principal possibility of con
centrating any amount of energy within limited areas of substance without
its propagation outside the boundaries of the zone of localization.
2) In the case where n < —l / o the coordinate of wavefront of heat
increases infinitely at t —> 0
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Fig.70.
The same is true for the wave half-width x e{(t) and coordinates of all
points x (t, Co) with a fixed self-similar state £ = £oWe now trace the variation of solution in a fixed point of the substance
x = xq < oo. The similar coordinate corresponding to it, £(t, xo), as it is
seen from the second formula (12), tends to zero at t —>0. Expanding the
first formula ( 12), we obtain at t —>0

Thus, while approaching the moment of sharpening, the wave covers the
whole space, the temperature in any point of the medium increases infinitely,
no localization is present. In this respect the solution is similar to the trav
elling wave (21) of section 2, Chapter II, however infinite parameters are
reached not at t —> oo, but in a finite time scale. A superfast heating of the
medium is occurring.
3) The heat propagation is realized in an absolutely different mariner at
n > —1/a . Prom ( 12) it is seen, that the half-width is reduced in time by
the law
The solution represents a thermal wave with decreasing effective depth of
heating. The energy dissipating into the substance by time is being localized
in the contracting area near the boundary (Fig. 71). The “front” of the
thermal wave, as follows from (12) and (17), is located in a point x = oo (at
x ef < oo the size of the heated area would have decreased by time, which is
not possible in a medium without absorption of energy).
For a fixed point of substance x = x q (0 < x q < oo) we have £(a?o> 0
oo, t
0 , i.e. the coordinate £(xo, t) tends to the front’s coordinate as
distinct from the previous case. Using the asymptotics (17) and formula
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Fig.71.
( 12), we obtain at t —> 0
(18)
Despite the infinite growth of temperature at a point x = 0, in all the
remaining medium at all t < t f it is limited from above via a limiting
curve (first term in (18); the dashed line in Fig. 71). In the case of (3) heat
localization occurs again, but in different regime than at n = —1 /a.
The analysis of similar solutions of the problem (7), (10), (11) has, with
the help of simple mathematical tools enabled us to reveal the existence in
a thermal conducting medium of three basically different situations of heat
propagation and to study a series of their important properties. They are
determined mainly by the velocity of energy supply to the medium at t —» 0
and the degree of its nonlinearity. For “slow” heating (n = —1/a, S-regime,
n > —1 /a, LS-regime) localization of heat occurs, at for “fast” heating
(n < —1 /a , HS-regime) this effect is absent.
The sets of various self-similar solutions can be obtained not only for
mathematical models reduced to the quasilinear parabolic equations, but
also for equations of gas dynamics. Let us study the blowing-up regimes
of propagation of perturbations for an elementary quasilinear hyperbolic
equation - the Hopf equation (32) of section 4, Chapter II
(19)
rewritten with respect to the pressure p = p(m, t), a = (7 + l ) / ( 27 ) < 1.
Consider for it the problem of a piston contracting the gas occupying a
half-space m > 0 , with zero initial pressure
(20)
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The piston is located at a point m = 0, the pressure on it is blowing-up
( 21 )

The problem (19)-(21) is similar, if similarly to the previous case we put
to = —oo (as before, without any loss of generality, we adopt tj = 0). Its
solution in accordance with the II-theorem has the form
( 22 )

From (19) and (22) we obtained for the determination of /(£) the first order
equation
(23)
which, rewritten in the form

is linear with respect to £. It has a general solution
(24)
satisfying the condition fo — I following from (21) (in the analysis of (24)
it is also necessary to fulfill condition /(oo) = 0, following from (20)). The
properties of the solutions depend on the relations between n and a.
l ) A t n = —1/cr from (22) and (24) we obtain an explicit solution in
separating variables (the standing compression wave, or gas dynamical Sregime)

(25)

where
= m s = kQA q is the coordinate of a wavefront of compression,
separating the moving gas from the unperturbed substance. The front of
wave and its half-width are fixed in time, the pressure and all the other gas
dynamical quantities - the velocity, density, etc. - increase infinitely within
area 0 < m < m s at t —* 0. However at m > m s the gas remains motionless
and cold at all t < 0 (in Eulerian coordinates this means that the piston
contracts the nearby finite mass of gas m s into an infinitely thin layer, in
no way affecting the rest of the substance). The solution (25) demonstrates
the effect of localizations of compression on finite depth m s , determined by
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parameters of the problem, i.e. an effect quite similar to the localization of
heat in the 5-regime.
2)
The same almost complete analogy is valid also in the case where
n > —1 /a (gas dynamical L5-regime). The solution, as is seen from (24),
monotonously decreases with an increase of £ and turns to zero at £ = oo (the
condition /(oo) = 0 is fulfilled). The wavefront of compression is located at
a point m = oo, its half-width is

tending to zero at t —» 0 (£ef is found easily from (24) in view of equality
/ (£ef) — 1/2)* The energy passed to the gas by the piston is concentrated
within an area decreasing in time near the boundary.
For arbitrary 0 < mo < oo we have £(mo, t) —> oo, t -> 0. Therefore,
solving (24) relative /(£ ) at £ —i►oo

and passing to initial variables with the help of (22 ), we obtain at t —>0

The solution tends from below to a limiting curve (first term in the obtained
formula), turning at t = 0 to infinity only in a point m — 0 .

3) For the analysis of the solution at n < —1/ a we consider the field of
the integrated curves of equation (23), shown in Fig. 72 (the bold curve /,
for which / ( 0 ) = 1, the dashed line denotes the isocline of infinity dividing
the plane into areas A and B ). From this figure it is seen that there is no
continuous solution fulfilling the requirement /(oo) = 0 , in so far as the
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curve I cannot be continued into the area B for a line / ' — oo. For the
same reason it is impossible to construct discontinuous solutions obtained
with the help of jumps denoted by arrows. Thus, the only possibility is a
transition from the curve I by jumping to the abscissa axis and continuing
at £ >
£$ is the coordinate of the jump, of null solution (the value of
function /(£ ) = 0 satisfies equation (23)).
The condition of a jump of the solution to equation (19) can be obtained
by analogy with equations (5), by presenting (19) in a divergence form

where (p(p) = kop* * 1 /(cr + 1 ), and by constructing its discontinuous solution
of the travelling wave type p(m, t) = p(m —D t). The values of function p
before and after the shock are connected by a relation

Fig.73.
From here for the similar solution (22) we have

where £$ is the similar coordinate of the jump, D is the dimensionless
velocity connected to the instantaneous velocity D (t) by relation D =
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(cr + 1)-1 &oAo (—t)n<TD. For a case where /o = 0 we obtain the connec
tion between f \ and £$

using the obvious fact that the point (/i, £$) lies above the line / ' = oo,
i.e. the sought discontinuous solution really does exist.
The solution as a function of m is represented in various instants in
Fig. 73. Its front m$(t) and half-width m grow infinitely in time by the law

Finally the perturbation covers the whole space, the solution in any point
mo < oo tends to infinity at t -4 0 (exercise 7).
Thus, as for the processes of thermal conduction, during “slow” blowingup regimes the perturbations are localized, while for the “fast” case, the
localization is absent.
Note that equation (19) is deduced from equations (5) under the assump
tion that the flow is continuous and isentropic (simple wave). In so far as
the constructed solutions in case n > —1/cr are continuous, they satisfy (5)
and permit direct gas dynamical interpretation (as distinct a discontinuous
solution at n < —1/cr).
EXERCISES
1. Check by a direct substitution that the equation (4) at c = Co, k = T a is
an invariant relative transformation of expansion-compression under the condition
of a/?- 27 ^ = 1.
2 . Using (6), prove that on a shock not moving along the mass of gas (tangent
shock, D — 0), the velocity and pressure are continuous.
3. The shock wave for which pi > po, is called strong. Obtain from (6)
the Hugoniot condition for the density of such a shock (in case of ideal gas e =
p /((7 —l)p)), assuming for simplicity that vq = 0. Show that on a strong shock
wave the density jump does not depend on D and is given by the formula p i / p o =
(7 + l ) / ( 7 - l ) 4. Establish that at a > 1 the first derivatives of solution (9) by x and t are
discontinuous in the point x = x$(t), while at a > 1/2 the second derivatives are
discontinuous.
5 . Check that both the change of variables rj —Inf, 77 = £2//(7^(^), ^ = dip/dr]
or the replacement ip = —f / -1 /*7 d f / d £ , ^ = —£ / 1_<7/(d//d£) reduces (13) to a first
order equation of a form dip/dtp = F([ijj, <^?)/(<£<!>(?/>, <p)) (in the second case the
equation is easier to investigate, since the functions F, $ contain simple nonlinearity
of a form ipip).
6 . The equation (13) at n = 1/cr can be rewritten as ( / <r+1)// = —(cr + 1)n f.
Using replacements u = / a+1, v! — v, reduce its order and integrate the obtained
equation.
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7. Be convinced using (22), that at n < —1/a for any point mo < oo is valid
£(rao, t) -►0 , t ->• 0 and p(m0, t) -¥ p(0 , t) -» oo, t -> 0 .

2

The Maximum
Theorems

Principle

and

Comparison

Now we shall consider the continuous dependence of the process from the
input data. W ith the help of comparison theorems and a set of similar
solutions we shall construct the closed classification of blowing-up regimes
in nonlinear media. Consider the generalizations of the similar method.
1. T he form ulation and som e consequences. A set of intermediate
asymptotics, however diverse, cannot describe an object in the general case
because of the necessity to make strong simplifying assumptions (zero initial
background temperature within a heating medium, constance of flow before
and after the shock wave, solution on the boundary - power law function of
time, etc.). It in impossible to construct the complete picture without using
the stability of mathematical models or continuous dependence of solutions
from input data. This means a property of solutions to vary slightly at slight
modification of boundary conditions, coefficients in the equations and other
characteristics of the models. The stability, being expressed differently for
various situations, is one of the necessary conditions of correctness of the
models; otherwise one cannot speak about their adequacy for the investi
gated object (it is assumed that in the defined sense the object is stable as
well). For stable models the sets of partial solutions are a kind of orienta
tions or boundaries among the set of all possible solutions. It is especially
important if the problem is nonlinear and one cannot construct its general
solution from the partial ones.
Concerning the equations of parabolic type this property is reflected
in the maximum principle and comparison theorems. Consider the Cauchy
problem for the equation of nonlinear thermal conductivity

(i)

The maximum principle. The maximum of a solution T(x, t) (temper
ature at any moment of time does not exceed the maximum of initial data
T q(x )) (the initial temperature):
(2)
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The inequality (2) has an obvious physical sense. The maximum of ini
tial temperature distribution can in no way be increased by time, since by
Fourier’s law the heat flux is transferring energy from the heated sites of
medium to the cold ones.
In the case of the first boundary problem for the equation ( 1) in a half
space, the maximum principle also has a clear content and means that

(3)
where To (a;) is the initial temperature of the substance, T (0, t) is the tem
perature on the boundary.
Prom a maximum principle there follows the comparison theorems. The
formulation for the Cauchy problem ( 1) is as follows.
Let T ^ ( x , t), T(x, t), T ^ \ x , t) be the solutions of Cauchy problem cor
responding to initial data T ^ ^ x ) , T q(x ), T q2\ x ). Then if

then

(4)
In other words, if one has two identical samples of thermal conducting
materials such that the initial temperature of one of them is not less than
that at a similar point in the other, than in any subsequent instant this
property will be fulfilled. For the first boundary problem in a half-space the
comparison theorem of solutions means the following.
The fulfilling of inequalities

leads to the inequalities

(5)
where T ^ ( x , t), T ( x , t), T ^ ( x , t ) are the solutions of the problem corre
sponding to the boundary conditions T ^ ^ x ) , T q(x ), T q2\ x )) and T^^O, t),
T { 0), T( 2)(0, t).
As the maximum principle, the comparison theorems have a direct phys
ical content: the larger thermal influence on a fixed object leads to the
appearance of larger temperature field in it.
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The analogs of the formulated statements are also valid for other prob
lems of the theory of thermal conductivity. Using the partial solutions of
equations of parabolic and elliptic types, it is possible to evaluate (to limit
from above and below) the solutions of the more general problems and, with
out knowing them in detail, to draw general conclusions. The continuous
dependence of solutions on input data in any form is established also for
a broad classes of the hyperbolic equations (for example, for the equation
(19) from section 1 it is expressed by comparison theorems similar to the
theorems for equation ( 1)).
From inequalities (4) and properties of solutions (9) the finite velocity
of propagation of perturbations in the Cauchy problem (1) for the equation
( 1) at k(T) = koTa, a > 0, follows under condition that initial distribution
of temperature T q(x ) is a finite function, i.e. T q(x )) = 0, \x\ > Ro < oo.
Let Tm be the maximum value of function To{x). Then, introducing a shift
in time on to into formula (9) of section 1, and choosing adequately large
constants Qo and to, it is easy to satisfy the inequality Tm < T (R q, 0), from
which the inequality To(x) < T)(x, 0) = To(x), -o o < x < oo follows, where
T(x, t) denotes the solution of the problem of an instantaneous point heat
source. As it majorizes the solution of the general Cauchy problem (l) on
initial data, then from the comparison theorem (4) follows T(x, t) < T(x, t),
—oo < x < oo, t > 0. Therefore at any moment of time t > 0 there exists
a quantity R(t) such, that T ( x , t) = 0 for all |x| > R(t). It implies a finite
velocity of motion of the front of a thermal wave.
By means of similar constructions from the properties of a solution of a
travelling wave type (21 ), section 2 , Chapter II and inequalities (5) one can
easily estimate (at finite function To(x)) the finite velocity of propagation
of heat in the case of the first boundary problem in a half-space. Therefore,
this effect has a general, not a particular character. It is connected with the
singularities of the equation of nonlinear thermal conductivity (1). For many
important processes the temperature in certain parts of the substance can
be considered practically equal to zero (for example, in the initial stage of a
strong explosion in atmosphere the temperature outside its zone is negligibly
small as compared with the temperature in the area covered by the explo
sion). For a rather strong increase in thermal conductivity by temperature
the quantity k (T ) in these zones also equals zero. Opening the right hand
side in equation ( 1)

we prove that in points x , t , in which T ( x , t) = 0 and, thus, k (T (x, t)) = 0,
it is degenerated into a first order equation (in the remaining area ( 1) it is a
parabolic second-order equation). This is the actual mathematical situation
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of the finite velocity of heat propagation in a medium with zero temperature
background. In the points of degeneration the solution has to be understood
as a generalized one, as was already shown in the partial examples, while in
the remaining area it satisfies the equation ( 1) in the usual (classical) sense.
Consider now in more detail the proof of the existence of heat effect
localization in the Cauchy problem. The statement is as follows: the solution
T ( x , t) of the Cauchy problem for the equation
(6)

with an initial function

(7)

is localized in the initial area \x\ < xq during the localization time t\oc not
smaller than
9
(8)

i.e.T{x, t) = 0, |®| > # 0, t 0 < t < t 0 + t\oc.
By virtue of (2) the maximum Tm(t) of the solution of the problem (6 ),
(7) does not exceed its initial value, at all t > to-

so that the equality Tm(t) = T(0, t) follows from the symmetry of the prob
lem. Consider a solution T(x, t) in the area x > 0 , and denote it as T+(x, t).
Obviously, one can treat the function T+ (rc, t) at t > to as a solution of the
first boundary problem for the equation (6 ) in the area x > 0 with the ini
tial condition T+(x, to) from (7) and the condition on the boundary T+(0 , t),
satisfying the inequality,

By its construction, the function T+(x, to) is nothing other than solu
tion (14), (15) from section 1 (similar S-regime of Ts(x, t), in which
Ao = [arj)/(2A;o(cr 4- 2 ))]1/,<T, x s = a;o)) taken in a moment to = —tioc =
-x g /(2 k o (* + 2)Tfr).
Compare the solutions T+(x, t) and Ts(x, t) &t to < t < 0 (the mutual
disposition of function T(x, to) and functions T+(x, t), Ts(x, t) in a moment
t > to is shown in Fig. 74). The initial data in both cases coincide, and the
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Fig.74.

boundary condition for T+(x, t) is majored by a boundary condition for
Ts (x, t)
Prom the comparison theorem (5) and the properties of the S-regime we
have

By virtue of a symmetry T - ( x , t) = T+ (—x, £), where TL(x, t) is the solution
T ( x , t) in area x < 0 (see Fig.74). In view of this, we finally derive the
statement formulated above

From the comparison theorem (4) it follows that any initial distribution
of temperatures majored by function (7) (and with fronts coinciding with it)
is also localized in an area \x\ < xo, and the localization time is evaluated
from below by the formula (8 ). Thus, the following common conclusion
is valid: for a medium, where the heat transfer is described by equation
(6 ), it is always possible to specify the profiles of temperatures possessing
“inertiality” . The fronts of such profiles taken as initial data, do not begin to
move in the substance immediately, but after some time (see also exercise 1).
Note that in a medium with a rather strong heat absorption (exercise 2)
one can have situations in which the size of the heated area is limited by a
constant at all to < t < oo (the physical sense of this effect is obvious).
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2.
C lassification o f blow -up regim es. Inertiality is only peculiar to
“flat” temperature profiles; it is seen in the comparison of a localized distri
bution (7) with, say solutions of the problem of an instantaneous point heat
source (formula (9), section 1). One of the ways of shaping similar profiles
can be the action on a heat-conducting medium of appropriate boundary
conditions. For example, in the case of solution (14), (15) of section 1, the
inflow of energy from the boundary is matched to properties of a medium in
such a way that at any moment of time in substance the inertial profiles of
the form (7) are realized (the time of their localization, obviously, decreases
with the growth of temperature).
Using the similar solutions investigated in subsection 3, section 1, and
the comparison theorems, we shall give a classification of the boundary con
ditions with blow-up by the results of their action on nonlinear mediums.
Consider for (6 ) the first boundary problem in a half-space x > 0 with a
boundary condition

(9)
and, for simplicity, with zero initial data
(10)

The localization in this case, as distinct from the Cauchy problem, means
the existence of a constant I* < oo, such that for a solution T(x, t) of the
problem (6 ), (9), (10), it is valid T(x, t) = 0 at I > I*, and to < t < 0. In
other words, the thermal perturbations during the whole process of heating
do not penetrate further than some final depth I* (otherwise the localization
is absent).
From the comparison theorem (5) and the properties of the similar Sregime, it follows that if

that in the problem (6 ), (9), (10) one has a heat localization in depth I* = xs,
and its solution is majored by function T s(x , t). If (9) satisfies the inequality
(i d
then the solution is localized in depth (exercise 3)
( 12 )

and at 0 < x < I* the following evaluation is valid (exercise 4)
(13)
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following from the existence of a limiting curve (18), section 1, for a similar
LS-regime.
The inequality preceding (11) determines a class of boundary blowingup conditions leading to a heat localization; the inequality ( 11) updates
this result: at its realization the LS-regime is performed, the temperature at
t —>0 grows infinitely only at a point x = 0. At functions T q(x ) in (10) which
are non-zero but finite, both the above made statements about localization
remain valid. It is only necessary to select the rather large quantity Ao in
majoring the solution similar S- and LS-regimes; the concrete evaluations
( 12), (13) naturally undergo modifications. Note that for a general LScondition, the wavefront, as distinct from the similar solution, is not at
x = oo, but at a finite point.
The effect of localization in boundary problems is not connected to the
rate of heating of a substance. To prove this, we analyze the behavior of
solution (6 ), (9), (10) in the case, where
(14)
First of all we show that at some moment £* (to < t* < 0) the solution
T ( x , t) is different from zero in a neighborhood of boundary x = 0. For this,
we compare it with the solution T ( x , t) of a travelling wave type

(15)

for the equation (6 ), where D = [Aq(—£o)n<7 l &o/<T]1//2- By construction
T ( x , £o) = 0, and the constant D is selected so that T (0, t) < T{0, t ) <
Ao(—t)n, to < t < 0. Therefore, T(x, t) > T(x, t), 0 < x < oo, to < t < 0
by virtue of the comparison theorem (5).
We now turn to solution ( 12) of section 1 at n < —1/cr (similar HSregime), denoting it through Ta (.x, t). Select in it Aoa, such that at t = t*
it is majored by function (15), taken in a moment t = t*, i.e. Ta(x, t*) <
T(x, t*), x > 0 and, thus, Ta{x, t*) < T(x, t*), x > 0. From (14) we have
To(0, t) < T (0, t) for all t > t*. Then from the comparison theorem (5) we
obtain the inequality Ta(x, t) < T(x, t) for all x > 0 and t > t*(m a jorization
at t > t* of similar HS-regime by the investigated solution). In so far as
Ta(x, t) —►oo, t -* 0. x > 0, then T(x, t) ->■ oo at t -* 0 in any point x > 0
When the inequality (14) is satisfied, the heat localization is absent, the
wave of heating at t —t 0 covers the whole substance, temperature grows
infinitely at any point (this statement is especially true if T ( x , to) ^ 0).
This conclusion completes the classification of blowing-up boundary
conditions in nonlinear thermal conductive media. When the substance
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is acted upon by “slow” S- and LS-regimes (T(0, t) < Ao{—t)~1^<T or
T(0, t) < A 0 ( - t ) n, - 1/ a < n < 0 ), the energy is localized in an area of
finite sizes, in “fast” HS-regimes (14) no localization occurs.
To complete the picture we have to explain, that the effect of localization
is realized also by omitting the requirement T(x, to) = 0, x > 0 (or from the
requirement of finiteness of the function (10)). In this case the localization
has to be understood in a more general effective sense as the existence of
a constant L* < oo, such that the solution of the problem (6 ), (9) at ar
bitrary limited function T q(x ) is bounded above at x > L*, t > to, despite
the infinite growth of solution in a point x = 0. The classification of bound
ary conditions with blow-up does not depend on the characteristic initial
distribution of temperature, and remains the same. In particular, it is not
important whether a finite front of a thermal wave exists in the considered
process or not.
As an example illustrating these statements, we consider for the equation
(6 ) the problem with boundary condition
(16)
corresponding to the solution T s (x , t) - similar S-regime, but with constant
initial background temperature
(17)
Its solution T ( x , t ), obviously, majors Ts{x, t):

In so far as the temperature in x = 0 is the same for both solutions, from
the latter inequality we have the following inequality for derivatives in this
point

and from it - the inequality for heat fluxes at the boundary

(18)

The physical sense of (18) is that with other equal conditions, a medium
which has initially been more strongly heated “accepts” the energy supplied
from the boundary less readily than a medium which has been strongly
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heated. Integrating (6 ) in view of (18) by x from 0 to oo and on t from to
to t < 0 and (as W s(oo, t ) = P^(oo, t ), to < t < 0 ) we have

or, by dividing the area of integration into a part from x = 0 up to x = x s
and from x = x s up to x — oo and in view of Ts{x, t) = 0 , x > xs, t > to?
we come to an inequality

As T(x, t) > To, x > 0, t > to (exercise 5), it is possible to rewrite the
given inequality as

from which follows, by virtue of inequalities T(x, t) > T$(x, £), x > 0,
t > to, and To) > T^(x, to), x > 0 , the boundedness of function .T(x, t) at
all x > x s , to < t < 0. In other words, in the problem (6 ), (16), (17) the
effective localization of heat occurs at a depth L* = xs, which is exactly
equal to the depth of localization in the absence of temperature background.
The classification of conditions with blow-up for processes described by a
hyperbolic equation (19) from section 1 is performed by analogous methods
and leads to quite similar results: during the action of “slow” boundary
conditions on a medium localization does occur, while in the “fast” case this
effect is absent.
3.
T h e e x ten sio n of “a self-sim ilar m e th o d ” . The approach demon
strated in subsections 1, 2 , based on the use of a broad class of self-similar or
other partial solutions and of continuous dependence of the process on input
data, permits various generalizations. We now show that the effect of heat
localization can occur not only in one-dimensional, but also in many- dimen
sional geometry, by means of constructing a corresponding explicit solution
of the equation

(19)
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considered in a quadrant x > 0 , y > 0, z > Q (here, as before, T =
T ( x , y , z, t ) is the temperature).
By analogy with a one-dimensional S-regime (14), (15) of section 1, we
shall seek a partial solution (19) in separating variables, i.e. T(x, y, z, t) =
U ( t) f( x , y, z). The substitution of this expression into (19) gives for U(t)
the same formula as for one-dimensional geometry: U(t) = Ao(~t)~lla.
For function f ( x , y, z) we obtain a complicated elliptical equation.
Therefore we shall confine ourselves to the simplest case, in which the spatial
part of the solution actually depends on one argument: f( x , y, z) = /(£ ),
£ = x + y + z. Then /(£ ) satisfies the equation (13), section 1, at n = —1/a,
with a solution which is already known. To sum up, we come to a many
dimensional S-regime

( 20)

where r$ = rs = (2 fco^o(a + 2 )/ a )1/ 2 is calculated by the formula for the
one-dimensional solution. The solution (20) describes the blowing-up heating
of a three-dimensional heat-conducting medium, in so far as the boundary
temperature T(0, y, z, £), T(x, 0, z, £), T(x, y, 0, t) turns to infinity (in area
f < rs) at t —>0. The same thing happens in this area with the solution.
However the temperature is equal to zero in all the remaining space £ > rs
of a quadrant x > 0, y > 0, z > 0 up to a moment t = 0. The size of area
of localization rs (distance from the beginning of coordinates to the plane of
the front of the thermal wave), as before, depends on the properties of the
medium &o, o and the intensity of the boundary condition A q.
In so far as for solutions of equation (19), the comparison theorems are
valid, it is easy determine from (20 ) the class of boundary conditions leading
to heat localization in a considered many-dimensional area. The further
classification of this is quite similar to the results obtained in subsection 2 .
We now turn to a more broad treatment of similar solutions, by consid
ering the concept of approximate similar solutions. It is easiest to consider
it on an example of the problem of heating a medium with constant thermal
physical properties in condition with blow-up

(21)
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Assume without loss of generality T ( x , to) = 0, x > 0. The general solution
of the linear problem (21 ) is well known
(22)

W ith the help of (22) it is easy to classify solutions (21) in dependence
on the form of T(0, t). It is seen that in so far as at r —>t, t -> 0 the first
multiplier in the integral expression tends to zero, and the second and the
third tend to infinity, then any of the regimes of heat propagation, considered
in subsection 2 , is possible.
Thus, for T(0, t) = A0e_<7°/t, ao > 0 is the parameter describing the
boundary condition, temperature grows infinitely in all points 0 < x < xs =
2%/fco^o at t —►0, while in area x > x s is limited for all t < 0. The thermal
energy contained to the right of point x = xs is also limited

i.e. an effective localization of heat occurs in S-regime with the depth L* =
x s = 2 y/koOo computed from (22 ).
By considering a boundary condition of a more general form
(23)
we obtain, that at —1 < n < 0 the LS-regime, and for n < —1 the HS-regime
are realized.
The analysis of integral (22) cannot give certain important detailed prop
erties of the process. For example, to obtain the law of change in time of
half-width x ef(t), it is necessary to solve the integral equation (22). The
problem (21), (23) on the other hand does not permit the construction of
similar solutions, as is easy to show with the help of II-theorem.
We modify (21), (23) as follows: instead of (23) we shall take a boundary
condition T (0, t) = Ao[exp(ao(—t)n) — 1], n < 0 (a constant is added for
convenience and at t —> 0 has no role) and we shall conduct a replacement
V(x, t) = A q In{T(x, t)/Ao + !)• Then for V(x, t) we come to the problem

(24)
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The boundary condition (24) is a power law function of time. If by
analogy with subsection 3 , section 1, we seek the solution of the problem
(24) close to a power law similar solution, then for such a solution at t —¥ 0
the first term on the right hand side of the equation becomes negligibly small
in comparison with the second, and it can be neglected (exercise 6 ).
A more strict analysis shows that the solution of the problem (24) at
t —>0 is close to solutions of a simpler problem

(25)

As distinct from (24) the solution u(x, t) of the problem (25) is a power
law similar solution, the analysis of which does not represent a difficulty. The
function u (x, t) is an approximate sipiilar solution of the problem (24) and,
hence, of the initial problem (21), (23). The relative precision of description
is improved by time

From the properties of u (x, t) one has the law for a half-width of a wave
of heating x ef(t) = (—t )(1_n)/2 ln 2 [fco/ / { ^ ( —n ) ) } 1! 2 , which decreases at all
three cases (compare with a nonlinear medium). Note that the construction
and analysis of approximate similar solutions is possible and is used in the
study of a broad class of parabolic-type equations.
One more important extension of the self-similar method is based on the
generalization of the concept of a comparison of solutions. The essence of
this approach is in the comparison of problems corresponding not only to
different boundary conditions, as in subsections 1, 2 , but also to different
equations (in the case of equation (1), to different functions k(T)). In a
certain sense this means the stability of heat transfer process with respect
to the perturbations of thermal physical properties of the medium. Then, for
one of the compared solutions one can select a solution of a well-investigated
equation (for example, (6 ) or (21 )) and obtain useful results for solutions of
more complicated equations.
We demonstrate an elementary variant of such an approach in the case
of the equation (21 ). Consider solutions T^l\ x , t) and T ^ ( x , t) of two
boundary problems in a half-space x > 0 :
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(26)

(27)

For a difference V(x, t) = T^2 \ x , t ) —T ^ \ x , t) from (26), (27) weobtair
the following boundary problem

(28)

Let the following requirements of majorization of the solution T '1' (s, t)
by a solution T^ 2 (x, t) be satisfied by boundary conditions

(29)

and by thermal conductivity
(30)
Let also for a solution T ^ (x , t) be valid
(31)
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The non-decreasing property (31) of function T ^ ( x , t) in time at any
/o')
point x > 0 is ensured (at T0 (#)) = 0 ) with a non-decrease by t of bound
ary condition T ^ (t). We check it, differentiating the equation (27) by t
and obtaining for the function Z^2 \ x , t) — d T ^ / d t = —W( 2 \ x , t)/ko the
problem

(32)

Its solution, as is easy to show (exercise 7), is non-negative at all x > 0,
t > 0 (in case Tq2^ ^ 0 for the realization of inequality (31) it is enough to
also impose a condition d 2 To(x)/dx 2 > 0, x > 0).
For the realization of inequalities (29)-(31), the problem (28) for V ( x , t ),
becomes the problem

(33)

with non-negative boundary conditions and non-negative function f ( x , t)
(heat sources) on the right hand side of the equation (33). Its solution is
non-negative at all x > 0 and t > 0. The majorization of the solution of
the problem (26) with coefficient
by a solution of the problem (27) with
(2)
coefficient
; in all considered area, then, follows
(34)
In the case of the equation ( 1) the inequalities (34) are valid at additional
to (29)—(31) condition for the coefficients fc^(T), k ^ ( T ) , namely, of a form
[fc(2)(T)/fc(1)(T)]^, T > 0.
By means of analogous comparison theorems (also valid for parabolic
equations of general form) one can establish, for example, the crucially im
portant result: for a medium with arbitrary thermal physical properties it
is always possible to specify a class of boundary conditions leading to heat
localization, and a class of conditions, when no localization exists in the
medium. Thus, this effect has a general character.
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EXERCISES
1. Using solution (9) of section 1 and the comparison theorem (4), show that
the localization of perturbations in the Cauchy problem is possible only during a
finite time scale, and that at any initial function T q( x )) = 0 the coordinate of the
front of a thermal wave x$(t) —►oo, t -> oo.
2. In the equation

(q0 > 0) the term qoT characterizes the intensity (depending on temperature) of
heat absorption in a medium. By replacements T = e~qotV , r = (1 —e~aqot)/ (crqo)
reduce it to the equation

As a solution V(x, r) of the equation without absorption, use the one given by
formula (9) of section 1, and perform an inverse transformation from F(x, r) to
T(x, t). Prove that for the constructed solution T(x, t) of the initial equation
x$(t)
^(< 3 o^o)1/(2+a)(^go)“ 1/(2+<7) at t oo.
3. Comparing the boundary condition (11) with a solution Ts(x, t) (formulae
(14), (15) of section 1) in a point x = 0, prove the validity of evaluation (12) for
initial data (10).
4. Prove that the solution of the problem (6), (9), (10) is majored in the case of
an inequality (11) by the solution considered in subsection 3, section 1, for similar
LS-regime.
5. Check the inequality T(x, t) > To, x > 0, t > to, for the solution of the
problem (6), (16), (17), using (5) and taking into account that the constant satisfies
equation (6).
6 . Check that if we seek the solution of equation (25) at n = -1 in a form
V(x, t) « Aocio(t) 1 /(x) (analog of S-regime), then at t
0 (24) is degenerated
to the equation (25).
7. Prove by contradiction the non-negativity of solutions of the problems (32)
and (33) (use the comparison theorem (5) and the fact, that at zero boundary
conditions the solutions are identical to zero).

3

An Averaging M ethod

We will now consider a variant on the averaging method used to study the
spatial-temporal dynamics of localized structures. We will formulate two
approaches to an averaged description. Using them we shall achieve a clas
sification of the processes of burning in thermal conducting media.
1.
Localized s tru c tu re s in n o n lin ear m edia. The effect of the lo
calization of perturbations studied in sections 1, 2 can be exhibited not only
in the presence of external influences on the medium, given by means of
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corresponding boundary conditions with blow-up, but also due to its own
nonlinear properties. Rather strong nonlinearity (see a simple example in
section 6 , Chapter I) generates blowing-up regimes, which in turn are the
reason for the origin of structures - inhomogeneities localized in space.
We shall study the spatial-temporal behavior of the distribution of tem
perature in a thermal conducting substance with nonlinear heat sources.
Energy is released as a result of combustion, and of chemical and other
types of reactions. The medium is considered infinite (Cauchy problem), the
process of combustion is one-dimensional. It is described by the equation

(i)

with initial function
(2)

Thermal physical characteristics of the substance, i.e. the thermal con
ductivity and strongly nonlinear (/3 > 1)) source of energy qoT@ are power
law functions of temperature, well approximating in certain cases the ac
tual dependencies. The combustion is initiated by an initial distribution of
temperature To (re)) ^ 0 (otherwise the substance would remain cold).
We construct an example of a localized structure of combustion in the
problem ( 1), (2). We seek its solution in separating variables T(x, t) =
U (t)f(x). Then from (1) we have

whence it is seen that the variables are separated in the case, where /? = cr+l.
And then

(3)
where C > 0 (cases with temperature growing in time are sought). For U(t)
from (3) we obtain the expression

(4)
having sense only at t < C\/(aC ) and turning to infinity in a finite instant.
Thus, the temperature is blowing-up. Below, without losing generality we
assume C = 1 /a and denote C\ = tf.
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To find f(x ), by a replacement f a+l = y we transform (3), first, to an
equation

having the form an equation of oscillations of a ball on a spring with an
appropriate external force (see subsection 1, section 4, Chapter I), and then,
using the replacement y' = u;, to the first order equation

Its integration gives the relation between uj and y:

For the definition of the constant C2 we have to take into account the fact
that the function u = y' =
+ 1) within a numerical factor represents
the spatial part of the expression for the flux W (x, t) = —k^T^ • d T /d x =
—A;ol7<7+1/ <7/ ,. At the front of thermal structure both the temperature / ,
and the heat flux should turn to zero. Therefore, u = 0 at y = 0 ( / = 0)
and from here C 2 = 0. Passing in the latter equation from y and u back to
/ , we obtain (at (C2 = 0 ) the quadrature

which is integrated in an explicit form

(5)
Integrating (4) and (5), we come to a final form of the sought solution

(6 )

where L t = 2 n y/kofqo
.
The solution (6 ) describes a non-monotonous distribution of tempera
ture (structure) with a motionless front and constant half-width - similar
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S-regime of combustion in a nonlinear thermal conducting medium. Despite
the infinite growth of the temperature in a structure at t —>t f (at t —>—oo
the temperature tends to zero), the process of combustion is localized in a fi
nite area |x| < L t / 2 , with scales determined by the parameters of substance
Qo, O' The localization means the absence of an influence of a burning
structure on areas of the medium outside the region \x\ < L t / 2 Thus, the combustion of a nonlinear medium can occur at arbitrary num
ber of independent thermal structures (if their maxima are separated by a
space, larger than L t ). The reason for the complication of the process, its
disintegration on structures, is in the openness of the considered system,
and the exchange of energy with an environment. In comparison with such
systems, the thermodynamically closed processes do not permit the forma
tion of structures. In a thermal conducting medium without sources, as it
is seen from the properties of the solution of problem of an instantaneous
point heat source (subsection 2 , section 1) and the comparison theorems,
the distribution of temperature at t —» oo becomes spatially homogeneous.
By analogy with similar boundary conditions with blow-up from section
1 for a medium without heat sources, the construction of similar LS- and
HS-combustion regimes is also possible. They are sought as follows (exercise
i)

(7)

and possess properties similar to their boundary analogs: in the case of a
LS-regime (/3 > a + 1) the half-width of a localized structure is reduced in
time, and the temperature is limited from above by a limiting curve at all
t < tf] in the case of HS-regime (/3 < a + 1) the localization is absent.
But the literal repetition of the scheme used in sections 1, 2 is unaccept
able for the study of thermal structures, for at least two reasons. Existence
and properties of similar LS- and HS-combustion regimes are much more
thinly revealed than by methods of sections 1,2 (because of the complexity
of the corresponding equation; see exercise 2 ). Besides, the direct application
of similar solutions and comparison theorems for the analysis of the problem
(1), (2) in the general case does not give the final results. For example, it
is rather easy to check that in the problem ( 1), (2 ) at f3 = a + 1 any initial
perturbations of temperature will develop with blow-up (exercise 3). But it
is impossible to prove their localization using a regular comparison theorems
even in this particular case.
Indeed, as distinct from the boundary conditions with blow-up, the var
ious solutions of the problem ( 1), (2 ) can have various and previously un
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known moments of blow-up t ^ ^
(from (6 ) it is seen that at equal rest
conditions t f is less, the larger is the amplitude of the structure in a moment
t = to)- Therefore one of the compared solutions ceases to exist before the
other, so that the further comparison becomes senseless (more complicated
methods of comparison have to be used).
2.
V arious ways of averaging. For a simplified analysis of spatialtemporal characteristics of thermal structures we use the method of averag
ing. Certain variants of this method are based on a refusal to describe exactly
the behavior of the solution both in space and in time, and on the passage to
some average characteristic quantities estimated from more simple models.
Concerning the thermal structures as such quantities, one can select the
“amplitude-half-width” or “amplitude-position of front” pairs.
Consider the first case. We adopt the initial function To(x) finite, with a
maximum at a point x = 0 and being close to a symmetrical function. Then
the solution T(x, t) of the problem (1), (2) also will be almost symmetrical.
The approximate solution is sought in a way which is like to a similar (see
(7))
(8 )

where ip(t) and <p(t) are the time-dependent sought amplitude and the half
width of the structure, 0 (f) is a fixed finite monotonously decreasing func
tion, and 0 (0 ) = 1.
We require that (8 ) satisfies the integrated equalities (conservation laws)

The first among them - the energy conservation law, the second - the
moment equation follows - from an integration (1), multiplied on T ( x , t)
(compare with subsection 4, section 3, Chapter III). For simplicity in (1) we
adopt ko = qo = 1, which does not limit the generality, as is equivalent to a
replacement tf = q$t, x ' = x(qo/ko)1/2. By integrating two latter equalities
by parts, taking into account that at x ± oo the heat flux —T ^ d T /d x is
equal to zero, we obtain
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(9)

The substitution of (8 ) into (9) gives a system for ip(t), ip(t)

( 10)

where u\, 1*2 , vz are positive constants,

(11)

It is assumed that the function 0(£) is chosen in such a way, to make v\, V2 ,
vz sensible.
It is easy to solve the system (10) with respect to the derivatives

( 12)

and from ( 12) - to pass to the equation
(13)
where a = (1/3 —^ 1)^2 , b = (^3 —2ivi)/z/2. We have to realize the condition
z/3 > 2 v\, that is
(14)
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This is required for the system (12) to permit blowing-up regimes.
Thus, the analysis of the problem (1), (2) is reduced to the study of a
first order ordinary differential equation. The same essential simplification
is achieved for the averaging “amplitude-position of front”. The solution is
sought in the same form
(15)
where 'ip(t) > 0 is the amplitude of the structure, while g(t) > 0 is not the
half-width, but the position its moving front. The function 0(£) is chosen
in such a way, that 0 (£) > 0 , 0 < £ < 1 and 0 (£) = 0 , £ > 1, 0 (0 ) = 1,
0f(0 ) = 0 . As the first integral equation for 'ip and g we adopt the energy
conservation law, and similarly to ( 10) we have
(16)
To derive the additional equation we take advantage of the fact that g(t)
is the front of a thermal wave, and consequently W(g(t)) = 0, T(g(t), t) = 0.
Differentiating the second of these identities by time, t

using ( 1) and rewriting the derivatives as limits, we come to the equality

It becomes simpler if we take into account the fact that g(t) is a point
of the front and T(g(t), t) = W (g(t), t) = 0:

The temperature near the front, in accordance with the assumption as in
an inertial medium, has the following asymptotic representation: T(x, t ) «
(g(t) —\x\)l!a (see in section 1 the solutions with moving front for the equa
tion (1) without sources). Then it is easy to check that the second term on
the right hand side of the latter equality is small and hence, can be neglected
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(this confirms the assumption regarding the small influence of energy sources
on the structure of solution at the front). From here we obtain
(17)
for the velocity dg/dt of the moving wavefront. The substitution of (15) into
(17) gives
(18)
where 1/4 = —(0 <r) '( l)/<j > 0 .
Solving (16) relative ip'(t) we rewrite (16) and (18) as
(19)
and then we pass to the equation
( 20 )

As in the previous case, the evolution of average characteristics of a thermal
structure is described by a much simpler model than the initial one.
3.
A classification of com bustion regim es o f a therm al conduct
ing m edium . We start the analysis of the problem (1), (2) from the case
P = a + 1, using the first method of averaging. The equation (13) has a
simple form
( 21 )

and is easily integrated

where Co > 0 is a constant determined by the initial values of </?(0 ), ^ ( 0 ).
The character of evolution of the thermal structure is clearly seen from the
behavior of phase trajectories of the equation (21) (Fig. 75). The bold line
indicates the trajectory
( 22 )

corresponding to a similar S-regime of combustion process (6 ) (it is also the
isocline of the infinity of the equation (21 )), the dashed line is the isocline
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of zero cp = o ~ 1! 2 < ip§. The validity of (22) follows from the fact, that
in accordance with (6 ) the function 0 (f) in (8 ) obviously, can be taken in a
form

Fig.75.
Then from (6 ) we obtain the relation for the amplitude and half-width

and for coefficients v\,

from ( 11) we obtain

The substitution of these expressions in (21) leads to an identity, i.e. the
similar solution is precisely described by the method of averaging.
Concerning the non-similar solutions, we note that all of them, as it is
clear from Fig. 75, develop in blowing-up regime, their trajectories tend to
those of the similar solutions: ip{t) -* ips, t
tf. From here we have
(exercise 4)
(23)
i.e. at a developed stage combustion proceeds in accordance with a self
similar law. At an initial stage it can proceed in a more complicated way:
at functions To(rr) with a half-width smaller than (po, the temperature in a
structure first decreases and starts to grow only after reaching the half-width
of its critical size cp = ipo-
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F ig. 77.

We analyze the case /3 ^ o + 1 with the help of equations (20). At
/3 7^ cr + 2 a it has a general solution (exercise 5)
(24)
where Co > 0 is determined by the initial data, while at /? = a + 3 has a
solution
(25)
The behavior of the integral curves of the equation is different in ranges
P < a + 1 , <7 + 1 < / 3 < c t + 3, /? > <t + 3. In Fig. 76, 77, for the cases
0 < o + l, a + l < / 3 < < j + 3, the dashed lines indicate the isoclines ipo of
zero, the bold line indicates the special trajectory (separatrix)
(26)
existing at (3 < a + 1 (and (3 > a + 3) and corresponding to a value Co = 0
in the general solution.
Consider the behavior of the average characteristics of thermal struc
tures. In the case (3 < a + 1 (Fig. 76) all trajectories converge to the sepa
ratrix (26), and the structure as follows from (19), tends asymptotically to
a similar regime (see (7)):

so that g( t ) —>oo at t -» t f, i.e. heat localization is absent in the HS-regime.
The behavior of thermal structures of the LS-regime (/3 > a + 1) is more
diverse. A t a + l < / 3 < a + 3 (Fig. 77) any trajectory has a vertical
asymptote with a coordinate
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i.e.g(t) -4 g*, t —» tf, that implies a localization of combustion in area
|a; | < g*. The amplitude of the structure grows by the self-similar law
'ip ~ (tf —
t —►tf (the behavior of a half-width at the given way
of averaging is obviously not described).

Fig.78.
The conclusion about the development of a blowing-up localized structure
is valid for a part of trajectories also in the case f3 > a+ 3, so that for (3 = a+3
from (25) we obtain g* = ec° / ^ \ However at /? > a + 3 (Fig. 78; the lines
xpo and 'ipo have the same content as in Fig. 76) on a phase plane of the
LS-regime there is a separatrix (26) dividing the basically different classes
of solutions. For initial functions Tq(x), corresponding to areas higher than
the line ?/>£>, the investigated blowing-up regime does occur. If the initial
perturbation has either a small amplitude, or a small size (the area lower
than D)> the blow-up does not develop. The temperature in a structure
(see (24)) evolves by the law

From here and from (19) the following asymptotic evaluations are obtained

Similar behavior is peculiar to self-similar solutions in a medium without
release of energy, for example, for a solution of the problem on an instan
taneous point heat source from subsection 2, section 1. Thus, in the case
/? > <7+ 3 where initiation is not sufficiently strong the process of combustion
of the medium slows.
Note that in the HS-regime and in the blowing-up LS-regime there is
a critical size of the structure <p = (po (similarly to the S-regime); upon
reaching it, the temperature starts to increase.
The method of averaging has enabled us to obtain quite a complete clas
sification of the structures of combustion in a nonlinear medium. We will
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Fig.79.
now show, that their appearance is not the specific property of processes
described by the parabolic equations. We construct a simple example of
localized gas dynamical structures. Consider a continuous (without shock
waves) compression of a final mass of gas 2M q, located within a cylindri
cal piston (Fig.79). The one-dimensional process is described by a set of
equations

(27)

where t is the time; m is the mass coordinate counted from the axes of
symmetry and related with Eulerian coordinate via expression dm = pr dr\
p, v, p are the sought density, velocity and pressure of gas; 7 > 1 is the
adiabatic index; (p is the given entropy function. The system (27) can be
derived easily (similarly to subsection 5, section 4, Chapter II) from the
equations of motion in Eulerian form. Recall: the first two equations (27)
are the laws conservation of mass and momentum, the third is the adiabatic
integral (in the absence of shock waves the entropy of a fixed particle of gas
does not vary in time), the fourth is the kinematic connection between r and
v.
By analogy with thermal S-regimes we construct the solution (27) in
separating variables

(28)

so that the temporal part in (28) without any significant restriction of gen
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erality (exercise 6 ), can be readily taken in the form of power law functions

(29)

To simplify the further calculations we adopt p° = u° = r° = 1.
Substituting these expressions into (27), we obtain
(30)
As distinct from the flat case the index n in the law for pressure does
not depend on 7 (see the corresponding solution in subsection 3, section 1).
To determine n, u , R we have the system

which can be solved easily. For example, the spatial profile of ir(m) is given
by a simple formula
(31)
where 7r(Mo) is determined from the law for the pressure on the piston.
Note that by virtue of equation u = —R / 7 the velocity of gas on the axis
of the cylinder r = 0 (m = 0 ) satisfies the natural condition of symmetry
u(0, t ) = 0.
From (29) (31) we obtain the final form of the solution for pressure

and (in view of the third equation (27)) for the density
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In the latter formula we assume for simplicity that 7r(Mo) = (7 —1) M o/ 7 2
and, hence, obtain
(32)
From (32) it is seen that the function p(m, t) as distinct from p(m, £), can
have extremes. The degree of compression of a given region of the medium
is determined by its entropy <p{m) and pressure. Due to non-isoentropy at
the monotonous profile of pressure in a wave of compression it is possible
to reach greater density in areas with smaller pressure and to achieve gas
dynamical structures (in the constructed example these are structures of
any complexity; see, for example, exercise 7). They represent localized in
homogeneities of density connected with a fixed mass of gas and growing in
blowing-up regime.
EXERCISES
1. A dopting formally in the problem (1), (2) £0
—00 and T (x, —00) = 0,
obtain with the help of II-theorem, the representation of its solution as (7).
2. By substituting (7) in (1) deduce for /( £ ) a nonlinear ordinary differential
second-order equation. Prove that it does not permit a similarity transformation
of expansion-com pression type (and consequently is not reduced to a first order
equation).
3. Check that the solution of the problem (1), (2) at /? = a + 1 and arbitrary
T0(x))
0 will tend to infinity at t -* t f < 00 . For the proof, construct sequen
tially the functions bounding it from below, i.e. the solution of the problem of an
instantaneous point source of heat and solution (6), and then apply the comparison
theorem.
4. Derive the formula (23) by means of approximate solution of (12) at y? ->■ <^>s,
t —^ tf.
5.
Check that the equation (20) permits a similarity transformation of
expansion-compression. Using the replacements of a form Imp = u, In g = v, obtain
its general solution (24), (25).
6. By substituting (28) into (27) check that the functions p i { t ), V\ (£), ri(£) are
given by a quadrature from which at t -¥ t f < 00 the asym ptotic time dependence
(29) follows.
7. Select exam ples of such a distribution of entropy <^/v(m) > 0, 0 < m < Mo
in (32), so that the density will have any given number of extremes N . Prove that
the function <^jv(ra) can then be monotonous.
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Now we offer some ideas on the simplest requirements of numerical methods
and about basic concepts of the theory of difference schemes. Consider some
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typical approaches to the construction of discrete analogs of initial models,
used for numerical research.
1. N ecessity of numerical m odeling, elem entary concepts of the
theory o f difference schemes. However deep and varied the methods
of qualitative analysis of mathematical models might be, the area of their
applicability is rather limited. They are either simple, mainly linear models,
or separate fragments of complicated models, including nonlinear ones. The
only universal way of studying the models is by the application of numerical
methods for determining the approximate solution of the posed problem by
means of modern computing facilities and information science.
The computer algorithm, which is “understandable” to a computer,
i.e. the sequence of operations (arithmetical, logical, etc.) leading to the
solution, should satisfy the rather rigorous and occasionally contradictory
requirements. These include, first of all, the need to obtain solutions of given
accuracy by reasonable and whenever possible least number of operations,
so far as the time of a single calculation should be measured by minutes and
only in unique cases by hours. The amount of corresponding information
cannot exceed the capacities of the machine’s memory, during evaluations
one should avoid using numbers which are too large or small and which are
not accepted by the computer, the structure of the algorithm should be sim
ple enough and has to take into account the computers’ architecture and so
on.
Only computing algorithms which fulfill these requirements, allow us
to perform a multi-level numerical research of an initial model, to proceed
with computing experiments, to conduct analysis in rather diverse situa
tions and to obtain exhaustive information on the investigated object. Such
understanding of mathematical modeling means not only a simple more pre
cise definition of quantitative characteristics of the phenomena, but also the
study of their basic qualitative properties. The latter is especially important
for nonlinear objects, with diverse and unexpected behavior.
We stress that the problems of numerical modeling are not removed by
themselves with the appearance of more and more powerful and cheap com
puters. It is connected with at least two reasons: more complex problems
posed by the practical science, and the theory of the problems and the need
to realize large number of series of computing experiments for an adequate
study of object.
Therefore the development of effective computing algorithms always re
mains one of the key problems of mathematical modeling. To develop them,
the methods, ideas and approaches used in the construction of initial mathe
matical models are widely used. This connection is well traced on an example
of a rather broad class of models - those, which are reduced to differential
equations. For them the process of creation of computing algorithms con
sists of two principal stages: first, the discrete analogs of initial models are
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created and their properties are studied, second, the discrete equations are
solved numerically (an elementary example is represented in subsection 4,
section 6 , Chapter I).
Below we pay most attention to the first stage, by considering, first, the
simplest boundary problem for a second-order equation on an interval
(i)

assuming here and further, that its solution (in appropriate sense) exists and
is unique.
The passage from (1) to a discrete model is divided into two stages.
Replace the continuous area 0 < x < I by a discrete one, i.e. a population of
a finite number of points N . The most simple way is by the uniform split
of the interval [0, Z] by the rule X{ = ih, h = l / N , 0 < i < N. The set
w/, = tdh. U {x = 0, x = I}, ojfr = {#j}, i i=- 0, N , of these points represents
a (uniform) difference grid with a step h, the points X{ are the knots (see
Fig. 80, where the bars denote the basic knots of the grid, and crosses denote
the auxiliary knots x 1+1/ 2 = (®i+i - Xi) /2 with half-integer indices). All
the functions appearing in ( 1) are considered now as functions not of a
continuous argument x, but of a discrete argument X{, (grid functions), for
example, the analog of a solution u(x), 0 < x < 1, is the approximate solution
y{xi), 0 < i < N.

Fig.80.
On the second stage the discrete analogs of the differential equation ( 1)
and input data are created. The most natural discretization of a differential
operator is the replacement of derivatives by appropriate finite differences.
We introduce the notations
(2)

The first two expressions in (2) are the discrete approximation of a derivative
d u /dx; to obtain it, it is enough to use the value of function u(x) only at
two points (the two-point stencil). Decomposing u(x) via Taylor series, it is
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easy to prove that

In other words, du/dx in the integer knots of a grid x = X{ is approximated
by expressions (2 ) in the first order of approximation, while in half-integer
points x = ffi+i/2* x — x i - 1/2 (by virtue of symmetry) - with the second.
To replace the second derivative of the function u (the third expression in
(2 )) a three-point stencil x — h, x, x + h is required, so that

i.e. the approximation has a second order (exercise 1).
The discrete approximation of input data in the considered case does
not represent any difficulty and is carried out precisely: tpi = f(x i) = fi,
i = 0, . . . , N; y 0 = y(0) = u u yN = y{l)) = u2.
Unifying all these considerations, we replace (1) by a set of N —1 difference equations for determination iV—1 of unknown values of the approximate
solution yi in the knots Xi of the grid u

(3)
The system (3) with boundary conditions is called a difference scheme
and serves as a discrete analog of the model (1). Its solution is obtained
relatively easily (see subsection 2 ).
Using (l)-(3), we illustrate the elementary concepts connected with the
difference schemes. The grid function Z{ = y* —u*, i = 0, . . . , iV, i.e. the
difference between exact and approximate solutions in the knots of a grid
x = Xi, is called an error. If Zi = 0 ( h a ), i = 1, . . . , iV, a > 0, then the
difference scheme (3 ) converges (with an order a), and z%—►0 , h -» 0 for all
i: at a smaller grid cell yi approximates the exact solution u(x) in knots Xi
as well as is required. Between the knots the sought solution, if necessary,
can be determined further by means of a usual interpolation. In this case
the construction of a difference scheme achieves its purpose.
To reveal the convergence of the scheme (3), we consider the grid function
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called the error of approximation of a differential operator by difference one,
or residual (here the primes denote the derivation by x, u" =
If
'ipi = O(Zi^), i = 1, . . . , N —1; (3 > 0, then one has an approximates: the
continuous operator approximates the discrete one with an order (3 (here, as
was already shown above,
= 2), and ipi
0, h -» 0, i = 1, . . . , N — 1.
The function fi —
i = 0, ... iV, is the error of approximation of the right
hand side (in an investigated example it is identically equal to zero, as well
as the error of approximation of the boundary conditions).
Subtracting in internal knots of a grid i = 1, . . . , N —1 the equation ( 1)
from (3), we obtain

or, taking into account the equalities z = yi —Ui, ipi = u" —uXXii ^Pi — fu we
come to a system of difference equations for an error z*, with zero boundary
conditions

(4)
with the right hand side being the error of approximation ip.
The given property allows us to reveal the basic connection between
the already entered concepts of convergence and the approximation of the
scheme (3) and the concept of its stability. The latter implies that for any
admissible input data
u \ , u 2 the following inequality is fulfilled

(5)
where C > 0 is a constant not depending on i and h (in this case the stability
is with respect to the right hand side).
The scheme (4) is the particular case of (3). Therefore if (5) is fulfilled
(see exercise 2 ) we readily have

i.e. from the properties of approximation (%p = 0 (h &)) and stability (5) of
the difference schemes (3) follows its convergence (with the same order, as
the order of approximation, a = = 2 ).
We explain with the help of qualitative considerations, that the revealed
connection generally concerns any class of difference schemes. Let some
general (abstract) problem
(6)
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where L is a linear differential operator acting in an open area x G G (T is
the boundary of closure GUT in area G), f and n are given functions x 6 Rn
(the right hand side and the value of the sought solution on the boundary),
be approximated by a difference scheme

(7)
where w/,, uih. 7/1 are the difference analogs for G, G. T; £/, denotes the
appropriate difference operator; and grid functions y h ,(Ph, V-h. are the analogs
of an exact solution u and input data / , /i.
Introduce, as above, an error Zh = y h ~ uh- residual 'ipn = (L u )/l —LhUh,
and considering the approximation of the right hand side and the boundary
conditions to be exact, taking account also (6 ) we obtain
(8 )

Similar to case of scheme (3) the right hand side of the difference problem
for 2 represents the error of approximation ip. If the scheme (7) is stable,
that is ||i/h||(i) < C\\<fih\\(2 ) (where the symbols || • ||(i) and || • ||(2) denote
some, generally speaking, different norms of grid functions yh and <ph) then
from (8 ) we have
From here it is clear that the approximation (| IV’ft 11 ~> 0, |/t| —>0) and
stability of the scheme (7) ensure its convergence (H^H —»• 0, \h\ —>0). The
same statements are fair also for other problems for differential equations
approximated by difference schemes, including also nonlinear ones (then the
definition of stability is modified correspondingly).
Thus, there are at least two requirements for discrete models - the ap
proximation of the initial model and its stability. Then for a sufficiently
accurate numerical solution of difference equations (as a rule, they represent
systems of linear and nonlinear algebraic equations of the order N , where N
is the number of knots of a grid) and sufficiently small steps one has an ade
quately exact approximate solution. We stress: the number of knots cannot
be too large (and the steps too small), in so far as the numerical solution has
to be found in an acceptable number of operations, i.e. using actual grids.
Consider some typical methods of constructing of discrete models.
2.
D irect formal approxim ation. This historically first and, as fol
lows from the title easily interpreted method is simple, clear and frequently
gives high quality discrete models. We show this by constructing the differ
ence approximation of the first boundary problem in an interval [0 , /] for the
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thermal conducting equation

(9)

Its solution u(x, t) is assumed to exist and is sought within 0 < x < I at all
0 < t < T (Fig.81).

Fig.81.
We select the simplest discretization of the calculated area by splitting
uniformly by N — 1 vertical and M horizontal lines. The points of their
intersection with each other and with intervals [0, Z], [0, T], [I, T] will give
the knots of the grid u>ht- Such a grid is said to be uniform, with a spatial step
h = l/N , Xi — ih, 0 < i < N , and time step r = T /M , P = j r , 0 < j < M ,
the set of knots with identical indices j is called as a time layer (Fig.81).
In boundary knots (belonging to intervals [0, /], [0, T], [Z, T]) the function
u(x, t) is known from the boundary conditions (9), and the approximation is
obvious:
= u i (£?'),
= u 2 (tj ), j = 0, 1 . . . , Af; yf = tto(z»), 0 < i < N .
The approximate solution yj is necessary to find on the set of internal
knots uihT of the grid w/ir = <^hr U jhr- We conduct a natural approximation
of the differential operator by difference, rewriting the latter uniformly in
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any point (X{, tf) of grid UhT- We replace the derivative by time by the
first difference: d u /dt « (yi +1 — yD /r. Taking into account the fact that it
contains the values of the difference solution from two time layers, we replace
the second derivative by x with a sum of expressions (obtained in subsection
1) taken on (j + l)th and jt h layers: d 2 u /d x 2 ^ cryit 1 + (1 ” a )yixi where
0 < cr < 1. As a result, instead of (9) we come to the scheme with weights

( 10)

—

representing a system of ( N 1) M linear algebraic equations for the de
termination of the same number of functions yj. Each of equations (10)
is rewritten at a ^ 0 , 1 on the six-point stencil using knots with indices
(i - 1, j + 1), (i, j + 1), (i + 1 J + 1), (t - 1, j), (i, j), (i + 1, j). The error
of its approximation in the general case is the magnitude 0 (r + ft2), i.e. is of
the first order by time and second by space. For a symmetrical scheme with
a = 1/2 the order of approximation by time is increased to 0 (r2) (exercise
3).
At a = 0, 1 from ( 10) we obtain a simpler purely explicit (a = 0, fourpoint stencil ($, j + 1 ), (i —1, j ), (i, j), ( i+ 1, j)) and a purely implicit (a = 1,
four-point stencil (i — 1, j + 1), (i, j + 1), (i + 1, j + 1), (i, j)) schemes.
At a = 0 each of the equations of the scheme (10) contains only one
unknown quantity y j ^ 1. Therefore its solution is easily obtained by means
of explicit formulae during the passage from the jth to (j + l)th layer using
known values of the solution on the boundary (on the layer j = 0 the solution
is known from the initial data).
In case of the implicit scheme (and all schemes with a ^ 0) the difference
equations contain three unknown quantities: y ^ 1, y{+1) l4 + on eac^ time
layer we obtain a problem of type (3). The similar problems for the threepoint equations of the form
( 11)

where Ai ^ 0 , Bi ^ 0 , i = 1, . . . , N - 1, at conditions \Ci\ > \Ai\ + |B*|,
i = 1, . . . , JV - 1; |«a | < 1, a = 1, 2; |«i| + |«2| < 2 (for (3) and (10) these
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conditions are fulfilled) are relatively easily solved by the sweep method.
For the solution (11) the presence of a recurrent dependence of the following
form is assumed
( 12)

Its substitution into (11) gives for the coefficients a*+i and $ + i the recurrent
relations

From these, with the help of the boundary condition at i = 0 values
aj+i, /%+i are obtained in all knots of the grid (direct sweep). Further, with
the help of conditions in a point i = N at known aj+i, /%+1 by the formula
( 12 ) we estimate the values y x , y^-i? . . . , 1, 2/*, yo (inverse sweep). Note:
the simplicity of the solution of the algebraic system ( 10) is determined by
the simple (three-diagonal) structure of its matrix.
Slightly more complicated considerations reveal the stability of the
scheme ( 10), so that there is a qualitative difference between the cases a = 0
and a = l. The purely implicit scheme is stable at any ratio between the
steps h and r (unconditional stability), while for the purely explicit scheme
the realization of an inequality r < C7i2, C > 0 is some constant (condi
tional stability) is necessary. The given requirement (typical of the explicit
difference schemes generated by the parabolic equations) can pose too strict
restrictions on the time step. Therefore, despite the simplicity, the explicit
schemes for the solution of these problems are not practically used.
The difference schemes of type (10) are constructed in a similar way for
boundary problems distinct from (9 ) and more general parabolic equations.
For example, for the equation of nonlinear thermal conduction

one of the obvious approximations of the first boundary problem is as follows

where
and k iJ_ l / 2 are certain approximations of thermal conductivity
coefficient in half-integer knots i + 1/ 2 , i — 1/ 2 , taken for simplicity on jth
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layer. The given implicit stable scheme is easily solved, as (10), by the
sweep method. If the thermal conductivity is approximated on (j + l)th
layer, it becomes nonlinear and is solved by means of appropriate methods
of sequential approximations (iterative procedures).
Thus, based on direct approximation in certain cases the discrete models
possessing the necessary qualities are obtained. At the same time its formal
application can lead also to the construction of discrete analogs of the initial
models, having nothing in common with their pre-images. Consider the
rather natural approximation of the equation (9) - the difference equation
(13)
written on the five-dot stencil (i, j + 1), (i + 1, j), (i, j), (i - 1, j ), (i, j —1).
Together with the appropriate boundary conditions this forms the threelayer scheme (as distinct from the two-layer scheme ( 10)), with an error of
approximation 0 (r 2 + h2) and being easily solved by the explicit formulae.
However the given scheme is unsuitable, as it is unstable at any h and t (ab
solutely unstable). Its solution at limited boundary conditions can become
as large as possible, when j —» oo (t —>oo), which contradicts the maximum
principle for the equation (9).
We explain this, representing the solution of equation (13) with zero
boundary conditions as a sum of partial solutions (harmonics); each of the
latter ones has the form y(k)(x, t) = T^)(t) X ^ ( x ) , k = 1, 2, . . . , N — 1
(separation of variables). Then, substituting j/(*.)(#, t) into (13) and sepa
rating the variables, for any harmonics we have
(14)
where
= 4 / ( h 2) • sin(7rA;/i/2) > 0 is the parameter of separation, or the
eigenvalue for harmonics with number k (exercise 4).
The temporal part of the solution y{k)(x, £), as follows from (14), satisfies
the equation

with a partial solution of a form T ^

1

= QkT^ (from this connection follows

T^ 1 =
j). Then q* should satisfy the equation q\ + otkqh — 1 = 0
with the real roots, one of them by module is more than one at any
By
virtue of this for a rather large value of j, harmonics can be present in a
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general solution of the equation (13) as big as is possible by their absolute
value.
These examples do not exhaust the shortages of direct formal approxi
mation. In more complicated situations for discrete models generated by it,
fundamental properties intrinsic to initial objects can not be fulfilled.
We illustrate this by considering the following problem for a stationary
thermal conduction equation

(15)

The model (15) is one of the simplest in the theory of heat transfer,
except that the thermal conductivity k(x) can be a discontinuous function
(thermal conducting material consists of different substances).
We expand the differential operator (15)

and introduce absolutely natural, on the first sight, replacements (uniform
grid)

In view of boundary conditions (15) we come to the difference scheme

(16)

approximation of an order 0 (h2).
Let k(x) be a discontinuous step function
(17)
where £ is an irrational, £ = x n + Oh, x n = nh, 0 < 0 < 1, k\ ^ fo.
At such function k(x) the solution (15) obviously depends linearly on
x, so that the declination of function u{x) is different in areas with differ
ent values of thermal conductivity. The only solution is determined from
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conditions of conjugation in a point x — £, i.e. from a condition of temper
ature continuity u~(£) = u+ (£) and heat flux continuity W~(£) = W^+ (£)
(W {x) = —k(x)du/dx):

It is easy to find the solution of the difference problem (16) in case (17),
in view of the fact that the equation (16) has a form yj_i —2yz +
= 0
a t i ^ n , i ^ n + 1 and, therefore,

The coefficients a, fi are obtained from the equations (16) in points i = n,
i = n + 1 (xn = £ - 6h, x n+i = £ + (1 - 9)h):

Prom these formulae it is seen that a —¥ a \ 0 = (fj, + (1 —/lj)£)_1, —»
Po = ficto at h -> 0. Therefore at h
0 the function y(x, h) (a solution of
(9), determined between knots of a grid with the help of linear interpolation)
has a limit
( 20 )

The functions (20) and (19) coincide only in the case k = 1 (k\ = A^)Therefore, the solution of the difference problem tends at h —> 0 not to a so
lution of problem (13), but to a completely different function: the difference
scheme (16) diverges.
The reason for its divergence is revealed by the analysis of the solution
(20) in a point x = f: the temperature there is continuous (u“ (f) = w+ (f)),
while the heat flux is discontinuous (IV- (f) ^ W +(£), exercise 5). The
scheme (16) violates the conservation law (balance) of heat in the substance,
i.e. the fundamental law, being at the basis of the deduction of all models of
thermal conduction. Such discrete models are called non-conservative and,
as a rule, cannot be used for a study of initial models.
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3.
T he integro-interpolational m ethod. Prom the examples men
tioned it becomes clear that the transition to discrete models cannot be
realized in a purely formal way. The discrete model should preserve when
ever possible the greatest number of basic properties, which the models of
initial objects possess.
Concerning equation (15), this means that for its difference scheme a
realization of the discrete analog of the energy conservation law is necessary.
The widely used approach to the construction of such schemes is based on
a formulation of this law in the integrated form for meshes Xi-\ < x < Xi,
Xi = ih, i = 1, . . . , N , of the difference grid with a consequent replacement of
the obtained integrals and derivatives by approximate difference expressions
(a integro-interpolational method).
For a stationary process of thermal conduction without absorption and
release of energy, the equation of heat balance in the interval x t_ 1/ 2 < x <
x i+ 1/2 (half-integer indices are chosen) means the equality of fluxes on its
boundaries
(21)

Integrating the equality W (x) = —k(x)du/dx in an interval

and assuming W (x) = W^_i / 2 = const at x \ - 1 < x < X{ (simplest interpola
tion), we obtain

whence the approximate value for W ^ i / 2 is given by the formula

By substituting it into (21), we come to a conservative difference scheme
(compare with (16))
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( 22 )

for which the energy conservation law is fulfilled both for each mesh, and
for the whole interval [0, 1] (exercise 6). The conservative discrete mod
els for more complicated processes, including nonlinear and non-stationary
processes of heat transfer, are constructed in the same way.
The applicability of the integro-interpolational and similar methods in
cludes broad classes of models. It is particularly important for the problems
of gas dynamics, when the solutions (see subsection 2 section 1) can be dis
continuous. We will now construct conservative difference approximations
for the equations of one-dimensional flow of gas using the mass coordinates
(subsection 5, section 4, Chapter II) in divergence form

(23)

Here t is time, m is the mass coordinate; rj = l/p is the specific volume (p is
the density), v is the velocity, p is the pressure and e = e(r{/, p) is the internal
energy of gas.
Introduce a grid with steps which are uniform both in time and space

For the sake of simplicity for the grid analogs of gas dynamic quantities, we
keep the same notations, referring the function v to the integer points of the
grid (m = ra*), while p, r/, e refers to the half-integer ones (m = mi+1/ 2)We integrate the second equation (23) in a rectangle m i_xj 2 < m <
m i+l/2, & < t < t f +1i
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and the rest in a rectangle m l < m < m l+i, P < t < P +1:

We replace time integrals included in these identities by expressions

where / (<Ta) = aaf j + 1 + (1 - cr*)fj , cra - weight (a = 1, 2, 3, 4), p** =
0.5(pi_!/2 + Pi+1/ 2)* We replace space integrals by an obvious rule, for ex
ample,
m • . i /.-»

<m . .

.

In sum we come to a four-parametric family of difference schemes

(24)

where E i+i / 2 = £*+1/2 + (vi + vi+i)/2 is the total energy of zth mesh of
gas. They represent the conservative discrete analogs of the equations (23)
at any cra , a = 1, . . . , 4. For them there are valid difference analogs of laws
of conservation of mass, of momentum and total energy in any mesh of the
grid (integrating the equations (24) on a grid a)/^, it is easy to reveal the
validity of conservation laws in a discrete form for the whole mass of gas
0 < m < Mo).
At a i = 0, (J2 = <73 = <74 = 1 the system (24) can be solved via the
explicit formulae: first, we obtain
then
2> and from the third
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equation (24) and the equations of state pr? = (7 —l)e (in case of ideal gas)
the values pi+1/2 for all i = 0, 1, . . . , N are determined by the sweep method
using boundary conditions at i = 0, i = N. The implicit schemes (24) are
solved be means of iterative methods.
As distinct from the parabolic type equations, the explicit schemes for
hyperbolic equations are stable not at the condition r < C7i2, but at the
realization of a weaker inequality r < Ch, and hence, are frequently applied
in practice. Note, that at practical evaluations in gas dynamics difference
schemes an artificial “viscosity ” is introduced, smoothing the strong discon
tinuities. It essentially facilitates the calculations, since it avoids the need
to specially distinguish areas of discontinuities (the homogeneous schemes).
4.
P rin c ip le of co m plete conservatism . The more essential differ
ence of discrete models of gas dynamics from models of heat transfer is in
the diversity of ways of mathematically representing conservation laws for
the gas. In particular, the third equation (23) can be rewritten not for a
total energy E = € + v 2 /2 , but for the internal energy e, and at least in two
ways
(25)
For an initial model these and other forms of representation are equiva
lent and turn to each other at the appropriate transformations of equations.
In the case of discrete models the given property is by no means guaranteed.
For example, the discrete analogs of equations (25) do not generally follow
from the third equation of the conservative scheme (24). The opposite is
true as well: for a scheme approximating the equation of internal energy,
the conservation law of total energy is not necessarily fulfilled. A simple
example is the non-conservative scheme “cross”

(26)

when a “chess” is used (see Fig. 82); the points and crosses denote the knots
of the used six-point stencil; the functions e, p, rj refers to the half-integer,
while v refers to the integer knots) and is easily solved in case pr) = (7 —l)e
by the explicit formulae.
A similar partial conservation of the discrete models can make them
unsuitable for numerical modeling (conservation of total energy does not
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Fig.82.
mean, that its components - the kinetic and internal energies, and hence,
the velocity and the temperature of gas - are obtained correctly). Therefore,
in the construction of discrete models it is necessary to reflect with them as
many fundamental properties of the initial object as possible.
Taking as an initial four-parametric set of the conservative schemes (24),
we obtain difference approximations of equations (23) possessing the formu
lated property.
To simplify further calculations we introduce the notations

below we omit the bar above p, 77 and £, (except in some special cases).
With the same purpose instead of the third equation (24), we consider the
approximation of the first equation (25) for the internal energy. Besides, the
following formula is required
(27)
where a and /3 are arbitrary numbers,
= a f + (1 —a ) /, / = P +l.
In view of the remarks made from (24) the four-parametric family of the
schemes is obtained
(28)
Here the complete conservatism is required, i.e. they have to approximate
also the equation for total energy (the third equation (23)) and the second
equation (25).
From the second equation (28), the equality Vm4^ =
— t(<T4 —
<?2 )vmt = Vt + r (04 —02 ) vmt and the third equation (28), it follows that
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where d\E = —r(a 4 —&2 )p ^ t • Thus, the scheme (28) approximates the
second equation (25) only when equality a 2 = <74 is fulfilled. If this equality
is not fulfilled, there is an imbalance 8 \E of internal energy, caused by the
appearance in the discrete medium of additional (virtual) sources and losses
of energy.
Now we obtain 62 E ~ the imbalance of the total energy. Multiplying the
first equation (28) by
= 0.5(t> + v), we obtain the equation

then we combine it with the third equation (28)
(29)
We transform the right hand side in (29) by means of formulae (27)

where the following notations are introduced

In sum, (29) takes the form

Thus, the equation (29) does not approximate the equation for total
energy (the same concerns scheme (26); see exercise 7). The imbalance 6 2 E ,
as well as the imbalance 8 \E, has an artificial origin.
It is absent only in the case <73 = cri, <74 = 0.5 and, therefore, o<i — 0.5.
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Unifying these results, instead of a four-parametric family of the schemes
(28) obtained with the help of integro-interpolational method, we come to
an one-parametric family

of completely conservative (S\E = S2E = 0) discrete models of gas dynamics.
Note that the third equation in (30) can be replaced by one of the following
equations

and the last equation can be replaced by one of the following equations

In the general case the scheme (30) has an approximation 0 ( r + h2), and
at o 1 = 0.5 the approximation by time is of second order. At a\ = 0 the
scheme (30) is explicit, and its solution is obtained by simple formulae.
From the structure of 5\E and S2E it is clear that they are especially big
when the characteristics of the gas strongly vary in space and time (discon
tinuous flows, strong inhomogeneity of medium, blowing-up regimes, etc.).
In these situations the virtual energy sources become comparable with the
actual quantities, and the results of numerical simulations of the initial ob
ject differ remarkably from its real behavior. Imbalance can be reduced by
taking a smaller time step r, which naturally leads to a corresponding in
crease in the number of calculating operations (the decrease of the step of
the grid in space has no influence on the value 5\E, 52 E).
The principle of complete conservatism, used to solve many complex
problems is one of the reliable approaches to the construction of discrete
models with required properties.
5.
C onstruction of difference schem es by means o f variational
principles. Variational principles, being one of basic methods of deriving
mathematical models of various objects, are also widely used to construct
their corresponding discrete analogs. This is due to their universality, the
relative simplicity of application, their connection with conservation laws
and symmetry properties. The most natural way in such an approach is to
discretize the initial object (medium), to formulate the variational principle
for the obtained object and to derive the corresponding connections (equa
tions) for discrete quantities, i.e. to complete the construction of the sought
discrete model.
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Following this* logic we construct the difference schemes for the equa
tions (23) of one-dimensional gas dynamics in Lagrangian coordinates and
compare them with the schemes of subsections 3, 4.
Consider the gas as a configuration of a close material “points” ( “parti
cles”), and split its mass Mo for simplicity into N equal fractions of mass
m i+1/2 — 0/iV, 2 = 0, 1, . . . , N —1 (the mass ra ^+ 1 / 2 is the analog of step h
in (24), (25)). In other words, as in subsection 3, we introduce a difference
grid with knots at points i = 0, 1, . . . , N and a uniform mass of meshes. We
describe coordinates and velocities of a particle (mesh) through Cartesian
coordinates Xi, Xi+ 1 and the velocity v*, Vi+\ of the corresponding knots.
The rest parameters of the mass points are the density Pi+i/2, specific vol
ume rji+i/2, pressure Pi+ 1/ 2? internal energy £i+i/2) - we refer to the middle
of a mesh (half-integer index).
We apply the Hamiltonian principle for the constructed discrete medium
by selecting x%(t), Xi+i(t) as generalized coordinates of the meshes (the quan
tities Vi(t) = dxi/dt = Xi, ^i+i(t) = dxi+i/dt = i j + 1 play a role of gener
alized velocities). We define the kinetic energy of the system by the rather
obvious expression

as a sum of energies of each particle (other expressions are possible as well)

We correlate the “potential” energy of particles with their internal energy
1/2 — ei+1/ 2 (2^ x i+1)5 in so far as ^s “release” enables us to perform

a work, such as the circuit of the charged capacitor releasing the energy
accumulated in it, transforming into a motion of charges (see subsection 4,
section 2, Chapter III). Note that such definition of a potential energy for the
considered system, as well as revealing the potentiality of its motion, requires
detailed analysis (in subsection 3, section 2, Chapter III it is performed for
the simpler case of small oscillations of a string). Therefore we confine
ourselves to the above mentioned qualitative considerations.
The summarized potential energy of the set of meshes is

where Vi+i / 2 is the energy of a separate particle.
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“The Lagrangian” of a discrete gas medium is given by the expression
(31)
and the functional of action is given by the formula

(32)
Performing the variation in accordance with the Hamiltonian principle
(subsection 3, section 1, Chapter III) of the action (32) by all kinematically
possible paths, we calculate the variations of its terms. In so far as

The variation of the internal energy is given by the formula

and for the variation of action we have

Integrating in the latter equality terms Sxi and vi+\ <5#i+i by parts, we
take into account the commutation of operations of variation and differenti
ation by time (8 i i = d(5xi)/dt) and the condition Sxi —0, i = 0, . . . , iV —1,
at t = to, t = t\. We obtain an expression indicating that by virtue of inde
pendence of variations 8 xi for 8 Q we have SQ = 0 only when the coefficients
are equal to zero at any 5x{, i.e. when the following equations are fulfilled
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The acceleration of gas meshes is written on the left hand sides. To reveal
the content of the right hand sides, recall that for the considered adiabatic
flows the equalities de = —pdrj and e(p, rj) = e(r]) (see formulae (27), (29)
from section 4, Chapter II) are valid. Then, for a discrete medium we ob
tain dCi+i/ 2 = —Pi+l/ 2 ^I?i+l/2 > £i+1/2 = £(%+1/2) = ^[(^i+1 ~ £ j)/m j+ 1/ 2]*
Conducting the transformations

we come to a final form of the equations of motion of gas “particles” (on a
homogeneous grid) which were obtained using the Hamiltonian principle
(33)
Join to (33) the equations
(34)
the following from equality r?i+i/2 = (Xi+i —^z)/mi+1/2 (the conservation law
of a mesh mass), and also following from equality cfci+i/2 = —Pi+1/ 2 drii+1/ 2 ,
and from (34), the equation

expressing the law of variation of the internal energy.
Together with the given equation of state ei+x/2 = ziVi+i/2) the system
(33)-(35) represents the semi-discrete model of gas dynamics adequate to all
required conservation laws - momentum, mass, energy (note, that the con
servation law of total energy E = T + V readily follows from the invariance
of the Lagrangian (31) with respect to the time shift).
Replacing the derivatives by time with finite differences in (33)-(35),
passing to non-index notations and introducing the weights <ti, cr2, 03 ? a4,
we obtain the discrete model of gas dynamics
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coinciding with the difference scheme (28) constructed in subsection 3 by
means of the integro-interpolational method (at an appropriate choice of
weights it becomes completely conservative).
The applicability of the demonstrated approach is not limited by the
above considered elementary case (see, for example, exercise 8). Variational
principles are effectively used to derive discrete models in rather difficult
situations (many-dimensional processes, grid of complicated structure and
so on).
6.
U se o f th e hierarchical approach in derivation o f discrete
m odels. The basic idea of the given approach is the use of knowledge about
the position of the model to be discretized within the hierarchy of models of
the investigated object. If the hierarchy is constructed by the principle “from
above downwards”, then, by conducting a partial or complete discretization
of a general model, we pass to a lower level discrete model. Obviously, the
method of passage should correspond to one adopted for the initial model.
As a result of realizing of such a procedure in the constructed discrete model
certain additional features of higher level models are introduced, and this
can increase the adequacy of the model approximating the initial object.
Specify these considerations by considering equations describing one
dimensional flows of non-viscous non-thermal conducting gas (rewriting in
divergence form the one-dimensional equations (4), (10), (15) from section
4, Chapter II)

(36)

Here E = p(V2/ 2 -I- 3-RT/2) is the sum of kinetic and internal energies of
a unit volume of gas, i.e. its total energy, T = p/{pR) is the temperature,
R = k / m is the gas constant, k is the Boltzmann constant, m is the mass of
an atom or molecule of gas.
Recall that in subsections 4, 5, section 3, Chapter III, the equations (36)
were obtained from the Boltzmann kinetic equation as a result of its “averag
ing” provided that the distribution function /(# , v, t) is locally Maxwellian
(formula (5), section 3, Chapter III)
(37)
where v is the velocity of random motion of gas particles (at Maxwellian
distribution there are no viscous stresses and heat fluxes in a medium).
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The discrete analogs of the equations (36) can be built using any of the
methods described in the previous sections. The hierarchical approach in
this case (and for certain generalizations of (36)) yields the following.
1) the distribution function / (solution of equation (2) in section 3, Chap
ter III) and macrocharacteristics of the gas are considered as a function of
a discrete argument P , j = 0 , 1, . . . , , i.e. the discretization is performed by
time of an initial model - Boltzmann kinetic equation;
2) the quantity r = P +l —P (step of discretization) is taken sufficiently
small to satisfy the condition r < l/\(v)\, where I is the characteristic length
of the free path, |(v)| is the module of characteristic velocity of particles.
Therefore during r the number of collisions between particles is insignificant
and can be neglected (see the deduction of the Boltzmann equation);
3) the distribution function /•7+1 = /(# , v , P +l) varies (see the deduction
of the Boltzmann equation) in comparison with function P — f ( x , v , P)
only due to the modification by particles of their phase volume, hence the
following simple relation is valid
(38)
being a solution of the Boltzmann equation in the absence of collisions;
4)
the connection (38) is simplified via expansion of f i +l in Taylor series
by the parameter vr.
(39)
up to terms of the third order; since the distribution function is decreas
ing exponentially with the growth of v2, the contribution of particles with
large velocities can be neglected and the corresponding terms in (39) can be
omitted;
5) similar to the derivation of the equations for moments in subsection
4, section 3, Chapter III, the relations (39) are sequentially multiplied by
functions \I/(v ), respectively equal to 1, mv, m v 2/ 2 (summary invariants),
and are integrated over all velocities v\ as a result the relation between P +1
and p will be transformed into connections between the average of such
hydrodynamic parameters of gas as the density, flux of mass, total energy

and other quantities taken at the moments t \ P +l (in other words we obtain
a hydrodynamic model of a medium which is discrete in time);
6)
after corresponding discretization in space, the final discrete (both
in time and in space) models of gas are constructed, taking into account
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some features of the initial kinetic equation (kinetically consistent difference
schemes); they cannot generally be obtained by approximating hydrody
namic models (for example, equations (36)), in so far as the properties of
the higher level models are used to construct them.
The simplest variant of the above described procedures corresponds to
the case of locally Maxwellian distribution function (37) and corresponding
(for one-dimensional flows) equations (36); their semi-discrete analogs are as
follows

(40)

where for simplicity we have denoted g ^ 1 = g, gi = g. In their deduction
the integrals obtained on the right hand side (39 ) are represented (in view
of the properties of distribution function f ^ ) as sums and products of the
2
moments of function e~z of various orders. The odd moments are equal to
zero, while evens are determined by the formula

Upon realizing the discretization of the space operators, from (40) we
obtain completely discrete analogs of equations (36), which can be numeri
cally solved by means of the explicit formulae (one can also easily construct
the implicit variants of the model (40), by mutual replacement in (38) of
/ J’+1 and /■?). The terms on the right hand side of (40) of the first order of
smallness by r represent the terms which are additional to the usual discrete
models for (36), and which carry additional information about the origin of
the approximate model.
Not representing the derivation of the whole system (40), we confine
ourselves only by the equation of continuity. Representing (39) as

and multiplying this expression by ^ (v ) = 1 and and integrating over v , we
obtain
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or, extracting the sign of derivation outside the integral (see formulae ( 10),
section 3, Chapter III),

Transforming the integrals in the latter equality in accordance with the def
initions of functions V and p (see subsection 4, section 3, Chapter III), we
come to an equation

i.e. to the first of the equations (36).
The approach described above is generalized for many-dimensional
analogs of equations (36) and for more complicated models of gas flows,
for example, on the Navier-Stokes equations (see subsection 5, section 3,
Chapter III). In the latter case, instead of the Maxwellian distribution func
tion / =
the following approximation - the function / = /(°) +
is used, corresponding to a medium with non-zero viscous stresses and heat
fluxes (see subsection 4, section 3, Chapter III).
We have to explain: the boundary conditions for models of type (40)
cannot be taken exactly the same as those in the case of the Eulerian equa
tions (or of Navier-Stokes equations) already due to a loss of conservative
ness of the discrete model at such automatic transition. Therefore, not only
the equations of model (40), but also the boundary conditions have to be
matched with the boundary conditions of the kinetic equation of a higher
hierarchical level.
Due to their construction the kinetically consistent difference schemes
possess series of properties making them rather effective for the numerical
modeling of many complicated gas currents.
EXERCISES
1. Decomposing the function u(x) in the Taylor series in the vicinity of a point
x and keeping a sufficient number of terms, check that the difference derivative uxx
approximates the derivative (Pu/dx2 with the second order.
2. Let in the problem (3) with yo = yN = 0 the knot io ^ 0, N be such, that
\yio\ ~ max|2/j|, 0 < i < N. Rewriting the equation (3) in a point io, show the
validity of an inequality \yio \ < \^>i0\/2 and, hence, of inequality (5), where C —1/2.
3. Decomposing the function u(x , t) in the vicinity of a point x = x*, t =
(P + 1 + P ) / 2 in a Taylor series, prove that at a = 1/2 the error of approximation
of the scheme (10) equals 0 ( r 2 + h2).
4. Check by direct substitution that the eigenvalue problem X xx +
= 0,
0 < x < 1; X(0) = X(l), X(x)) ^ 0 has nontrivial solutions - eigenfunctions of a
form X ^ = V 2 simrkx.
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5. Check that for the solution (20) the difference between W^“ (£) and
is equal to q — - a 0 (/i - k) fc2 and that q -4 ±0 at x -4 ±0, i.e. the power of the
virtual heat source can be as large as possible.
6 . Summarizing equation (22) over i =_1, ..., N —1, obtain the difference heat
conservation law in all grid area Wi/2 —W^v-1/2 = 0 , where W ^ i / 2 = —a>i{yi —
Vi-i)/h.

7. Introduce notations pi+lj\ — pi = P, ^f+1/2 =
scheme “cross” (26) as

^ i +1 =

e tc *

Rewrite the

Multiplying vt = —pm on t/0-5) and repeating the considerations of the derivation
of (30), represent the third equation (26) as

where the imbalance of the total energy SE = TptVm'5^ + 0.5 Tpvmt + 0.5 T2ptvmt
can not be removed, as distinct from the case of the scheme (24).
8.
Check, repeating for the case of non-uniform by mass difference grid con
structions in subsection 5, that the equations (34), (35) of the model (33)-(35)
remain unchanged, while the equation (33) is somewhat modified, but conserves its
physical content.

Bibliography for Chapter V: [2 , 6 , 8 , 12 , 15, 17, 18, 21 , 22 , 24, 26, 29-31,
33, 34, 46, 51, 59, 61-65, 67, 68 , 70, 71, 74, 75, 80, 87-89].
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MATHEMATICAL
MODELING OF
COMPLEX OBJECTS

1

Problems of Technology and Ecology

We will now show the need for broad application of computing experiment
for the analysis and prognosis of big technological and ecological projects.
We will represent concrete examples illustrating the tight correlation of prob
lems of technology and ecology, and the inevitability of using mathematical
modeling for their solution.
1.
Physically “safe” nuclear reactor. Nuclear energy is one of the
bases of industry in many developed countries, in some of them it is the
foremost method of producing electricity. The problems of its safety are
complicated and diverse: the burial of the nuclear waste and the reduction of
the need to extract uranium, effective utilization of uranium which has been
used and liberated at nuclear disarmament, and, certainly, the prevention of
major accidents at reactors.
In any type of reactors the defining physical processes are the neutronnuclear reactions leading to a release of energy in its active zone, and the
heat transfer from this zone is later used to produce electrical energy. The
working reactor is kept in a critical state, when the number of released
neutrons is such that the power created does not practically depend on
time. In a subcritical state fewer neutrons appear than are lost, and the
reaction of decay weakens rapidly. In a supercritical state, on the contrary,
the neutron’s output is too big, and it can lead to a heating and “explosion”
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of the active zone.
In regular reactors the critical state is physically unstable, and is sup
ported artificially with the help of a very complicated control system. W ith
out such a system either the subcritical or supercritical conditions would
be realized. The reactor is made with a reserve of reactivity (supercritical),
which is compensated by inserting special rods into the active zone which
swallow the “extra” neutrons. If in the course of the burn-out of the fuel the
reactivity decreases, the controlling rods are partially removed from the sys
tem and the neutron flux grows to the magnitude necessary for the scheduled
work of the reactor.
The characteristic time of deviation from the critical state is determined
mainly by the time scale of delayed neutrons, i.e. of neutrons appearing from
products of decay, some time after disintegration. This time period is less
than one minute, which presents rather strong requirements to the control
system. Just for this short time it should “find out” and realize an appro
priate solution for any unexpected urgent situations.
The principal idea of a physically safe reactor is that the fuel components
should be selected in such a way that firstly its characteristic time should
be noticeably more than one minute and, secondly, that elements of self
regulation have to appear in the active condition.
This can be achieved, if the following chain of transformations will be
rather noticeable in the reactor

where 238U, 239U, 239Np, 239Pu denote, correspondingly, the isotopes of ura
nium, neptunium and plutonium, n denotes neutron, the symbol /?“ denotes
beta-decay (emission of an electron by the nucleus). In this case the formed
plutonium is the basic and immediately used fuel. The characteristic time
scale of such a reaction - the time of two beta-decays - is approximately
equal to 2.5 days, i.e. about four orders of magnitude more, than for the
delayed neutrons.
The effect of self-regulation is connected with the fact that the increase
(for whatever reason) of the flux of neutrons will lead to a fast decay of
plutonium, to a decrease of its concentration and accordingly, a decrease of
the flux of the neutrons (the formation of the new nuclei 239Pu will proceed
at the former rate approximately within 2.5 days). If, on the contrary,
the neutron flux due to some external interference sharply decreases, the
decay rate will decrease and hence, will increase the rate of running time of
plutonium, with consequent magnification of number of neutrons released in
the reactor during approximately the same time scale (several days).
The transformations described also take place in conventional reactors,
however there they play a minor role in energy release, as they are used
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mainly for the accumulation of plutonium. The answer to the problem of
whether there is such a mixture of U and Pu, when the given reaction be
comes dominating, can only be obtained with the help of mathematical mod
eling of this complex system.
A rather complete mathematical model of the active zone of the reac
tor should include models of non-stationary spatially three-dimensional pro
cesses of neutron transfer in a hardly inhomogeneous medium, burn-out of
fuels and reactor kinetics, and also a model of heat transfer.
However to check the reality of the proposed physical idea with good ac
curacy one can use a more simple model. The first simplification is the sep
arate analysis of neutron-nuclear processes and the process of heat transfer
(this is justified for large periods of regulation). It is quite possible to study
purely neutron processes not in three-dimensional, but in one-dimensional
geometry considering them in addition, in diffusion and one-group approx
imation (the latter means, that the spectral characteristics of neutrons are
averaged in an appropriate way).
The equations of neutron transfer obtained with these simplifications are
in some sense close to the equations of heat transfer (section 2, Chapter II).
They are solved together with the equations of reactor kinetics for six groups
of the predecessors of delayed neutrons (equation of the type of radioactive
decay, but with the “source” of neutrons) and the equations of burn-out
for almost twenty types of isotopes of U, Pu, Np and of other elements.
The separation of these three models is not possible, as the majority of
unknown quantities appear in all equations. The method of a solution is the
semi-discrete (spatial) approximation of an initial model with consequent
numerical integration by time of the obtained complex system of ordinary
high dimension differential equations.
The typical computing experiment consists of the representation of initial
critical assembly (i.e. of a mixture of substances and geometry of the active
zone such that the obtained reactor is critical) and the study of evolution
in time of basic characteristics of the reactor. Note: the initial assembly is
obtained by means of a special preliminary computer experiment.
One of the variants of assembly in cylindrical geometry is as follows:
Zone 1
239Pu - 8%
238U - 92%
Steel
Na

Zone 2
Depleted natural uranium
(235U - 0.33%, 238U - 99,77%)
Steel
Na

n = 89.48 cm r2 = 200 cm
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The assembly is divided into two zones of different sizes with different
plutonium content and different isotopes of uranium (the presence of sodium
in an homogeneous mixture corresponds to the presence of a heat-carrier, the
steel corresponds to the constructional elements). In Fig.83 the dynamics
(measured in 10-6 s-1 ) of A(t) which is a characteristic of time at which
the considered two-zone reactor is no longer critical (at A > 0 the number
of released neutrons is proportional to ext) is represented. It is seen that
during almost nine months of work for a reactor without control |A| < 10-6
s-1 , i.e. the time of its deviation from critical is approximately 10 days (in
this variant, if no external control is introduced, the reactor damps in nine
months). Thus, the basic idea of a physically safe reactor is convincingly
confirmed.

Fig.83.

Fig.84.
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Fig.85.

The computing experiment, as well as a general conclusion, also provides
a series of very important details about the investigated system. In Fig. 84
the spatial concentration of plutonium iV(239Pu) (in 1022 cm _3), and in
Fig. 85 - the degree of fuel use at various instants is shown. As distinct
from the usual reactors, a high degree of fuel use (theoretically, without
engineering restrictions, 40-50% instead of standard 4-5% is reached here).

Fig.86.
The experiments model also the answer to the question about the sta
bility of the reactor with respect to strong perturbations (accidents). For
example, an ejection of a part of the heat-carrier (sodium) from the active
zone as a result of a spontaneous or violent break in the pipeline, is possible.
In Fig. 86 the dependence of A on time after a similar accident is represented.
It was simulated as follows: in a moment t = 63 days from the first zone
within an interval 0 < r < 15.4 cm during 15 minutes with constant rate
all the sodium is removed. This leads to the appearance of oscillations of
the characteristic time scale (then its minimum value is 8 minutes, which
is quite enough for the actual correction of the work of the reactor). The
perturbation appearing afterwards is damped by the reactor itself without
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any external action (self-regulation) and in 32 hours its characteristic time
scale is stabilized, becoming equal, as before, to approximately 10 days. The
experiments with a model also justify some other advantages of the consid
ered reactor, for example there is no need to add new portions of plutonium
to the active zone instead of the burnt-out plutonium (therefore there is no
need to transport and manipulate with one of the principal components of
nuclear weapon).
Thus, mathematical modeling and computing experiments allow us to
study not only qualitatively, but also quantitatively one of the ways to im
prove the safety of nuclear plants.

Fig.87.
2.
A hydrological “barrier” against the contam ination o f un
derground waters. The supply of large cities and industrial centers with
good-quality drinking water and water for technical needs has long been a
crucial ecological problem. To solve it, besides using open and therefore
easily polluted sources (rivers, lakes, reservoirs) the underground waters of
corresponding layers are intensely used. They are influenced less by anthropogeneous actions, however the problems associated with inevitable con
tamination remain actual. One of them is the localization of a dangerous
impurity penetrating into a part of a layer, so that the water in other parts
remains pure and suitable for consumption.
This purpose can be reached using part of the underground waters to cre
ate a kind of hydrological barrier on a path of propagation of contaminations.
Its general scheme is shown in Fig. 87: between the sources of contamination
(asterisks) and the water well, special slits pump up rather pure water into
the layer and raise its level (barrier). The pumping creates a forced motion
of the ground waters to the right and to the left from the barrier (arrows).
The current filtered to the right pushes back the incoming water containing
impurities, preventing the further propagation of contamination along the
layer.
The mathematical model realizing this scheme contains the equations of
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F ig . 8 8 .
filtration of underground waters and the equations of propagation of pol
lution, supplemented by appropriate input data (properties of the ground,
water and impurities, information on the geometry of the considered area,
boundary conditions, etc.). For a relatively small amount of impurity in the
water there is no noticeable influence on its motion, and consequently the
filtration can be considered separately from the dynamics of propagation
of contamination. For some assumptions, the main one being the sufficient
extension of the layer, the motion of the water is described within the frame
work of the Bussinesque model (section 1, Chapter II). In this case all char
acteristics of the process are functions of the variables x, y, t (the top view
of the layer is represented in Fig. 88 , where the crosses denote the pumping
slits, the small squares denote the water wells, and the asterisks denote the
sources of contaminations).
The model of propagation of impurity is obtained (as well as the Bussi
nesque equation) from a conservation law (balance) of the mass of impurity
within the element of the ground. In the absence of diffusion of contamina
tion it represents the usual continuity equation and in an elementary variant
has the form

where C (x, t) is the sought concentration of impurities, Q (x, y, t) is the
known intensity of sources of contaminations (the other notations are the
same, as in section 1, Chapter II). This equation can also be treated at
known functions /i, u, v as a two-dimensional equation of concentration C
transfer. In so far as by the Darsi law

then the given equation can be rewritten in a form
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If one takes into account the noticeable random motion of impurities, the
latter equation becomes more complicated

becoming a second-order equation (of parabolic type) with respect to the
function C . The additional terms on its right hand side correspond to the
increase or decrease in the mass of an element of the ground due to the
presence of flows estimated by Fick’s law

where D > 0 is the coefficient of hydrodynamic dispersion (analog of thermal
conductivity coefficient in Fourier’s law; see Table 1).
One of the natural ways of making the transition to a discrete model is to
approximate a system of two parabolic equations: the Bussinesque equations
from section 1, Chapter II, for h and the above mentioned equation for C, via
a difference scheme constructed, for example, by the integro-interpolational
method (this is especially convenient in the case of uniform grids). Note
that the equation for h does not contain the quantity (7, and this property
of the model considerably facilitates its numerical study. It is reasonable
to use strictly stable implicit schemes permitting us to perform calculations
with a sufficiently large time steps.

Fig.89. a - t = 2
years; b - t = 7 years; c - t —
13 years; d - t = 33 years
The resulting system of nonlinear difference equations is solved as fol
lows. First from the difference Bussinesque equation for h\ (not containing
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function C/) the values h\ are obtained. Then they are used in difference
equations for C/, from which the latter are determined. For the solution
of discrete analogs of the two-dimensional parabolic equations for h and C,
the standard method of variable directions (and iterative procedures) of a
successive solution by running a set of one-dimensional problems (first in
direction x, then in direction y, and vice versa) is applied.
In Fig. 89, a-d we represent the results of a demonstrating computing ex
periment via the above described technique simulating the dynamics of the
phenomenon (closed lines correspond to constant values of the concentration
of impurities in some conditional units). For simplicity, the properties of the
ground were considered as constant, the quantities h\ and C\ were consid
ered to be equal to zero at large distances from a source of contamination,
the calculated steps in time and in space yield about one month and one kilo
meter, respectively. The characteristic scales of the whole process are tens
of years and hundreds of kilometers (the size of a small central European
country).
FVom Fig. 89 it is clearly seen that the impurities from a source of con
taminations are spread in all directions, except for the direction of the hy
drological barrier protecting the wells from low quality water.
Obviously, the final answer regarding the efficiency of the hydrological
barrier can be obtained only after additional study by simulations of the
investigated processes, including taking into account the properties of con
crete grounds, various ways of disposition of wells, economic aspects, etc.
Obviously, certain solutions of the considered problem should be based on
the mathematical modeling and computer experiments, in so far as the scale
of the phenomenon precludes full-scale experiments, while laboratory tests
provide only limited information due to the absence of similarity.
3.
C om plex regim es o f gas flow around body. This situation, sim
ilar to the one in subsections 1,2 , is characteristic for problems of a modern
flight technique design. The aerodynamic tubes, in which the fragments of
the future apparatus are “tested” , are very expensive and complicated engi
neering facilities. The cost of an hour’s use can reach several thousands of
dollars. The obtained experimental data are not complete (since it is impos
sible to conduct trials at all admissible velocities, angles of attack, etc.) and
require correct interpretation. Moreover they concern only certain parts of
the facility. This last problem cannot be eliminated due to the basic reason.
The flow pattern by gas of a small material duplicate of a real object located
in a tube, has a little in common with processes happening at actual scales
(meters and tens of meters), since there is no detailed similarity between
them.
It is easy to prove this by rewriting the two basic dimensionless pa
rameters of similarity (see section 1, Chapter V) for a considered class of
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phenomena - the Mach number (M = u /c is the ratio of flow velocity to
the velocity of sound) and Reynold’s number (R e = u L p /n , where /i is the
coefficient of gas viscosity, L is the characteristic size of the facility). From
the form of the numbers M and R e it follows that keeping the same number
M for various L, it is impossible to also maintain the value R e = McLp//z,
describing the ratio of forces of pressure to the forces of viscosity.
Therefore the basic information on the behavior of designing flight ve
hicles is obtained via computing experiments, conducted for all the range
of admissible parameters. Real tests are performed mainly as “standard”
experiments: by comparing their results with those of mathematical mod
eling, the adequacy of the models used becomes clear, and the accuracy of
the computing algorithms, if necessary, can be developed further.
We will now demonstrate the mutual relations of computing and real
experiments on an example of mathematical modeling of certain complicated
flows using a technique based on kinetically consistent difference schemes for
Eulerian and the Navier-Stokes equations (described in subsection 6 , section
4, Chapter V). In the examples considered below, the processes of viscous
transfer are essential only within narrow area of a boundary layer near the
boundary of streamlined bodies, therefore the Euler equations are solved.
One of the solved standard problems is the description of non-stationary
two-dimensional flows in a “knee ” of a flat rectangular channel, for which
rather reliable experimental data are available. In the bottom of the chan
nel (Figs. 90, 91), occupied initially by a motionless gas (7 = 1.4), a su
personic (M = 1, 2) flows enters creating a series of complicated gas dy
namic configurations upon the propagation. Grids with the number of knots
N x - N y = 3 000 and step in space hx — hy — 1/27 and in time r = 0.2 were
used.

Fig.90.

Fig.91.

In Figs. 90, 91 for instants t = 30, t = 40 we represent the equidistant
with a step Sp = 0,083 isoclines of gas density in a channel of a unit cross
section (p\ = 0.747, p u = 1.826 for Fig.90 and P24 = 2.656 for Fig.91, the
units of measurement are conditional). In Fig. 90 the zone of compression
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- the shock wave formed at the stream motion near the rectangular cusp
(the lines are condensed) - and the rarefaction zone after shock wave are
clearly seen. At the upper wall of the channel the gas is decelerated and
compressed. As a result of this deceleration, a shock wave reflected from
a wall does appear (Fig. 91, the density of gas in the compression area is
decreasing by distance from the left hand boundary, which is obvious).
The further picture becomes even more complicated: the shock waves,
reflected from the boundaries, are propagating over the stream, interact
ing among themselves are again reflecting from the walls and so on. Their
dynamics are traced in detail in a computing experiment. The adequacy
of mathematical modeling for the investigated phenomena is confirmed by
comparison of Fig. 91 and corresponding Fig. 92, where the interferogram of
density distribution in a stream obtained at direct real experiment is shown.
The good qualitative and quantitative coincidence of the results of comput
ing and actual experiments is visible.

Fig.92. Interferogram of distribution of density in full-scale
experiment
Thus, the numerical model used is quite suitable for describing flows
of complex structure, and it enables to study also other processes (includ
ing those for which there are not reliable experiments). In Figs. 93 and 94
the results of numerical modeling of the flow by gas of the front part of a
cylindrical body with a “needle” - a long thin cusp forwarded to the gas
inflowing from the right (along the axis z). The parameters of gas in the
flow: M = 3.5, p = 1, 7 = 1.4; dimensions of the body: the diameter of the
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main cylinder D = 50, the diameter of the needle d = 2, its length I = 46.
The calculations were performed in coordinates r, z on a grid containing
approximately 3 000 knots. The equidistant isoclines of pressure are shown
(in Fig. 93 p\ = 1.44, pio = 11.47, in Fig. 94 p\ = 1.9, pio = 24.44), the bold
line with points is the sound line with M = 1.

Fig.94.
The comparison of Fig. 93 (t = 53) and Fig. 94 (t = 83) shows that the
flow is not steady-state, and has an essentially non-stationary character (so
that the oscillations of quantities can be rather significant). The essence of
these almost periodic oscillations at numerical modeling lies in the increase
and decrease of the zone of the current between the shock wave (frequent
isoclines) and the body. The shock wave resulting at the deceleration of
the inflowing gas moves in time along almost the whole length of the needle,
which leads to noticeable change of parameters of flow in the neighborhood of
the needle. In Fig. 95 the temporal dynamics of pressure in two characteristic
points of the body (bold points in Fig. 93) are shown. Line 1 indicates the
pressure at point I, line 2 indicates the pressure at point II, line 3 corresponds
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to the characteristic size (by axis z) of the zone between the shock wave and
the body.

Fig.95.
The oscillation amplitude is rather big (2-3 times more than the average
value), the same as the frequency, equal approximately to l/c (where c is
the velocity of sound in the area between the shock wave and the body).
Therefore the appearance of oscillations (observed also in real experiments)
and their quantitative characteristics for various parameters of inflowing
gas and the configurations of the bodies has to be taken into account in
the design of corresponding flight vehicles. We stress that the constantly
growing complexity of similar problems requires not only the use of more
and more powerful computers, but also (in no lesser degree) the permanent
development of discrete models and computing algorithms.
4. Ecologically acceptable technologies for burning hydrocar
bon fuels. The majority of energy used in industry and everyday life
is produced in the burning facilities - in thermal electric plants, gas tur
bines, internal combustion engines, etc. The chemical energy of hydrocar
bon burned in air (petroleum, kerosene, black oil, methane) is either realized
immediately for heating or is transformed to mechanical or electrical energy.
The common property of all these processes is that the air contains not only
oxygen (oxidizer), but also a noticeable fraction of an “extra” substance nitrogen. Due to this fact during combustion junctions are produced which,
as distinct from the neutral nitrogen, are chemically active (most of them
are the oxides of nitrogen NO and N 0 2). The harm caused by these oxides
in atmosphere is diverse: they are the main source of acid rains, essentially
promote the dissipation of the ozone atmospheric layer, they are toxic for
breathing and so on.
Two methods of decreasing emissions of nitrogen oxides are usually used.
The first is the cleaning of the combustion products. The corresponding
equipment is rather effective, but simultaneously is very expensive. The
cost of modern filters reaches up to 10-30% of the cost of the plant itself, in
the same proportion increase also the exploitation expenses. The main idea
of the second method is the organization of the combustion process in such
a way that when the formation of nitrogen oxides is minimal at the same
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power characteristics of the installation. The realization of this approach
would mean a noticeable decrease of expenses for gas cleaning of products of
combustion from NO and N 0 2 (it is impossible to completely suppress their
formation).
The processes occurring in burning devices are very complicated. Plenty
of chemical transformations of a large number of various substances, release
and absorption of energy, gas dynamical motion of mixtures, turbulent mix
ing of components of fuel with air and combustion products, etc. do occur
there. The dynamics of this phenomenon strongly depend on the condition
of the inflow of the fuel, the configuration of the boilers, the location of the
heaters and other characteristics. The search for ecologically sound condi
tions cannot be based either on purely theoretical representations, or on real
experiments, which are expensive, time-consuming and unsafe.
The satisfactory mathematical model of the work of a boiler in a plant
includes two connected parts. The first of them is the local description
of chemical kinetics for 32 components of mixture, in particular of those
reactions, which play the main role in the formation of toxic contaminants.
The second part is the non-stationary spatially two-dimensional model of
large-scale processes of thermal and mass transfer (diffusion of substances,
heat transfer, convective motion and so on). It is complicated also by the
need to accounting for the actual geometry of the boiler (II-shaped form), by
the presence of several rows of heaters serving to inject fuel and air, etc. From
the computing experiments of such a model all necessary characteristics of
combustion at various operational modes of the boiler are obtained, and then
the optimal ones are selected.
We will now characterize one of the fragments of mathematical modeling
of the described phenomena, confining ourselves by the first part - the study
of the kinetics of formation of NO and NO 2 at combustion of CH4 (methane)
mixed with air (the mixture is considered isothermal and spatially homoge
neous). The complete model includes 196 direct and 196 inverse reactions
for the 32 substances participating in the combustion: O 2, N2, CH4, O, N,
NO, NO 2, etc. From a mathematical point of view this represents a system
of 196 x 2 = 392 ordinary differential equations describing the profit and
the loss of components as a result of corresponding direct and inverse reac
tions. The integration by time gives the detailed dynamics of the process
at a known initial concentration of the substances. Thus, not only the total
concentration of each substance is traced, but also all paths of its formation,
which is especially important for the analysis of mechanisms of emerging
toxic impurities (one of the effective methodical ways facilitating the cal
culations: by the results of test evaluations the reactions making a minor
contribution to the process are distinguished and hence are not taken into
account in the model).
We will now describe one of the typical computing experiments performed
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Fig.97.

F ig .9 6 .

in conditions close to the actual ones. The mixture is at atmospheric pres
sure, its temperature is 2 000 K, and the initial content at t = 0 is given in
the following fractions: [N2] « 0.7, [02] ~ 0.2, [CH4] « 0.1. The calculations
were performed before the relaxation to the equilibrium, i.e. until the period
when the concentration of any of components ceases to vary.

Fig.98.
In Fig. 96 the dependence on time of the molar (volume) concentration of
components of an initial mixture, in Fig. 97 - for H2 O, C 0 2, CO, in Fig. 98
- fractions of nitrogen containing substances including NO, N 0 2 and N20
(nitrous oxide), are shown. The first conclusion is that the combustion of
methane occurs very quickly and its content near the moment t = 4.1 • 10-5
decreases practically to zero. The process of pure combustion ceases after
this.
We shall now consider kinetics of transformations of substances nitrogen
containing. First of all, from Fig. 98, it is clear that the total concentration
of NO exceeds by many orders of magnitude the concentration of other
harmful impurities. Therefore the basic attention should be directed towards
diminishing just this component. It is also essential, that the content of NO
is monotonously increased by time. Thus, the problem of diminishing of NO
is easier to solve by suppression its origin (if NO was already formed, then
it is much more difficult to get rid of it).
A more important result follows from comparison of dynamics of the
variation on a content CH 4 and NO. For NO the experiment gives at the
moments t = 4 • 10-5 s, t = 0.1 s, t = 20 s values of concentration equal,
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respectively to [NO] « 8 • 10” 5, [NO] « 2 • 10-4 , [NO] « 6 • 10-4 . In other
words, up to the moment when the combustion of methane is practically
finished, the mixture contains only 13% of the total amount of the finally
formed NO (the main part of the harmful impurities arise after the useful
reactions of burning methane are finished).
Strong temporally different scaling of these two processes indicates of
the principal possibilities of an essential diminution of NO in the products
of combustion. It is necessary to remove the products of combustion from
the zone of the flame as soon as possible (ideally immediately after the burn
out of methane) and to cool them quickly. As a result the further chemical
transformations, including the formation of NO, will be stopped, but without
loss in the power of the installation.
The modeling clearly indicates several other important properties of the
process, for example, the output of NO monotonously decreases at a decrease
of temperature of combustion, the exit of nitrous oxide N20 (the ozone
depleting substance) is significant only at intermediate stages of the process,
while it later turns to harmless N2, etc. These conclusions are very useful
for the development of recommendations on designing ecologically acceptable
power installations.

2

Fundamental Problems of Natural Science

Consider the application of the methodology of mathematical modeling for
the solution of some fundamental problems from various areas of natural
science. We show, that it allows us not only to determine the quantitative
characteristics of the investigated processes, but also to discover qualitatively
new phenomena.
1.
N onlinear effects in laser therm onuclear plasma. The actual
perspective of the solution of future energy problems is connected with the
controlled thermonuclear synthesis (CTS) of isotopes of hydrogen, first of all
of deuterium (D) and tritium (T)

In this elementary reaction, D + T nucleus of helium (a - particle) and
neutron are formed with total kinetic energy 17.6 MeV, with main part (14
MeV) being contained in neutrons (1 MeV is equal 1.602 • 10~13). In a gram
of DT-mixture a huge energy is hidden equivalent to the energy released in
the burning of 15 tons coal. Doubtless advantages of CTS are the practically
unlimited storage of “fuel” in the ocean possessing enormous energy, along
with ecological cleanness.
To initiate the reaction D + T to heat the mixture must be heated to
several tens of millions degrees and compressed up to density comparable
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with the density of DT-ice (of cooled DT-mixture) equal to 0.2 g/cm3. If
it will be possible to keep it further in this condition during a time scale
sufficient for the burn out of a noticeable part of the “fuel”, the released
energy will be comparable to the energy spent on the heating and compressing plasma. The realization of this scheme first in the laboratory, and then
in the industrial conditions would mean the practical solution of one of the
oldest fundamental problems of physics.
We have the basic possibility of realizing thermonuclear synthesis known
since the middle of twentieth century: in 1940s it was established, that
the energy of Solar radiation is mainly due to internal reactions of merging
isotopes of hydrogen. The first explosions of hydrogen bombs performed in
the 1950s were example of a “hand-made” thermonuclear reaction.
However both these “ways ” of releasing of energy are unsuitable for the
purposes of CTS. On the Sun the plasma is kept in the necessary condition
due to powerful gravitational forces, while the energy accompanying the
explosion even of a miniature hydrogen bomb, many times exceeds those
needed for peaceful use.
There are some basic physical ideas of realization of CTS. Historically,
the first of them is the magnetic trap, and its most developed design the tokamak, i.e. the toroidal chamber in which the external and generated
by plasma currents magnetic fields do not allow scattering and cooling of
the heated plasma “doughnut”. The inertial synthesis competes with this
relatively stationary way of obtaining of thermonuclear energy. Its idea is in
the fast heating of a drop of a fuel, which due to the inertiality of motion
of matter will have no time to scatter and cool until it will not possess the
necessary thermonuclear energy. Periodically occurring microexplosions will
give a constant flux of neutrons and a - particles, used outside the working
chamber.
The most convenient source of such fast heating are lasers. In laser
thermonuclear synthesis (LTS) the sequence of events is as follows. The
radiation directed on a spherical target is absorbed by its outside layers,
heats them up and evaporates. The “corona” which appears will expand
with high velocity, compressing and heating the core of the target by its
jet pressure. The intense thermonuclear combustion and release of energy
occurs, then the target is blown away and cooled down.
The first test evaluations have shown that for realization of LTS, lasers
capable of releasing energy 108-10 9 J during several nanoseconds (1 nsec =
10 “ 9 s) are required, focusing it in a tiny area of several tens of microns.
At present, lasers with such parameters do not exist, nor their appearance
is anticipated in visible future.
Noticeably reducing the energy threshold of LTS is possible due to use
various nonlinear effects intrinsic to laser plasma. These are studied both
experimentally, and theoretically with the help of computer experiments
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with mathematical models of laser microexplosions. Not characterizing them
explicitly, we shall explain that the basis of mathematical description of
the processes in the central part of a target is given by the equations of
heat transfer and dynamics of gas (sections 2 and 4, Chapter II). For their
discrete approximation the completely conservative difference schemes were
successfully used, as well as the schemes obtained from the discrete analogs
of variational principles (subsections 4, 5, section 4, Chapter V).
One of the effects is connected with the typical gas dynamical nonlin
earity. At compression of the core of the target by virtue of the “gradient
catastrophe” (subsection 7, section 4, Chapter II) shock waves appear, which
heat up the central part already at the initial stage of the process and prevent
its further compression. As a result the densities reached are much smaller
than it would be possible to achieve with adiabatic, non-shock compression
(and at the same energy of the laser). This in turn leads to a sharp decrease
in the release of thermonuclear energy, in so far as the rate of reaction of the
synthesis is proportional to the square of the fuel density.
However compression process can be organized in such a way, that it
will proceed in a non-shock manner, when all the generated gas dynami
cal perturbations during the contracting kernel by the “piston” arrive at
the center of the target simultaneously and shock waves do not arise until
the moment of its maximal compression. One simple analytical solution of
the equation of gas dynamics demonstrating the basic realizability of such
process, is represented in subsection 3, section 3, Chapter V.
The detailed mathematical modeling of conditions of non-shock super
compression of targets has convincingly shown that it can really be real
ized and the achieved density yields tens and hundreds of grams in a cubic
centimeter. Then the energy threshold necessary for the realization of the
“critical” experiment (the energy contribution into the target and its release
are equal) is reduced by several orders of magnitude and is equal to 105- 106
J. The laser pulse ensuring supercompression, should be “shaped”, i.e. its
power should vary in time by the law G(t) = Go(tf —t)~2 (blow-up: see
sections 1-3, Chapter V).
A similar result can be achieved if one replaces the temporal profile of
the laser light by a spatial (hydrodynamic) profile. This is achieved by a
noticeable complex design of the target (see Fig. 99), but the laser pulse as
a function of time has a conventional “hat” form.
Both described concepts, checked in detail in computer experiments, have
a basic role in the development of LTS, in so far as they provide one of the
key ways of realizing controlled synthesis. They cannot be checked yet in
direct real experiments, and therefore the adequacy of the mathematical
models of LTS and the reliability of conclusions obtained on their basis, is
determined by thorough comparison with existing experiments on heating
and compression of laser targets.
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Fig.99.

Thus, for the targets of complex design one of the central problems is
ensuring the symmetry and stability of compression. The thickness of shells
the DT-gas, amounts to several percent of the initial size of the target, so
that the compression process can be compared with the transformation of an
empty egg shell to a core the size of a bean. Therefore the sometimes occur
ring non-coincidence of the results of one-dimensional spherical symmetrical
calculations of compression with actual experiments is not surprising. In
each such case the reason has to be revealed. In Fig. 100 a, b we represent
the calculated form of the typical experimental target at the moment of
maximal compression (a - general view, b - central part; the condensation
of lines indicates the increase of density). It is visible that the center is
nonsymmetric and, most importantly, is shifted by 50 microns relative to its
initial position. As a result, the actual neutron release has decreased by 100
times in comparison with the calculated one in the one-dimensional model.
The computing experiments have revealed the exact reason for the shift the asymmetry of the laser radiation on the surface of the target, enabling
us to obtain appropriate practical recommendations.
A no less important reason for the loss of one-dimensionality of com
pression is the hydrodynamic instability on the boundary of light and heavy
fluids undergoing acceleration (due to this, mercury poured onto the surface
of water in a vessel, undergoing the action of gravity, is inevitably mixed
with the water, but this does not occur in the opposite case, when the water
is poured onto the surface of mercury). Exactly this situation corresponds
to a final stage of compression by a heavy shell with a less dense center: the
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Fig.100.
shell is braked and hence, acceleration is induced by the forces of inertia, is
directed from the heavy to the light substance. If the instability has time to
develop strongly enough, the symmetry of compression will be violated and
moreover, the inflow of a part of substance of the shell into the zone of com
bustion will immediately stop the reaction. It is impossible to observe this
type of instability directly in experiments with targets. The universality of
mathematical models is therefore used. First we discuss the results of mod
eling with real experiments in shock tubes - devices where the instability
is induced by an artificial shock wave in a medium of non-uniform density
(this is reached by separation of different substances by a diaphragm). Then
the conclusions for laser targets are drawn.

Fig.101.
In Fig. 101 a, b, the form of the boundary between heavy (xenon) and
light (argon) gases at a moment t = 100 msec (the wavelength of initial
perturbation is A = 24m m ) is represented; a are the experimental data, b
is the result of the calculations. It is visible that numerical modeling pro
vides not only a typical qualitative picture (“mushrooms”), but also quite
precisely describes the quantitative characteristics (the amplitude of mush
rooms, etc.). By virtue of this the computer experiment becomes a reliable
tool for studying hydrodynamic instability, in particular for the definition of
tolerances in accuracies of creating the targets.
The adequacy of models of laser synthesis allows us to consider the pos
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sibility of using one more characteristic of plasma-type nonlinearity, due to
which localized structures of combustion appear in the medium (see section
3, Chapter V). If the plasma is rather dense (several tens of grams per cubic
centimeter), the a-particles are absorbed at the place when they are released.
Let in addition, in the first approximation the hydrodynamic motion be ne
glected in comparison with processes of heat transfer and combustion. Then
the propagation of the released energy occurs due to heat transfer and is
described by the equation

where ko > 0 , qo > 0 are constants at thermal conductivity of plasma and of
energy source from thermonuclear reactions. For hydrogen plasma a = 2.5,
the constants /? = 5.2, b — 3.6 and B in the source are such, that they can be
approximated by a power law function of the form qoTb 2 (at 1 < T < 3 —4
keV), q0T 3 5 (at T « 4 - 5 keV) and q0T L6 (T > 5 keV).

Fig.102. 1 - t = 0.0 sec; 2
- t = 3.2-10"10 sec; 2 - t =
3.8 • 10"10 sec; 4 - t = 4.1 •
10"10 sec; 5 - t = 4.3 •10“10
sec; 6 - t 4.5 10~10 sec;

= •

7

-

t. =

4.7 • m -10
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F ig .1 0 3 . 1 - t = 0.0 sec;
2 - t = 3.538 • 10-8 sec; 3
- t = 3.715 • 10-8 sec; 4
- t = 3.728 • 10"8 sec; 5
- t = 3.732 • 10-8 sec; 6
- t = 3.735 ■ 10-8 sec; 7
- t = 3.737 • 10-8 sec; 8 t = 3.738 • 10-8 sec

Therefore, up to temperatures of approximately 5* 106 K the nonlinearity
of medium implies the localized LS- and S-combustion regimes. In Fig. 102
the temporal dynamics of a combustion structure in plasma of density 20
g/cm 3 (numerical calculation), in Fig. 103 hold the same calculation, but in
the presence of the plasma’s own radiation. The radiation even improves
somewhat the localization of the combustion, which is not propagated in
the medium at temperatures higher than 5 keV. Therefore at the correct
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initiation of a thermonuclear reaction, the area of self-localized combustion,
formed in the center of the target, can serve as a reliable “fuel” for burning
the remaining mass of the combustible.
The cost of modern experimental installations for CTS - the prototypes
of future power stations - amounts to hundreds of millions of dollars, the
experiments on them are complicated, labor-intensive and time consuming.
It is natural, that at the solution of the problem of CTS any physical or
technological idea is not considered seriously without being carefully studied
by methods of mathematical modeling and computer experiments.
2.
M athem atical restoration of the Tunguska phenomenon. The
brightest of known examples of large-scale collision of a celestial body with
the E arth’s atmosphere is the Tunguska phenomenon observed at about
7 a.m. on June 30, 1908 by many inhabitants of an extensive region in
East Siberia centered near settlement Vanavara (the river Podkamennaya
Tunguska). A huge cosmic fireball (angular size 0.5° on distance 100 kms,
i.e. with a cross-sectional size of about 800 m) was moving in the clear sky
under some angle to the horizon with a velocity of more than 1 km/sec. It
disappeared behind a forest, then a bright flash occurred and the repeated
acoustic waves broke the windows in an area with diameter more than 100
km. The witnesses also felt a noticeable thermal radiation wave and observed
shadows caused by the flash. The geophysical and seismic stations of Russia
and world wide registered air and seismic waves turning several times over
the Earth. Consequent expeditions have discovered general destruction in
taiga: destroyed forest and traces of light damage of trees over an area of
about 2 000 km 2 around the epicenter of the event. Material remnants of
the celestial body were not found.
All these data testify that a powerful air explosion had occurred (without
forming a crater on the surface of the Earth) with an energy not less than
106 tons of trotil equivalent.
Thus, nature itself has performed a unique large-scale experiment.
Studying it, one can obtain important information concerning astronomy,
celestial mechanics, theories of comets and meteoroids (i.e. the meteorites
before they fall onto the Earth). Note that meteorites (apart from examples
of lunar rocks obtained on space expeditions) are the only samples of matter
of the Universe arriving on the Earth.
The principal property of Tunguska phenomenon was the explosive dis
integration of a body above the Earth and the absence of any considerable
amount of its matter on the E arth’s surface, which indicates that it could
not have been a dense stone or iron meteoroid. It was either a rare type of
stone meteoroid with an enhanced content of ice, carbon and hydrocarbon,
or a fragment of comet core - the conglomerate of pieces of ice, gas and dust.
All these substances evaporate easily or burn down into the atmosphere, not
leaving any traces. The cometary hypothesis explains some properties of
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the phenomenon more completely. And if this is correct, then the Tunguska
phenomenon is the only authentic example of collision of a comet with the
Earth (though the probability of such an event is significantly less than of a
collision with an meteoroid).
The general hypothesis does not solve the problem of the basic charac
teristics of the cosmic body - the mass, velocity, fall angle, energy liberated
at explosion, and so on. Its refutation or confirmation can be obtained only
by mathematical modeling of the phenomenon and by comparing the results
of computing experiments with the available observations of destruction.
This very complicated inverse problem of mathematical restoration of
the event in general form is formulated as follows: in an instant t = 0 in the
atmosphere on height z = zq we consider the motion of a body of velocity
i;o under an angle Oo, linear size Lo, density po? temperature To, heat of
vaporization io and characteristic stress of disruption bo.
The initial state of the atmosphere can be accurately described in an
isothermal approximation (the temperature is constant) with density and
pressure varying with the height by exponential law: p = p° exp(—z /H q),
p = p° exp(—z/H o), where Ho is some normalization constant.
The basis of mathematical description of the phenomenon are taken to
be the non-stationary Navier-Stokes equations for a compressed viscous ther
mal conducting gas (subsection 5, section 3, Chapter III) in spatially threedimensional geometry. In so far as the phenomenon is characterized by high
temperatures and radiation, the hydrodynamic equations are supplemented
also by three-dimensional equation of radiation transfer (section 3, Chapter
II). They should be solved jointly at various sets of the above listed pa
rameters varied in rather broad bands. To derive the solution, obviously, it
is necessary to set the properties of the medium - coefficients of viscosity,
thermal conductivity, absorption of light, equation of state, etc. The prob
lem contains in total more than ten parameters defining the solution (the
application of similarity methods - see section 1, Chapter V - allows us to
reduce their number and somehow to simplify the analysis of the results).
The numerical realization of the described models was carried out with the
help of appropriate finite difference schemes.

Fig. 104.
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The schematic chronology of events obtained from the computing ex
periment is represented in Fig. 104 (here do = 35°, the body represents a
hemispherical front part of radius 70m with a continued cylinder of thickness
140m). The dashed line denotes the trajectory of the body, the continuous
line denotes the shock waves generated by its motion in successive instants.
At moment t\, t%the shock wave is ballistic, similar to that occurring around
an object flying with supersonic velocity, for example of a jet plane. At a
moment t$ corresponding to the height of the body z = 7 km, the config
uration of the shock wave becomes more complicated. By this period the
body is braking and heated, its matter starts to expand explosively, creating
a strong spherical shock wave. The further dynamics of the process, includ
ing the character of destruction, is determined by both waves. They arrive
almost simultaneously (moment £4) the Earth’s surface (this is true only for
the right part, lying on a surface under the trajectory) and are reflected from
it. As the trajectory is inclined, the picture cannot be symmetrical relative
to the center of the spherical shock wave considered as the epicenter of the
explosion.
Indeed, in order for the propagating anti-clockwise ballistic shock wave
to arrive at the E arth’s surface to the left of the epicenter, it should cover
a greater distance, than its lower part. Therefore it not only arrives at the
surface later, but is also weaker and produces less significant destruction.
The conclusion about the asymmetry of destruction (on an almost plain
taiga in the place of catastrophe) strongly agrees with real measurements.
In Fig. 105 the results of analyzing characteristics of fallen wood in that
region are shown; the circular lines imply equal values of force of destroying
factors, the radial ones show the direction of the fallen trees. The picture is
essentially nonsymmetrical, it has a “butterfly” form instead of concentric
circles, which would have appeared if the body had fallen vertically or if
there had been a point-like explosion of a small space vehicle, not producing
a strong ballistic shock wave (a hypothesis about the artificial origin of the
Tunguska body has also been made).
Fig. 106 shows similar data from the computing experiment (the arrows
represent the direction of motion of the air over a surface, the dashed lines
indicate the position of the front of the shock wave, the numbers indicate
the instants in seconds), coinciding not only qualitatively, but for an ap
propriate selection of parameters of the body, also quantitatively with the
consequences of the phenomenon.
Modeling the actions of the thermal radiation wave caused by the body
is a relatively independent way of confirming the initial characteristics of
the body. The comparison is represented in Fig. 107. The points denote
the data of real observations: 1 is a weak burn, 2 is a moderate burn, 3
is a strong burn (charring). The solid line indicates the calculated value of
the radiation I = 16 kal/cm 2 during 2 sec, necessary to burn the trees. It
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Fig.105.

Fig.106.

precisely coincides with the actual boundary of the burn zone.

Fig.107.
The reproduction based on mathematical modeling of Tunguska phe
nomenon leads to the following quite convincing main conclusions, which
cannot be obtained by other methods: the body of total mass 105 tons had
penetrated the atmosphere under an angle 35° with a velocity of about 40
km/sec, was destroyed and braked sharply at height ^ 6.5 km, the shock
waves have destroyed an area of wood, and the radiation from the heated
up to 10 — 12 • 103 K body fragments, burned the trees, the power of the
explosion was approximately 15 Megatons.
3.
C lim atic consequences of a n u clear conflict. Rather accurate
long-term prediction of weather and changes of climate (caused first of all by
anthropogeneous reasons) are extremely necessary for thorough scheduling
of economic, technological, ecological and other forms of activity of humanity
both a regional, and global scales. The optimal location of industrial centers,
the best use of various forms of raw and energy resources, preferable choice
of competing technologies, correct accents in agroindustrial policy - all these
problems are in tight interdependence with the condition of the atmosphere,
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the oceans and the surface of the Earth.
The ongoing geophysical processes are very diverse and complicated.
They include the hydrodynamic motion of atmospheric air and the waters of
the seas and oceans, thermal and mass exchange in the “ocean-atmosphere”
system, absorption, scattering and reflection of solar radiation (different in
different seasons), seasonal variations of an underlying surface and many
other phenomena. Their complexity is also connected with the inhomogene
ity of the terrestrial surface and external non-stationarity of E arth’s rotation
around its own axes and around the Sun.
It is not surprising that the weather and climatic phenomena differ
greatly by large-scale properties in time and in space. For example, the ve
locity of wind at a given point of Earth’s surface can essentially differ from
that at altitudes above this point. Besides, the atmospheric and oceanic
currents are hardly turbulent, i.e. the quantities describing them undergo
random fluctuations, with scales of hundreds of kilometers. Finally, all the
mentioned processes are essentially nonlinear and their reaction to the vari
ation of any parameters is hardly predictable.
Therefore the weather prognosis cannot be guaranteed. This is impos
sible not so much due to limited possibilities of computer facilities used for
computations of a geometeofields, or lack of necessary data obtained with
fixed and mobile stations, but due to basic reasons connected with the scale
and complexity of the object. The precise prognosis of weather for several
days is a quite good outcome.
The difficulties described have to be taken into account in the evaluation
of possible consequences of numerous frequently proposed projects affecting
the climatic processes, such as the transportation of several northern Rus
sian rivers to dry southern districts, the closure of the Bering strait, so that
the climate to the south of it will become warmer and so on. Similar ex
periments with a unique system can be performed only once, their results
are irreversible and should be known with scientifically justified accuracy.
Therefore the basic means of analysis and prognosis of these objects are
computer experiments with their mathematical models.
Some problems of mathematical modeling of these phenomena are facili
tated, when one deals with long-term weather (months) and climate (years,
decades) changes. The average values in rather long time interval in de
pend to a smaller degree on small-scale fluctuations and instabilities. The
climatic models of the “atmosphere-ocean” system include a series of in
terconnected units: three-dimensional non-stationary equations of motion
of compressible and incompressible fluids taking into account the viscosities
and thermal conduction (of Navier-Stokes type equations), the equation of
radiative transfer in the atmosphere, etc. They are solved jointly taking
into account initial conditions of the system (including the condition of an
underlying layer) and known dynamics of solar radiation and other external
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phenomena. Their discrete analogs generally represent difference schemes.
In so far as the computing algorithms for the solution of these problems
should be economic and possess good resolution (accuracy), in the construc
tion of difference schemes the approaches described (e.g. in Chapter V) are
essentially used.
The climatic computing experiments can be conditionally divided into
two types. The first includes those required to certify the adequacy of mod
els via comparison of their outcomes with currently available reliable data
based on real observations. The second type of experiments are directed to
the prognosis of long-term climatic changes caused by natural or artificial
phenomena.

Fig.108.
Fig. 108 represents the comparison of “gauge” computing experiments on
one of the most complete models of climate with observational data. The
measured quantity (v) is the average for one year velocity of wind (in m/sec)
for any possible latitudes on height adequate to pressures 400 mbar and 800
mbar (curves 1 and 2). Dashed lines indicate the results of the observations.
The calculations were performed as follows: the external actions typical for
the given season were given and the calculations were conducted up to the
obtained quasistationary state corresponding to the selected month, then the
quantities were averaged in time and in space. The correspondence of results
of computing experiments and observations appeared to be quite satisfactory
for such a complex object, especially in the equatorial zone (trade-winds).
The established adequacy of the climatic model enables us to perform
prognostic experiments connected, for example, with the “greenhouse effect”.
Large amount of CO 2 (carbon dioxide) of anthropogeneous origin is ejected
into the atmosphere and prevents the escape of the Earth’s own radiation into
space, leading to the increase of the mean temperature of the atmosphere.
This in its turn can lead to intense ice melting, raising the level of the
oceans, and to other negative global consequences. In Table 4 some data of
mathematical modeling of the “atmosphere—ocean” system are represented
for various concentrations of CO 2 in the air. The first column includes the
present concentration, the second and third include double and quadruple
concentrations of C 0 2, respectively.
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T a b le

4

1

2

3

Mean temperature of atmosphere, °C

-19.2

-17.54

-17.0

Temperature of the air at the underlying
layer, °C

13.9

15.3

15.8

Temperature of the underlying layer, °C

12.5

13.6

14.3

Flux of short wavelength radiation on
the underlying layer, Wt/m 2

255.3

254.3

254.8

Precipitations, mm/day

2.04

2.15

2.17

The computing experiment for these two hypothetical situations was
carried out up to the coming to a new, different from the present quasistationarity in the system with consequent averaging of the results. It is
seen that the mean temperature both of the air, and the underlying layer is
noticeably increased (a variation of global temperature of 1-2° C is considered
significant), the average of precipitations grows as well. The experiment also
demonstrates the nonlinearity of the object. The increase in mean tempera
ture at the transition from a double to a quadruple concentration of CO 2 is
much less than for a doubling of the present concentration. The response of
the “atmosphere-ocean” system to external (in this case anthropogeneous)
action is not proportional to the magnitude of that action (in the considered
situation the system softens the consequences of increasing human industrial
activity).
The mathematical modeling allows us to evaluate the results not only
of smooth, but also of sharp external interferences in the system. One of
them can be a nuclear conflict between the struggling powers. The absolute
unacceptability of a global nuclear war for civilization was recognized a long
time ago. However the possibility of limited interchange of impacts ( “attack
on cities”) using a small part of weapons has been considered. W hat climatic
consequences can limited nuclear war have?
The experience of intense bombardments of large cities during the Second
World War testifies to the inevitability of huge fires. Their intensity is such,
that not only inflammable materials (trees, plastic) burn down, but also
materials which are non-combustible in usual conditions - asphalt, concrete,
brick. As distinct from the relatively pure combustion of forests, the powerful
urban fires will be accompanied by the ejection into the atmosphere of a huge
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amount of soot - in some evaluations approximately 1 ton of soot per 1 ton of
trotil equivalent fuel. This means, that a nuclear attack on cities with total
power of 100 megatons (approximately 1% of the total reserves of nuclear
powers) will lead to an immediate release into the atmosphere of 108 tons of
soot.
Such a degree of “smoke” will reduce the solar light flux onto the un
derlying surface by tens of times. The computing experiments imitated just
this scenario: in the models, corresponding characteristics of the atmosphere
above the most probable regions of a conflict were instantly varied, and the
temporal dynamics of climatic parameters were traced.
The main effect is fast and extremely strong cooling of the air above the
continents: even in the case where only 1% of available weapons were used,
the average temperature of the underlying surface will fall by 15°C in a week.
The average temperature of higher atmospheric layers, on the contrary, will
be increased by approximately the same magnitude (since they absorb all
the solar radiation). The formed temperature inversion is extremely stable
(“cold” - below, “warm” - above) and will be preserved for many months.

Fig.109.
This scenario is nothing other than a global climatic catastrophe. Thus
the average climatic parameters do not give about its complete image. In
Fig. 109 we show the isoclines of the air temperature at the Earth’s surface at
30-40 days after a “100-megaton conflict”. The temperature will fall below
the norm on 56° C in northern Europe, on 65° C in northern Siberia, on 43° C
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in Northern America and on 41 °C in the southern Asia, etc. At the altitude
of mountain glaciers the temperature will become much higher the normal,
leading to intense ice melting. The huge masses of water flooding the super
cool plains will cover them with ice. The ocean, because of large thermal
capacity, will cool down much more slowly, and the contrast of temperatures
between the water and land will generate hurricanes of unprecedented force
in extensive coastal areas.
The catastrophe is really global, since the smoke released in a certain
region will spread over the whole planet and will cause a “nuclear winter”
at any point, not excluding also the point from which the sudden one-sided
impact was performed.
Previously it was believed that the basic consequences of a nuclear
weapon are the penetrating radiation and shock waves. Mathematical model
ing convincingly testifies that apart from these relatively local consequences,
the nuclear conflict will be accompanied by disastrous global change of cli
mate, and hence, it is unacceptable even on a limited scale.
4.
M agnetohydrodynam ic “dynam o” o f the Sun. Twenty two year
cycles of solar activity have an important impact on terrestrial life. The
noticeable increase in amplitude of a magnetic field generated by the Sun,
influences on a number of diseases, conditions of agricultural production,
operation of wireless and telecommunications.
The qualitative explanation and quantitative description of the solar
“magnetic sinusoid” is one of the fundamental scientific problems containing,
in addition, paradoxical riddles. For example, as testified by the measure
ments of annual increase of a tree’s mass (the thickness of the rings on cross
sections through a tree’s trunk), several centuries ago the oscillations of the
solar magnetic field had ceased over 50 years.
Various explanations for the nature of this phenomenon were made, in
cluding the influence of Jupiter having a period of rotation around the Sun
equal to 11.9 years. In the mid 1950s, the first concept claiming scientific
reliability - the theory of a solar MHD-dynamo - was formulated.
This term implies a complex sequence of processes causing periodic gen
eration of magnetic fields of the Sun. They include the convective and tur
bulent hydrodynamic motions of solar plasma on its surfaces and in internal
layers. The moving charged particles (currents) create a magnetic field,
transforming into it a part of their kinetic energy. In its turn the mag
netic field influences the motion of electrons and ions and hence, results in
a system of periodic processes.
The validity of the MHD-dynamo theory can only be checked by com
puting experiments with mathematical models of the generation of solar
magnetic fields and by comparing (where possible) their results with obser
vational data. The basic equations of these models are deduced for corre
sponding assumptions from the system of Maxwell equations and have the
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form

inside of Solar surface and the form

outside it.
Here B = J5(r, t) is the sought magnetic induction vector, r and t are the
radius vector and time, respectively, c3 = uj(r) is the given angular-velocity
vector depending on spatial coordinates (since the Sun, not being a rigid
body, does not rotate as a unit), a = a (f), /3 = /3(r), ju = /i(f) is the
given average characteristics of turbulent convective motion, the turbulent
conductivity and magnetic permeability of plasma. Note that the input data
<3j a, /3, // is not precisely known, and hence the adequacy of the results of
modeling should be checked with particular care.
The solution of the problem is somewhat facilitated since the basic 22year component of the large-scale varying magnetic field of the Sun is axisymmetrical (does not depend on an azimuthal meridional angle). Hence,
instead of the initial three-dimensional problem, one can confine oneself to
the analysis two-dimensional problem.
However, even with such noticeable simplification the model still remains
rather complicated. Varying the input data, we have to solve a numerically
large number of non-stationary problems for a system of two quasilinear
parabolic equations at r < R, where R is the solar radius (internal problems),
and as many problems for an elliptical equation at r > R, where /3 = oo
(external problems). Obviously, their solutions should satisfy some interface
conditions at r = R. The existence of two zones in area r < R further
complicates the solution of internal problems: the radiation core 0 < r <
R q < R (where the quantity /3 is small, but cannot be neglected) and a
convective zone R q < r < R, on its boundary with the core strongly varies
not only /?, but also the function p.
The discrete analog of the considered model is based on a difference ap
proximation of the differential equations for an internal problem and integral
equation for an external problem (in area r > R it is more convenient to
solve numerically the integral equation equivalent to the initial elliptic one).
For the numerical integration of the system of parabolic equations the im
plicit absolutely stable difference schemes of variable directions being solved
by various variants of sweep method have been applied. Knowing the values
of grid functions on the boundary r = R, it is rather easy, using the interface
conditions to find the solution of a difference integral equation at r > R, to
completely solve the problem. In the construction of discrete approxima
tions the possibility of sharp spatial variations of parameters of equations
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(see subsection 3, section 4, Chapter V) was taken into account. The prop
erty of symmetry of the numerical solution (even or odd) relative to the solar
equator, intrinsic to the solution of an initial problem at symmetrical initial
data, was also taken into account.
The computing experiments have shown that the qualitative and in many
respects the quantitative character of the process depends on the value of the
basic dimensionless parameter of the problem - D = B?ao^o/Poi where ao,
u;o, A) are some characteristic values of functions a, a;, /?. At D « Dcr the
oscillations have a constant period and amplitude. At D > Dcr (D < DCT)
the oscillations have a slightly different period and are growing (damping).

Fig.110.
The elementary interpretation of this result follows from the analysis of
the structure of number D. Let, for example, the quantities R, ao, Po be
constant, and let uo vary. At small uo (the number D is small as well) the
energy of solar rotation is not sufficient to maintain the periodic process
and, starting, it damps in time. For a large value of uo the solar “dynamo”
works too intensely, generating a field, growing by amplitude. Finally, if the
combination of characteristic parameters implies the critical value Dcr, the
oscillations have an observable regular character.
In Fig. 110 we represent (in dimensionless units) the results of computing
experiments for the described cases (the curve 1 indicates the case D =
2.75 • 104 > Z>cr, the curve 2 - D = 2.3 • 104 < Dcr, the curve 3 corresponds
to D = Dcv = 2.56 • 104 and to regular oscillations with a period P = 0.248).
The values of the period and amplitude of oscillations in steady-state do
not depend on the adopted initial distributions, and with good quantitative
accuracy are in agreement with the observational data.
This conclusion is not connected with the “tuning” of uncertain func
tions cU, a , /?, /i for deriving from the model the previously known result.
This is confirmed by comparison of more thin effects accompanying the solar
activity. In Fig. I l l the time butterfly diagrams are presented, i.e. the con-
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F ig .lll.
figuration of curves of equal level of the magnetic field on the solar surface
(calculated results for a half period). The zones with high magnitude mag
netic field corresponding to solar “spots” (number 2) in time shift from polar
areas to the equator, and their place is occupied by zones with weaker mag
netic field (number 1) and vice versa. The process is repeated periodically,
in good agreement with the actual picture. One more way of confirming
the adequacy of the mathematical solar “dynamo” model is moving to the
analysis of three-dimensional processes. They describe dynamics of nonaxisymmetrical components of the solar magnetic field, coinciding in many
features with the actual picture.
The mathematical modeling shows, that the Sun is a nonlinear MHDgenerator with unexpected operational modes (the pauses in its activity
are just being linked with nonlinearity). Therefore knowledge of this is
important not only for fundamental science, but also for practical purposes.

3

C om puting Experim ent w ith M odels of Hardly
Formalizable O bjects

We will now demonstrate the universality of mathematical modeling in ex
amples studying hardly formalizable objects, for which there are no precisely
formulated laws. We show that its application gives various possibilities for
more deep understanding of their basic properties.
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1 . D issip ativ e biological stru c tu re s. In the “predator-victim” type
biological models considered in subsection 1, section 3, Chapter IV, and the
possibility of the spatial inhomogeneous distribution of the population, are
ignored. Such models serve only as a first approximation to a reality. In
reality the living conditions of a population are never identical in various
areas. Besides, even for a spatially homogeneous medium purely biological
reasons of clustering or rarefaction of representatives of the population are
always crucial: instinctive behavioral motives for gatherings in herds, sea
sonal variations in nature (for example, the approach of the mating season
or growth of nestlings) and so on.
Therefore a more detailed mathematical description of populations
should take into account the spatial phenomena. One such typical biological
model is

where t is the time, x is the spatial coordinate (for a simplicity the process is
considered to be one-dimensional), N (x , t) and M (x , t) axe the “densities”
of victims and predators, respectively, a > 0 , c > 0 , /? > 0 , 7 > 0 , Djy > 0 ,
D m > 0 are constants describing the intrinsic properties of the populations.
The given model differs from the Lotki-Volterra equations by the pres
ence in its right hand side of “diffusion” terms (Dat, D m are coefficients
of “diffusion”) and represents a system of two equations of parabolic type
relative to variables N and M. The origin these of “dissipative” terms is
justified by the same assumptions as those made in subsection 1, section
1, Chapter IV at deducing the model of dynamics of clusters of amoebae:
the velocity of variation of the number of population is influenced by the
“chaotic” motion of amoeba in space forming a flux from more “populated”
to less “populated” areas (it is considered to be proportional to the gradient
of their densities).
The behavior of the population in spatial models can drastically differ
from the picture described by point models. Consider, for example, the ef
fect of the appearance in space of “waves of pursuit” of the predator after
the victim. In Fig. 112 the results of demonstration computing experiment
of the described model are shown (units of measurement are conditional).
The problem was considered in an infinite area (Cauchy problem), the initial
density of the victims decreases exponentially with the growth of the coordi
nate x. It was considered that no migration of victims occurs, i.e. Dpj = 0 this is the case in frequently occurring actual situations, when the mobility
of victims is essentially less than the mobility of predators.
On the “front” of waves of pursuit a peak of density both of predators
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Fig.113.

and victims is formed (see Fig. 112, where the profiles of functions M (x, t)
and N (x , t) in some instant are represented). Behind the wavefront a quasi
equilibrium is established in the system and the values of variables are close
to constants. Temporal dynamics of formation of the profile of density of
predators (Fig. 113) testifies the proximity of the process within the con
sidered time interval to a self-similar case. The picture practically without
modifications is reproduced in different instants in various areas of space,
and the velocity of transition of characteristic points of the structure poorly
depends on time (amplitude of the maxima somewhat decreases in time, in
so far as the wave is moving along the decreasing “background” of density
of victims). Such development corresponds to a similar traveling wave (see
subsection 2 , section 1, Chapter V), when all quantities depend on the com
bination £ = x — D t, D > 0 (for some particular values of parameters the
self-similar solution can be obtained analytically).
The study of distributed biological systems illustrates well other rela
tions between the models of various hierarchical levels - point and spatial.
Consider the frequently used modification of the above mentioned equations

where N q > 0. It differs from the classical Lotki-Volterra model by a form
of terms describing the dynamics of a victim in the absence of a predator:
1) for small population densities (for types being multiplied by sexual
reproduction) the growth rate of the number is proportional to the frequency
of contacts between members, i.e. to the square of its density (compare with
section 6 , Chapter I);
2 ) a stable equilibrium density of population of victims N = N q exists,
defined by the level of available resources (compare with the logistic model
in subsection 5, section 1, Chapter I).
The point (D n = D m = 0) analog of the given model represents a
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nonlinear system of two ordinary differential equations. In an appropriate
range of parameters it has a limiting cycle - a configuration of integral curves
in a phase plane TV, M, when at t —>oo the trajectories are “winded” over
a limiting closed curve (auto-oscillation, the process is qualitatively similar
to that described in subsection 1, section 3, Chapter IV).
The obtained from computing experiment, carried out for the same range
of parameters, behavior of number of populations essentially depends on the
initial conditions of the system. The experiment corresponds to the condi
tions of a ring area (the vicinity of coast lines of the closed reservoirs, levels of
constant height in mountainous areas, etc.), and hence, the boundary condi
tions for functions N (x, t ), M (x, t) are periodic by x. It was also considered
that the mobility of the predators exceeds that of the victims (D ^ <£ D m )-

Fig.114.
Fig. 114 in dimensionless units represents the forms of several initial dis
tributions of the victim (a) and the predator (b) leading to the establishing
by time of a spatially homogeneous auto-oscillating process corresponding
to a stable limiting cycle in the point model (c). The biological interpreta
tion of this result is as follows: in a homogeneous area (“forest”) of small
size (“hares” and “wolves” have enough time to run over it many times dur
ing their life time) the populations can interact only in a manner which is
auto-oscillating, varying in with a shift of phases manner.
If at other equal conditions “the hares” live permanently in the same
places, and “the wolves” are actively migrating over the forest searching for
food, then apart from homogeneous auto-oscillations, spatially inhomogeneous (but stationary in time) population distributions are possible.
Fig. 115 a-c shows some of the initial profiles of number of popula
tion of victims adequate to this condition, not described by a point model,
(Fig. 116). There the number of “wolves” is uniform over all the forest, and
the “hares” essentially dominate one edge of the forest - being approximately
as many, as at the peak of homogeneous auto-oscillations, while on the other
edge there are fewer of them.
Despite identical living conditions over the area, there appears a so-
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Fig.115.

called stationary dissipative structure (SDS). Note that, as distinct from
the structures of combustion (section 3, Chapter V), the origin of SDS is
stipulated not by blowing-up and localization of diffusion processes, but by
competition of sources and losses of energy (in terms of the theory of heat
transfer). The inhomogeneities of SDS correspond to really observed “spots”
of populations in homogeneous territories with competing biological forms.

Fig.116.
2.
P ro cesses in tra n s itio n econom y. The transformation of an eco
nomic system with prevalence of state property and centralized planning
to a competitive market economy with dominance of private property (or
vice versa) is accompanied by complex transition processes. It is not sur
prising, as although both these systems do not exist in “pure” form, the
difference between them has a fundamental character: regulation with the
help of financial tools, reacting to the variations of economic parameters, or
by means of orders following from the analysis of appeared deficits; the aim
to maximize the profit of the firm or to execute the plan; almost complete
self-sufficiency of working individuals or the guarantee, as far as possible, of
minimum of state social security for all the population, etc.
The mathematical models of a market economy have been developed
for a long time and have been investigated rather well, which is not the
case for the models of planned and, especially, transition economies. The
latter cannot be (even in principal sense) reduced to models of a classical
type, for example, to those considered in section 2, Chapter IV, as they
should reflect in themselves the basic features of both economic systems. The
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effective methodological approach to the construction of models possessing
this synthetic property, is that, first, the models of balance of material and
financial fluxes are being created, which in a certain sense are universal,
i.e. are suitable for describing any type of economy. They are “deliberately”
unclosed, and the mode of their closure depends directly on the behavior
of the economic agents, policy of the state, etc. For various given forms
of economic relations (scenarios) and hence, for different ways of closure,
models for different types of economics are obtained.

Fig.117.
The scheme of one of them is shown in Fig. 117. It represents on the
macrolevel the rather complicated mutual relations of the economic partners
governing the production, exchange and distribution of goods and services,
in the Russian economy in the early 1990s. It is visible that the model rep
resents a mixed transition economy: apart from the state (basic agent of the
planned system), there are, for example, business banks working competi
tively with the purpose of extracting a profit.
Not describing completely all the assumptions on the economic relations
included in the model, we will only discuss some of them:
1) subsystems are distinguished, experiencing the competitiveness of im
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port, and the export branches;
2 ) labor collectives and administration are interested in increasing
salaries and, despite reduction of demand, achieve it with the help of mutual
non-payment and soft loans from the Central Bank (CB); pure investments
are absent, the productive capacities are decreasing;
3) variation of the production conditions influences the salary, but not the
employment level; no bankruptcy of firms occurs, the nominal unemployment
is insignificant;
4) only raw materials are exported, and only the goods are imported;
5) markets are controlled by an industrial - financial oligarchy, with
exporters being at the top of it;
6 ) the policy of the state is reduced to the definition of rates of taxes,
volumes the soft loans from the CB, state purchases, payments to the pop
ulation from the budget and grants to companies, etc.
The formulated scenario is developed to a general model, so that a con
crete model for the transition phase is obtained. From a mathematical view
point it represents a comprehensive and complex system of nonlinear or
dinary differential equations (supplemented by a large number of algebraic
equations) relative to several tens of basic economic variables (for example,
production of various types of goods) and contain a lot of characteristics and
parameters defining the solution (for example, inflationary expectations of
the population). This input data is obtained and updated along with the
scenario, in accordance with the current condition of the system.
For example, in one of the variants of the model it was considered that
CB will not perform operations in an internal currency market, then in late
1993 the exchange rate would equal, according to the model, 4000 roubles
to the dollar. However from inid 1993 CB began corresponding operations,
and in reality the rate reached “only” 1300 roubles to the dollar. The
modifications taking into account this new policy were introduced into the
model, so that the time schedule predicted by it, appears to be in reasonably
good accordance with reality (see Table 5).
Computing experiments, both with this and with other models of trans
forming economy constructed in similar way, enabled us to draw a series of
rather common and important conclusions. In particular, it was established
that the transition from the disorganization of the Soviet economy in the
late 1980s and early 1990s to the effective equilibrium conditions of a new
market economic system even at best will take not less than ten years, and
will be accompanied by high structural unemployment and bankruptcy of
many companies.
Another no less significant result of experiments with models is the pre
diction of the getting of post-reconstruction Russian economy into a special
type of quasistationary condition, different from the investigated in classical
political economical models. It is rather ineffective: in this state for the
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economic agents it is senseless to keep the resources or to invest them in
industry, but instead it is rather favorable to save mutual non-payments and
other delays in circulation of finances. The soft loans of CB at correct and
precisely addressed dosage slightly improve the efficiency of such an equilib
rium, but cannot drastically change the common picture (for partial variants
of the model the existence of such equilibrium is established, as in section
2, Chapter IV, by relatively simple analytical methods and is described by
simple steady-state solutions). Both described conclusions are in agreement
with the macroeconomical situation in Russia in recent years.
W ith the help of models we can also carry out more detailed studies of
various concrete problems of current economic policy. The latter concerns
the natural requirement of “safety”, particularly to avoid sharp destruction
of although non-efficient but usual and already existing economic relations
and structures. It is by no means a secondary problem, since the point is
not someone’s aim to deliberately destroy, but the “unprofessional” use of
economic tools in a rather complex and unstable situation.
The typical problem is the determination of the size of soft loans provid
ing by the state to the producers in fact with negative interest. The model
has shown that extremes are rather dangerous. The lack of soft loans leads
not only to the rapid suppression of inflation (and even to deflation), but
also to the destruction of industrial structures, the majority already being
used to inflation. Their incomes are so reduced, that this results in an “out
flow” of workers from firms and an inevitable collapse of production. In the
opposite case of soft loans which are too large and resulting hyperinflation,
the system of business banks collapses. They estimate the profit, proceeding
from rates of inflation. While the growth is not too big, their operations
based even on rough prognosis, ensure steady profit. At hyperinflation the
inevitable inaccuracy of the prognosis leads to systematic losses of banks
and to the actual “disappearance” (in a relative sense) of their own capital.
We shall also mention two other actual events which were significant
for the Russian economy and which have been analyzed with the help of
computing experiments with a model. The first of them - “black Tuesday”
of October 11 , 1994 - involved a disastrous fall of the rate of the rouble
relative to the dollar, which in a few days returned to approximately the
former level. The adequacy of the model enabled us not only (post factum)
to describe the dynamics of basic economic macroindices after the Tuesday,
but also to reliably determine the economic agents, which had involuntarily
won (basic branches, the incomes of the federal budget) and lost (majority
of population, importers) as a result of that event.
Second - the war in Chechnya started in late 1994, and required signifi
cant additional taxpayer expenses to carry it out and to recover the economic
and social life of the republic (according to different evaluations - from sev
eral trillions up to tens of trillions of roubles). The basic conclusion from
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the results of modeling is: although “the Chechen crisis” cannot cause hy
perinflation, but, even at solid anti-inflationary policy of the state, it made
a noticeable contribution to inflation and supports the decrease of actual
income of the majority of the population.
Table
Date
03.05
05
10
12

17
19
24
26
31
02.06
07
09
14
16
21

23
28
30

Exchange
rate

Calculated
rate

1820
1854
1859
1869
1877
1881
1895
1901
1916
1918
1940
1952
1952
1959
1971
1977
1985
1989

1779
1814
1809
1837
1827
1858
1852
1868
1881
1896
1891
1915
1927
1927
1947
1957
1969
1983

Date
05.07
07
12

14
19
26
28
02.08
04
09
II
16
18
23
25
30
01.09

Exchange
rate

Calculated
rate

1998

1984
2009
2018
2029
2038
2065
2076
2087
2104
2104
2128
2137
2148
2157
2171
2183
2193

2011
2020
2022

2028
2052
2052
2060
2081
2087
2108
2117
2141
2161
2156
2153
2204

5

3,
Totalitarian and anarchic evolution of power distribution in
hierarchies. The results of the analysis of the mathematical model of
the “power-society” system obtained in section 4, Chapter IV, concerning
mainly stationary distributions of power between the levels of the hierarchy
in the conditions of a legal society. Despite the phenomenon the hierarchy
leaving the framework of power, appearing at mismatch of characteristics
of the system, in legal case dynamic stability does exist. This means the
following: any non-stationary power distribution transforms at some time
into a stationary one and hence, returns to the legal field (it is considered
that stationary state itself belongs to a legal area).
The computing experiment clearly demonstrates this property of a legal
system (in some sense it is incorporated in its definition). In Fig. 118 an
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example of such a return of the authorities to a legal field is shown, for the
case of a basic model (subsection 4, section 4, Chapter IV) with parameters
no = 5 • 10-3 , b = 0.9, a = 0.75, k\ = H = I = 1, t 0 = 0. The initial
data po(x) are taken as “stairs”: at 0 < x < 0.3 we have po(x) = 2 > p2, at
x > 0.3 their values correspond to a stationary solution. The function p(x, t)
for moment t\, t2, £3, t$ is indicated by solid lines, I, 2, 5, 4 respectively,

Fig.118. h = 0.05, t2 = 0.15,
t3 = 0.35, U = 0.75
This scenario implies that the hierarchy (in this case its higher levels)
had for some reasons noticeably exceeded its maximum imperious powers.
However the response of the society has ensured the return of the solution
to the legal framework and relaxation over a period of time to stationary
power distribution (recall that for the sake of simplicity it is considered
that the response of the hierarchy is equal to zero, i.e. “the bureaucrats”
are indifferent to the level of their power, and they are quietly following
the response of the society). The time of ’’relaxation” in good accuracy is
equal to tset ~ 1/A;i, i.e. at constant rest parameters of the system, the
distribution of power reaches the legal area faster, the greater the intensity
of the response of the society k\.
If the partners in a system “power-society” aim to overcome the initial
situation as soon as possible, the social response (elections, inquiries, etc.)
have to be essentially strengthened and taken into account. This conclusion
completely correlates with standard politological recipes.
From computing experiments (in combination with theoretical analysis)
performed for a general model of a legal system follows its stability. In other
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words, in the legal case the hierarchical structures and civil society are in
the condition of a stable dynamic equilibrium.
The situation at certain, negligible at first glance deviations of the public
consciousness in relation to the legal one is completely different. In these
cases it is impossible to speak even approximately about the existence of
any dynamic equilibrium of the system “power-society”. Below we consider
a series of scenarios illustrating such an evolution of power distribution,
obtained with the help of computing experiments.

Fig.119.
I.
A totalitarian trap. In relation to a legal system, the public conscious
ness (the response of society F(p, #)) is distorted as represented in Fig. 119
(the curve of F (p, x) consists of a segment 1 from p = 0 up to p = p2
and line 2). This means that at p < p2 the reaction of society is legal, at
P2 < P < Per = 2.5 • p° the response is “weakly legal”, i.e. the resistance
to the excess of power does exist, but decreases with growth of p. Finally,
at p > p ^ the society “requires” a realization of increasing power, which
becomes stronger, as the value of p increases.

Fig.120. t\
0.635 , i 3 =
t 5 = 15.995,
19.195, t8 =

= 0.155, t2 =
1.915, tA = 6.395,
t6 = 17.915, t7 =
19.835

Fig. 120 represents the results of calculations of the basic model (but with
F(p) from Fig. 119) at no = 7.5 • 10“ 2 (the remaining parameters are the
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same, as in Fig. 118). The initial level of power in any link of the hierarchy
is equal to zero (po(x) = 0, 0 < x < 1). We will now describe the stages of
development of the scenario:
a) so far as at to = 0 Po(x)) = 0, in an initial instant the reaction of
society ensures the growth of power and its return to area pi < p < P 2 (curves
1, 2), so that the majority of hierarchical links is in areapi < p < p° (curve 3)
and as before receives “portions” of power from society. The solution grows
everywhere, since the intensely working mechanism of transmitting power
from higher to lower links ensures its magnification in the neighborhood of
a point x — 1, where the response of society is already negative (for a part
of the curve 3, located in area p° < p < pcr);
b) the situation represented by a curve 4> is a key one for the under
standing of the given scenario. Due to the “flatness” of the profile of power
(the parameter kq is big enough) a small number of the lowest levels appear
in the area, where p > pcr and where they begin to receive “additional”
power mainly from the society (F(p) > 0 at p > pcr), and not from higher
neighbors;
c) such replenishment leads to a slight raise of the power of the lowest
instances in relation to a level of power of the nearest higher links (which
are still in area F(p) < 0, p° < p < pcr). In accordance with the postulate
(subsection 2, section 4, Chapter IV) the higher links respond to this raise,
“taking” a part of the power from the lower ones and hence, coming due to
this “source” of power to the area p > pcr, F(p) > 0 (curves 5, 6);
d) “the wave” of excess power and exit to the area p > pCT is spread
over the hierarchy from right to left (from below to above), and the function
p(x, t) irreversibly increases as much as possible (curves 7, 8, etc.) at all
0 < x < 1 (this is the actual sense of the term “totalitarian”).
The described scenario is rather non-trivial (even from a purely mathe
matical point of view). Indeed, the hierarchy was completely in the area of
small (zero) values p(x, t), but completely moves in time to the area of in
finite values of p(x, t), “overcoming” the peculiar “resistance band” defined
by the legislation and the response of civil society (area p° < p < pcr). Two
phenomena are acting - distortion of the public consciousness and intense
mechanisms of redistribution of power in a hierarchy. Just the latter have
pushed the whole hierarchy link by link into the area p > pCI, where initially
only a minor part of lowest instances had entered (trap). When the quantity
«o diminishes the situation is normalized - the solution becomes stationary.
II.
An anarchic trap. In the previous scenario (as well as in the model
generally) no conscious aims of hierarchy towards the “dictatorship” have
been included. At opposite distortion of public consciousness an inverse
scenario is realized. The function F(p) is represented in Fig. 119 via the
part of a line 1 at p > pi and line 3. At p > p\ = 0.85p° the reaction
is the same as in the legal case, at pcr = 0.7p° < p < p\ the response is
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“weakly legal” , i.e. is positive, but decreases with the decrease of p. Finally,
at p < pcr the response of society is directed to a decrease of power, which
is greater, the larger is the decrease.

F ig .121. ti = 0.075,
t2 = 0.315, <3 = 1.275, U =
3.195, t5 = 8.315, t6 = 10.875,
t7 = 11.515
The results of the calculations are shown in Fig. 121. The parameters of
a model are the same as in Fig. 120 (except, obviously, the form of F(p)).
Initial data: po(^))2, 0 < x < 1, i.e. at a moment to = 0 the distribution of
power is completely in the area p > po (where F(p) < 0).
The evolution of power distribution proceeds via a scenario inverse to
the case 1: the solution for a rather large value of t turns to zero for all
0 < x < 1, passing the band pcr < p < p°, where F(p) >). Initially the level
of power decreases, and the majority of the power profile is in the legal area
P i < P < P2> Then the part of higher links slightly falls into the area p < pcr
(line 5), however it is enough for other links of the hierarchy to move by time
into this area and for there to be an irreversible decrease of a solution p(x, t )
up to zero at all 0 < x < 1; as in the case 1, the mechanisms of redistribution
of power are too strong, their decrease leads to a normal evolution towards
a stationary solution.
III.
Fatigue of society and a “sleeping” trap. For the parameters of the
system “power-society” given in subsections I and II, the evolution of power
distribution is predetermined in the sense that for any initialpo(x) the above
described scenario will be realized (besides quantitative differences, the qual
itative behavior of function p(x, t) is the same).
A more complicated and diverse evolution can be realized in cases where
the characteristics of the system vary in time.
Fig. 122 represents the results of calculations of a model with the same
function F(p), as for calculations in Fig. 120, but with no = 10-2 (in this case
the stationary solution for a legal system slightly enters the area p > p2l but
in such a way, that there is a noticeable gap between it and areap > pcr). The
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Fig.122. <i = 0.155, t2 = 0.63,
i3 = 2.555, t4 = 7.035, t5 =
21.115,
= 55.675, t7 =
99.835
second difference is that in a moment t = tCT = 8 both positive and negative
parts of the social response decreases by 10 times, though qualitatively, as
functions p, they have the previous form (line 1 at p < p2 and line 2 in
Fig. 119).
Such variation of F(p) in time can be interpreted as a fatigue of society.
The evolution of function p(x, t) is as follows:
a) the solution grows and enters the area p\ < p < p2, as in Fig. 120
(curves i, 2);
b) the solution during a certain time becomes close to the stationary one
(curves 5, ^), which as distinct from the scenario I, exists at given «o;
c) the decrease of the response of society at a moment t = tCT leads to
a spatial “smoothing” of power distribution and entering part of the lowest
levels into the area p > pcr - curve 5 (the solution would remain stationary
at former F(p));
d) the trap connected with the form of F(p, x, t), “awakes”, and the
further solution grows infinitely at all 0 < x < 1 (curves 6, etc.).
IV.
Activation of the society and the “reviving” of the stationary state. As
distinct from the previous calculations, in instants 6 < t < 10 the amplitude
of reaction will increase by 10 times (so that pCT is increased as well). Such
behavior of F(p) can be interpreted as an activation of society.
The solution (Fig. 123) in the beginning behaves as in Fig. 122, coming
to the area p > pcr (curves 5, 4)• At a given value of kq = 10“ 1 and not
varying in time function F(p) the function p(x, t) would grow infinitely (as
in Fig. 122). However, the growth of the amplitude of F(p) at t > 6 leads to
the appearance of a stationary solution (curve 7), to which the distribution
of power by time (curves 5, 6) tends, b by avoiding the trap.
Certainly, the scenarios I-IV and their political interpretation are rather
conditional (already because of the fact that at noticeable increase or de
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F ig .123. t\ = 0.15,
t2 = 0.75, t3 = 2.35, t 4 =
5.55, <5 = 7.15, <6 = 7.55,
<7 = 19.90
crease of power, the model, strictly speaking, is inapplicable, since the as
sumption about the legality of the system is violated).
However they demonstrate the potential diversity of possible behaviors
of power distribution in a hierarchy included in a model, which contains
various direct connections and feedbacks, nonlinearity and spatial-temporal
variations of characteristics of the object, and also indicate the possibility of
meaningful explanation of evolution of the investigated system.
For example, the anarchic trap can be attributed to Russian events of
1917 and in the of late 1980s - early 1990s (to a lesser degree). Indeed, this
scenario describes well “the fall” of the supreme level of power (culminating
in the resignation of the Tzar and the general secretary of the CPSU) under
strongest pressure from the civil society and at “irresponsible” actions of the
hierarchy with a consequent decrease and even “disappearance” of power
influence of the rest of the hierarchy. The interpretation is only meaningful
in the initial stage of the process (the general tendency is to “anarchy”). It
cannot be continued further, since the “old” imperious structure has merely
ceased to exist.
One more example is the political development of Russia in the last third
of 1993. It corresponds to the scenario whereby power returns to its legal
framework. Having formally left the boundaries (not precisely determined)
of a legal field the hierarchy has at the same time ensured the civil society a
possibility of amplifying the expression of the reaction by means of elections
to the Parliament. This enabled the society to restore the power structure
into the legal area, with an updated framework being established by its direct
participation via a constitutional referendum.
Let us stress that the mathematical models of hardly formalizable objects
always contain poorly or incompletely known behavioral characteristics of
living beings. Therefore they cannot fulfill the conditions of adequacy and
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accuracy which are characteristic to the modeling of technological or natural
scientific problems. However also in this highly complex area, the prognosis
and decisions are essentially based on the use (almost without realizing it)
of certain models and methods of modeling, often primitive ones. Therefore
the broad application of the methodology of mathematical modeling and
computing experiments seems to be inevitable even in this area of human
activity.

Bibliography for Chapter VI: [4, 10, 13, 14, 19, 23, 27, 28, 32, 35, 36, 39, 41,
48, 49, 52-54, 58, 66 , 81, 82].
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